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Summary 
Nanotechnology sits at the forefront of molecular and macromolecular medical science with 
tremendous applications worldwide. Paradoxically, as the number of applications for engineered 
nanomaterials (ENMs) increases the comparable knowledge of their toxicity may be limited. This could 
culminate in nano-safety issues relating to occupational, environmental and human exposure 
regarding ENM use without a full comprehension of their toxicological impact.  
 
The aim of this thesis was firstly, to provide a comprehensive approach to characterising the physico-
chemical features of, few-layer graphene (FLG) engineered with i) no functionality (Neutral-FLG), ii) 
amine groups (Amine-FLG) or iii) carboxyl groups (Carboxyl-FLG) with a carbon black (CB) positive 
control. Secondly, the toxicological impact of these ENMs was investigated utilising relevant 
respiratory cell lines. This was performed using; in vitro monoculture exposures, allowing the 
detection of primary-indirect genotoxicity, then applying these ENMs to a dual-cell co-culture lung 
model to permit the detection of secondary genotoxicity.  
 
By encompassing a comprehensive approach to ENM physico-chemical characterisation, a battery of 
complementary techniques was employed to gauge particle and agglomerate size, morphology, 
surface charge and surface area. Each ENM was then evaluated for their potential to promote 
cytotoxicity and genotoxicity, using relative population doubling and the micronucleus assay 
respectively in a monoculture of the human bronchial cell line, 16HBE14o-. A deeper investigation was 
then launched into the potential routes of oxidative and mitochondrial stress. Neutral-FLG, Amine-
FLG and CB particles promoted a genotoxic (predominantly clastogenic) response, however all tested 
ENMs induced oxidative & mitochondrial stress with significant elevation of interleukin (IL)-8.  
 
A transformed alveolar epithelial type-I (TT1) cell line and differentiated THP-1 (dTHP-1) macrophages 
formed the alveolar co-culture. This advanced cell model, which could detect secondary genotoxic 
mechanisms, highlighted the potential for each ENM to promote genotoxicity via secondary 
mechanisms. This was observed with a potency ranking of CB> Amine-FLG> Neutral-FLG> Carboxyl-
FLG with overall 2-fold increases in chromosomal damage (ascertained from micronuclei frequencies) 
at 50µg/ml following 24 hours of exposure. The potential mechanistic role of the oxidant: antioxidant 
balance as a contributor to the observed secondary genotoxicity was investigated by a 2-hour pre-
incubation with 1.5mM N-acetyl-cysteine (NAC). This was found to reduce chromosomal damage to 
non-significant (p<0.05) levels suggesting oxidative stress and secondary mediators to be strongly 
linked to the increased genotoxic response.  
 
In conclusion, co-culture exposures revealed the capacity of each ENM to elevate the frequency of 
micronuclei in binucleated (BN/Mn) cells above monoculture levels, indicative of secondary 
mechanisms of genotoxicity. The co-culture system has therefore highlighted the importance of 
complex in vitro models as a means of improving upon 2D monocultures as predictors of potential in 
vivo toxicity, which would have otherwise been overlooked. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
Nanotechnology bridges various disciplines encompassing engineering, physics, biology and medicine 
with the purpose of manufacturing novel beneficial and revolutionary scientific concepts (Sahoo et al., 
2007). Nanotechnology typically involves the manufacture of medical or engineering products at the 
nanoscale which represents one billionth of a metre (10-9m). Due to this uniquely small size with which 
nanomaterials (NMs) exist, they can interact at the molecular level of DNA (helix diameter of 2nm), 
prokaryotes (200nm in size) and are also capable of interacting on an intracellular level (eukaryotic 
cells typically several microns (10-6m) in size). The European Commission, as of 2011, defines a NM as: 
“A natural, incidental or manufactured material containing particles, in an unbound state or as an 
aggregate or as an agglomerate and where, for 50 % or more of the particles in the number size 
distribution, one or more external dimensions is in the size range 1nm - 100nm” (Bleeker et al., 2013). 
In a continuing statement the European Commission also defines that fullerenes, graphene flakes and 
Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) with one or more external dimensions fewer than 1nm should also be 
classed as a NM.  
 
1.1 The Nanotechnology Industry 
The nanotechnology industry is in a constant state of development with novel applications in medicine 
for the treatment of diseases in the human body, industrial uses involving pathogen detection, nano-
encapsulation in the food industry and next-generation sequencing techniques (Agrawal et al., 2018, 
Rashidi and Khosravi-Darani, 2011, Thiruvengadam et al., 2018, Elingaramil et al., 2013). Paradoxically, 
the generation of NMs is not a new concept however, the manufacture of engineered nanomaterials 
(ENMs) with an intended use and carefully designed structure is what forms the foundation of the 
nanotechnology industry. Incidental or accidental NMs have been airborne since the discovery of fire, 
however due to the heightened industrial demand coupled to research opportunities the need for 
toxicology testing has become apparent owing to the potentially detrimental effects of these materials 
(Soares et al., 2018). ENMs can be sourced from a variety of bulk materials such as Carbon, Gold, 
Titanium, Silver and Iron to name a few. These materials in their current bulk state are relatively inert 
(in chemical terms, they offer little use) however manufacturing ENMs from either bottom-up 
(building ENMs from constituent parts, or top-down (manufacturing ENMs from bulk) drastically 
changes the electrical, physical and optical properties of bulk elements (Gatoo et al., 2014). This 
change in property from bulk to nano, provides the foundation of research in nanotechnology with 
the ENM counterpart of a bulk material, or example carbon being extremely useful at the nano-scale, 
as graphene for example.  
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1.2 Graphene, The Flagship Nanomaterial 
Graphene is the current flagship of nanomaterials since its isolation and discovery in 2004 by Andre 
Geim and Konstantin Novoselov (Geim and Novoselov, 2007). Graphene is a 2-dimensional monolayer 
of hexagonally arranged carbon atoms (Figure 1.1) with tremendous potential for its applications in 
material sciences (Bressan et al., 2014). Typically possessing >90% carbon, graphene and graphene-
derivatives such as Few-Layer Graphene (FLG) containing upwards of three atomic layers of graphene 
are highly diverse in function and application (Burgum et al., 2018). Graphene carries high potential in 
the nanotechnology industry due to its electrical, thermal and physical properties which has put 
graphene-based research to the forefront of nanotechnology (Zhang et al., 2005, Yao et al., 2018, Lee 
et al., 2008). The unique physical properties graphene possesses has led to the emergence of many 
new fields in physics such as condensed matter physics and quantum relativistic phenomena (Geim 
and Novoselov, 2007). Electrical and conductivity testing on graphene has proved interesting and 
yielded promising results which in some instances have exceeded theoretically predicted values 
(Novoselov et al., 2012). Some examples of the physical properties of graphene include an 
exceptionally high thermal conductivity (>3000WmK-1), total non-permeability to gases and the 
potential to be chemically modified (Balandin, 2011, Bunch et al., 2008, Nair et al., 2010). Among other 
properties this is partly the reason graphene has been named the “miracle material” (Arvidsson et al., 
2018). Graphene also has the potential to be manipulated into many new forms to change some of 
the properties discussed above, which give rise to novel features and uses. Graphene can be 
manufactured in several ways, each of which will have its own advantages and drawbacks depending 
on the quality and purpose required. High quality graphene is typically produced via graphite chemical 
exfoliation which offers many of the properties discussed above where the electrical and thermal 
qualities can be optimised (Novoselov et al., 2004). Other options for production of graphene include 
chemical vapour deposition and growing graphitic layers on silicon carbide chips, this process occurs 
by sublimating the silicon atoms ultimately yielding graphitic layers (Novoselov et al., 2012). The 
consequent drawbacks of the latter method are the high cost of acquiring the silicon carbide chips and 
reaching and maintaining the 1000°C temperature at which the silicon carbide becomes increasingly 
unsettled. Chemical vapour deposition also has cost drawbacks related to high energy usage and 
difficulty removing the copper foils on which the graphene is grown (Novoselov et al., 2012).   
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Figure 1.1 Ball & stick model of graphene. The honeycomb lattice present in graphene and the sp2 
hybridised orbitals of the outer electrons gives graphene its superior strength, conductive, thermal 
and optical properties.  
 
The physical parameters which make graphene unique are also subject to change, three of these 
features have been highlighted below, all of which can induce slightly different inflammatory and toxic 
responses. Monolayer graphene with sp2 hybridised carbon has a theoretical maximum surface area 
of >2600m2/g. in comparison to most other nanomaterials this is at least one order of magnitude 
greater. The carbon atoms of the graphene monolayer are exposed on both sides of the sheet which 
provides the exceptionally high surface area (Sanchez et al., 2012). The disadvantage of the platelet 
form which graphene acquires means processes such as filtration become inefficient due to blockages. 
Additionally, the platelet shape makes dynamic light scattering (DLS) and zeta potential 
measurements (usually performed on spherical nanomaterials) difficult to measure, with precision, 
the agglomeration size in aqueous conditions (Sanchez et al., 2012). Stacking of monolayer graphene 
sheets into multi-layer stacks (Few-Layer Graphene (FLG)) will alter the material stiffness and as a 
result can influence the overall surface area (Figure 1.2). The elastic and breaking strength of graphene 
monolayers using nano-indentation with atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been investigated. In the 
study by Lee and colleagues, graphene was confirmed as the strongest material ever measured by this 
technique with a breaking strength of 43 N/m representing the intrinsic strength of a pristine graphene 
sheet (Lee et al., 2008). Only one material has been theorised to surpass graphene in stiffness, that 
being carbyne, another potential allotrope of “sp” carbon hybridisation. Carbyne remains however a 
theoretical venture at this early stage in its development. Paradoxically, monolayer graphene and 
graphene oxide are quite deformable by water surface tension attractive and repulsive forces, which 
are inherently weak (Guo et al., 2011). It was also noted that water invasion between the layered 
sheets reduces the frictional forces and could be responsible for making stacked graphene more 
water-soluble.   
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Figure 1.2 The top-down bulk manufacture of FLG introduces Stone-Wales defects into the 
monolayer structure. The greatest limitation on graphene’s potential in the nanotechnology industry 
is the in-efficiency of bulk manufacture. FLG which can be bulk-manufactured will typically possess 
structural impurities characterised as Stone-Wales defects.  
 
The lateral dimension of graphene and its derivatives does not alter surface area but is relevant in 
cellular uptake, clearance and transport. Cellular uptake of graphene is poorly documented but is 
thought to be largely influenced by the lateral dimension. The subsequent size of the endosome or 
lysosome which forms to degrade and remove the graphene may become unstable and lyse open 
releasing digestive enzymes in the cell. The lateral dimension of graphene products can vary 
indefinitely from 10nm to as large as the cells at >20µm (Sanchez et al., 2012). The flat molecular 
structure which graphene provides makes it an ideal carrier of therapeutic agents providing a niche 
environment for stem cell growth and graphene also has the potential to be rolled end to end to form 
single walled carbon nanotubes. Graphene has recently been introduced to regenerative medicine 
with testing still in the early phases, however interesting results have already been recorded. 
Graphene and a modified derivative known as graphene oxide were compared against a glass surface 
to support the growth of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC). The authors reported the graphene 
surfaces provided a strong niche environment for the stem cells and induced distinct cell 
differentiation and proliferation. Secondly the authors reported that cell adhesion and proliferation 
occurred at a faster rate on the graphene oxide surface, these findings should introduce both 
graphene and graphene oxide into further regenerative medicine based research to culture iPSC to be 
used in medical applications (Chen et al., 2012a). The idea that graphene could be incorporated into 
the cellular scaffold to offer elastic and mechanical support while also acting as a selective barrier to 
growing tissues may come to change the outlook of regenerative medicine and related biological 
applications (Nair et al., 2012). With other regards to biomedical applications graphene boasts a large 
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surface area onto which chemicals and therapeutic drugs could be conjugated for use in targeted drug 
delivery. Owing to the single atom thickness, mechanical strength and surface area availability of 
graphene, it may be an ideal candidate for imaging targeted therapeutics using scanning and 
transmission electron microscopy (Wojcik et al., 2015). Again due to the large surface area of 
graphene-based materials such as graphene oxide ~736.6m2/g the chemical functionalisation 
potential makes this nanomaterial ideal for use in biosensors which could detect cancer biomarkers, 
glucose or haemoglobin (Montes-Navajas et al., 2013, Kuila et al., 2011). Graphene as a carrier of 
biological compounds has tremendous potential, the hexagonal carbon lattice which makes up the 
structure of graphene means the sp2 arrangement of the π electrons are delocalised which improves 
the graphene solubility and ability to bind molecules efficiently (Novoselov et al., 2012). Further to 
this, graphene is lipophilic which helps to overcome a barrier in targeted drug delivery which is pin 
point delivery to the desired area. It also increases the chances of the therapeutic to negate the cell 
membrane and be internalised and released from the graphene carrier (Novoselov et al., 2012). 
Naturally when a novel nanomaterial makes several breakthroughs in the medical area attention soon 
turns to treating cancer. Graphene has been utilised in tumour studies performed on mouse xenograft 
models where polyethylene glycol-modified graphene oxide was administered intravenously. When 
excited with a near infrared laser the graphene oxide demonstrated strong photothermal cancer 
treatment potential as the tumours showed cell death via irradiation from the graphene oxide (GO) 
(Yang et al., 2010).  
 
Graphene has major applications in electronic equipment largely due to its high thermal and 
conductive nature but also due to its flexibility. The nanotechnology industry is finding uses for 
graphene in nano-electronics, and photonics. Due to the high optical transmittance of graphene being 
over 90% it has the potential to be used as a transparent coating for touch screen technology 
(Novoselov et al., 2012). With high quality samples, the resistance per square area is 30Ω and with 
exceptionally high transmittance values exceeding 97% per layer the graphene meets both electrical 
and optical demands required to be utilised as a transparent conductive coating material (Nair et al., 
2008). Largely, graphene is in competition for this technology with indium tin oxide (ITO) which 
expresses marginally better properties than graphene. Graphene production is increasing in quality 
and thus physical properties, this ultimately means graphene could replace ITO as a surface coating 
(Lux et al., 2018). With advantageous and superior flexibility and durability, graphene encompasses 
the role of modern nanotechnology in favour of conventional flexible electronics (Li et al., 2018a). As 
discussed, the overall structure of graphene provides exciting prospects in science, however an issue 
remains regarding the physico-chemical features of graphene which may present a risk to cells and 
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tissues. Fibrous shaped nanomaterials seem to pose a more significant inflammatory risk to cells when 
compared to spherical nanoparticles (Braakhuis et al., 2014). As a result, graphene, like other 
nanomaterials, must be subjected to the same rigorous in vitro testing before clinical trials commence 
to provide occupational and consumer protection. All ENMs should be tested for durability over time, 
protein corona interactions and critically, downstream toxicity testing, covering the whole spectrum 
of potential biological damage (Oberdorster et al., 2005a). Weathered ENMs represent a unique 
hazard and should warrant extensive toxicology testing given they would possess dramatically altered 
bio-distribution, bio-persistence and potentially different dose-responses (Scott-Fordsmand et al., 
2017).  
 
1.3 The Importance of Physico-Chemical Characterisation 
ENMs possess unique physical characteristics which vary with each material, these can include 
properties such as: 
• Shape  
• Size  
• Surface functionalisation  
• Composition 
• Surface charge distribution  
 
Each of these properties can alter a materials toxic potential however it is currently unknown to what 
extent each individual characteristic plays in contributing to toxic potential. A strong knowledge of the 
physio-chemical properties of an ENM plays an important role in understanding the toxic effects that 
may be witnessed in experimental conditions (Sukhanova et al., 2018). The in vitro techniques provide 
a mechanistic opportunity to test and analyse the biological pathways which may be affected by a 
toxic nanomaterial which can be quantified with cytotoxic proliferation assays such as relative 
population doubling (RPD) (Manshian et al., 2015). Furthermore, in vitro techniques offer the best 
option in maintaining full control of the experimental conditions (Oberdorster et al., 2005a). The 
purpose of characterising the nanomaterial may then help distinguish if the material itself is toxic or 
if the combined presence of a corona, endotoxin or surface chemistry plays a role in governing 
material toxicity.  
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1.3.1 Endotoxin 
Endotoxins (lipopolysaccharide, LPS) are thermo-stable molecules which make up the cell wall of Gram 
negative bacteria such as Escherichia coli (Doreswamy and Peden, 2011). Endotoxin is among many 
molecules which can efficiently bind to nanomaterial surfaces, the lipid moiety provides a unique 
opportunity to bind to hydrophobic planes. The presence of endotoxin either introduced in the 
manufacturing process or through handling in the laboratory contains phosphate groups which confer 
a net negative charge also allows binding to positively charged materials and proteins (Jones and 
Grainger, 2009). Endotoxin is able to bind to lipopolysaccharide binding protein (LBP) and engage toll-
like receptor 4 (TLR4) to initiate cellular activation, commonly observed in monocytes when 
responding to bacterial infection (Lu et al., 2008). A variety of cytokines are produced which confirm 
the presence of endotoxin including IL-1β and IL-6. This can cause complications when testing 
nanomaterials like graphene, which is linked with causing the induction of both cytokines in past 
studies (Han et al., 2015, Mukherjee et al., 2018). GO has been linked with inducing TLR4-dependent 
necrosis in macrophages combined with a strong TNF-α response; the same inflammatory 
mechanisms seen with endotoxin exposure (Qu et al., 2013). These results indicate GO and endotoxin 
can initiate similar inflammatory responses making it difficult to attribute the observed response to 
the nanomaterial or endotoxin contamination. Identifying the presence of endotoxin is required to 
prevent misconceptions when interpreting experimental data regarding an inflammatory response 
from a cell line in vitro. While many manufacturers attempt to synthesise nanomaterials in as pure 
manner as possible, contamination with endotoxin can still occur while in the manufacturing process 
or during handling of the nanomaterial in the laboratory (Smulders et al., 2012). Several assays exist 
to identify the presence of endotoxin; however, many utilise colorimetric or fluorometric dyes, which 
is problematic for nanomaterials. Some nanomaterials have the potential to interfere with the dyes 
that are central to these assays (Doak et al., 2009, Griffiths et al., 2011). To navigate around these 
issues, there are other assays to determine the presence of endotoxin in a sample, the Limulus 
Amebocyte Lysate (LAL) assay for example. Addition of this lysate to a sample at an appropriate 
concentration yields a gel which identifies the presence of endotoxin with minimal interference from 
the nanomaterial. If the sample is free of endotoxin, then any subsequent claims of toxicity can be 
attributed to the nanomaterial pending the results of other physio-chemical characterisation such as 
protein corona and surface chemistry analyses. The data collected can then be used to facilitate a risk 
assessment by characterising the nanomaterial to better inform the nanotechnology industry 
(Braakhuis et al., 2014). If a nanomaterial is contaminated with endotoxin the removal of this molecule 
is paramount to avoid misinterpretation of in vitro toxicity results. Endotoxin as discussed above is 
highly resistant to heat but certain conditions can be applied for safe removal such as dry heat 
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incineration at high temperatures exceeding 250°C (Nakata, 1993). One study has suggested 
endotoxin de-pyrogenation could be carried out through ethylene oxide treatment (Tsuji and 
Harrison, 1979). The latter suggestion however may carry increased risk as the ethylene oxide is itself 
highly reactive and may interfere with the physio-chemical nature of the nanomaterial under 
investigation.  
 
1.3.2 Size & Shape 
As well as the presence of endotoxin in the sample, the size and stability of the nanomaterial in 
solution may also have implications in the overall toxicity to viable cells (Hole et al., 2013). 
Nanomaterials, particularly nanoparticles react to their surroundings in a size dependent manner due 
to their large surface area to volume ratio which is able to interact with the nearby cells (Jiang et al., 
2008, Tenzer et al., 2011). The size of NPs has a great influence on cellular uptake & subsequent 
alteration of, signal processes in viable cells, including the mechanisms relating to cell death. Particles 
in the size range of 2-100nm possessed this ability but particles in the size range of 40-50nm seemed 
to induce the strongest effects (Jiang et al., 2008, Kettler et al., 2016). Further to this there seems to 
be a trend in results published which indicate that ultrafine particles have the potential to penetrate 
deeper into body portals, such as the alveolar region of the lungs (Hoet et al., 2004, Li et al., 2016). In 
the study by Nemmar and colleagues, ultrafine nanoparticles were used to explore the link between 
thrombosis formation and exposure to 60nm polystyrene NPs. The nanoparticles were divided into 
groups for comparison, but the surprising results came from the carboxylate-functionalised 
polystyrene particles and the amine-functionalised particles. The results concluded that at high doses 
the carboxylate-polystyrene particles significantly inhibited thrombus formation and the amine-
polystyrene particles enhanced thrombus formation at high doses (Nemmar et al., 2002). This seems 
to strengthen the resolve for successfully characterising all aspects of new nanomaterials as aspects 
such as type, and surface functionalisation could cause drastically different effects. It is already well 
established that the size of nanomaterials has a great impact upon cellular processes including uptake, 
endocytosis and processing of particles inside the cell (Nel et al., 2006). NP size therefore plays an 
important role in cellular uptake; however, this is also true of nano-sized fibres and platelets. Studies 
on CNT deposition and uptake can often place a strong emphasis on size-dependent cellular 
responses, with the cell line commonly an immune cell which facilitates the studies focus on ENM 
uptake. Fibres have proven to be central to toxicity studies given their similarities to asbestos which 
has prompted toxicology research to inform the nanotechnology industry on the correct procedures 
for handling, use and disposal of these ENMs (Boyles et al., 2015). In the study by Boyles and 
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colleagues (2015), industrially manufactured MWCNTs were compared to CNTs and asbestos fibres 
for their ability to promote cytotoxicity, (pro)-inflammatory responses and (pro)-fibrotic responses in 
macrophages and A549 cells. The authors reported long MWCNTs promoted a significant cytotoxicity 
and activation of an immune response through frustrated phagocytosis. CNTs (short) did not induce 
cytotoxicity in the cells however they were considered potentially toxic for stimulating detrimental 
cellular responses greater than those seen in macrophages exposed to asbestos fibres on a mass-dose 
metric (Boyles et al., 2015). 
 
The shape of a nanomaterial may also play a large role in its toxic potential. Molecules with high aspect 
ratios i.e. >3:1 may cause issues with degradation and subsequent clearance from cells (Journeay et 
al., 2008). Long, thin nanomaterials such as graphene may possess this property which could induce 
strong inflammatory responses from immune cells such as macrophages and dendritic cells due to the 
inability of the immune cells to successfully degrade and remove the material from the cellular 
environment (frustrated phagocytosis). This was suspected to be the case in a study by Schinwald and 
colleagues, where graphene-based nanoplatelets of 25µm diameter induced inflammatory responses 
in an in vitro lung model (Figure 1.3). In vitro THP-1 macrophages were exposed to the graphene-based 
nanomaterial and showed expression of IL-8 and IL-1β among others in the bronchoalveolar lavage 
(BAL) (Schinwald et al., 2012). The authors suggest that the physical structure of the platelets proved 
difficult for the macrophages to carry out phagocytosis despite having a strong 2-dimensional profile. 
The authors deemed the graphene-based nanoplatelets as hazardous ENMs, imparting their toxicity 
through size and shape predominantly.  
 
Figure 1.3 Graphene-based nanoplatelet induces frustrated phagocytosis in lung cells. This process 
may lead to the downstream immune response signalling and subsequent cytokine production. Image 
adapted from (Schinwald et al., 2012).   
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1.3.4 Surface Chemistry 
Modifying the surface chemistry of ENMs could prove to be an ingenious method of improving 
solubility, decreasing agglomeration or a means of drug delivery (Singh et al., 2009). In the case of 
graphene ENMs however, surface chemistry can play a pivotal role on toxicity. In the detailed review 
by Bussy and colleagues, the authors report that graphene bearing hydrophilic groups will disperse 
more readily (Bussy et al., 2013). The toxicity associated with these ENMs however often reflects the 
production methods used, this has been highlighted in the work by Chng and Pumera (2013), GO 
produced via top down manufacture was capable of a dose-dependent toxicity (measured with the 
MTT assay) and showed potential to promote mitochondrial stress (WST-8); this was reported for GO 
produced via four methods of manufacture (Chng and Pumera, 2013). Conversely, in the work by 
Bengtson and colleagues, who investigated the cytotoxic and genotoxic potential of graphene and GO 
in FE1 cells in vitro, the authors reported no cytotoxic or genotoxic events measured by proliferation 
and the comet assay respectively (Bengtson et al., 2016). There was however, a strong oxidative stress 
response promoted by GO which surpassed that of ROS induced by reduced GO (rGO) at doses up to 
200µg/ml over a 24-hour exposure period. This effect was likely caused by the differing oxygen- 
carbon ratios which Bengtson and colleagues also investigated where they detail GO having equimolar 
carbon, hydrogen and oxygen content with rGO having lower oxygen levels. This study may therefore 
hint at the importance of oxidation state on graphene ENMs, a simple yet obviously strong method of 
functionalisation via surface chemistry alterations. This effect has been evaluated in another study by 
Majeed and colleagues, whereby pristine graphene and GO ENMs had their surface oxygen content 
measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy before assessing this effect on the toxicity of each 
material. The authors demonstrated pristine graphene promoted a dose-dependent cytotoxic trend 
which was not present with GO where the ENMs had surface oxygen contents of 2.5% and 31% 
respectively (Majeed et al., 2017). The role of oxidation upon graphene and GO ENMs is therefore 
highly specific and often dependent on the production methods used, the cell line, the cell culture 
environment, the oxidation state of the material, impurity content and many other chemically 
dynamic factors. These changes in oxidation state may also lead to changes in dispersion, solubility 
and the ability of proteins to adsorb to the surface of ENMs dispersed in cell culture medium.  
 
1.3.5 Protein Corona Formation 
In biological systems, a major component is fluid which primarily contains proteins. Once a 
nanomaterial is placed into this environment the outer surface can become coated with the fluid-
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based proteins to form a protein corona surrounding the nanomaterial (Figure 1.4) (Tenzer et al., 
2011).  
 
Figure 1.4 Differences in the corona formation on NPs depending on the site of administration. 
Protein adsorption may differ depending on the contact site and serum concentrations present in that 
specific region of tissue.   
 
Understanding protein corona formation is of importance in nanotoxicology studies given its role in 
determining ENM physical properties (particle distribution & surface charge) at biological interfaces 
(Foroozandeh and Aziz, 2015). The protein corona is a natural interface between a ENM and its 
biological environment (Monopoli et al., 2013). The resulting corona essentially instils a biological 
identity to the ENM which can be tested for using appropriate techniques. This can alter the ENMs 
biological interaction with cells and may have implications upon cellular uptake. The overall charge of 
the attached proteins can alter the uptake of ENMs, demonstrated by (Oh and Park, 2014). The 
authors demonstrated that polystyrene NPs of 100nm in diameter underwent a higher rate of 
internalisation via phagocytosis if the particles were negatively charged as opposed to identical 
positively charged particles in human colon adenocarcinoma cells. Identification of the proteins 
contributing the NP corona is of interest in nanotoxicology. This can be achieved several ways however 
the most common being isolation via gel electrophoresis, trypsin digestion and peptide identification 
using inductively coupled mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) with size exclusion. This methodology provides 
accurate information regarding protein size (ascertained during gel electrophoresis) and peptide 
content (Fernandez-Iglesias and Bettmer, 2015).  
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Gaining a thorough understanding of the protein corona may in fact help to inform the ENM 
internalisation pathways (Laurent et al., 2013). The numerous interactions of the ENM corona with 
the cellular may also be sufficient to trigger endocytosis and subsequently deliver the nanomaterial 
to the cell interior. Physiological systems tend to be in a strong dynamic state with biological 
interactions occurring constantly, it therefore follows that a regular time profile of corona formation 
and weathering should be taken into account in order to accurately predict ENM toxicity (Tenzer et 
al., 2013). The protein corona formation however is less documented despite being as important as 
its physiological presence, which is prompting future studies to investigate this phenomena to 
improve the current knowledge of these nanoparticle-corona complexes and how they contribute to 
inflammatory cellular responses (Monopoli et al., 2013). ENMs have a highly dynamic surface area 
onto which biological molecules adsorb easily when in contact with a biological interface (Nel et al., 
2009). Rapid corona formation (<30s) was shown to affect NP uptake and endothelial cell death at 
early exposure times (Tenzer et al., 2013). The cellular interactions may have bio-adverse outcomes if 
the nanomaterial corona induces transformations or restructuring of the nanomaterial while inside 
the cell. To what extent the corona nanomaterials affects toxicity is yet to be confirmed and perturbing 
techniques may alter the chemistry of the system so efforts are underway to find non-perturbing 
means of monitoring the protein corona of nanomaterials (Nel et al., 2009). Alterations to the corona 
may disturb the distribution of the nanomaterial and consequently could change the therapeutic or 
physiological influence it has on cells (Dobrovolskaia et al., 2009). Currently it is believed that the hard 
protein corona develops and evolves slowly and consists of an abundant number of proteins, albumin 
being the most common. The abundance of albumin at the surface of ENMs immersed in biological 
samples may indicate good biocompatibility of the nanomaterial in cell cultures primarily due to the 
proteins found naturally masking the foreign nature of any novel ENM (Casals et al., 2010). The soft 
corona by comparison is made up of highly interchangeable proteins which can alter within a space of 
30 seconds. Logically it seems that the hard protein corona would be more responsible for important 
cellular functions relating to the nanomaterial such as internalisation while the interchangeable soft 
corona would undergo modification through the uptake process and become altered once inside a cell 
for example. In the paper published by Tenzer and colleagues a list of 20 of the most common corona 
proteins is listed, from there researching the isoelectric and kinetics of the proteins could yield helpful 
information for predicting corona formation in future experiments (Tenzer et al., 2013). The authors 
also dispute the hypothesis, in which ENM coronas are predicted to be positively charged to aid in the 
docking mechanisms with cell membranes (Huhn et al., 2013). Based on the perturbing methodology 
regarding the biological environments, the particle corona seems to be negatively charged 
predominantly which suggests that attractive force docking may be a simplified notion of the true 
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mechanism. The commonality of apolipoproteins in the corona may also facilitate the uptake of 
nanoparticles into endothelial cells which has been witnessed in a number of studies (Zensi et al., 
2010, Zensi et al., 2009). The study by Foroozandeh and Aziz, demonstrated a difference in the 
proteins that adsorb to the NP surface may vary depending on the route of administration. Inhaled 
nanoparticles may therefore inherit a different corona compared to NPs which are injected 
(Foroozandeh and Aziz, 2015). Injected nanoparticles which enter the bloodstream are likely to 
interact with blood plasma proteins which will comprise most of the corona in the early stages of its 
formation (Cedervall et al., 2007). Blood plasma proteins such as albumin, fibrinogen, and 
immunoglobulin G are highly common corona proteins and will likely be found on all nanoparticles 
which are suspended or dispersed in plasma (Aggarwal et al., 2009). The difference in proteins is likely 
caused by the initial biological interface the nanomaterial encounters, the lung environment may 
contain lower concentrations of blood plasma proteins such as fibrinogen and higher concentrations 
of glycoprotein for example which contributes to mucus production acting as a barrier to pathogens 
(Allen et al., 1984). The goal while performing experiments however is not simply to identify the 
presence of the corona but to quantify it. Techniques are now being sought out to measure the 
thickness, protein quantity and binding affinities of these proteins to nanomaterials (Walkey and Chan, 
2012). As discussed above, the corona evolves over time as the proteins of the soft corona with lower 
binding affinity freely adsorb and release while the hard corona remains largely unchanged; methods 
are therefore now available to measure the exchange rates of the proteins. The hard corona should 
possess a slow exchange rate in comparison with the soft corona when dispersed in media. The reason 
behind this is now thought to be due to the proteins of the hard corona binding with high affinity 
directly to the nanomaterial surface while the proteins of the soft corona are relying on protein-
protein interaction to remain bound. This was confirmed in a recent study by Kokkinopoulou and 
colleagues (2017) who demonstrated for the first time, visualisation of the protein corona by TEM. 
The authors noted the hard protein corona measuring ~15nm was strongly influenced by the host 
ENM surface chemistry. Further proteomic analysis revealed the outer corona (soft bound proteins) 
to be a loose, flowing network of proteins not the classical image of a protein shell (Kokkinopoulou et 
al., 2017). Consequently there are exchanges with other proteins dispersed in media or where ever 
the nanomaterial may be (Walkey and Chan, 2012). A theory put forward by Simberg and colleagues 
suggests that the initial proteins to adsorb to a nanomaterial surface can be referred to as primary 
binders which are then followed by secondary binders which bind through protein-protein 
interactions to the primary binders (Simberg et al., 2009). This concept could have large implications 
on the nanomaterial overall physio-chemical characteristics such as receptor binding to membranes. 
The secondary binders could essentially mask the affinities of the nanomaterial and the primary 
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binders for the cellular membrane (Foroozandeh and Aziz, 2015). ENM surface chemistry will also 
likely impact upon biological recognition and significance once inside cells. More proteins are able to 
efficiently adsorb onto the surface of hydrophobic nanoparticles as opposed to hydrophilic ones, 
because of this the native structure of proteins adsorbing onto the hydrophobic surface will lose some 
of their functionality as they undergo denaturation (Roach et al., 2005). 
 
1.3.6 Agglomeration 
ENM agglomerates are an amalgam or group of singular ENMs bound together by van der Waals forces 
or electrostatic interactions involving dipoles at the NM surface. Agglomerates of ENMs should not be 
mistaken for a ENM aggregate which comprises strongly interacting singular NMs held together 
through sharing of electrons in a covalent bond or overlapping electron orbitals as in the case of 
metallic interactions (Baalousha, 2009). The formation of ENM agglomerates is generally an unwanted 
process however an inevitable one particularly where ENMs are concerned. ENM manufacture 
typically results in hydrophobic materials, graphene for example, and to enhance solubility to achieve 
the desired function coatings and chemical groups can be added (Yang et al., 2012). Agglomerate 
formation of ENMs can be achieved within a 30 minute time frame after which further agglomeration 
results in structures achieving micron-sized agglomerates ultimately causing sedimentation, an 
extreme issue in nanotoxicology which is often highlighted in publications as timed photographs of 
ENM stock solution over a 24-hour period (Hsiao and Huang, 2013). Nanotoxicology focuses on the 
impact of ENMs upon a specific cell line intended to model human exposure however most ENMs 
manufactured as a powder are hydrophobic and thus require a liquid carrier acting as the suspension 
(Ruge et al., 2012). As a result, in vitro nanotoxicology suspends dry powder ENMs in culture media to 
expose to cells in most liquid-liquid interface (LLI), a better approach however would be to nebulise 
the ENM and grow cells as an air-liquid interface (ALI) thus creating a more realistic approach, where 
the lung model is concerned.  
 
1.3.7 Nanomaterial Characterisation Techniques 
ENM characterisation requires an extensive approach and typically includes multiple techniques. 
Furthermore, techniques can be applied to pristine and suspended materials prompting a comparison 
to be drawn between the changes of ENMs immediately post manufacture and a ‘weathered’ ENM 
which has been suspended in culture media and undergone physico-chemical changes.  
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1.3.7.1 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 
Perhaps the most common form of ENM characterisation is DLS, a powerful technique used to 
ascertain hydrodynamic diameter, agglomerate size distribution and the polydispersity index of a 
sample. The DLS principle is based upon Brownian Motion, a thermal process whereby molecules in a 
solution will randomly bump into a suspended ENM inducing a small but perceivable change in 
location of the ENM itself (Bendre et al., 2011). The Brownian Motion of larger agglomerates of ENMs 
will therefore be less when compared to smaller agglomerates; on this principle DLS calculates 
autocorrelation functions on the light-scattering signal of the solution (Nazarenus et al., 2014). 
Essentially DLS passes a laser of specific wavelength through the suspension and calculates the rate at 
which the intensity of light fluctuates. Correlation coefficients are crucial here, the non-random 
fluctuations are represented and plotted over time generating a correlation curve. This curve 
calculates a hydrodynamic diameter using the Stoke-Einstein Equation, whereby the hydrodynamic 
diameter can be defined as the diameter of a hypothetical sphere which possesses the same 
translational diffusion coefficient as the particle under analysis. In principle, larger hydrodynamic 
diameter scatter light much more than smaller agglomerates which means the size distribution will 
significantly depend on whether the intensity or number is displayed in publications, thus taking the 
mean hydrodynamic diameter is simply not sufficient with DLS (Nazarenus et al., 2014). DLS does 
however have limitations; firstly, the refractive index, suspension viscosity of the dispersant will need 
to be known beforehand – this is not always readily available and if incorrect can contribute to data 
skew. Supplemented protein in the suspension which is vital to nanotoxicology can often ‘redshift’ the 
average hydrodynamic diameter through the masking of the smallest agglomerates. DLS however 
suffers from the process of Rayleigh scattering, this unwanted electromagnetic process manifests as 
larger agglomerates masking the light scatter of smaller agglomerates which results in the data being 
skewed. Where DLS will come under scrutiny is ENM selection, as this principle works best for spherical 
particles. In contrast, platelets, cuboids, fibres, and flake-like ENMs will confound DLS to some degree 
due to the scattering angle fluctuations, consequently a more holistic and multi-modal approach is 
required for those ENMs.  
 
1.3.7.2 Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET) Theory 
The technique of BET measures the adsorption of gas (nitrogen) onto the surface of a material which 
includes porous structures. The volume of nitrogen gas adsorbed to the surface of the material is often 
measured accordingly with the boiling point of nitrogen (-196°C), the calculation then utilises BET 
theory and the BET adsorption isotherm equation (Equation 1.1). Essentially the dissolution rate is 
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determined which is equivalent to the surface area of the material. Traditionally nitrogen is used as 
the adsorbate gas however substitutes can be used permitting they are also relatively inert.  
Equation 1.1 
1/ [Va.(P0/P-1)] = C-1/VmC. P/P0 + 1/VmC 
Where; P is the partial vapour pressure of adsorbate gas, P0 is the saturated pressure of gas, Va 
represents the volume of gas adsorbed at standard pressure and temperature (273.15K and 1.013x105 
Pa), Vm is the volume of gas adsorbed at standard temperature and pressure resulting in a surface 
monolayer and lastly C, an enthalpy of adsorption constant.  
 
1.3.7.3 Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy is based on the principle of monochromatic light scattering upon contact with a 
sample surface. It presents a useful, non-destructive methodology of investigating material thickness 
(Ni et al., 2007). A laser or light source of specific wavelength is fired at the sample of interest and the 
resulting wavelength of the scattered light is measured (Figure 1.5). This principle of Raman-scattered 
light can then be used to predict structural information regarding a certain material or sample (Figure 
1.6). For this reason, Raman spectroscopy has become a fundamental tool for characterising structure 
and shape for cells, molecules (Ramos et al., 2015) and also ENMs such as graphene (Shtein et al., 
2015). Raman spectroscopy is therefore not an absorption process; the light scattered by atoms is 
shifted in frequency by differences in the vibrational energy levels (Figure 1.6).  
 
 
Figure 1.5 Raman Spectroscopy theory. Light enters with an oscillating transverse electromagnetic 
field contacting the sample and induces oscillations in the electron cloud of the sample. If the light 
which enters possesses a higher energy than the emitted light, this will manifest as a Stoke shift. 
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Figure 1.6 The principle for Raman spectroscopy focuses on the scattering of monochromatic light. 
The Rayleigh light scatter will have the same wavelength of light as the incident beam whereas the 
Raman-shifted light will have a longer wavelength and consequently a lower energy value. Due to the 
random direction of light scatter the longer wavelengths of light have a higher probability of reaching 
the lens and being detected which in this example will be the Raman-shifted light.  
 
Raman spectroscopy has been applied to graphene analysis by determining the number of substrate 
layers and configuration of the stacked 2-D material under experimental conditions (Li et al., 2012). 
This technique holds high sensitivity and once coupled with the relative thickness of graphene samples 
(i.e. 3-5 layers) this technique becomes highly reproducible and accurate in determining the layer 
thickness of stacked nanomaterials (Li et al., 2012). To determine the thickness of FLG Raman 
spectroscopy can be employed in 2-D mode to visualise the spatial distribution of Bernal and 
rhombohedral stacking in tri and tetra-layer graphene (Lui et al., 2011). Using Raman spectroscopy 
individual carbon planes can be visually mapped to determine whether the planes are stacked “in” or 
stacked “out”. In this particular form of analysis the Raman spectroscopy can be coupled with 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as a means of transferring the platelets of FLG samples onto 
a TEM grid resulting in a far more powerful analytical tool (Cong et al., 2013). When analysing single 
layer graphene, the orientation of the edges can also be characterised by Raman spectroscopy in G 
mode. With this analysis Cong and colleagues demonstrated that the edges of the graphene single 
layer exhibited polar behaviour and differed in configuration according to the polarisation of the 
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incident laser (Cong et al., 2010). The spectral peaks obtained from carrying out Raman provide an 
instant indicator as to whether the graphene sample is a single layer or stacked, by taking a scanning 
confocal approach Graf and colleagues were able to distinguish between bilayer and few-layer 
graphene samples from the dimensions of the “D” band on the spectra. If a bilayer of graphene is 
abundant the D band splits from a single peak into multiple peaks, the intensity of the peak also 
provides material defect information (Graf et al., 2007).  
 
1.3.7.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy 
TEM has been making crucial contributions to the field of biology for over 50 years (Winey et al., 2014). 
The technique involves passing electrons through a thin section of embedded cells to provide a 
detailed image with incredibly high resolution. The TEM is setup with four main sections, the electron 
source, an electromagnetic lens, the sample holder and lastly the imaging system, as illustrated in 
Figure 1.7.  
 
 
Figure 1.7 Schematic illustration of the TEM setup. The filament electron source consists of a tungsten 
cathode which emits electrons once heated, the electrons are then accelerated towards the specimen 
through the anode which acts to focus the beam directly at the sample. The electromagnetic lens 
meanwhile focuses the beam so that each electron only possesses a well-defined energy range. Lastly 
the imaging system consists of a double-lens system, one for refocusing electrons and the second for 
enlarging the TEM image on the screen.  
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Due to the short wavelength of the electron beam with respect to high energy photons, the resolution 
encompasses the sub-nm range (Winey et al., 2014). The sample preparation for TEM is a laborious 
process which involves chemical fixation with osmium typically which acts to confer some electron 
density to the sample membrane. Sample dehydration is then employed utilising a solvent of choice 
at increasing concentrations, ethanol or acetone are common. Once the sample is sufficiently 
dehydrated it is then embedded in resin for sectioning. To provide an image in the microscope the 
sections cut need to be between 60-80nm thick which are harvested onto TEM grids (Winey et al., 
2014). Given TEM images are high resolution, this technique is often the gold standard to investigate 
nanomaterial uptake and internalisation within various cell lines. Current advances in the technique 
permit image capture with resolution as precise as 0.11nm, however image resolution typically 
reflects sample quality (Gai and Boyes, 2009). Graphene and few layer graphene has been imaged 
using TEM to investigate theoretically-predicted ripples in the lattice structure which could be a source 
of material fractures when under high stress (Wang et al., 2012). Using tilting TEM experiments the 
edges of single layer graphene and bilayer graphene can be successfully characterised as either zigzag 
or armchair configurations (Figure 1.8) and that the edges are mostly closed between layers (Liu et al., 
2009). The closed edges of the stacked material can be visualised as a curved edge as opposed to 
multiple stacked sheets which lay adjacent to one another (Liu et al., 2009). From the study by Wang 
and colleagues, the authors concluded that such ripples may always exist in ultra-thin materials for 
which TEM should provide a successful detection system. Since graphene uptake has been proven, as 
in the study by Mullick Chowdhury and colleagues with TEM images in several cell lines including HeLa 
cells and MCF7 cells at concentrations as low as 20µg/ml (Mullick Chowdhury et al., 2013). 
 
Figure 1.8 Illustration of the two possible edge characteristics displayed by graphene. Typically, 
along one edge of the material there will be the armchair arrangement while the adjacent axis will 
take on the zig-zag arrangement of carbon atoms.  
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1.3.7.5 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
AFM, sometimes referred to as scanning force microscopy (SFM), operates by moving a small, needle-
like tip (fixed to a cantilever) across a sample’s surface and measuring the resulting attractive and 
repulsive forces (Robson et al., 2018). AFM is currently an irreplaceable technique for inspecting the 
topographical nature of materials as well as analysing physical structures (de Pablo, 2011). The 
advantages of this technique are that it can be applied to a wide number of nanomaterials, particles, 
spheroids and liquids alike (Baalousha and Lead, 2012). A particular advantage of AFM over traditional 
electron microscopy is the capacity to measure samples in air, vacuum or liquid (de Pablo, 2011). This 
key feature of analysing biological samples while in liquid provides a useful insight into replicating 
natural biological environments while under experimental conditions. The high resolution of this 
technique permits inspection of ENM interactions with cells and investigate potential accumulation 
points at the cell surface, which crucially, can be conducted on live cells (Taatjes et al., 2013). The 
process by which AFM operates is based on the adhesion forces between the sample surface and the 
probe tip of the cantilever (Trache and Meininger, 2008). The probe tip is positioned above the sample 
surface (Figure 1.9) while the configuration can take up one of three imaging settings, contact, tapping 
or non-contact mode. While in contact mode the probe tip is dragged along the sample surface, the 
deflections of the cantilever are detected, and an image is formed regarding the surface topography. 
Commonly however a constant feedback signal is applied to maintain the probe tip position and any 
alteration indicated results in a deflection of the cantilever. Currently the only limitation with this form 
of AFM is imaging rate which can be laborious, however new high speed AFM machines can combat 
this issue (Casuso et al., 2009).  
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Figure 1.9 Contact-mode AFM setup. The piezo-ceramic cantilever is first positioned with an applied 
voltage, the probe is then moved across the surface of the material to create a 3D representation of 
the material surface. Cantilever dynamics in tapping mode are shown where D0 is the resting cantilever 
position, secondly, Z0 is the position of the cantilever with respect to the sample surface and lastly ΔZ0 
is the amplitude of the cantilever, image adapted from (Legleiter, 2009).  
 
Tapping mode can be employed typically for use on liquid samples where contact mode may be 
hampered by adhesion forces of the liquid medium. Tapping mode therefore reduces the time the 
probe tip is in contact with the liquid medium thus providing a more accurate representation of the 
biological sample. In tapping mode the cantilever is encouraged to oscillate near the resonant 
frequency (Figure 1.10), the amplitude of the oscillations can vary (10-40nm) (Legleiter, 2009). The 
resolution of tapping mode AFM on protein surfaces at the vertical axis can be as small as 0.1nm while 
lateral dimensions can lie in the range of 1-1.5nm (Moller et al., 1999). The resolution of modern AFM 
sample analysis can reach sub-nm levels however this is typically found in liquid samples (Miller et al., 
2016). The primary advantage to tapping mode as opposed to contact mode is the reduced contact of 
the probe tip with the sample surface. This feature both elongates the shelf life of the probe tip and 
is minimally intrusive to the sample which, if biological, shouldn’t introduce structural damage. 
Tapping mode is therefore the preferred methodology for analysing delicate structures such as 
membranes, fluid samples and most recently liposomes (Roiter and Minko, 2005, Robson et al., 2018). 
Additionally, by using a less perturbing method of AFM for single molecule analysis the sample is likely 
to remain stable for longer, whereas full contact mode may introduce structural defects into the 
honeycomb crystal lattice of graphene. Finally, there is the non-contact mode of AFM in which the 
probe tip is never in contact with the sample surface. In this form of sample analysis the probe tip is 
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again oscillated at near the resonant frequency slightly above the sample at a distance of <10nm 
typically (Gross et al., 2009, Altman et al., 2015). From here the van der Waals forces influence the 
cantilever oscillation through attractive forces, the subsequent decrease in the resonant frequency is 
measured by the software and accounted for when constructing the sample image. Non-contact AFM 
therefore remains a high-ranking technique for characterising graphene surface topography, 
mechanical and physical properties in a non-perturbing approach, it is currently the method of choice 
for imaging large scale productions of defect-free graphene (Paton et al., 2014).  
 
1.4 Inherent Toxicity Associated with ENMs 
Nanotoxicology has become a necessity due to the increasing commercial demand for ENMs and as a 
result the current understanding of the potential hazards surrounding the use of ENMs has improved 
dramatically (Doak and Pfuhler, 2012). Many ENMs differ greatly to their bulk counterpart (micron-
sized materials), gold nanoparticles for example possess enhanced conductivity and optical properties 
at the nano scale (Huang et al., 2007). The nano counterparts of bulk materials such as gold and silver 
are being sought out for their exceptional conductive and highly sensitive nature (Nel et al., 2006). 
ENM production is set to increase as the demand for novel therapeutics and replacement 
nanotechnology increases (Ramachandraiah et al., 2015). Consequently, the requirement for human 
health impact (safety) testing is paramount and one quick and extensively used model in 
nanotoxicology is the in vitro monoculture system (Clift et al., 2014). A preferred choice over in vivo 
models which are more expensive, complex, time and labour consuming, and ethically demanding, 
the in vitro system therefore provides a strong knowledge foundation on which to build upon when 
screening the human health and environmental impact of ENMs. 
 
The need for holistic toxicology on ENMs can sometimes be overlooked given the lack of toxic effects 
of the bulk material which crucially, do not possess the same properties (Franklin et al., 2007). Given 
the risk associated with ENMs, which was significantly highlighted when CNTs were under scrutiny due 
to their similarities to Asbestos (Boyles et al., 2015), the nanotechnology industry has relied on 
nanotoxicology research to inform industrial, occupational and consumer nano-safety. Natural 
airborne nano-sized particles such as CB have been in the atmosphere and exposed to humans since 
the dawn of fire however there is now increasing exposure with the demand for ENMs (Oberdorster 
et al., 2005b). Much of the data surrounding nanotoxicology has been collected from in vitro studies 
where a number of valuable assays can be employed to analyse cellular damage (Arora et al., 2012). 
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Due to the decreased desire to conduct animal testing, the results from in vitro experiments are often 
extrapolated to in vivo models with the use of pharmacokinetic studies performed in silico (Krewski et 
al., 2010). The importance of thorough genotoxic testing in toxicology is profound, especially with the 
increased number of ENMs being proposed in future technologies where human exposure will become 
increasingly common. Furthermore, discovering DNA damage early on during in vitro exposures could 
provide vital information on the potential of ENMs to induce carcinogenesis. 
 
1.5 Nano(geno)toxicology 
Genotoxicity plays a significant role in novel chemical, pharmaceutical and nanomaterial (among 
others) research and manufacture on a global scale. The identification of ENMs which are genotoxic is 
of vital importance given that if misused could potentially promote carcinogenesis. This becomes a 
greater concern when considering carcinogenesis has been shown to stem from chronic oxidative 
stress and chronic inflammation (Morgillo et al., 2018). These two contributing factors are strongly 
associated with ENMs in the literature. Consequently, ENMs must undergo strict hazard testing before 
they can be targeted for mass production in biomedical, electrical or physical applications, as is the 
case for any other novel chemical or product destined for the market-place. Genotoxicity testing aims 
to identify and quantify DNA damage induced following exposure to an exogenous agent and requires 
a battery of assays that evaluate the different forms of damage that may arise specifically point 
mutations and/or, chromosomal damage. Measuring the genotoxicity of a material requires strict 
protocols for both in vitro and in vivo testing using a battery of tests which must be suitably adaptable 
to encompass ENMs (Elespuru et al., 2018). The role of utilising multiple assays not only covers all 
forms of DNA damage that may arise, but also eliminates the occurrence of mis-leading 
positive/negative results.  
 
The exposure risk to humans and the environment therefore requires constant monitoring and 
extensive testing, of which genotoxic testing is of vital importance. Given that ENMs possess highly 
unique features, their nano-safety evaluations present challenges. There are a panel of in vitro 
genotoxicity tests currently in use including the HPRT and micronucleus assays which play a crucial 
role in determining the risk associated with ENMs by quantifying DNA damage; however these assays 
require adaptation to incorporate ENM assessment (Doak et al., 2012b). Consequently, the Genetic 
Toxicology Technical Committee of the International Life Sciences Institute’s Health and 
Environmental Sciences Institute has addressed potential sources for improvement and/or adaptation 
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to the current ENM genotoxic assessment criteria (Elespuru et al., 2018). As no single genotoxicity test 
exists which could assess all areas of DNA damage, a panel of tests is required. In the review by 
Elespuru and colleagues (2018) the authors highlight a collection of common tests employed in 
genotoxicology including; the in vitro Ames test, chromosomal aberrations and the micronucleus assay 
and, in vivo tests such as the transgenic mutation assays. The authors reported a substantial 
methodological variation when the tests were applied to the evaluation of ENMs, many of which were 
not upstanding to the criteria required for valid genetic toxicology testing (Elespuru et al., 2018). Thus, 
owing to the highly specialised physio-chemical characterisation of ENMs they must be treated 
differently to chemical compounds, and where necessary, specific adaptations to standard test 
methods are required to ensure the output of hazard-based assays are relevant (Doak et al., 2009, 
Doak et al., 2012b, Elespuru et al., 2018). 
 
1.5.1 Primary & Secondary Genotoxicity 
Mechanisms underlying the genotoxicity of ENMs can be divided up into two classes, primary and 
secondary. Primary genotoxicity describes the mechanisms of genotoxicity imparted at the single cell 
level, this requires ENM internalisation and subsequent biomolecular interactions. Secondary 
genotoxic damage however involves the recruitment of macrophages or neutrophils (in vivo) to 
promote ROS production resulting in a chronic inflammatory response (Doak et al., 2012a). One 
example of a common oxidative radical being superoxide, a highly reactive oxygen species commonly 
related to an ENMs influence on toxicity (Schins and Knaapen, 2007). Standard in vitro culture systems 
only support the identification of genotoxicity induced by primary mechanisms, as typically they are 
based on the culture of a single cell-type. Only the construction of more relevant in vitro culture 
systems incorporating multiple cell types (at minimum an epithelial and inflammatory cell line) could 
potentially result in the identification of secondary mechanisms of genotoxicity in vitro such as the 
release of (pro)-inflammatory mediators and oxygen-centred radicals.  
 
Primary genotoxicity can in fact be further classified into direct-primary genotoxic damage and 
indirect-primary genotoxic damage (Scassellati Sforzolini et al., 2004). Direct-primary involves the 
exogenous agent inducing DNA damage through direct physical interaction with the DNA molecule 
itself. GO for example has been shown to induce DNA cleavage through generation of free radicals 
during in vitro studies (Ren et al., 2010). Further to this, evidence from fluorescence spectroscopy and 
thermal DNA denaturation confirmed the GO could intercalate into DNA molecules and when 
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combined with copper ions, induce DNA scission (Ren et al., 2010). In contrast, indirect-primary 
genotoxicity is caused by the exogenous agent damaging key molecules involved in DNA replication 
and/or fidelity; for example, DNA repair enzymes, replication machinery, cell cycle proteins or the 
spindle apparatus. Indirect-primary damage can also be induced via mitochondrial damage as well as 
ROS production, two factors that contribute to oxidative DNA damage. Indirect mechanisms have 
been studied sparsely with CNTs which have been linked with the depletion of glutathione, a key 
antioxidant that protects cellular DNA from oxidative damage (Liu et al., 2011). Liu and colleagues 
suggested that the large surface area of the CNTs and GO contributed to the oxidant: antioxidant 
imbalance which depleted glutathione levels. It was proposed that dioxygen was reacting with active 
sites in the graphitic surfaces resulting in modifications which then reacted heterogeneously with the 
glutathione (Liu et al., 2011). Other indirect mechanisms of primary genotoxic damage include 
depletion of the mitochondrial membrane potential releasing ROS (Bhattacharjee et al., 2012). NADPH 
oxidase-ENM interactions have also been investigated (Frohlich, 2013). Finally, damage to DNA repair 
proteins has been investigated by Qu and colleagues as well as damage to cell cycle proteins. 
Furthermore cytoskeletal damage which may expose regions of DNA to excessive stress from oxidative 
damage has been explored with fluorescence microscopy through the tagging of specific proteins 
associated with cytoskeleton formation and recruitment (Qu et al., 2013). ENMs may have their 
surfaces modified through the addition of chemical groups, like polyethylene glycol (PEG) or simple 
chemical groups such as amine functionalisation. These modifications may be used to enhance 
biological compatibility, to aid the intended industrial/medical application or for added efficacy, or 
may be a source of highly energetic radicals (Duch et al., 2011, Subbiah et al., 2010, Fenoglio et al., 
2006).  
 
Secondary genotoxicity involves a chronic immune response followed by; immune cell activation, an 
increased flux of (pro)-inflammatory mediators and then increased ROS production which culminates 
in oxidative DNA damage (Elespuru et al., 2018). In a study by Bengtson and colleagues, GO and 
reduced graphene oxide (>2 layers thick) were exposed via intratracheal administration in mice to 
assess the pulmonary inflammation, acute phase response – a biomarker for cardiovascular disease 
and genotoxicity. The toxicity induced in the mice was assessed over; 1, 3, 28 and 90 days at 18, 54 
and 128µg/mouse. Genotoxicity was assessed in BAL cells, liver and the lung whereby DNA strand 
breaks were investigated using the comet assay which found that GO induced significant DNA damage 
in bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) cells as early as day 3 and 28 at 18µg/mouse. Secondly, it was reported 
that rGO induced significant DNA damage at the same dose of 18 µg/mouse at days 29 and 90 
compared to vehicle control. Interestingly, no significant DNA damage was reported in lung and liver 
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following exposure to GO and rGO, however there was significant inflammation, activation of the 
acute phase but no induction of fibrosis (Bengtson et al., 2017). In vivo CB particle exposures have also 
been performed in mice, as in the study by Bourdon and colleagues in 2012. Here, the authors also 
investigated inflammation, acute phase responses, DNA strand breaks and oxidative stress in C57BL/6 
mice over 28 days with an exposure dose of 0.018, 0.054, or 0.162mg of Printex 90 carbon black 
nanoparticles (CBNPs). The measure of genotoxicity was characterised by strand breaks in BAL cells, 
lung and liver using the alkaline comet assay whilst Formamidopyrimidine DNA glycosylase (FPG) 
sensitive stress sites provided biomarkers of oxidative stress (Bourdon et al., 2012). The authors 
reported inflammation was strongest at days 1 and 3 post-exposure and remained significantly 
elevated at the two highest doses of 0.054 and 0.162mg. Significant strand breaks were detected at 
the same high doses and the level of FPG sensitive sites in the lung was significantly increased 
throughout with the highest levels recorded on days 1 and 3. Where differences occurred between 
the lung and liver was the expression of serum amyloid protein (Saa3) mRNA (crucial for systemic 
inflammation regulation) which was increased in the lung tissue on day 1 at all doses but this was not 
seen in the liver. The deposition of CBNPs however, clearly demonstrated the ability to promote 
inflammatory and genotoxic events in both primary tissues and in lung BAL cells, these effects were 
also observed in the liver, a secondary tissue (Bourdon et al., 2012). SWCNTs in lung trials have induced 
inflammatory responses but have not been directly linked with free radical damage (Fenoglio et al., 
2006). In the same investigation MWCNTs in aqueous suspension did not generate oxygen-containing 
radicals (elucidated with spin trap experiments) and instead the authors discovered the MWCNTs 
exhibit a strong radical scavenging behaviour (Fenoglio et al., 2006). Whilst genotoxicity was not 
evaluated by Fenoglio and colleagues, they concluded that given the MWCNTs utilised in their study 
demonstrated a scavenger effect of oxygen-centred radicals, any cellular responses particularly in vivo 
would likely be a result of the fibrous shape and morphology or the CNTs not the commonly reported 
theory that they impart oxidative stress through ROS production. ROS are molecules of one or more 
oxygen atoms which are highly reactive, more so than molecular O2 (Frohlich, 2013). The average half-
life of these molecules can be as short as nano to micro seconds in duration and furthermore the half-
life appears to be inversely related to molecular reactivity, thus if hydroxyl radicals are not removed 
via enzymatic redox reactions it can cause serious damage in a short timeframe (Frohlich, 2013). 
Reactive nitrogen species (RNS) exert nitrosative stress which adds to inflammatory response induced 
by the oxygen species (Mittal et al., 2014). The nitrogen radicals tend to affect different cellular 
pathways, nitric oxide signalling for example. Currently however there is little in the literature to 
correlate graphene ENMs with RNS production and subsequent genotoxicity in vitro.  
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1.6 Human Exposure Routes to ENMs 
The inhalation of ENMs is now believed to be one of the primary routes of exposure (Figure 1.11), 
particularly in the working environment (Christensen et al., 2010). The interaction of ENMs with 
tissues and cells of the body and consequently the response observed greatly depends on the site of 
contact. There are four main portals to the human body which ENMs and their unique size can exploit. 
Inhalation represents one of the four main portals of entry to the body, other common sources include 
dermal exposure, oral, and ocular. It should also be noted that ENMs can translocate following 
ingestion and absorption through the digestive tract (Oberdorster et al., 2005a). EMNs, particularly in 
an occupational environment, can indeed be ingested or otherwise enter the body through one of the 
body portals illustrated in Figure 1.10. However, given that inhalation via the nasal-pharyngeal or 
directly into the respiratory tract represents the most prominent route, inhalation will be the focus in 
subsequent sections where ENM interaction, uptake and toxicity are concerned. 
 
 
Figure 1.10 Prominent routes of ENM exposure, uptake, retention and translocation. The coloured 
boxes represent the initial exposure route commonly associated with ENM occupational and 
environmental conditions. Following the arrow trajectory downwards represents the potential 
translocation routes, which are typically dependent upon the ENM physico-chemical status. Image 
adapted from (Yokel and Macphail, 2011).  
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1.6.1 Inhalation 
Once ENMs have gained access to the respiratory tract comprising up to 40 cell types (Sorokin, 1970), 
bypassing the mucosal defences of the posterior and anterior nasal passages they have potential to 
deposit in multiple locations. This deposition relies heavily on the physico-chemical features of the 
inhaled particle or fibre which, briefly, can manifest as inertial impaction or gravitational 
sedimentation. ENM persistence (unsuccessful clearance by the immune system) could promote 
cellular damage over time through the recruitment of immune cells to the infected site, resulting in a 
chronic inflammatory response. Persistent lung inflammation can cause (but is not limited to) genetic 
damage through oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, immune activation and further 
downstream aberrant signalling exacerbating the initial tissue damage (Park et al., 2017a, Coin et al., 
1994). The deposition of ENMs can be influenced by several mechanisms, however upon removing the 
mechanisms detailed in Figure 1.11 the final deposition and resting place for ENMs is driven by their 
physico-chemical features, with the consensus being the smaller the ENM the greater the deposition 
achieved. During the development of the combustion engine and subsequent production of 
particulate matter such as Diesel Exhaust Particles (DEPs) aerodynamic diameter governed the lung 
deposition potential of these materials. Principally the deposition of ENMs can be attributed to their 
aerodynamic diameter but far more commonly their physico-chemical features play a larger role 
which can fall into several classifications. For example a graphene platelet possessing a lateral 
diameter of 20µm can display an aerodynamic diameter of ≤2.5µm which represents a fraction of 
particulate matter hypothesised to be respirable in the alveolar region (Schinwald et al., 2012). Prior 
to the study by Schinwald and colleagues, subsequent developments in dosimetry have shown the 
aerodynamic diameter of ENMs plays an important role when considering airway deposition, 
especially where bio-distribution and translocation of ENMs from the alveolar beds is concerned.  
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Figure 1.11 ENM deposition in the respiratory tract. Inertial impaction commonly relates to larger 
ENMs becoming embedded in the epithelial layer of cells of the main bronchus. Slightly smaller ENMs 
bearing functional groups may then navigate the branching airway further to reach the bronchioles 
through electrostatic deposition, relying on surface charge to migrate through the respiratory 
network. To clear ENMs the host organism utilising air flow may exacerbate the movement of the 
particle or fibre resulting in gravitational sedimentation and interception where air flow aids the 
particle migration deeper into the tissues. Finally, respirable fractions bearing an aerodynamic 
diameter of ≤2.5µm can utilise Brownian diffusion to reach the alveolar region of epithelial cells where 
gaseous exchange occurs. Image adapted from (Frohlich and Salar-Behzadi, 2014).  
 
Cells immortalised and grown in vitro as monocultures however may lose this architecture and 
phenotypic trait to secrete surfactants as defences against particle contact, the 16HBE14o- cell line is 
one example of this but still remain an ideal barrier cell line for ENMs to overcome, especially when 
other studies performed on competing cell lines report inconsistencies within data sets of A549 and 
Beas-2B cytotoxicity (Singh, 2016, Chatterjee et al., 2015). Unlike the competing cell lines mentioned, 
the 16HBE14o- maintain comparably strong immune function and stable genetics. The respiratory 
epithelium maintain a vast arsenal of innate immune receptors, toll-like receptors and nucleotide 
oligomerisation domain-like receptors which are crucial to immune function and the secretion of 
(pro)-inflammatory mediators (Parker and Prince, 2011). Aside from specialised mucous-secreting 
(Goblet, Clara) cells, the last line of immunity are barrier-forming epithelial cells, some of which 
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possess the ability to secrete pulmonary surfactants to aid in the overall immunity to inhaled 
particulate matter. Given that the majority of ENM clearance in the lung is governed by alveolar 
macrophages, mucociliary escalation and he epithelial barrier layer (Patton and Byron, 2007, Geiser 
and Kreyling, 2010). The study of the pulmonary surfactants expressed by alveolar epithelial cells is 
crucial to understanding ENM uptake and translocation across this barrier. In the peripheral deep lung, 
the alveolar-lining fluid, a thin hypophase and surface-active lipid-protein complex is known 
colloquially as pulmonary surfactant which covers the alveolar epithelial layer (Ruge et al., 2012). This 
pulmonary surfactant is spread via cilia from the distal to the proximal lungs and is positioned at the 
air-interface which means it lies on the outer side of the air-blood barrier (Bastacky et al., 1995), 
(Goerke, 1998). Pulmonary surfactant is a composite of approximately 90% lipid and 10% protein this 
can of course vary between types of pulmonary surfactant of which there are four. Surfactant protein 
(SP) can exist as four isotypes SP-A, -B, -C and –D where each isotype performs a specific function. SP-
B and SP-C group together as small peptides which interact with surfactant lipids which allows them 
to contribute to biophysical surfactant functionality (Serrano and Perez-Gil, 2006). SP-A (630kD) and 
SP-D (520kD) sometimes referred to as collectins (collagen-containing, calcium-dependent lectins) 
group together with an exceeding biological interest in bio-nano interactions act as opsonins and 
scavenger molecules (Kishore et al., 2006). The existence of these collectins at the air-liquid interface 
of the alveoli ideally permits them to bind inhaled particulate matter able to achieve deep lung 
deposition and making initial contact with this surfactant lining (Seaton et al., 2010). Furthermore the 
binding of SP-A, -D to inhaled particulate matter also trigger’s the activation of alveolar macrophages 
to internalise inhaled particles as another defence mechanism in an attempt of matter clearance 
(Wright, 2005).  Surfactant protein (SP) A and D both calcium-dependent glycoproteins, have been 
shown to offer some form of innate immunity through phospholipid binding (Mason et al., 1998). 
While SP B and C, components of the cell membrane appear to play roles in cellular signalling relating 
to the recycling of SP packaging and secretion from lamellar bodies (Whitsett et al., 1995). These lines 
of defence against intrusion from ENMs plays a crucial role upon internalisation. 
 
1.7 ENM Uptake  
By nature, a cell represents a porous structure allowing the diffusion and active transport of useful 
ions, metabolites and proteins among many other molecules required for growth and proliferation. 
This sponge-like nature is present in all cells, immune cells such as macrophages are uniquely diverse 
and specialised in their uptake capacity, removing foreign bodies from host organisms. Epithelial cells 
while not specialised for uptake, will be the first contact point for inhaled ENMs and so their ability to 
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internalise particles through voltage-gated ion channels, endocytosis or passive diffusion could be 
crucial to their toxicity (Oh and Park, 2014). Given the scalar size increase from proteins to ENMs with 
one dimension measuring ≤100nm the likely internalisation mechanism would be energetically-
demanding endocytosis (Figure 1.12) (Oberdorster et al., 2005b). 
 
 
Figure 1.12 Active ENM internalisation by endocytosis. Once bound in endocytotic vesicles a loaded 
(nanomaterial-containing) vesicle will fuse with an early endosome, typically located at the cell 
periphery to receive surface bound receptors. Materials tagged or destined for lysosomal degradation, 
common example being EGFR recycling, will then pass to late endosomes with a slightly acidic pH of 
5.5, if further protein or ENM tagging is required these can then pass to the lysosome with a pH of 4.5 
for extremely acidic breakdown. Lysosomal degradation also represents one of the fundamental 
excretion pathways with the others being vesicle-related and non-vesicle-related secretion.  
 
Clathrin-mediated endocytosis initially involves a foreign object or in this case ENM approximately 100 
nm in diameter into a region of membrane containing clathrin protein, upon receptor binding this 
region of membrane undergoes a morphological change into a clathrin-coated pit, slowly enveloping 
the ENM until it is completely enclosed in membrane, becoming a pinched vesicle (Rejman et al., 2004, 
Zhang et al., 2015). Caveolin-mediated endocytosis / clathrin independent endocytosis, utilises energy 
for specific, size-dependent endocytosis, this time accommodating biomolecules ≤100nm. In some 
cases molecules exceeding 60-80nm in diameter and 10-50nm bottle-neck can be internalised, 
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indicative of a compliant property to this process and to some extent non-selective uptake based on 
size alone (Wang et al., 2009). Pelkmans and colleagues also reported that this route of endocytosis is 
favoured when biomolecules are coated with albumin, a common component of blood serum and FBS 
used to condition culture media. The caveolae is a product of caveolin- 1 and -2 oligomerisation 
required for the curvature initiation of budding vesicles, a process used in the transcytosis of 
antibodies (Pelkmans, 2005). Given the range of particle sizes caveolin-mediated endocytosis may 
accommodate, several studies have investigated the time differences as uptake relates to size. Wang 
and colleagues reported 20 and 40nm particle uptake was 5-10 times greater than that of 100 nm 
particles in endothelial cells, which commonly express caveolin proteins (Wang et al., 2009). The 
authors concluded that, albumin-coated nanoparticles promoted internalisation, and that caveola size 
is the primary determinant restricting internalisation. In the comprehensive review by An and Zhang 
(2017), nanoparticle coating with albumin was proposed to facilitate the uptake of potential 
nanomedicines used in bio-imaging and drug delivery (An and Zhang, 2017).  
 
Phagocytosis is a specialised form of endocytosis, typically associated with immune cell ingestion of 
foreign bodies. Macrophage phagocytosis of pathogens represents the initiation of innate immunity 
which in turn informs adaptive immunity. Macrophages express mannose receptors adapted to 
recognise specific extracellular motifs on pathogens in a lock-and-key type of reaction (Aderem and 
Underhill, 1999). The typical size of an engulfed pathogen for instance can be excessively large even 
for endocytic capabilities, with macrophages accepting molecules as large as 500nm in diameter (Oh 
and Park, 2014). This actin-dependent mechanism will utilise mannose and scavenger-receptor-
mediated mechanisms to internalise foreign particles tagged for destruction. Engulfment of an ENM 
by a macrophage results in phagosome formation which upon actin skeleton rearrangement can fuse 
with an acidic lysosome resulting in a hybrid phagolysosome (Hartwig et al., 1977). The remaining 
uptake mechanisms fall under the blanket term pinocytosis. Macropinocytosis, the internalisation of 
extracellular fluids and molecules of the order 200nm to >1µm, and in some instances 5µm, occurs 
non-specifically through membrane ruffling. This can be observed microscopically and appears as one 
large ‘arm’ of the membrane which extends over the receptor-bound material (Figure 1.13). 
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Figure 1.13 Internalisation routes of membrane-bound ENMs. The uptake route largely depends 
upon the size of the cargo, cell type and the ligand and receptor binding energetics. Image adapted 
from (Conner and Schmid, 2003).  
 
Where phagocytosis and macropinocytosis differ is the method of membrane engulfment of particles 
and the sizes associated to those materials. Phagocytosis, typically a specialised process native to 
immune cells and epithelial cells possessing immune function, tends to engulf biologically tagged 
molecules and is based upon actin movement and two ‘arms’ forming from the cell membrane. 
Macropinocytosis also utilises actin cytoskeleton re-shuffling but here the membrane forms ruffles 
whereby one ‘arm’ develops to overlay onto the membrane-bound material. Cellular uptake processes 
which are independent of both clathrin, caveolin and phagocytosis may also occur via pit formation. 
This typically specifies materials with diameters of approximately 60nm and utilises no specific protein 
machinery to facilitate uptake. Once an object with specific size enters a membrane pit, the budding 
process matures often taking the shape of a lipid raft which utilises cholesterol-rich domains (lipid 
rafts) (Panariti et al., 2012). The literature regarding in vitro endocytosis of graphene ENMs is currently 
sparse however, Li and colleagues did manage to demonstrate graphene microsheets entering cells at 
the edge asperities with TEM (Li et al., 2013). The precise mechanisms of endocytosis; phagocytosis, 
clathrin or caveolin remains unknown and will likely be highly dependent upon particle and 
agglomeration sizes which varies significantly across the field of graphene ENM manufacture.   
 
1.8 Graphene Toxicity 
Material science has been revolutionised by graphene and the graphene family of ENMs (GFN), 
developing a toxicity profile is therefore of vital importance (Bianco, 2013). Each member of this group 
of nanomaterials can elicit different biological responses from cells. Cytotoxicity and genotoxicity have 
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been correlated in some investigations while others report no significant health risks. Nanomaterials 
with their unique dimensions pose a significant threat if inhaled, the nasal passage, trachea, bronchi 
and alveolar are all at risk if nanomaterials should sediment at any of these locations (Itoh et al., 2004). 
The retention time of the material will depend on the site of deposition as well as the speed of the 
immune response in an attempt to clear the contaminant (Sanchez et al., 2012). Much of initial in vitro 
testing on novel nanomaterials involves cells of the respiratory tract as they are likely to be the first 
cells to contact airborne ENMs. Many published results regarding graphene inflammation and toxicity 
to cells in vitro were gathered using variants of the parent molecule. GO is widely used owing to its 
increased solubility and dispersible nature in water compared to pristine, non-functionalised 
graphene (Guo and Mei, 2014a). GO is typically produced from graphene in the presence of 
concentrated nitric acid as well as a powerful oxidiser such as potassium permanganate (Chng and 
Pumera, 2013). 
 
An investigation addressing the potential of GO-induced genotoxic damage, treated adenocarcinoma 
human alveolar basal epithelial (A549) cells with GO and found that oxidative stress was induced in 
concentrations as low as 10µg/ml (Chang et al., 2011). Chang and colleagues also discovered that while 
oxidative stress was significantly elevated, there was no entry of GO into A549 cells and no significant 
cytotoxicity or genotoxicity was reported. Published findings have already demonstrated that 
derivatives of graphene such as GO cause cytotoxicity and genotoxicity to human lung fibroblasts. The 
genotoxic damage was shown to be induced by ROS production which contributed to the cytotoxic 
response (Wang et al., 2013). Wang and colleagues utilised methyl thiazolyl tetrazolium (MTT) to 
analyse the cytotoxicity, the comet assay to provide an indicator of genetic damage and the sub-G1 
assay measuring on a flow cytometer to analyse cell cycle abnormalities. The investigation 
demonstrated a concentration – dependent cytotoxicity and genotoxicity relationship with GO 
administered at concentrations between 1-100µg/ml (Wang et al., 2013). The extra oxygen functional 
groups of GO radically affect its toxicity to cells compared to pristine graphene. It follows therefore 
that functionalising GO to make it more biologically compatible should be considered before use in 
commercial applications with expected human exposure. This has already been investigated by Zhi 
and colleagues during an in vitro study which sought to compare the immunogenicity of graphene 
oxide and polymer coated graphene oxide (Zhi et al., 2013). The polymer used in the study was 
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) which had a lower immunogenicity profile than the non-modified graphene 
oxide. The PVP polymer coating may have been large enough to impede the process of macrophage 
phagocytosis, which is an issue that needs to be addressed in future studies to overcome a chronic 
immune response (Zhi et al., 2013). The overall toxicity of GO is now believed to lie in the oxidation 
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process used to manufacture the nanomaterial. Aspects of the functional groups and structural 
defects may alter the inflammatory and toxic potential of GO. This information has come to light after 
the in vitro study by Chng and Pumera suggested that varying methods used to produce GO can affect 
the oxygen/carbon content ratio which then proceeds to alter the toxic potential (Chng and Pumera, 
2013). The study, which used adherent lung cells (A549), demonstrated a dose-dependent cytotoxic 
response from the four graphene-production methods used (Hoffman, Staudenmaier, Tour and 
Hummers) to produce the GO after 24-hour exposure. The authors concluded there was a correlation 
between oxygen content within the functional groups and the toxicological significance to the lung 
cells while stating further studies should aim to replicate the findings to reinforce this claim (Chng and 
Pumera, 2013).  
 
GO with its large surface creates an opportunity for many proteins to adsorb to the surface. To provide 
further information regarding this matter Hu and colleagues carried out a study to determine the 
effect of increasing the foetal bovine serum (FBS) concentration from 1-10% on GO cytotoxicity to 
alveolar basal epithelial cells. FBS is commonly included in cell culture medium at 10% to imitate in 
vivo conditions during in vitro studies, at low concentrations of 1% FBS the alveolar cells showed 
concentration-dependent cytotoxicity in the presence of GO (Hu et al., 2011). Increasing the FBS 
concentration to 10% greatly reduced the cell cytotoxicity, a promising result to consider for future in 
vivo testing with GO. The authors concluded the cytotoxicity was due to direct contact and breaching 
of the cell membrane by the GO which caused structural cellular damage. The high protein adsorption 
potential of the graphene oxide at higher FBS concentrations may have increased the bio-compatibility 
of the nanomaterial and masked the asperity of the graphene oxide reducing the direct ENM-
membrane contact sites. Graphene sheets and GO cytotoxicity has been explored in adherent skin 
fibroblasts by Liao and colleagues who measured mitochondrial activity as an indicator of cytotoxic 
damage (Liao et al., 2011). Initially the authors employed the methylthiazolyldiphenyl-tetrazolium 
bromide (MTT) assay, a standard assay performed in nanotoxicology testing. The MTT assay is a 
colorimetric assay which assesses the activity of NADPH oxidase enzymes and thus viable cells. During 
the investigation however, the graphene nanomaterials spontaneously reduced the MTT which 
generated false positives which prompted alternative methods to be used. The authors turned to 
trypan blue staining and the reactive oxygen species assay which revealed compact graphene sheets 
were more damaging to the adherent skin fibroblasts than the less-dense graphene oxide (Liao et al., 
2011). Further to this, the authors concluded that the exposure environment i.e. suspension or 
adherent cell types greatly affects the toxicity of these graphene products. The unique physical 
structure of graphene and graphene derivatives means the dimensions and surface modifications 
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make it a hazard to cells in the body. As discussed the purity of graphene products can greatly affect 
the inflammatory profile, smaller sized nanosheets with a lower surface area may present a decreased 
risk to macrophages and dendritic cells which could internalise the material efficiently and eliminate 
the risk to cells (Mogharabi et al., 2014).  
 
The toxicity of a nanomaterial can be exacerbated by bio-persistence which presents a problem where 
graphene and graphene derivatives are concerned. These ENMs are renowned for their strength and 
durability which indicates they should be difficult for cells to degrade and remove thus decreasing the 
damage caused to the surrounding tissue. However new avenues are being pursued to encourage 
biodegradation of graphene-based products such as single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) to 
enable the nanomaterial to safely carry therapeutic agents in the body and deliver them to cells. Once 
the payload has been delivered the enzymatic degradation of the nanomaterial can begin to eradicate 
the potential secondary genotoxic mechanisms from being initiated (Kotchey et al., 2013). The 
enzymatic degradation of graphene and all graphene based medical products may be the future of 
safe targeted drug delivery. By using several analytical techniques such as Raman, Fourier transform 
mass spectrometry and atomic force microscopy Kotchey and colleagues were able to show that 
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) could successfully breakdown and oxidise a single layer of graphene 
oxide while in the presence of ~40µM hydrogen peroxide. The catalysis resulted in holes forming in 
the basal plane of the structure which the authors attributed to the close proximity of the heme group 
in the peroxidase enzyme to the GO (Kotchey et al., 2011). As a close comparison the investigation 
was also carried out on rGO which proved to be more resilient to the peroxidase as the heme group 
was unable to attain proximity when compared to the GO. To depict with accuracy, the binding 
mechanism of the heme group of the HRP enzyme with the GO and the rGO a molecular modelling 
system was employed. The software package used in this study was AutoDock Vina, a relatively new 
program which presents information regarding molecular docking with virtual screening (Trott and 
Olson, 2010). The molecular modelling revealed that HRP exhibits only one site for rGO binding but 
GO could bind in two locations which was amino acid specific. The rGO could also bind at a closer 
distance to the heme group at 11.5Å compared to the 8.7 and 12.8Å distances with which the GO 
could bind. The data from the molecular modelling program suggests that the increased number of 
hydroxyl groups of GO may have contributed to more favourable binding with the HRP heme group 
and thus caused the greater oxidative stress observed by the nanomaterial (Kotchey et al., 2011). The 
higher degree of catalysed oxidation to GO as opposed to rGO the authors concluded was due to the 
higher affinity of the HRP heme group for the GO which was in closer proximity and possessed double 
the number of binding sites. These factors coupled together made the GO more susceptible to carbon-
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carbon bond damage (Kotchey et al., 2011). Further to this, proving that graphene products can be 
degraded by naturally occurring enzymes it follows that graphene could be carried forward as a 
candidate for future drug carriers in biomedical applications. With regards to other means of bio-
degradation as a removal system for graphene-based products few options have been explored thus 
far, the effects of hypochlorite and radical intermediates of the neutrophil enzyme myeloperoxidase 
have been briefly studied on single walled CNTs, with attention now turning to graphene derivatives . 
The study by Kagan and colleagues found that when lung cells treated with single-walled carbon 
nanotubes were exposed to the myeloperoxidase the enzyme acted as a catalyst in the biodegradation 
of the nanomaterial which reduced pulmonary inflammation (Kagan et al., 2010). Furthermore, once 
biodegraded the SWCNTs did not induce any pulmonary inflammation when aspirated into the lungs 
of mice (Kagan et al., 2010). The biodegradation of the nanomaterial during the in vitro experiment 
and in the neutrophils provides promising results for future studies and highlights crucial safety 
information with respect to graphene-based products. However, the investigation also included a 
macrophage experiment which demonstrated a lesser ability to degrade and clear the CNTs which 
should prompt further research to be carried out in this area. Confirmation graphene and FLG 
biodegradation can be confirmed by both Raman spectroscopy and microscopy as was observed by 
Kurapati and colleagues. In the latter study, the authors noted the ability of degranulating human 
neutrophils and human myeloperoxidase mediated catalysis (Kurapati et al., 2018). In the recent 
publication by Fadeel and colleagues, the authors note the importance of the number of graphene 
layers, the C:O ratio and finally the lateral dimensions which determine the biodegradation of graphitic 
ENMs by immune cells. It is important to state however, as stated by Fadeel and colleagues, graphene 
materials engineered with PEG and BSA coatings showed resistance to biodegradation by horseradish 
peroxidase (Fadeel et al., 2018).  
 
1.9 Airway Epithelial Immune Response 
Upon ENM inhalation, the first point of contact will be the epithelial cells of the trachea, bronchus, 
bronchioles and branching network leading towards the alveolar region of the lung. Much like immune 
cells, lung epithelial cells possess a potent innate immune function, able to release (pro)-inflammatory 
mediators as a host defence against inhaled ENMs (Hiemstra et al., 2015). To counteract the threat of 
invading pathogens or inhaled ENMs, airway epithelial cells possess membrane-bound pattern 
recognition receptors (PRRs) such as TLRs and C-type lectin receptors (CTLRs). These act to recognise 
bound molecules and through defence mechanisms; mucociliary clearance, production of reactive 
oxygen/nitrogen species ROS/RNS and interferon I and III coupled to chemokine and cytokine 
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production result in adaptive and innate immunity which contribute to host defence (Hiemstra et al., 
2015). The generation of chemokine (chemoattractant) IL-8 plays a role in the distinct recruitment and 
activation of neutrophils, immune cells with phagocytic capabilities designed to engulf and clear 
foreign particles. Cytokine IL-6 acting in the acute phase response of inflammation (generation of 
acute phase proteins) in conjunction with soluble IL-6 receptor (sIL-6R) dictates the transition from 
the acute phase of inflammation to chronic (Hurst et al., 2001, Gabay, 2006). This process involves the 
chemical signalling of leucocyte infiltration altering from polymorphonuclear neutrophils to 
monocytes/macrophages (Gabay, 2006). IL-6 may also possess a favourable B- and T-cell activation 
thus favouring the prolonged response. Numerous studies have highlighted that murine epithelial cells 
react to airborne ENMs administered at 5mg/m3 for 4-hour periods over the course of four days 
through promotion of (pro)-inflammatory signalling (Rouse et al., 2008).  
 
1.9.1 (Pro)-inflammatory mediators 
The role of the cytokine IL-6 is multifunctional, it regulates many aspects of immune response, acute 
phase inflammation and haematopoiesis (blood component production) (Kopf et al., 1994). The 
relative role of IL-6 however has been noted to change when moving from in vitro to in vivo where in 
the latter IL-6-sIL6R complexes activated endothelial cells to secrete IL-8 and monocyte 
chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), inducing the expression of adherent cells (Romano et al., 1997). 
A breakdown of IL-6 signalling can be seen below in Figure 1.14 where the switch between acute and 
chronic stages of inflammation can be hypothesised. The true switch for this mechanism, the 
phagocytosis of PMNs by monocyte-derived macrophages, stimulates an increase in transforming 
growth factor β and MCP-1 while also decreasing IL-8 production, this leads to a chemokine shift which 
favours monocyte recruitment (Gabay, 2006). IL-8 is a chemo-attracting cytokine produced by a 
number of immune cells such as macrophages (Bickel, 1993). Crucially IL-8 is also produced by 
epithelial cells including 16HBE14o- cells. IL-8 reacts to inflammatory stimuli such as IL-1 and tumour 
necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) (Baggiolini and Clark-Lewis, 1992). The primary function of IL-8 is to 
recruit and activate neutrophils as promote subsequent endocytosis by the same cells. Gene 
expression of IL-8 has been sourced to many cytokines including TNF-α and IL-1β (Tobe et al., 2002). 
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Figure 1.14 The hypothesised role of IL-6 in mediating the switch between acute and chronic 
inflammation. At Stage-1 the binding of IL-6 with sIL-6R is initiated by an acute inflammatory event 
this triggers Stage-2, gp130 signalling and recruitment of monocytes/ macrophages. Lastly Stage-3 
sustained inflammation results in neutrophil apoptosis, phagocytosis and monocyte accumulation at 
injury site, image adapted from (Gabay, 2006).  
 
1.10 Thesis Aim 
This thesis has investigated the potentially toxic effects of industrially-relevant carbonaceous ENMs; 
namely, Neutral-FLG, Amine-FLG and Carboxyl-FLG. Consumer-relevant CB particles (a Type IA 
Carcinogen), commonly used as printer toner, were also introduced providing a direct genotoxic 
comparison to the graphene ENMs. The potential of these ENMs to promote a genotoxic response in 
relevant cell lines and in vitro culture models was assessed over three results chapters (3, 4 and 5). 
Prior to the study, FLG surface area and surface chemistry were assumed to play a large role on the 
toxicity of each material, with the hypothesis that additional surface groups could relieve toxicity 
through radical scavenging mechanisms. Chapter 3 was concerned with extensive physico-chemical 
characterisation of each ENM incorporating measurements and analyses of both the primary and 
secondary features where applicable. Given that these ENMs pose a great risk in the work place as an 
occupational inhalation hazard, an array of relevant lung cell types and culture models were used in 
this thesis to provide essential toxicological response data following 24-hour exposures to these 
materials. A deep understanding of the physico-chemical features of the ENMs would also provide a 
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means of discriminating between the materials based on their observed respective biological 
responses. Chapter 4 investigated the potential of all four ENMs to promote genotoxicity in a 2D 
monoculture of bronchial epithelial (16HBE14o-) cells. This in vitro set-up would highlight the ability 
of the ENMs to promote primary genotoxicity, a DNA damage response elicited in the absence of a 
chronic immune response. Chapter 4 also extensively investigates the potential mechanisms 
associated with primary genotoxic responses, exploring (pro)-inflammatory mediators, oxidative 
stress and mitochondrial stress. Chapter 5 then investigated the effects of these ENMs upon a co-
culture of TT1 and differentiated THP-1 macrophages, to detect the presence of secondary 
mechanisms of genotoxicity which may be present following ENM exposures. 
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Chapter 2 – General Materials and Methods 
This section details the common materials and methods utilised throughout Chapters 3-5. Variations, 
if any, to the methodologies are specifically described in the materials and methods sections of each 
result chapter. 
 
2.1 Engineered Nanomaterials (ENMs) 
Neutral-, Amine-, and Carboxyl-FLG were manufactured via dielectric barrier discharge (plasma 
exfoliation) of mined graphite supplied by Perpetuus Carbon Technologies (PCT, UK) whilst the CB 
particles (FLAMMRUSS 101, Lamp Black #8235102) were supplied by Evonik Degussa Inorganic 
Materials, Frankfurt. All ENMs were supplied as powder and were placed into suspension at Swansea 
University to a stock concentration of 10mg/ml in double distilled water. Prior to cell exposures or 
physico-chemical characterisation where applicable, ENMs were sonicated in a 90W Ultrasonic Bath 
(Fisher Scientific #FB15046) for 20 minutes at 37°C to encourage destabilisation of agglomerate 
material. During cell exposures, ENMs were always added in 200µl total volumes to the cell flasks / 
plates, detailed in Table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1 ENMs dilution and dosing technique for monocultured cell lines; 16HBE14o- and TT1 cells 
in T25 flasks, seeded at 1x105.  
ENM Dose (µg/ml) Required volume of 
10mg/ml stock (µl) 
Required volume of 
media (µl) 
Volume added to 10 
ml cells (µl) 
0 0 200 200 
2 2 198 200 
4 4 196 200 
8 8 192 200 
10 10 190 200 
20 20 180 200 
50 50 150 200 
100 100 100 200 
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2.2 Cell Culture  
Cell culturing and assays requiring sterile conditions were performed in a Class II tissue culture hood 
(Scanlaf Mars, Denmark) which, during the night is UV-sterilised for 6 hours and immediately prior to 
use was washed with 70% ethanol. Incubation conditions were maintained throughout at 37°C at 5% 
CO2 atmospheric pressure in a NU-5510 DHD Autoflow incubator (Nuaire, UK). Culture plates, flasks, 
pipettes were sourced from Greiner Bio-One (Gloucester, UK). Approximately 30 minutes prior to use, 
all tissue culture reagents were warmed in a water bath at 37°C before being sterilised with 70% 
ethanol and placed inside the class II tissue culture hood. Cell cultures were always checked for 
functionality and confluence via an Axiovert light microscope (Carl Zeiss, Cambridge, UK). Epithelial 
and macrophage cell lines utilised in this study underwent long-term storage in liquid nitrogen, frozen 
down in 2ml Cryovials (Elkay Lab Products, Basingstoke, UK) at 1x106 at passage numbers below 10 in 
a suspension of 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Sigma, UK) 90% serum, either FBS or HS depending 
on cell line. Initially cells were transferred to a -80°C freezer inside an isopropanol-lined container for 
24-48 hours. Cryovials were then moved to liquid nitrogen for long term storage. Sub-culturing and 
cell seeding for assays required the use of the chemical equation C1V1=C2V2, repurposed to determine 
the seeding density of 16HBE14o- cells and macrophages. This technique was supported with the use 
of the Z1 Coulter Counter (Beckman Coulter, UK) where 100µl of re-suspended cells was pipetted into 
10ml of coulter diluent (Beckman, UK) with parameters set to count a size range of 10-17µm. Seeding 
densities were subsequently calculated using Equation 2.1. Centrifuge steps were typically performed 
in revolution per minute (RPM) however converting to relative centrifugal force (RCF) with units (g) 
was calculated using Equation 2.2. 
 
Equation 2.1 
Concentration of stock cells (C1) x Volume of stock cells required (V1) = Concentration of cells to be 
seeded (C2) x Total volume of cells required (V2) 
 
Equation 2.2 (RPM → RCF) 
g = 1.118x10-5 x r x S2 where; 1.118x10-5 is a unit conversion factor, r is the radius of the rotor arm (cm) 
and S is the speed in RPM.  
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2.2.1 16HBE14o- cell culture 
The immortalized bronchial epithelial cell line 16HBE14o- was selected as a model cell line to assess 
the inhalation hazard posed by the ENMs, featured in Chapter 4 of this study, under investigation in 
the present study. The cell line kindly provided by Professor D. C. Gruenert at the University of 
California, San Francisco, USA. These cells provided an ideal barrier model in vitro and offer an 
opportunity to model the effects of bronchial respiratory hazards with carbonaceous ENMs, in 
comparison against an alveolar cell line (Transformed Type I, TT1). When needed, 16HBE14o- were 
thawed from liquid nitrogen and placed into a fibronectin-coated T25 flask (88% LHC Basal Media 
(Invitrogen, UK), 10% 1 mg/ml BSA (Invitrogen, UK), 1% 3mg/ml bovine collagen (Invitrogen, UK) and 
1% 1mg/ml human fibronectin (BD, UK)). Once the cells had proliferated they were transferred to T75 
flasks for sub-culturing. The 16HBE14o- cells were sub-cultured with MEM media (Invitrogen, UK) 
supplemented with 10% FBS (Sigma, UK), 1% L-Glutamine, 1% Penicillin (100µg/ml) / 1% Streptomycin 
(100µg/ml) (Sigma, UK). The epithelial cell line was cultured to 70-80% confluency before being sub-
cultured or seeded for experiments. Epithelial cells were split as following; existing media was first 
removed and discarded, adherent cells were then washed twice with pre-warmed PBS (Corning, UK), 
following the second wash, PBS was discarded and trypsinised with 4 ml of Polyvinylpyrrolidone-
Ethylene glycol-bis(2-aminoethylether-tetra-acetic acid (EGTA) trypsin (PET) solution (72% HBS, 10% 
polyvinylpyrrolidine (Sigma, UK), 10% EGTA (Sigma, UK) 8% trypsin (Invitrogen, UK)) and placed flat in 
a 37°C, 5% CO2 incubator for 7 minutes. Flasks were inspected under a light microscope to ensure cells 
had detached thoroughly before being transferred to a 15ml Falcon tube with 6 ml of complete media 
(deactivate Trypsin-EDTA) and centrifuged at 290g for 5 minutes. Lastly, epithelial cells were seeded 
at a new passage at 1.5x105 cells/ml and returned to the incubator. Sub-culturing of cells was required 
every 3 days, cells were passaged multiple times before use in toxicological assays, and additionally 
cells which exceeded 20 passages were not used in any toxicological assays. Lastly, cells were used in 
toxicological assays within the range of 1-10 passages to maintain a low genetic mutation frequency 
and maintain a healthy cell population.   
 
2.2.2 Transformed Type 1 (TT1) Cell Culture 
The immortalized alveolar type-1 (ATI)-like, TT1 cell line was kindly donated by Professor Terry Tetley 
of Imperial College London, UK. This alveolar cell line, featured in Chapter 5 of this study, had been 
previously transformed, immortalised and characterised by Kemp and colleagues as a model for ATI 
cells. TT1 cells when required, were thawed from liquid nitrogen and transferred to T25 flasks to 
initiate proliferation for 48 hours or until reaching 70-80% confluency before sub-culturing into a T75. 
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TT1 cells were cultured with DCCM-1 Media (Geneflow Ltd, UK) supplemented with 1% Penicillin / 
Streptomycin / L-Glutamine (Sigma, UK) and 10% New-born Calf Serum (NCS) (Sigma, UK). Sub-
culturing of TT1 cells began with removing existing media and discarding, washing the adherent cells 
twice with pre-warmed PBS before adding 4ml of thawed Trypsin-EDTA (detailed above (2.9.1)) and 
incubated flat at 37°C for 5 minutes to disassociate. Once cells had lifted, complete media was added 
(6ml) to de-activate the Trypsin-EDTA solution and the cells transferred to 15ml Falcon tubes to be 
centrifuged at 340g for 10 minutes. The resulting supernatant was discarded, cells re-suspended and 
seeded at 1x105 and returned to the incubator at 37°C. When seeding TT1 cells for toxicological assays, 
cells were counted by re-suspending and taking 10µl and adding to 90µl of fresh media then pipetting 
10µl into a Neubauer chamber. Cells in the four corners of the chamber were counted, averaged and 
multiplied by 104 for the number of cells per ml. TT1 cells were sub-cultured every 3 days, reaching 
90-100% confluency in that time. TT1 cells were not used in toxicological assays once exceeding 10 
passages.  
 
2.2.3 THP-1 Cell Culture 
Suspension peripheral blood monocyte THP-1 cells, used in Chapter 5, were purchased from the 
American Tissue Culture Collection (ATCC). Cells when required, were thawed from liquid nitrogen 
and transferred to T25 flasks to begin proliferation. Culture media required for THP-1 growth was 
RPMI 1640 (Invitrogen, UK) supplemented with 10% FBS, 1%, 1% L-Glutamine, 1% Penicillin 
(100µg/ml) / 1% Streptomycin (100µg/ml) (Sigma, UK). THP-1 cells required passaging every 2-3 days 
and not allowed to proliferate beyond 8x105 cells/ml in T75 flasks, similarly THP-1 cells were not used 
in toxicological assays once they had reached and exceeded 20 passages of sub-culturing. THP-1 cells 
were cultured by transferring the cells to a 50ml Falcon tube and centrifuged at 129g for 5 minutes at 
room temperature, supernatant discarded and then re-suspended in fresh, supplemented RPMI 
media and placed into a T75 flask.  
 
2.2.3.1 Differentiation of THP-1 cells 
To perform the Chapter 5 co-culture (bi-culture) experiments, THP-1 cells required differentiation into 
macrophage-like cells with an immune antagonist, namely phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA). 
PMA was selected over lipopolysaccharide due to the potency at which differentiation was achieved, 
at low concentrations while also providing a large yield of differentiated THP-1 cells. 
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To differentiate, THP-1 cells were centrifuged at 129g for 5 minutes at room temperature, immediately 
after which the cell pellet was re-suspended at 5x105 cells/ml in a 15ml Falcon tube, 50nM (optimised 
to provide the greatest yield of differentiated THP-1 cells and maintain viability) of freshly thawed 
PMA was then added to the cell suspension before being transferred to a T75 flask for 24 hours. Cells 
were checked after the incubation period via light microscopy, differentiation was evident by the now-
adherent cells on the bottom of the flask which didn’t return to suspension over gentle agitation of 
the flask. The PMA-containing media was then discarded, the cells washed three times with pre-
warmed PBS and freshly thawed RPMI media was added, the cells were then incubated for a further 
24 hours to recover from PMA-stimulated (pro)-inflammatory stimulation. Cells were typically 
differentiated a day or two in advance of co-culture setup which allowed (pro)-inflammatory cytokine 
/ chemokine levels (induced by PMA) to return to basal levels as to not warrant the transfer of (pro)-
inflammatory mediators into the co-culture setup. Lastly, once THP-1 cells had been differentiated, 
they were not maintained for more than two days, with the only exception being co-culture 
construction whereby the nature of the cytokinesis block micronucleus assay required them to be 
nurtured for the duration of the assay.  
 
2.3 Cell Viability  
In vitro ENM-cell testing was performed in accordance with the Organisation for Economic Co-
Operation and Development (OECD) guidelines, a descript characterisation of screening the potential 
health effects of chemicals in an industrial or academic setting. These guidelines however were 
adapted to the health effects of industrially-relevant carbonaceous ENMs instead of chemicals as 
described in detail by Doak and colleagues (Doak et al., 2012b). Assessing the cell viability of the 
epithelial cell lines TT1 and 16HBE14o- was performed using relative population doubling (RPD) and 
Equation 2.3 below. To begin, an initial cell count was performed prior to ENM exposures to act as the 
initial cell count. Following an exposure time of 24 hours a second cell count was performed to 
complete the equation. This was performed in triplicate for all doses.  
 
Equation 2.3 
RPD = No of population doubling of exposed cells / No of population doubling within control x 100 
Where; Population Doubling = [log (Post Treatment Count / Initial Count)] x log2 
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2.4 In Vitro Cytokinesis Block Micronucleus (CBMN) Assay 
As alluded to in section 2.11, the genotoxicity testing as written in the OECD guidelines had to be 
adapted here for the incorporation of ENMs, supported by the detailed research and information 
written by Doak and colleagues in 2012 (Doak et al., 2012b). Both epithelial cell lines, TT1 and 
16HBE14o- after being seeded in T25 flasks at 1x105 cells/ml and treated with ENMs and a positive 
control of Mitomycin C (MMC), an alkylating agent at a concentration of 0.01µg/ml. This concentration 
was selected as it provided a clearly detectable and reproducible increase over control micronuclei 
frequencies. Following the 24-hour exposure, treatment media was removed and stored for 
subsequent analysis. Adherent cell lines were then washed twice with pre-warmed PBS, fresh 
supplemented media was then provided with the addition of Cytochalasin (Cyto) B at 3µg/ml for a 
complete cell cycle, 22 hours for 16HBE14o- and 24 hours for TT1 cells (TT1 required more than one 
complete cell cycle to produce >50% BN cells). Following the cell cycle incubation with Cyto B, the 
media was discarded, and the cells washed twice with pre-warmed PBS. Cells were then lifted from 
T25 flasks with Trypsin-EDTA (2ml per flask), neutralised with 4ml of fresh media, transferred to 15ml 
Falcon tubes and centrifuged at 290g for 5 minutes. The cell pellet was then re-suspended in 5ml of 
KCl prepared at 0.56% and centrifuged at 4°C at 290g for 10 minutes. Following this, supernatant was 
discarded, and the pellet re-suspended in 5ml of fixative 1 (a 5:6:1-part solution of methanol, acetic 
acid and freshly prepared 0.9% NaCl respectively). The cells were incubated at 4°C for 10 minutes 
before being centrifuged for 10 minutes at 129g. The supernatant was discarded, and the cell pellet 
re-suspended in 5ml of fixative 2 (a 5:2-part solution of methanol and acetic acid respectively), again 
left at 4°C for ten minutes prior to centrifugation and then centrifuged at 129g for 10 minutes, this 
step was repeated three times. Cells could then be stored at 4°C for a maximum of 2 weeks or slides 
could be prepared immediately. Slide preparation required the slides (Academy Microscope 76 x 
26mm (frosted at one end, both sides)) to be pre-soaked in fixative 2 (in a glass container) for at least 
24 hours prior to making, on the day of which the fixative 2 was replaced with double distilled water. 
Slides were then wiped clean with slide tissue paper (Kimberly-Clark Professional) and left to air dry 
standing vertically. Cells previously incubated in 5ml of fixative 2 were centrifuged as detailed above 
and re-suspended in 1ml of fixative 2. Following this 100µl of re-suspended cells were drop-pipetted 
onto the labelled slides. To ensure cells were evenly dispersed the reconstitution volume of 1ml of 
fixative 2 could be altered with each slide checked via light microscopy for over-crowding. For each 
concentration, 3-5 slides were prepared for true biological replicates. Slides were air dried vertically 
standing after which, slides could be stored at -20°C for subsequent scoring.  
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Scoring of slides at room temperature required a nuclear stain; 30µl of 4’6, diamido-2-phenylindole 
(DAPI-Vectorshield) (Sigma, UK). Stained slides received coverslips of dimensions; 22mm x 60mm and 
0.17mm thickness, these were placed in the dark to incubate for 20 minutes prior to scoring.  
 
2.4.1 Automated Metafer Scoring of Micronuclei 
To evaluate the genotoxicity of the carbonaceous ENMs, the automated Metafer microscope (Axio-
imager Z2 fluorescent microscope) (Carl Zeiss, UK) with an 8-slide mounting stage was employed and 
operated in darkness. A total of 2000 binucleated cells were scored per replicate (performed in 
triplicate), totalling 6000 binucleated (BN) cells per dose, this was performed on the Metafer 4 
software (Table 2.2), version 3.5 (MetaSystems, Germany). Slides were scanned through an objective 
magnification of x10 and checked more thoroughly at x40 for the presence of abnormal genotoxic 
events such as nuclear bridges as well as correctly identifying / classifying a micronucleus which were 
counted with a handheld UPGREEN counter.  
 
Table 2.2 Metafer microscope (Metafer 4, version 3.5) nuclei classifier settings 
Nuclei Parameter Nuclei Classifier Micronuclei Classifier 
Minimum Area 20µm2 1.5µm2 
Maximum Area 400µm2 55µm2 
Maximum Relative Concave 
Depth 
0.9 0.9 
Maximum Aspect Ratio 1.5 4 
Maximum Distance 30µm2 25µm2 
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2.4.2 Pan-Centromeric staining of Micronuclei 
To provide a quantitative measure of the clastogenic/aneugenic damage observed in the CBMN assay, 
pan-centromeric staining of the micronuclei and binucleated cells was performed. This technique has 
warranted a large degree of popularity when coupled to the CBMN assay for rapidly identifying 
aneugens and clastogens, which other assays such as the chromosome aberration does not 
accomplish unless specifically modified (Doak et al., 2012b).  Centromeric staining provided an 
indicator as to whether the observed effect originated from clastogenic (double-strand DNA 
fragmentation) or aneugenic damage, based on the assumption an entire chromosome has been lost 
during cell division. For this, a second positive control had to be introduced to run against the MMC 
detailed earlier in section 2.12, this new positive control a published aneugenic compound – 
Carbendazim at 1.6µg/ml which provided a 40% reduction in RPD to 16HBE14o- cells. To perform the 
pan-centromeric staining, cells which had undergone the CBMN standard operating procedure (SOP) 
and had been lifted from their T25 flasks, instead of being re-suspended in KCl, were instead re-
suspended in 5ml of pre-warmed PBS. Meanwhile microscope slides soaked in 90% methanol for a 
minimum of 20 minutes at -20°C were air dried standing vertically and labelled accordingly. Cells were 
centrifuged at 4°C for 10 minutes at 129g and then re-suspended in 1ml of ice-cold PBS, of which 100µl 
was centrifuged at 290g for 1 minute onto respective slides and then dropped into ice cold 90% 
methanol fixative. Fixed slides could be stored at -20°C or used immediately. Cells were first 
permeabilised with several drops (directly onto the cytodot) of 30µg/ml Pepsin (Sigma, UK) suspended 
in 0.01M HCl (pH 2.7-3) (Sigma, UK) pre-warmed to 37°C. Slides were left with Pepsin/HCl for 1 minute 
before being immersed in PBS for 5 minutes to arrest the Pepsin treatment and then immersed in 
50mM MgCl2/PBS solution for a further 5 minutes to protect the chromosomes from further chemical 
degradation. Fixed cells were then dehydrated in a series of ethanol washes of 70%, 80% and 95% for 
2 minutes each, during which time the pan-centromeric probes (Cambio Ltd, UK) were thawed and 
mixed well by vortex at 37°C for 5 minutes. After air drying the slides, 5µl of probe per slide was added 
to a microcentrifuge tube whilst the slides were immersed in 70% Formamide (>99.5%, Sigma, UK)/ 
2x saline sodium citrate (SSC) where; 20x SSC – 87.6g NaCl, 44.1g Sodium Citrate, 500ml distilled water 
had been diluted 10x, this step was performed for 2 minutes at 70°C. Slides were then immersed in 
ice cold 70% ethanol and dehydrated through a series of ethanol washes at 70%, 90% and 100% before 
being air dried vertically standing. Pan-centromeric probes were de-natured at 85°C for 10 minutes 
and then immediately chilled on ice in microcentrifuge tubes. 5µl of probe was applied to the cytodot 
on each slide and allowed to hybridise for 16 hours at 37°C in a humidified chamber (Raymond A Lamb 
Windosr Incubator) with coverslips applied. The following day, coverslips were removed, and the 
slides washed in 2x SSC solution for 5 minutes before a wash step in 50% Formamide / 2x SSC for 5 
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minutes each at 37°C, this was repeated one more time. Slides were then counterstained with 30µl of 
DAPI-VECTASHIELDR mounting medium for 20 minutes in the dark with coverslips applied.  
 
2.4.2.1 Manual Scoring of Centromeric Regions 
Scoring of centromere-stained cells was performed using the same microscope described in section 
2.12.1, this time substituting the Metafer software for the Trackball to manually move through the 
slides in 10x objective magnification to locate BN/Mn cells and then using the ISIS software which 
allows the user to toggle between scanning the cells with two filters; DAPI (nuclear material stained 
blue) and FITC (centromeres stained green). To capture an image, the ISIS software first captured the 
cell through the blue filter then toggle to the green before overlapping them to provide one final 
image of the Mn/BN cell. A micronucleus of a binucleated cell containing a minimum of one 
centromere was deemed an aneugenic response. A total of 105 micronuclei were scored per dose (35 
per biological replicate), to compensate for this number, up to 5 slides were prepared per biological 
replicate to ensure the total number of micronuclei required to be scored was achieved.  
 
2.5 Quantification of (pro)-inflammatory mediators via enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 
Post ENM treatment as well as positive control (LPS at 100ng/ml) (#L2630 Sigma, UK) of all cell culture 
models tested supernatants were harvested and stored at -80°C. The exposure media, containing both 
(pro)-inflammatory mediators and suspended carbonaceous ENM was then centrifuged (16,000g for 
1 minute) to remove as much ENM as possible to avoid interference with the duo-set ELISA kits (R&D 
Systems, UK). All ELISA experiments were performed in 96-well half area clear plastic bottom plates 
(Sigma, UK) which when required were first coated with capture antibody diluted down to a working 
concentration detailed in the manufacturer’s certificate of analysis for cytokine interleukin (IL)-6 and 
chemokine IL-8. Briefly, capture antibody was diluted down from 720µg/ml to 4µg/ml in 5 ml of PBS 
and 50µl loaded into each of the 96-wells via multi-channel pipette and covered with parafilm and 
stored at 4°C for no longer than one week. Following at least 24 hours, capture antibody was aspirated 
and washed three times with 150µl of ELISA wash buffer (0.05% Tween20 (Sigma, UK)) in PBS. Following 
a thorough aspiration of wash buffer onto paper towels, 50µl of block buffer (1% BSA in PBS) was 
added to the plate for one hour whilst being gently rocked out of direct sunlight. During this time, 
frozen supernatant samples were thawed at room temperature and standards were prepared. To 
prepare a high standard working concentration of 2000pg/ml (IL-8) or 600pg/ml (IL-6), 10µl of 
100ng/ml standard was diluted in 490µl of double distilled water. For a seven-point standard curve, a 
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series of serial dilutions were performed as described in the manufacturer’s guide. Following a one-
hour antibody block, the block buffer (1%BSA PBS) was aspirated and the plate washed as described 
above. Subsequently 50µl of standards and samples were loaded into the plate and rocked at room 
temperature for a further two hours. During the remaining 30 minutes of the previous step, detection 
antibody was prepared by diluting stock antibody (3.6µg/ml) to a working concentration (20ng/ml) in 
5ml of freshly prepared reagent diluent. After the two-hour sample incubation, the plate was 
aspirated and washed three times before 50µl of detection antibody was applied and the plate left to 
incubate for a further two hours. Following aspiration and washing of the plate, 50µl of freshly 
prepared streptavidin-HRP diluted down 200x from the stock concentration was pipetted to the plate 
and incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes. The plate was aspirated and washed for a final 
time before 50µl of Substrate (R&D Systems, UK) Reagents A & B (1:1) was added and left for colour 
to develop in the dark for approximately 20 minutes or until colour had visibly developed across the 
entire standard range. This incubation was stopped by the addition of 50µl of 1M of (hydrochloric or 
sulfuric) acid to each well. Finally, within one hour of completing the assay, the optical density (OD) 
was recorded at a wavelength set to 450nm with an Omega Multimode microplate reader (BMG 
LABTECH Ltd, UK). A standard curve was utilised to determine the concentration (pg/ml) of the 
samples using Microsoft Excel. IL-6 and IL-8 levels were quantified from biological replicates 
(triplicate).  
 
2.6 Quantification of intracellular reduced Glutathione (GSH) 
To quantify the intracellular GSH content of 16HBE14o- cells, T25 flasks were setup accordingly with 
1x105 cells/ml and exposed to ENMs for 6 and 24 hours. A positive control of Staurosporine (diluted 
in cell culture medium (1µg/ml)) (Sigma, UK) was employed and exposed to the cells for 2 hours. This 
assay utilised a GSH kit purchased from Sigma, UK (#CS1020). After this the exposure media was 
removed and the cells washed twice with pre-warmed PBS. Cells were lifted from flasks with Trypsin-
EDTA, neutralised with media and transferred to 15ml Falcon tubes, centrifuged at 600g for 5 minutes. 
Cells were re-suspended with PBS and centrifuged for 600g for another 5 minutes. The supernatant 
was discarded, the pellet re-suspended in 1ml of PBS and transferred to microcentrifuge tubes and 
spun down at 600g for 5 minutes at room temperature. The supernatant was then discarded before 
150µl of 1x Lysis Buffer (Sigma, UK) was added to the cell pellet and vortexed (IKA Vortex Genius 3) 
before being incubated on ice for 15 minutes and then centrifuged at 16,000g for 10 minutes. The 
supernatant was retained while the cell pellet was discarded, some of the supernatant (5-10µl) was 
retained and stored for total protein measurements either later or run alongside the GSH experiment.  
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Once the supernatant had been obtained, a black, flat-bottom 96-well plate (Corning, UK) was setup 
as described in Table 2.3. The reaction was initiated by the final addition of the GST enzyme, the plate 
was left to incubate at 37°C for 1 hour. The plate was then read on a FLUOstar OMEGA Multimode 
microplate reader (BMG, LABTECH Ltd, UK) with the λ excitation set to 390nm and the λ emission at 478nm. 
A standard curve was then used to convert arbitrary units of fluorescence to nmoles of intracellular 
GSH for the cell samples using Microsoft Excel. 
 
Table 2.3 Standard Curve and Sample Procedure  
Sample 1mM rGSH 
Standard (µl) 
Sample (µl) Assay Buffer 
(µl) 
GST Enzyme 
(µl) 
Substrate 
Solution (µl) 
Blank - - 92.5 5 2.5 
GSH Standard 
1.3 nmoles 
1.3 - 91.0 5 2.5 
GSH Standard 
2.5 nmoles 
2.5 - 90.0 5 2.5 
GSH Standard 
5.0 nmoles 
5 - 87.5 5 2.5 
GSH Standard 
10 nmoles 
10 - 82.5 5 2.5 
Sample - 5 87.5 5 2.5 
Where; GST – Glutathione S Transferase, catalyses the bonding of poorly fluorescent 
monochlorobimane (probe) to reduced GSH to become a strongly fluorescent adduct.  
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2.7 Determining Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) 
Intracellular detection of ROS was undertaken with the fluorescent 2’, 7’-dichlorofluorescein (DCFH-
DA) assay (Abcam, UK). This isotype of the chemical was selected for its enhanced retention within 
the cell (Tetz et al., 2013). This assay was applied to 16HBE14o- adherent cells which were seeded at 
100µl of 1x105 per well in black sided, clear bottom 96 well plates (Corning, Germany). Cells were 
incubated overnight for 24 hours at 37°C. The following day, the media was aspirated, and the cells 
washed with pre-warmed PBS by multi-channel pipette delivering 100µl per well. Once aspirated the 
cells were incubated with 100µl of 20µM of DCFH-DA fluorescent marker (re-suspended on the day of 
the assay in PBS and diluted down 400x with media) the cells were then incubated for a further 1 hour 
at 37°C, to allow time for the passive uptake of the dye into the cells. Following this the cells were 
washed once again with PBS and treated with ENMs across a concentration range and maintaining a 
positive control of freshly opened hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) at 100µM. Intracellular ROS activity was 
measure at timed intervals beginning at 30 minutes and including a measurement at 24 hours post-
treatment. Acellular detection of ROS was performed by deacetylation with 10mM of sodium 
hydroxide at room temperature in the dark for 30 minutes prior to dilution to working concentration 
of 20µM of DCFH-DA and plated for assay. Measurements were performed on the FLUOstar OMEGA 
Multimode microplate reader (BMG, LABTECH Ltd, UK) with the λ excitation set to 485nm and the λ emission 
at 520nm. 
 
2.8 Mitochondrial toxicity 
To identify whether the ENMs elicit a stress response in the mitochondria of the 16HBE14o- and TT1 
cells, a series of experiments were set up to investigate this biological response. Prior to mitochondrial 
toxicity testing, several parameters were optimised those being the seeding densities for both 
epithelial cells lines and the injection concentrations. The initial optimisation step began with a cell 
titration over 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120x103 cells/ml seeded (100µl) into the XFe24 tissue culture 
plates (Seahorse Bioscience) allowing 3 spaces free for blank (media only) measurements. On the 
same day, 1ml of Seahorse Calibrant (Seahorse Bioscience) was placed into the XFe24 Flux plate and 
placed into a non-CO2 oven until required (no more than 72 hours). The following day, cells were 
topped up with growth media (150µl), it was at this stage cells were treated with ENMs and incubated 
for a further 24 hours. On the third day, injections were made up with XF Assay Media supplemented 
with 1mM sodium pyruvate (Sigma, UK), 5.5mM D-(+)-glucose (Sigma, UK) and 1mM L-Glutamine 
(ThermoFisher) (Oligomycin (1µM), FCCP (1µM) and Rotenone/Antimycin A (0.5µM) using the Mito-
Stress Test Kit (Seahorse Bioscience) as follows in Table 2.5. XF Assay media had undergone pH 
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equilibration to 7.34 +/- 0.05 and filter sterilised through a 0.22µm filter (Millipore, UK) with a 20ml 
syringe. Mitochondrial stress was measured via the initial addition of Oligomycin to block ATP 
synthase. Then, carbonyl cyanide-p-trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone (FCCP), a proton ionophore 
which acts to remove proton gradient regulatory mechanisms, is injected allowing the maximum 
respiration rate to be determined. Finally, Rotenone and Antimycin A inhibit complex I and III, 
respectively, of the electron transport chain. XF Assay media (Seahorse Bioscience) was supplemented 
with 5.5mM glucose and 1mM pyruvate as pre-optimized for use with the Mito-Stress kit (Seahorse 
Bioscience). Once optimised, 120x103 (16HBE14o-) or 100x103 (TT1) cells (100µl/well) formed an 
evenly dispersed monolayer (inspected via light microscopy). On test day, 200µl growth media was 
removed and the cells washed twice with 600 µl pre-warmed XF assay media before a final 475µl was 
added to each well (final volume 525µl). The tissue culture plate was then incubated in a non-CO2 
oven for 1 hour at 37°C. After one-hour incubation the cells were processed using the XFe24 
Extracellular Flux Analyser (Seahorse Bioscience). Mitochondrial function was measured as oxygen 
consumption rate (OCR) and extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) after 75µl injections of 1µM 
Oligomycin (ATP synthase inhibitor), 1µM FCCP (electron transport chain accelerator) and 0.5µM 
Antimycin A (complex III inhibitor) plus 0.5µM rotenone (complex I inhibitor), according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions (Table 2.4).  
 
Table 2.4 Injection strategy for mitochondrial stress test.  
Injection Assay media added to 
stock pellet (µl) 
Volume of stock 
removed to prepare 
final injection (µl) 
Volume of assay media 
required to prepare 
final injection (µl) 
Oligomycin 630 (100µM) 240 2760 (1µM) 
FCCP 720 (100µM) 270 2730 (1µM) 
Antimycin A/Rotenone 540 (500µM) 300 2700 (0.5µM) 
 
Once the injection compounds had been pipetted into the flux plate this was inserted into the 
Seahorse XFe24 Bioanalyser and calibrated for 20 minutes. After this was completed, the Flux plate 
tray was removed and swapped with the tissue culture plate removed from the non-CO2 oven and run 
in the seahorse for approximately 96 minutes. Data was collected and transferred to Microsoft Excel 
for i) normalising against protein content and ii) subsequent analysis on metabolic parameters, OCR 
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and ECAR. Once the optimum seeding density had been achieved for both epithelial cell lines, the 
injection compound concentrations were then optimised in a new series of experiments to identify 
any significant changes to the bioenergetics of the cell lines. The other injection concentrations 
investigated during the optimisation were Oligomycin 0.5 & 2µM as well as FCCP at 0.5 & 2µM, the 
concentration of Antimycin A/Rotenone however did not require optimisation. The seeding density 
was considered optimised and used for future experiments when the basal rates of OCR and ECAR 
were not significantly promoted or decreased and the signal was deemed to have reached a plateau 
whilst the injection compound concentration which produced the greatest effect was selected for 
future experiments (Nicholls, 2002).  To normalise the data sets, protein content per well was selected 
for a simple and rapid analysis of total protein. To perform this, the tissue culture plate was removed 
from the Seahorse Bioanalyser and the cells were rinsed twice with 200µl ice cold PBS, following this 
50µl of RIPA Buffer was added to each well and mixed thoroughly via pipette. The cells were then 
incubated at 4°C for 5 minutes before the suspension was transferred to a microcentrifuge tube and 
centrifuged at 10,000g at 4°C, the resulting supernatant was then used for DC Protein assays detailed 
in Section 2.9.  
 
2.9 Total Cellular Protein 
Total cellular protein measurements were required for data sets to be normalised, namely the GSH 
and mitochondrial toxicity data. The DC Protein assay kit (Bio-Rad, UK) was selected for a rapid and 
simple procedure of determining the protein concentrations of sample supernatants harvested during 
the SOP’s. Protein supernatants which had been harvested from sections 2.14 and 2.16 respectively 
were thawed from a -20°C storage when required. To measure the concentration, a series of protein 
standards were prepared using a protein standard of BSA (Bio-Rad, UK) stock concentration 2.5mg/ml 
and a diluent of RIPA buffer (ThermoFisher, UK). Standards were set up as detailed in Table 2.5. To 
perform the DC assay, working reagent A’ was prepared by adding 20µl of Reagent S per ml of Reagent 
A. Then 5µl of standards and protein supernatant samples were added to the plate in triplicate before 
adding 25µl of working reagent A’ to every well followed by 100µl of Reagent B to every well. Each 
well was gently agitated with a hand-held pipette tip before the plate was incubated and left to 
develop a cyan-blue colour change for 15 minutes. The plate was then read inside the hour at 750nm 
on an Omega Multimode microplate reader (BMG LABTECH Ltd, UK). Cellular protein data can be 
viewed in the Appendix Section 7.1. 
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Table 2.5 Protein Standard Curve setup for a 96-well half area clear plastic plate (Sigma, UK) 
Final Concentration (mg/ml) BSA stock at 2.5mg/ml (µl) RIPA Buffer (µl) 
0 0 20 
0.5 4 16 
1.0 8 12 
1.5 12 8 
2.0 16 4 
2.5 20 0 
 
 
2.10 Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
To identify the serum protein corona of the ENMs, SDS-PAGE gels were constructed from the chemical 
recipe listed in Table 2.6. Prior to ENM preparation, glass plates were pre-washed with ethanol and 
assembled in a casting stand. First the resolving gel was prepared by adding the chemical ingredients 
to a 50ml Falcon tube at room temperature and pipetted into the glass plate mould with a 10ml 
pipette, leaving ~1 inch of space for the stacking gel. Finally, 5µl of isopropanol were added to 
eliminate air bubbles at the surface. Once polymerised (checked by slightly angling the casting stand) 
the stacking gel was prepared, again with a 50ml Falcon tube and overlaid onto the resolving gel and 
a 10-well comb (Bio-Rad 1.5mm) inserted and left to polymerise for one hour. Once prepared, gels 
could be stored in damp paper towels at 4°C for up to two weeks. If gels were being run the same day, 
they were placed into an electrode assembly tank (Bio-Rad, UK) topped up with Running Buffer (25mM 
Tris, 192mM glycine and 0.1% SDS). To estimate the protein sizes as they appear, 2µl of a protein 
kaleidoscope was purchased (from Bio-Rad, UK) and always occupied lane 1 of the gel whilst 15µl of 
samples occupied the other lanes. SDS-PAGE gels were always run at 150V and stopped when the 
band-front had reached the bottom of the glass mould.  
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Table 2.6 10% Resolving and 4% Stacking gel recipes for SDS-PAGE.  
Ingredient List 10% Resolving Gel 4% Stacking Gel 
Double distilled water 6ml 3ml 
1.5 M Tris (Sigma, UK) 3.75ml N/A 
1M Tris (Sigma, UK) N/A 1.25ml 
30% Acrylamide 
(ThermoFisher, UK) 
5ml 650µl 
10% SDS (Sigma, UK) 150µl 50µl 
10% Ammonium Persulfate 
(APS) (Sigma, UK) 
75µl 25µl 
Tetramethylethylenediamine 
(TEMED) (ThermoFisher) 
15µl 5µl 
Note; TEMED was always added last and performed in a Class II Fume Hood.  
 
2.11 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
TEM analysis on ENM-cell interactions was performed at Leeds University in a collaboration with Dr 
Andy Brown and Dr Nicole Hondow at the institute of Material Research, School of Process, 
Environmental and Materials Engineering, University of Leeds, Leeds. The analysis was performed with 
a FEI Titan3 Themis G2 operating at 300kV fitted with 4 EDX silicon drift detectors, and a Gatan One-
View CCD. EDX spectroscopy and mapping was undertaken using Bruker Esprit v1.9 software. 
 
2.11.1 Resin embedding of treated cells 
Cells treated with ENMs required fixing, embedding and sectioning (70nm sections) prior to TEM 
analysis, these stages were performed at Swansea University. Following ENM treatment of epithelial 
cell lines and co-cultures, cells were washed and trypsinised in maintenance buffer before being 
placed into 0.5ml microcentrifuge tubes.  
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Phosphate buffered components 
• 200mM di-sodium hydrogen orthophosphate dihydrate (Na3HPO4H2O) (Sigma, UK) dissolved 
in 250ml double distilled water 
• 200mM sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate monohydrate (NaH2PO4H2O) (Sigma, UK) 
dissolved in 100ml double distilled water 
Maintenance Wash Buffer 
• 34.22g sucrose (Sigma, UK) dissolved in 50ml double distilled water, 62.5ml of sucrose solution 
then transferred to a 500ml vessel and 187.5ml double distilled water added.  
• Following this 128ml of 200mM Na3HPO4H2O and 38ml of NaH2PO4H2O were added to a 
second 500ml vessel which was then adjusted to pH7.3. 
• Lastly, 165ml of the freshly prepared phosphate buffer was added to the sucrose solution, 
mixed for 20 minutes before being stored at 4°C. 
Primary Fixative (2.5% Glutaraldehyde / 100mM phosphate buffer) 
• 77ml of Na3HPO4H2O, 23ml of NaH2PO4H2O and 100ml of double distilled water were added 
to a 100ml beaker, stirred and pH adjusted to 7.35. 
• Following this 190ml of this freshly prepared solution was transferred to 500ml vessel plus 
10ml of vacuum distilled EM grade 50% glutaraldehyde (Agar Scientific) added, mixed and 
stored at 4°C in the dark wrapped in aluminium foil.  
Secondary Fixative (1% Osmium Tetroxide) 
• Solution 1 – 2.26% sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate (Sigma, UK) prepared by dissolving 
0.565g in 25ml double distilled water 
• Solution 2 – 2.52% sodium hydroxide (Sigma, UK) was prepared by dissolving 0.63g in 25ml 
double distilled water 
• Solution 3 – 5.4% glucose was prepared by dissolving 0.135g in 2.5ml distilled water 
• Finally, 20ml of solution 1 and 4.25ml of solution B was added to a 100ml bottle, mixed and 
pH adjusted to 7.3. Then 2.5ml of Solution 3 was added to make the final precursor solution. 
Following this, a 0.25g vial of osmium tetroxide was shattered in a 250ml Duran before 25ml 
of the precursor solution was added. This final osmium fixative was incubated in the dark for 
four hours at 4°C before being filtered into a fresh bottle and stored appropriately at 4°C in 
the dark until required (stable for 1 month).  
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Cell pellets were later re-suspended in 100mM phosphate buffered 2.5% glutaraldehyde fixative at 
pre-warmed to 37°C for 15 minutes. Cells were centrifuged at 290g for 10 minutes and re-suspended 
in fresh glutaraldehyde fixative at 4°C for 4 hours before the fixative was aspirated and 0.5ml of 
maintenance buffer placed over cell pellets and left to incubate overnight. The following day, cells 
were centrifuged at 290g for 10 minutes and washed in maintenance buffer. Cells were later fixed in 
1% osmium tetroxide fixative for 90 minutes at 4°C rocking in the dark. Following this fixation step, 
cells were pelleted at 400g for 10 minutes with the fixative aspirated once complete. TAAB Premix 
resin (TAAB Laboratory and Microscopy Reagents, UK) was prepared by adding the polymerising agent 
to the resin and placed on a roller for 1 hour, after which an accelerating agent could be added. Cells 
were then dehydrated through a series of ethanol washes at 10% for 10 minutes, 70% for 30 minutes 
and lastly 100% ethanol for 20 minutes each with occasional mixing throughout. Cell samples were 
placed into 100% propylene oxide for 20 minutes and performed twice in total before adding 1:1 resin 
and propylene oxide for a 90-minute incubation. Cells were finally placed into 100% resin and left 
overnight and chilled at 4°C. The next day, fresh resin was brought to room temperature and placed 
onto the cells before transferring the cells to an oven set at 60°C for 24 hours, allowing for evaporation 
by leaving the caps of the microcentrifuge tubes open.  
 
2.11.2 Ultramicrotomy sectioning of embedded samples 
To excise the resin cylinders from their 0.5ml microcentrifuge tubes, glass knives were prepared using 
an EM-KMR3 (Leica Microsystems, UK) to shape right-angled triangle glass knives from a block of glass. 
The glass knives were mounted to an EM-UC7 ultramicrotome (Leica Microsystems, UK) and used to 
cut the 0.5ml microcentrifuge tubes away from the resin cylinders. Resin blocks were trimmed at 100 
mm/second with distance set to 150nm, continuing this approach until the resin bore a flat edge at 
the forefront (i.e. encompassing the cell pellet). From this now-squared face, dimensions to be cut 
were as follows; 750µm length x 750µm width x 50µm in depth at 100mm/second with a 100nm 
approach speed. Final sections were cut at 70 nm thickness using an Ultra 45° diamond knife (Diatome, 
Switzerland) with a 1mm/second cutting speed. Subsequent sections could float away from the 
diamond knife into the water basin of the Ultra 45° diamond knife and retrieved with tweezers holding 
a 150-mesh copper grid (Agar Scientific, UK). Copper sample grids bore a 3.5nm carbon film coating 
previously installed with a Q150-TE carbon coater (Quorum Technologies, UK). Sections were then 
stored for transport to Leeds University for imaging as detailed in section 2.11.  
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2.12 Statistical Analysis 
All data is shown as the mean +/- standard deviation. Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS 
statistics software (v.20 IBM, UK) where a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed with 
post hoc Dunnett’s multiple comparisons applied to evaluate pairwise statistical significance between 
control and exposure concentration data sets, the alpha value was set to 0.05. All data sets were 
analysed beforehand for normality (Shapiro-Wilk test, p≤0.05) and for equal variance p≤0.05) all 
biological replicates were N=3, unless otherwise stated.  
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Chapter 3 – Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis of Few-Layer Graphene’s Physico-Chemical 
Features  
 
3.1 Introduction  
Due to the overwhelming interest in ENMs owing to their novel uses in biomedical, mechanical and 
physical sciences, therein lies a requirement to understand the physico-chemical properties. Novel 
ENMs are manufactured with a desired function in mind, which typically relies on the physico-chemical 
features to achieve the desired end result, such as drug delivery to a specific cell type or location in 
the body (Aggarwal et al., 2009). ENMs can also be designed to resist mechanical strain or enhanced 
therapeutic tracking in vivo (Bae et al., 2010). The importance of physico-chemical characterisation 
has become paramount in the determination of ENM toxicology, particularly in the last decade where 
studies have screened the effect of nano versus micron-sized particles (Kohane, 2007). The scientific 
community agree that size is a crucial factor where toxicology is concerned; the consensus being 
smaller ENMs can gain access to cellular regions that are otherwise guarded against larger micron-
sized ENMs. This plays an ever important role in ENM-lung toxicology which has been extensively 
reported in the literature (Braakhuis et al., 2014), (Ferin et al., 1992), (Su et al., 2016). Whilst there 
exist some studies which contradict the assumption that smaller ENMs pose the greater toxicological 
risk, what is universally agreed on is the importance of fully characterising novel ENMs ideally with a 
panel of synergistic and supportive techniques. 
 
One of the obstacles with measuring ENMs physico-chemical features is that there exist two states. 
Primary physico-chemical features (are those that reflect the initial state of matter immediately post 
manufacture). Secondary physico-chemical features, are those that result following, ENMs immersion 
in a test system in situ such as in vitro cell culture media, micro-tissue fluid, blood plasma etc (Sayes 
and Warheit, 2009). Thus, the primary features to be characterised include; size surface area, surface 
charge and surface chemistry; and then these same features must be monitored and recorded in 
secondary states as they can all be subjected to weathering and change in a biological environment 
(Scott-Fordsmand et al., 2017). Ideally, physico-chemical characterisation of ENMs should be 
monitored at 4 key stages during their shelf life; 1) Production 2) Transport 3) Use and 4) Disposal. 
This constant monitoring could shed new light on the weathering of unique ENMs and highlight 
unwanted effects during the weathering process such as degradation or oxidation (Nowack et al., 
2016, Scott-Fordsmand et al., 2017).  
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3.1.2 Aims of Chapter 3  
The purpose of Chapter 3 was to characterise; Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles (human 
type-1A carcinogen) in relation to their primary and secondary physico-chemical characteristics. 
Understanding the secondary physico-chemical characteristics was of great importance in this study 
as suspension of the ENM powder in physiological buffer (water, cell culture media) caused dramatic 
changes to the parameters measured in the primary state. Defining the physico-chemical features of 
these materials is of paramount importance as they can directly dictate cytotoxicity and genotoxicity 
under in vitro conditions. Thus, defining the characteristics which implicate the ENMs in adverse 
biological harm could ultimately lead to safer-by-design manufacturing. Given the awkward nature of 
a near-two-dimensional (2D) material such as FLG, characterising the material required a battery of 
both chemical and physical techniques to provide a robust definition of the features exhibited by these 
ENMs.  
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3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 ENM Suspension 
FLG and CB particle suspension used during the characterisation process has been explicitly detailed 
in the Materials and Methods section (Chapter 2 section 2.1). Samples were maintained at 37°C prior 
to measurements if ENM suspension in a physiological buffer was required.  
 
3.2.2 ENM Preparation for DLS 
DLS was performed using the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, UK). All ENMs were 
initially diluted to 100µg/ml and incubated for one hour at 37°C prior to performing measurements. 
ENM dilutions were performed using either 10% FBS media or double distilled water to a final volume 
of 1ml in 1.5ml eppendorf vessels. The standard operating procedure (SOP) for DLS measurements 
was setup on the Malvern Zetasizer software version 7.02 coupled to the device which required the 
input of ENM optical properties such as refractive index, and diluent characteristics including density 
and viscosity, outlined below in Table 3.1. At the time of measurement, 100µl of sample was 
transferred to plastic-grade micro cuvettes (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) and placed into the measurement 
chamber and allowed to equilibrate for two minutes. Once initiated, each replicate (n=3) 
measurement consisted of 15 runs, which were averaged. Analysis of data collected was performed 
using the Malvern Zetasizer software v.7.02. This software would provide average data sets of Size 
and Zeta Potential with an option to extract raw data which was required to calculate mean, median 
and range values. 
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Table 3.1 Dispersant Characteristics required for DLS measurements (MEM & DCCM-1) 
Physico-chemical feature of 
test system 
Double distilled water 10% Serum, 1% glut, 1% P/S, 
88% Media  
Density (g/cm3) 1.004 1.011 
Viscosity (cP) 0.696 0.753 
Refractive Index 1.340 1.343 
Where: Serum – Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS) Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) or New-born Calf 
Serum (NCS) (DCCM-1); L-Glu – Tissue Culture-grade Glutamine; P/S – Penicillin/Streptomycin.  
 
3.2.3 Zeta (ζ) Potential 
Investigation into the zeta potential across each ENM began with identical handling of materials as 
described in Section 2.2 for DLS measurements. First, 500µl of ENM was injected into a plastic-grade 
U-bend, folded capillary cell (# DTS1060, Malvern, UK) with a 1ml syringe and sealed at both ends. The 
cell was then loaded into the same chamber detailed above and allowed to equilibrate for 2 minutes 
before measurements. To measure the zeta potential, a different experimental SOP was loaded, 
performing 3 measurements of 15 runs each with the dielectric current maintained throughout at 
74.5mV and Henry’s function set to the Smoluchowski-Kramers approximation (F=1.5) with intent to 
describe Brownian motion (erratic particle movement gained from the microscopic collisions of 
surrounding particles in fluid). Data was collected and analysed using the Malvern Zetasizer software 
version 7.02. 
 
3.2.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy & Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) Spectroscopy 
Investigation into the lateral dimensions of the dry ENMs began by performing SEM. Firstly, the dry 
powder ENMs were carefully loaded (by sterile spoon) onto a disposable adhesive pad before being 
mounted onto an aluminium stub (SEM Clip; 32mm x 10mm x M4 (3 clips)) (Agar Scientific). The 
sample was then loaded into the SEM vacuum chamber before being positioned into the path of the 
electron beam. Analysis was performed using the Hitachi Ultra High-Resolution field emission (FE)-
SEM model number: S-4800 run at 15kV. EDX was performed by preparing and mounting the sample 
as described above, however once mounted the sample was subsequently angled and analysis 
performed at a tilt of 20° using the INCA EDX energy software coupled to the SEM interface. 
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Measurements were performed by either analysing an entire area of material as viewed through the 
microscope or through highlighting a single particle and firing multiple beams at specific regions either 
the periphery or the centre. Multiple measurements were performed to quantify the percentage (%) 
composition of key elements such as carbon, oxygen, nitrogen while also scanning for contaminant 
heavy metals. Images were transferred to 12x CD-RW (Verbatim) and analysed with ImageJ software 
by focusing on one image and subsequently investigating the lateral diameter of individual particles 
(N=121).  
 
3.2.5 Plunge Freeze Analysis of ENMs  
Plunge freeze SEM analysis of FLG samples was performed at Leeds University in a collaboration with 
Dr Andy Brown and Dr Nicole Hondow at the Institute of Material Research, School of Process, 
Environmental and Materials Engineering, University of Leeds, Leeds, LS2 9JT. The plunge freeze SEM 
provided a unique “real-time” image capture of the particles/agglomerates as they would be 
perceived in suspension. The technique utilises such a rapid freezing in liquid ethane (-182°C), even 
crystalline structure which could form via liquid nitrogen freezing techniques are inhibited from 
forming and corrupting the agglomerate integrity. Liquid Nitrogen is avoided in this analysis due to 
the boiling off process by which rapid freezing of copper grids will induce cubic crystals to form. 
Samples (all FLG ENMs) were prepared by mixing 990µl of stock FLG with 10µl of FBS. After 20 minutes 
sonication the suspension was prepared for SEM by the following route. Continuous carbon films 
supported by copper TEM grids (#AGS160-4, Agar Scientific) were plasma cleaned for 10s before 
loading with 3.5µl droplets of the FLG-media suspension inside the preparation chamber of the Mark 
IV VitrobotTM (FEI), which was maintained 22°C and 100% humidity. A 30s delay was applied to ensure 
the droplet was equilibrated before blotting and vitrification through rapid plunge freezing into liquid 
ethane. Prepared grids were transferred into a vacuum desiccator and then allowed to warm to room 
temperature thereby preserving the original particle agglomeration state. Samples were imaged by 
SEM using a Hitachi SU8230 cold field emission gun SEM operating at 15kV. Sizing data was generated 
using the measure function of the ImageJ software, data output was then transferred to Excel to plot 
histograms for each ENM.  
 
3.2.6 Atomic Force Microscopy  
AFM analysis of FLG ENMs was performed in Swansea University, Institute of Life Sciences 1 (ILS1) by 
Dr Sandra B.C. Lopez in collaboration with the Head of Physics, Professor Ken Meissner of the College 
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of Engineering. To produce topographical images of the FLG and investigate the depth of 
agglomerates, water-suspended stock ENM was diluted down (with ultrapure H2O) to 100µg/ml 
before 10µl was pipetted onto an air-brushed mica slide and analysed using a Bruker Dimension Icon 
AFM optimised for scanning and obtaining depth and optional lateral dimensions of the FLG 
agglomerates. A diamond tapping tip (Bruker tip MPP21000 RSFP 3N/m) and the SCANASYST-AIR, an 
image-optimization scanning (tapping) mode were used to image the samples. Utilising the 
SCANASYST-AIR, the Bruker Dimension Icon AFM could monitor progression and movement through 
the sample and feedback image quality allowing optimised data acquisition. The probe tip used for 
this analysis was the SCANASYST-AIR and cantilever parameters for all measurements were; Thickness 
(T): 650nm, Length (L): 115µm, Width (W): 25µm, resonance frequency (f0): 70kHz, spring constant 
(k): 0.4N/m. Topographical images were analysed for differences between materials and quantifying 
layer number with the Bruker Nanoscope Analysis Package version 1.4.  
 
3.2.7 Raman Spectroscopy 
Image capture of FLG ENMs utilising the Raman Spectroscopic technique was performed by Dr Adam 
Williams, formerly of Swansea University College of Engineering ILS2. Data produced was then 
graphed using the coding package Wolfram Mathematica software. FLG ENMs were investigated for 
their layer number, surface impurities and structural integrity via Raman Spectroscopy (Renishaw 
inVia Reflex Spectrometer System for Raman spectral / imaging analysis at 533nm). Through rapid 
acquisition, data collection and live feedback was provided with spatial resolution ranging from >1mm 
to <1µm. Prior to Raman spectroscopy, all three variants of the stock FLG; Neutral-, Amine- and 
Carboxyl-FLG were diluted down to 100µg/ml with ultrapure water and dried onto silicon chips and 
placed inside the Raman spectrometer sample chamber. Raman spectra of each material was 
produced highlighting the characteristic peaks common to all graphitic ENMs namely the D, G and 2D 
peaks with some peaks uncommon to graphene and FLG produced via chemical vapour deposition 
(CVD).  
 
3.2.8 Acellular Superoxide Radical Detection via Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) 
The detection of acellular superoxide radicals (Figure 3.1) was performed in collaboration with the 
University of Edinburgh and Dr Mark Miller, with experiments performed by Dr Lorraine Bruce at the 
Centre for Cardiovascular Science, Queens Medical Research Institute, Edinburgh. 
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EPR, sometimes referred to as Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) is a magnetic resonance based technique 
capable of measuring oxygen levels in biological samples either in vitro or in vivo (Ahmad and 
Kuppusamy, 2010). This technique required the addition of a spin trap molecule Tempone-H (1-
hydroxyl-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-oxo-piperidine) which shows selectivity for superoxide radicals (Miller 
et al., 2009). The purpose of the spin trap in this study was to covalently react with the short-lived 
superoxide radical to form a stable adduct which possesses paramagnetism, a fundamental aspect of 
EPR detection.  
 
Figure 3.1 Lewis structure of superoxide radical. The seven outer electrons of each atom are shaded 
black, one electron pair is shared at the center, the unpaired electron is on the upper left atom and 
the additional electron is shown in red which confers the overall anionic dipole.  
 
To provide an accurate measure of the FLG ENMs reactivity, EPR was used to establish oxygen-centred 
free radical generation by the method developed by (Miller et al., 2009). Stock FLG samples for EPR 
were suspended in 500µl physiological saline solution (Krebs buffer: 118.4mM NaCl, 25mM NaHCO3, 
11mM glucose, 4.7mM potassium chloride (KCl), 1.2mM MgSO4, 1.2mM KH2PO4, 2.5mM CaCl2) at 
concentrations of 3.2-180µg/ml. The FLG samples were then incubated with the spin-trap, Tempone-
H (1mM; Enzo Life Sciences, Exeter, UK), immediately before the initial measurement. Tempone-H is 
a highly sensitive spin-trap that shows selectivity for superoxide, forming a stable product that can be 
measured by EPR (Dikalov et al., 1997). Pyrogallol (32µM) was used as a positive control to 
spontaneously generate superoxide radicals in Krebs buffer (Taylor et al., 2004). The FLG samples were 
kept at 37oC throughout and measurements were taken after 60 minutes by drawing 50µl of sample 
into a capillary tube (VWR International, Lutterworth, UK) and sealing with a plug of soft sealant 
(Cristaseal, VWR International). An X-band EPR spectrometer (Magnettech MS-200, Berlin, Germany) 
was used with the following parameters: microwave frequency, 9.3-9.55Hz; microwave power, 20 
mW; modulation frequency, 100kHz; modulation amplitude, 1500mG; center field, 3365G; sweep 
width, 50G; sweep time, 30s; number of passes, 1. Baseline signals (Tempone-H in buffer alone with 
the appropriate volume of media (9%) from the FLG stock concentrations) were subtracted from that 
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of experimental readings. Free radical generation was quantified using the first derivative of the initial 
peak of the spectra obtained from the reaction of the Tempone-H spin-trap with superoxide.  
 
3.2.9 Surface Area Measurements 
To produce an accurate measure of the Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) surface area of all four 
ENMs the NOVA 200e was utilised operating both A and B stations through the adjoining computer 
running the NovaWin software. Prior to handling the ENMs, two 9mm (bulb-ended long, BET cells 
were purchased (Quantachrome Ltd, UK) for running the experiments. Firstly, the Nova 200e was 
started up, vacuum pump switched on and nitrogen gas with 1 bar of pressure was passed through 
the system. Secondly, once the NovaWin software had been set up, the cells were calibrated in 
stations A and B simultaneously and the thermal delay was set to 600s. Next the dewar was filled with 
liquid nitrogen at 77K below the cells and then initiated. For sample preparation, FLG and CB particles 
were weighed on a weigh-safe balance after the empty cells had been weighed thus providing sample 
weight. Following this, the samples were de-gassed for two hours at room temperature under a 
vacuum before the samples were weighed again to ascertain their de-gassed weight. Using the 
NovaWin software; surface area, pore radius and volume were selected, following this the dewar was 
filled with liquid nitrogen and placed beneath the cells to begin. The experiment was run for 10 hours 
overnight and the data output was collected the following day.  
 
3.2.10 Limulus Amebocyte Lysate (LAL) Endotoxin Test 
To assess the quality of the manufactured ENMs with regards to contamination, the E-Toxate LAL gel 
clot assay (Sigma, UK) was utilised. The core rationale for this kit was that it is not reliant on a 
colorimetric output which is notoriously associated with interactions and interference when analysing 
ENMs. The assay was performed using endotoxin-free 10ml glass vials (Lonza, Switzerland), with each 
ENM receiving its own vial. To perform the assay, E-Toxate working reagent was prepared from stock 
by the aseptic addition of 2ml of pyrogen-free water and swirled to dissolve at room temperature. 
Stock ENMs following sonication (Chapter 2 Section 2.1), were prepared at a suitably low 
concentration of 10µg/ml (avoiding strong agglomeration) using pyrogen-free water at a final volume 
of 100µl. The LAL gel clot assay was prepared as detailed in Table 3.2. Immediately after sample 
preparation, glass vials were covered with parafilm and incubated in a still water bath set to 37°C and 
left for one hour. To identify a negative / positive result, immediately after the one-hour incubation 
the glass vials were removed from the water bath and inverted 180° whilst observing the gel clot 
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formation at the bottom of the vial. To confirm a negative endotoxin result, the gel clot displayed 
disruption upon inversion; conversely an endotoxin-positive sample displayed a solid gel clot which 
did not move upon inversion. This assay was performed in triplicate.  
 
Table 3.2 Detection of Endotoxin in ENMs utilising the LAL gel clot assay kit.  
Sample ENMs 10 (µg/ml), 
µl) 
Pyrogen-free 
water (µl) 
E-Toxate 
Standard (µl) 
Endotoxin 
Positive Control 
(LPS) (µl) 
Negative Control  0  100 100 0 
ENMs 100 0 100 0 
Inhibition  100 0 100 100 (4EU/ml) 
Where EU/ml is Endotoxin Units/ml of which the LAL gel clot assay (Sigma, UK) can detect down to 
0.03EU/ml. As of 2012, the Food and Drug Administration guidelines for novel nano products which 
either directly or indirectly contact the lymphatic or cardiovascular system the requirement is for the 
Endotoxin Units to be below 0.5EU/ml (Mukherjee et al., 2016).  
 
3.2.11 Hard Protein Corona Identification 
The protein’s which displayed a strong affinity with the ENMs after suspension in cell culture media - 
designated the hard protein corona, was initially isolated with centrifugation at room temperature.  
 
3.2.11.1 Removal of the Soft Protein Corona  
Initially, stock ENMs were sonicated and then suspended at a diluted concentration of 100µg/ml in 
supplemented MEM cell culture media in 1.5ml eppendorf tubes which were then incubated for one 
hour in a heated block set to 37°C. Following this the samples were transferred to a bench-top 
centrifuge and centrifuged at 4000g for 40 minutes. The use of the Ultra Centrifuge to achieve higher 
centrifugal forces >4000g was ultimately not used in this SOP to avoid the sedimentation of 
biomolecules interfering with the endpoint (hard protein corona identification). Following 
centrifugation in cell culture media, the media was carefully aspirated and discarded and 1ml of PBS 
used to re-suspend the pellet, taking care to fully break up the sediment before being centrifuged 
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again for 20 minutes at 4000g in the first of three wash steps. The final pellet following three PBS 
washes, was then prepared for SDS-PAGE, the process of separating the proteins based on molecular 
weight (MW) before LC MS/MS was performed to identify proteins. Pellets constituting the hard 
protein corona were re-suspended in 20µl SDS-PAGE loading buffer (nine-parts loading buffer (Cell 
Signalling Technologies, UK) one-part dithiothreitol (DTT) (Sigma, UK) and 40µl PBS. This suspension 
then underwent heat-shock treatment at 90°C in a heat block for 10 minutes.  
 
3.2.11.2 Protein Separation by SDS-PAGE 
To construct the SDS-PAGE gels required for this stage the recipe was prepared according to Chapter 
2 Section 2.10 Table 2.6. Briefly, a 10% resolving and 4% stacking gel were prepared to isolate 
individual proteins based on MW alone with the addition of a Protein Kaleidoscope as described by 
Bio-Rad, UK. 
 
3.2.11.3 Protein Silver Staining 
Upon completion of the SDS-PAGE, gels were removed from their glass moulds and placed in clean 
glass containers for silver staining of protein bands utilising the Pierce Silver Stain Kit (ThermoFisher, 
UK). The following SOP was performed with the gel kept in the glass container and shaken during 
incubation stages on an orbital shaker, a final volume of 25ml of reagent was used per gel / per stage 
was used. Immediately after removing the gels from their glass moulds they were washed twice with 
ultrapure water twice for five minutes each. The proteins were then fixed with 30% ethanol/acetic 
acid solution overnight. The following day, the fixative was discarded, and the gel washed with 10% 
ethanol and two subsequent washes with ultrapure water. The gels then required a one-minute 
incubation with Pierce Silver Stain Sensitizer (one-part silver stain sensitizer: 500 parts ultrapure 
water) (prepared in a 50ml Falcon tube)), following this step, two washes with ultrapure water were 
performed. Silver stain was then prepared in a 50ml Falcon tube (one-part Pierce Silver Stain 
Enhancer: 50 parts Pierce Silver Stain) and incubated with the gel for 30 minutes allowing time for the 
silver stain to develop. Following the 30-minute incubation, the gel was washed with ultrapure water 
before finally the protein bands were visualised with developer working solution. Bands could develop 
sufficiently until this process was stopped by the addition of 5% acetic acid.  
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3.2.11.4 Protein Band Excision & Trypsin Digestion 
Prior to peptide mass fingerprinting, silver stained protein bands had to be excised from the SDS-PAGE 
gels, washed and then chemically digested. Bands were cut from the gel with an ethanol-sterilised 
scalpel (a new one for each protein) and placed into 1.5ml microcentrifuge tubes which had been 
cleaned with Acetonitrile (ACN) (Sigma, UK). The protein bands were then de-stained with 50µl/band 
of a 1:1 solution of 3mM potassium ferricyanide (Sigma, UK) and 100 mM sodium thiosulphate (Sigma, 
UK), the protein samples were then incubated at room temperature on an orbital shaker until the 
brown stain was no longer visible, protein bands subsequently acquired a faint yellow colour. The 
protein bands were then washed 2-3 times with 50µl of ultrapure water to remove as much of the 
residual yellow colour as possible with centrifugation between each wash step at 800g for 1 minute. 
Following the final wash step, ultrapure water was aspirated, and the protein bands incubated with 
100µl of 200mM ammonium bicarbonate (NH4HCO3) (Sigma, UK) for 20 minutes on an orbital shaker. 
Mass spectrometry-grade trypsin (ThermoFisher, UK) was prepared next by reconstituting 20µg of 
Trypsin with 100µl of reconstitution buffer (50mM acetic acid), this was then aliquoted into 10 vials 
of 10µl for future use/need, stored at -20°C. One aliquot was used, whereby 500µl of 50mM NH4HCO3 
was added, resulting in the final trypsin solution. Following this 50µl of trypsin solution was added to 
each band, incubated at 37°C overnight while shaking on an orbital shaker. The following day, peptide 
recovery took place by first centrifuging the samples at 800g for 1 minute. The subsequent 
supernatant was then transferred to fresh, labelled sample tubes whilst 30% and 70% ACN / 0.2% 
Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (Sigma, UK) solutions were prepared in labelled bottles in a fume hood 
(where 70% ACN - 7ml ACN: 200µl TFA: 2.8ml ultrapure water). Finally, 100µl of 30% ACN was added 
to each sample tube and incubated at 37°C for 10 minutes, followed by 100µl of 70% ACN for a further 
10 minutes at 37°C. The samples were spun down briefly at 800g for 30 seconds before allowing the 
volume to reduce in an Eppendorf, UK speedy vac until protein bands were subsequently dehydrated 
resulting in a dry powder.  
 
3.2.11.5 Peptide Mass Fingerprinting  
Peptide mass fingerprinting was performed by Dr Ed Dudley of Swansea University Medical School. 
The dehydrated protein samples were re-suspended in 0.1% formic acid (Sigma, UK) and prepared for 
electrospray liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC MS/MS). Firstly, buffer solutions of 0.1% 
formic acid and 100% ACN/0.1% formic acid were prepared for high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) (Surveyor, ThermoFinnigan, CA). The samples were then run utilising a 72-
minute gradient with the electrospray electrohydrodynamic flow rate set to 150µl/minute. Peptide 
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identification was performed by analysing the sample spectra on BioWorksBrowser version 3.3.1 SP1 
(ThermoFisher Scientific) using Sequest Uniport/Swiss-Prot database.  
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3.3 Results  
3.3.1 DLS of Neutral-FLG 
DLS was first performed on water-dispersed Neutral-FLG, which demonstrated a large size range of 
78.82-1990nm indicative of a polydisperse sample within which the average size (Z-average) was 
290.8nm, and the median value within this range was 63.42nm. The Neutral-FLG suspensions was 
highly polydispersed with an average PDI of 0.365, where a typical well-monodispersed sample 
displays a PDI value of ≤0.2. The Neutral-FLG water-dispersed sample displayed a broad polydispersed 
peak which appears to exhibit 2 peaks weakly joined at 2500nm, suggesting the presence of two 
separate monodispersed agglomerate regions within the Neutral-FLG suspension (Figure 3.2). The 
Neutral-FLG sample exhibited a double peak with each peak representing a separate Z-average of 
361.8nm and 4557nm, however the majority of the polydispersed sample falls within peak 1 
accordingly with the Z-average of 290.8nm. DLS analysis of the media-dispersed Neutral-FLG revealed 
a size range of 190.1 – 1990nm, within this range a Z-average of 504.7nm was recorded and a median 
value of 75.01nm. Crucially the media-dispersed suspension displayed an additional third peak 
indicative of high degrees of polydispersity, these three peaks exhibited a Z-average of; 89.8, 663.5 
and 4569nm respectively with the bulk of the suspension inhabiting peak two ultimately contributing 
the greatest to the observed Z-average of 504.7nm. This dramatic difference in suspension between 
water and serum-containing media indicated a ‘redshift’ in the average peak intensity. This introduced 
a more polydisperse sample with the Neutral-FLG forming three distinct families of agglomerates and 
increasing the Z-average by 213.9nm possibly indicative of the surfactant properties of proteins bound 
to ENMs in suspension, summarised by Table 3.3.  
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Figure 3.2 DLS measurement of Neutral-FLG. Water-dispersed Neutral-FLG (A) and media-dispersed 
Neutral-FLG (B) respectively, the data is displayed as the percentage intensity size range at 37°C. 
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Table 3.3 Neutral-FLG characteristics defined by DLS. Data presented pertains to the percentage 
intensity of the material in both ultrapure double distilled water and cell culture media (10% FBS, 1% 
P/S, MEM). 
Dispersant Size 
Range 
(nm) 
Z-average 
(nm) 
PDI Median Standard 
Deviation 
(nm) 
Average 
Peak 1 
Size 
(nm) 
Average 
Peak 2 
Size 
(nm) 
Average 
Peak 3 
Size 
(nm) 
Water 78.82 – 
1990 
290.8 0.365 63.42 302.6 361.8 4557 N/A 
Media 190.1 - 
1990 
504.7 0.293 75.01 364.7 663.5 4659 89.8 
 
3.3.1.2 DLS of Amine-FLG 
Amine-FLG samples dispersed in water exhibited a smaller size range compared to the Neutral-FLG 
suspension, varying between 43.82 – 531.2nm with a Z-average of 170.1nm and a more stable PDI 
value of 0.186. These values are indicative of the water-dispersed Amine-FLG demonstrating a more 
uniform, less polydisperse suspension compared to the Neutral-FLG. The medina value was 55.56nm 
and only a single peak was observed with a total size of 211.3nm. Furthermore, the water-dispersed 
Amine-FLG revealed a monodispersed single peak under the Zetasizer software analysis as in Figure 
3.3. Media-dispersed Amine-FLG however (Figure 3.3B) displayed a greatly increased size range of 
164.2 – 1718nm with a new Z-average of 426.4 indicating a greater average agglomerate size however 
the sample appears relatively monodisperse all be it in a ‘redshifted’ manner, evidenced by the greater 
median value of 94.04nm and greater PDI value (0.261). Crucially, whilst the bulk of the media-
dispersed Amine-FLG remains largely uniform in agglomerate size, there were 3 peaks observed each 
with a total size of; 542.3, 4646 and 89.8nm as summarised in Table 3.4.  
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Figure 3.3 DLS measurement of Amine-FLG. Water-dispersed Amine-FLG (A) and media-dispersed 
Amine-FLG (B) respectively, the data is displayed as the percentage intensity size range at 37°C.   
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Table 3.4 Amine-FLG characteristics defined by DLS. Data presented pertains to the percentage 
intensity of the material in both ultrapure double distilled water and cell culture media (10% FBS, 1% 
P/S, MEM). 
Dispersant Size 
Range 
(nm) 
Z-average 
(nm) 
PDI Median Standard 
Deviation 
(nm) 
Average 
Peak 1 
Size 
(nm) 
Average 
Peak 2 
Size 
(nm) 
Average 
Peak 3 
Size 
(nm) 
Water 43.82 – 
531.2 
170.1 0.186 55.56 97.92 211.3 N/A N/A 
Media 164.2 - 
1718 
426.4 0.261 94.04 310.8 542.3 4646 89.84 
 
3.3.1.3 DLS of Carboxyl-FLG 
The water-dispersed Carboxyl-FLG analysis by DLS revealed a highly polydispersed suspension 
supported by a single sized peak with a range of 68.06 – 458.7nm (Figure 3.4A) a Z-average of 169.6nm 
and a PDI value of 0.141, the smallest PDI of any tested ENM in this study. The water-dispersed sample 
also exhibited a mean value of 55.99 with peak 1 showing a total size intensity of 197.3nm. Once 
suspended in media however the Carboxyl-FLG suspension adopts a slightly less monodisperse 
agglomerate formation, with a smaller second family of agglomerates evident by peak two in Figure 
3.4B with a size intensity of 5103nm. The media-dispersed Carboxyl-FLG possessed a size range of 
141.8 – 1106nm with a Z-average of 348.2nm and median value of 77.26nm. Supporting the formation 
of the second peak distribution is a higher PDI value of 0.229, up from the water dispersed value of 
0.141 (summarised in Table 3.5).  
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Figure 3.4 DLS measurement of Carboxyl-FLG. Water-dispersed Carboxyl-FLG (A) and media-
dispersed Carboxyl-FLG (B) respectively, the data is displayed as the percentage intensity size range at 
37°C. 
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Table 3.5 Carboxyl-FLG characteristics defined by DLS. Data presented pertains to the percentage 
intensity of the material in both ultrapure double distilled water and cell culture media (10% FBS, 1% 
P/S, MEM). 
Dispersant Size 
Range 
(nm) 
Z-average 
(nm) 
PDI Median Standard 
Deviation 
(nm) 
Average 
Peak 1 
Size 
(nm) 
Average 
Peak 2 
Size 
(nm) 
Average 
Peak 3 
Size 
(nm) 
Water 68.06 – 
458.7 
169.6 0.141 55.99 76.88 197.3 N/A N/A 
Media 141.8 - 
1106 
348.2 0.229 77.26 183.9 426.1 5103 N/A 
 
3.3.1.4 DLS of CB particles 
The CB analysis with DLS revealed counter intuitive results to the graphene-based samples. The FLG 
samples appeared more monodispersed in the water buffer but gained more polydispersity and a 
greater range of agglomerate sizes when in the media buffer. Water-dispersed CB particles however 
exhibited a triple peak intensity in water, the only ENM to do so. The average size range of this material 
in a water suspension was 105 – 6439nm, vastly larger than the FLG samples. The large PDI of 0.402 
does suggest that CB particles may not be well suited to DLS measurements but this PDI value was still 
within cumulant analysis range befitting the expert report on the Zetasizer software. As seen in Figure 
3.5B below, the CB particles gained more stability once suspended in culture media, evident from the 
now-monodisperse single peak ranging from 141.8 – 1106nm. This significant reduction in average 
agglomerate size (513.3nm to 347.7nm) is supported in part by the reduced PDI of 0.225, detailing a 
far more suitable sample suspension for DLS analysis. Whilst the average agglomerate size is reduced 
the median value (96.28nm) suggests the particles have been ‘redshifted’ and find more stability 
forming larger agglomerates in the culture media buffer, data summarised in Table 3.6.  
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Figure 3.5 DLS measurement of CB. Water-dispersed CB (A) and media-dispersed CB (B) respectively, 
the data is displayed as the percentage intensity size range at 37°C. 
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Table 3.6 CB characteristics defined by DLS. Data presented pertains to the percentage intensity of 
the material in both ultrapure double distilled water and cell culture media (10% FBS, 1% P/S, MEM). 
Dispersant Size 
Range 
(nm) 
Z-average 
(nm) 
PDI Median Standard 
Deviation 
(nm) 
Average 
Peak 1 
Size 
(nm) 
Average 
Peak 2 
Size 
(nm) 
Average 
Peak 3 
Size 
(nm) 
Water 105 – 
6439 
513.3 0.402 62.99 421.2 468.6 5323 126 
Media 141.8 - 
1106 
347.7 0.225 96.28 195.1 434.7 N/A N/A 
 
3.3.2 Zeta Potential 
ENM surface charge was assessed by measuring the zeta potential across the suspended samples, 
dispersed in both ultrapure double distilled water and 10% serum containing media (10% FBS, 1% P/S, 
MEM). ENMs where dispersed in water showed highly stable suspensions with zeta potentials 
indicating strong stability with surface charges exceeding -30mV indicating high electrostatic repulsion 
between particles / agglomerates. Additionally, the role of engineered surface charge to the FLG 
samples proved to be significant with the Amine-FLG sample (-41.96mV) holding a stronger dispersion 
in water compared to the Neutral- (-31.72mV) or Carboxyl-FLG (-34.36mV) samples. CB particles 
however demonstrated the greatest zeta potential at -43.7mV, indicative of an extremely stable 
dispersion in water. CB particles suspended in cell culture media however exhibited drastically 
different surface charges (summarised in Table 3.7). The ENMs suspended in water exhibited an order 
of stability; CB >Amine-FLG >Neutral-FLG >Carboxyl-FLG, whilst in cell culture media the latter two 
ENMs were reversed so the order now reads; CB >Amine-FLG >Carboxyl-FLG >Neutral-FLG, indicative 
that in cell culture media the Neutral-FLG has become the most destabilised of all materials. All ENMs 
however exhibited significant reductions in stability as measured by zeta potential when moved from 
ultrapure double distilled water to cell culture media.  
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Table 3.7 Zeta Potential of carbonaceous ENMs suspended in both ultrapure double distilled water 
and cell culture media.  
ENM Dispersant Zeta Potential (mV) Standard Deviation 
(+/- mV) 
Neutral-FLG • H2O 
• Media 
• -31.72 
• -9.801 
• 1.95 
• 0.66 
Amine-FLG • H2O 
• Media 
• -41.96 
• -9.971 
• 0.86 
• 0.71 
Carboxyl-FLG • H2O 
• Media 
• -34.36 
• -9.76 
• 3.06 
• 0.72 
CB • H2O 
• Media 
• -43.7 
• -12.4 
• 5.40 
• 0.83 
 
3.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Elemental Analysis of Primary ENM Characteristics 
Primary size characterisation of both FLG materials and CB particles was performed on dry samples to 
provide an indication as to the diameter of the ENMs under investigation. Approximately 1mg of stock 
ENM was spread carefully onto an adhesive pad and analysed with the SEM and EDX using the 
specifications detailed in Section 3.2.3. Primary sizing characteristics of Neutral-FLG immediately post 
manufacture revealed an average diameter of 1.03µm with a range of 0.102 - 4.1µm (Figure 3.6A) 
whilst elemental composition of this material was found to be 97.38% Carbon and 1.93% Oxygen by 
weight (Figure 3.7A). Interestingly, trace quantities of Sulphur were also detected however the trace 
values remained far below background intensities and were largely masked by aluminium and silicon, 
constituents of the SEM shuttle used for sample loading. FLG functionalised with amine groups 
meanwhile exhibited an average size of 0.98µm inside a range spanning from 0.068 – 4.13µm (Figure 
3.6B). The Amine-FLG therefore displayed a smaller diameter and exhibited a slightly reduced carbon 
content under EDX analysis with an 88% carbon content by weight with characteristic Nitrogen at a 
relatively low percentage of 1.74% and finally a 9.66% oxygen content (Figure 3.7B). This data achieved 
by EDX analysis may suggest the presence of amide bonds in addition to amine bonds which could 
account for the higher oxygen content present in the sample. The remaining FLG sample functionalised 
with carboxyl groups represented a size range of 0.13 – 5.84µm with an average size of 1.14µm (Figure 
3.6C), the largest of the FLG samples with regards to fibre diameter post manufacture. Elemental 
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composition of the Carboxyl-FLG revealed 92.16% carbon and 7.32% oxygen by weight (Figure 3.7C). 
This sample also bore trace values of Nitrogen, likely a source of accidental nitrogen doping from 
ambient air during the manufacture process. Finally, CB particles possessed an average diameter of 
129.4nm but ranged from 87.9 – 190nm (Figure 3.6D), proving to be individually smaller than the 
graphene-based ENMs. CB particles exhibited a simple EDX spectra consisting of 98.94% carbon and 
1.06% oxygen by weight (Figure 3.7D), similar by %weight content as Neutral-FLG.  
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Figure 3.6 Size distribution histograms for Neutral- (A), Amine- (B), Carboxyl-FLG (C) and CB particles (D).  Each ENM displayed a unique primary particle 
diameter, with FLG materials primarily averaging one micron whilst CB particles averaged between 120 and 130nm. N=121
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Figure 3.7 Elemental composition for Neutral- (A), Amine- (B), Carboxyl-FLG (C) and CB particles (D) determined by EDX.  FLG materials showed no heavy 
metal contamination and variable carbon: oxygen ratios.
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3.3.4 Plunge Freeze SEM of FLG 
The technique of drop casting the FLG into liquid ethane (-182°C) acted to cryogenically preserve the 
sample by freezing the water buffer suspension rapidly enough to prevent water crystals forming, 
allowing the electron beam to hit the sample unhindered. By adhering to this technique of snap-
freezing the FLG a true representation of the agglomerate and individual particle size in suspension 
could be obtained.  
 
3.3.4.1 Plunge Freeze Analysis of FLG Platelets 
Brightfield SEM images were captured after FLG samples had been drop cast onto TEM grids allowing 
size, morphology and 2D aspect ratio to be calculated. Particle sizes are described with regards to 
average diameter +/- standard deviation. This assessment was carried out on particles suspended in 
both ultrapure water (Figure 3.8) and 10% serum containing cell culture media (Figure 3.9). Initial 
ImageJ analysis of Neutral-FLG suspended in water revealed a particle size range of 106-207nm, an 
average diameter of 153.9nm with a median value of 155.3nm (Figure 3.8 Ai-Aii). Analysis of Amine-
FLG revealed a slightly larger size ranging from 112.8-240.9nm with average and median values of 
163.8 and 162.9nm respectively (Figure 3.8 Bi-Bii). Finally, Carboxyl-FLG (Figure 3.8 Ci-Cii) suspended 
in water exhibited a size range of 104.7-210.7nm with average and median values of 158.5 and 
157.4nm respectively. Therefore Amine-FLG suspended in water proved to be the largest of the three 
graphene-based ENMs. This was supported by calculating the 2D aspect ratio with a descending order 
of; 1.36 (Amine-FLG) >1.34 (Neutral-FLG) >1.30 (Carboxyl-FLG). Carboxyl-FLG therefore poses the 
lowest internalisation hazard to cells (by aspect ratio) with a marginally smaller aspect ratio which was 
calculated by dividing the major by minor axis of overlaid masks in ImageJ. This data has been 
summarised further in Table 3.7. FLG analysis of media-suspended samples revealed interesting 
results whereby the particle size was reduced. Neutral-FLG, Amine-FLG and Carboxyl-FLG (Figure 3.9) 
all showed size reductions when suspended in media as opposed to water with respective ranges 
being: 71.4-177.6, 99.8-152.4 and 77.8-172nm. As summarised in Table 3.8, there was also a reduction 
in 2D aspect ratio for two of the FLG samples namely the Neutral-FLG and most notably so in Carboxyl-
FLG with a decrease from 1.30-1.17nm.  
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Figure 3.8 Drop cast water-suspended FLG samples. Average size (nm) was calculated using ImageJ 
analysis to measure particle diameter where Neutral-FLG (Ai-A ii), Amine-FLG (Bi-B ii) and Carboxyl-
FLG (Ci-C ii). (n=200) 
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Figure 3.9 Drop cast serum-suspended FLG samples. Average size (nm) was calculated using ImageJ 
analysis to measure particle diameter where Neutral-FLG (Ai-A ii), Amine-FLG (Bi-B ii) and Carboxyl-
FLG (Ci-C ii). (n=200) 
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Table 3.8 Summary of FLG size as determined from plunge freeze experiments and ImageJ analysis. 
 Water Media 
Sample Range 
(nm) 
Mean 
Diameter 
+/- SD 
(nm) 
Median 
(nm) 
Aspect 
Ratio 
(AU) 
Range 
(nm) 
Mean 
Diameter 
+/- SD 
(nm) 
Median 
(nm) 
Aspect 
Ratio 
(AU) 
Neutral-
FLG 
106.5-
207.2 
153.9 +/- 
19.2 
155.3 1.34 71.4-
177.6 
101.3 +/- 
16.8 
97.9 1.31 
Amine-
FLG 
112.8-
240.9 
163.8 +/- 
21.7 
162.9 1.36 99.8-
157.4 
124.4 +/- 
13.9 
122.3 1.36 
Carboxyl
-FLG 
104.7-
210.4 
158.5 +/- 
19.6 
157.4 1.30 77.8-
172 
99.5 +/- 
15.3 
95.4 1.17 
 
 
3.3.4.2 Plunge Freeze Analysis of FLG Agglomerates 
As a direct comparison to DLS, agglomerate sizes of the graphene-based ENMs were analysed with 
drop casting onto copper TEM grids and the images processed using ImageJ. FLG agglomerate analysis 
like the DLS approach allowed a direct comparison between water and 10% supplemented media 
comparisons with regards to size. Some interesting differences were observed when comparing across 
techniques however. For example, Neutral-FLG agglomerates (which increased in size when dispersed 
in media as opposed to water) when measured with DLS were conversely revealed to be smaller in 
size (in media as opposed to water) when analysing drop cast SEM images. Similarities between the 
techniques were observed whereby Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG agglomerates were recorded as larger 
in media than in water across both DLS and plunge freeze SEM techniques. Thus, highlighting the 
requirement for multiple techniques to be employed and the multi-modal data to be interpreted 
collectively. Agglomerate analysis of plunge freeze SEM can be seen through Figures 3.10 and 3.11. 
Neutral-FLG suspended in water exhibited a size range of 167-1349nm averaging 729.4nm and a 
median of 802nm suggesting stable near-micron scale agglomerates at the higher end of the size 
range. Amine-FLG agglomerates displayed slightly smaller trends ranging from 309-905nm averaging 
557.4nm with a median at 556nm. Lastly, the Carboxyl-FLG water-suspended samples ranged from 
131-1183nm and averaged 543.1nm with a median at 519nm. From this data, the Carboxyl-FLG 
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exhibited the smallest average agglomerate size (Table 3.9), which agrees with previously recorded 
DLS data for FLG samples (Table 3.5). Additionally, the Neutral- and Amine-FLG represented the largest 
agglomerates in descending order in both DLS and plunge freeze analyses. There was however a 
significant difference between the average water-suspended agglomerate sizes between techniques. 
Analysis of media-suspended FLG agglomerates revealed a size increase in two of the FLG. However 
Neutral-FLG exhibited smaller agglomerates in media as opposed to water which may indicate a 
preference of FBS proteins. The order of descending agglomerate size initially recorded by DLS of; 
Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG was then reversed when analysing the drop cast SEM images now 
showing Carboxyl-FLG as forming the larger agglomerates and Neutral-FLG the smallest. However, the 
large standard deviation of the drop cast analysis clearly highlights the requirement of considering DLS 
as a supportive technique to plunge freezing ENMs as this technique presents data of one dimension 
only, making analysis through ImageJ difficult.  
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Figure 3.10 Drop cast serum-suspended FLG samples. Average size was calculated using ImageJ 
analysis to measure particle diameter where Neutral-FLG (Ai-A ii), Amine-FLG (Bi-B ii) and Carboxyl-
FLG (Ci-C ii). (n=100) 
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Figure 3.11 Drop cast serum-suspended FLG samples. Average size was calculated using ImageJ 
analysis to measure particle diameter where Neutral-FLG (Ai-A ii), Amine-FLG (Bi-B ii) and Carboxyl-
FLG (Ci-C ii). (n=100) 
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Table 3.9 Summary of FLG agglomerate size as determined from plunge freeze experiments and 
ImageJ analysis. 
 Water Media 
Sample Range 
(nm) 
Mean 
Diameter 
+/- SD 
(nm) 
Median 
(nm) 
Range 
(nm) 
Mean 
Diameter 
+/- SD 
(nm) 
Median 
(nm) 
Neutral-
FLG 
167-
1349 
729.4 +/- 
317 
802 269-
1240 
583.7 +/-
212 
537 
Amine-
FLG 
309-
905 
557.4 +/- 
119.9 
556 450-
1799 
988.3 +/- 
285.3 
934 
Carboxyl
-FLG 
131-
1183 
543.1 +/- 
202.3 
519 413-
1516 
1083 +/- 
626.6 
1029 
 
 
3.3.5 FLG Thickness Analysis by Atomic Force Microscopy 
Acquiring the third dimension of FLG required Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), the preparation of 
which was discussed in detail in Section 3.2.5. Briefly, stock FLG was diluted down to 100µg/ml in 
ultrapure water before 10µl was pipetted and dried onto a mica slide for analysis. The AFM was 
operated in scanning (tapping) mode with images captured and analysed with the Bruker Nanoscope 
Analysis Package version 1.4 (Figure 3.12). This analysis provided detail regarding the approximate 
height of the material. The data in this section has been represented as average thickness of the FLG 
materials, determined from 3D figures of the landscape of the sample slide (Figure 3.13) as well as live 
AFM acquisition (Figure 3.14). 
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Figure 3.12 Example depth data analysis using Bruker Nanoscope Analysis Package version 1.4. 
Individual FLG particles were measured and the raw data extracted from the results tab to plot both 
the average, median, standard deviation and the depth size range. (n=100) 
 
Cell culture media resulted in crystallisation (Figure 3.13E), which rendered the analysis impossible, 
hence 3D depth analysis was performed on water-suspended FLG samples. This analysis revealed 
Neutral-FLG as the thickest of all three samples with an average depth of 94.725nm. Amine-FLG 
averaged 86.197nm and Carboxyl-FLG was 55.16nm summarised in Table 3.10. The range of particle 
depths revealed striking agglomerate size differences ranging from a few atomic layers of graphene 
up to bulk quantities. Neutral-FLG being a prime example at 17.3-494nm. Median values of all three 
FLG samples displayed a wide range overall with Amine-FLG at 92.75nm and Carboxyl-FLG at 42.75nm, 
suggesting the most stable third dimension for the water-suspended FLG samples would be sub-100 
nm. AFM can also be utilised to calculate the number of layers from different sized agglomerates with 
Equation 3.1. In doing so, and using the smallest estimate of the size distribution, the Neutral-FLG 
again proves to be the largest in terms of layer number at 50 atomic sheets of graphene (graphite). In 
contrast, Carboxyl-FLG particles were the smallest exhibiting the lowest possible conformation of four 
atomic layers of graphene (Table 3.10).  
 
Equation 3.1 
N = (tmeasured – 0.4) / 0.335 
Where; N is the calculated layer number, tmeasured is the thickness (depth) measured by AFM, 0.4 is 
arbitrary and 0.335 represents the inter-layer spacing between graphene sheets (Shearer et al., 2016).  
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Table 3.10 Depth analysis on FLG using Bruker Nanoscope Analysis Package (v 1.4). Number of layers 
(N) was calculated using Equation 3.1 and the smallest (most accurate) representation of thickness 
measured by AFM.  
ENM Range (nm) Average (nm) Median (nm) Standard 
Deviation (nm) 
Calculated 
layer 
number (N) 
Neutral-FLG 17.3-494 94.73 74.90 67.94 50 
Amine-FLG 4.5-201 86.20 92.75 42.16 12 
Carboxyl-FLG 1.73-177 55.16 42.75 42.22 4 
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Figure 3.13 Thickness analysis data acquired through Bruker Nanoscope Analysis Package (v 1.4) of 
2D and 3D samples (Neutral-FLG (A-B), Amine-FLG (C-D) and Carboxyl-FLG (E-F)). A total of 100 
particles were scanned and analysed per material, software permitted conversion of live 2D images 
into a 3D landscape. Additionally, AFM when viewed in the 3D animation permits the detection and 
visualisation of small and large agglomerates within each sample. 
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Figure 3.14 AFM images captured with the Bruker Dimension Icon AFM. Image capture revealed 
individual FLG particles as well as agglomerates. Example particles/agglomerates have been 
highlighted in red (Neutral-FLG (A, B), Amine-FLG (C, D), Carboxyl-FLG (E, F)). Analysis of media 
suspended samples, evident in image E was not undertaken due to sample crystallisation. (Scale bar 
5µm).  
 
3.3.5.1 Theoretically Calculated Aerodynamic Diameter & Effective Density 
Utilising AFM as a tool for calculating the thickness of the FLG materials combined with the accuracy 
of plunge freeze analysis of particle diameter, these values can be inserted into Equation 3.2 derived 
by Schinwald and colleagues to calculate the aerodynamic diameter of non-spherical nanoparticles. 
The only issue with this equation being it relies on the known unit and bulk density of graphene. Since 
the density of true graphene (one single sheet) is experimentally impossible to derive, theoretical 
graphene densities were used as highlighted by Park and colleagues (Park et al., 2017b). The authors 
define the unit density of graphene nano-platelets between 0.03-0.1g/cm3 and bulk graphite between 
2.09-2.23g/cm3.  
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Equation 3.2  
Dae = √9π/16 x ρ /ρ0 x diameter x thickness 
Where; ρ is the unit density, ρ0 is the bulk density, average diameter in 10% serum (calculated from 
plunge freeze analysis of individual particles) and average thickness (calculated using AFM).  
 
Effective Density was calculated using Equation 3.3 derived by DeLoid and colleagues (DeLoid et al., 
2014). With this value, a dosimetry script was utilised, written by the same author to simulate the 
sedimentation of the FLG materials in 10% supplemented culture media, in effect determining what 
concentration of the original dose of 100µg/ml deposits onto the adherent bronchial or alveolar cell 
lines utilised in later Chapters.  
 
Equation 3.3 
ρEV= ρmedia + [(MENM-MENMsol / Vpellet.SF)]. (1- ρmedia/ ρENM)] 
Where; ρ is density, M is mass, Vpellet (volume of FLG pellet at 100µg/ml) 
 
Table 3.11 Summary of aerodynamic diameter and effective densities of FLG materials.   
Material Calculated Dae (nm) Calculated Effective Density 
(g/cm3) 
Neutral-FLG 19.23-33.9 1.008 
Amine-FLG 18.92-33.45 1.008 
Carboxyl-FLG 14.89-26.32 1.008 
 
The calculated aerodynamic diameter and effective density of the FLG materials used in this research 
can be supported by the findings of Su and colleagues (2016). Which were of a similar order to the 
data generated and summarised in Table 3.11. Su and colleagues also demonstrate, using a script 
simulation, that increasing the aerodynamic diameter decreases the effective density.  
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3.3.6 In Vitro Dosimetry 
Following the successful calculation of the FLG aerodynamic diameter and effective density, a 
dosimetry script written by DeLoid and colleagues modelling the in vitro sedimentation of ENMs at 
100µg/ml (highest tested concentration) was used to predict how much of the initial 100µg/ml 
reaches the adherent epithelial cells (DeLoid et al., 2014). This effect can be seen in Figure 3.15 
whereby the lowest and the highest theoretical densities of FLG were used matched with the plunge 
freeze fibre diameter to complete the script analysis. The dosimetry script was run using MATLAB 
(R2015b). The trend shown by all FLG materials in Figure 3.15 is that over the course of the 24-hour 
exposure the adherent cells at the bottom of the exposure vessel (whether it be a T25 culture flask or 
96-well plate) are never truly exposed to the theoretical test concentration. This effect becomes more 
apparent as the unit density of the FLG is increased from 0.03 to 0.1g/cm3. The dosimetry modelling 
of these materials however has demonstrated great efficiency with in vitro dosing of a liquid – liquid 
interface. Approximately 1.8µg/ml is lost during the exposure period over 24 hours in FLG materials 
with a density of 0.03g/cm3 whereas 3.3µg/ml is lost in FLG materials with a density of 0.1g/cm3 
according to the MATLAB script performed on the highest tested concentration of ENMs used in this 
study (100µg/ml).  
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Figure 3.15 Dosimetry plots modelling the final concentration to reach the adherent cell lines at the 
bottom of a T25 flask in 10ml of media from an initial 100µg/ml exposure concentration of FLG. To 
account for the range of graphene densities put forward by Park and colleagues (2017), both the 
minimum and maximum values (0.03 – 0.1g/cm3) were modelled for each FLG material. Neutral-FLG 
(Ai-Aii), Amine-FLG (Bi-Bii) and Carboxyl-FLG (Ci-Cii). All graphs denoted by (i) represent FLG ENMs 
modelled with a density of 0.03g/cm3, whereas graphs denoted by (ii) represent FLG ENMs modelled 
with a density of 0.1g/cm3.    
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3.3.7 Raman Spectroscopy of FLG 
In addition to calculating the layer number with Equation 3.1 in section 3.3.5 by use of AFM, Raman 
spectroscopy is perhaps the most widely considered technique for determining the layer number in 
CVD and exfoliated graphene samples. As described in section 3.2.6, FLG was diluted down to 
100µg/ml and dried onto silicon chips for analysis, a representative spectrum for each FLG material 
can be seen in Figure 3.16. All three FLG materials exhibited a peak originating at 1350cm-1 constituting 
the D (disorder) peak, this was far less prominent however in the Amine-FLG. Both Neutral-FLG and 
Carboxyl-FLG showing a 4-fold intensity increase in this band alone suggesting greater structural 
defects as compared to Amine-FLG. Showing a sharp signal at 1583cm-1 is the G band which again is 
unique among the samples with Amine-FLG exhibiting a sharp concise G band that splits at the base 
into a second order (double-resonance)-induced D’ band. The broader G band of both Neutral- and 
Carboxyl-FLG is highly indicative of lower frequency E2G phonon interactions at Γ of the carbon rings. 
The source of the Amine-FLG D’ band is an intra-valley process connecting two points of the same 
Dirac Cone surrounding K or K’. The G* band arising as a double resonant process at 2450cm-1 has 
been subject to much debate, sometimes termed (D+D’) and has been assigned a combination of a D 
phonon and an acoustic in plane longitudinal (LA) phonon. Meanwhile the 2D band at 2700cm-1 
present in all samples arises not from a disordered structure but from two transverse optical (TO) 
phonons near the K points of the Brillouin Zone. The 2D peak is unique to FLG and provides an indicator 
to layer number. The greater the number of layers the broader the peak becomes ultimately splitting. 
The ratio of 2D to G is often a rapid determination of how many atomic sheets of graphene are present 
in a sample which in this instance appears to be 3-4 in each sample. Bespoke to the FLG in this study 
however and not observed in the literature are the peaks present at 2350cm-1. which is weakest by 
intensity in Amine-FLG, and is possibly a result of the silicon substrate. 
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Figure 3.16 Collective Raman Intensity Spectra of FLG samples, wavelength of incident laser set to 
533 nm. FLG samples exhibited the D, G and 2D peaks representing structural disorder, carbon-carbon 
bond stretching (vibrational mode) and layer number respectively. Key; Neutral-FLG (Red), Amine-FLG 
(Blue) and Carboxyl-FLG (Green).  
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3.3.8 Detection of Acellular Superoxide Radicals by EPR 
Measurements (represented as g/ml, Table 3.12) of oxygen-centred free radical generation via spin-
trap EPR revealed a significant (p<0.05) concentration-dependent trend (Figure 3.17). Initially, this 
trend was witnessed in water-suspended samples at 55µg/ml with Neutral- and Carboxyl-FLG ENMs. 
Meanwhile the highest non-significant recorded response was induced by FLG at 30µg/ml. ENMs were 
incubated with Tempone-H a highly sensitive spin-trap which selectively targets superoxide radicals 
(O2-·). Amine-FLG was only capable of producing O2-· at a higher concentration of 100µg/ml. EPR 
intensity of the highest tested concentration of 180µg/ml was highly significant in all FLG samples 
showing 70-fold, 23-fold and 25-fold changes over control levels with Neutral-FLG, Amine-FLG and 
Carboxyl-FLG respectively. A near-identical trend was observed with samples suspended in Krebs 
Buffer however due to n=1 further analysis was unable to be performed.  
 
Table 3.12 Dose metric conversion.   
Dose log [particle] (g/ml) Dose (µg/ml) 
-5.5 3.2 
-5.25 6 
-5 10 
-4.75 18 
-4.5 30 
-4.25 55 
-4 100 
-3.75 180 
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Figure 3.17 Superoxide generation of FLG quantified with EPR. Superoxide detection was evaluated in both Krebs Buffer (A) and distilled water (B). Sample 
diluted in Krebs Buffer (n=1) and samples diluted in water (n=3).  There was a significant elevation in superoxide radical production for each FLG samples in 
a concentration-dependent manner. Neutral-FLG demonstrated the greatest capacity to generate harmful oxidative radicals with Carboxyl-FLG also showing 
a more potent superoxide production over Amine-FLG. Results were considered statistically significant (*) when p<0.05.  
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3.3.9 Determination of Primary ENMs Surface Area 
The specific surface area of each ENM used in this study was evaluated by BET, coupled to pore size 
analysis of the FLG samples. The benefit of this technique when applied to ENMs is that the dissolution 
rate may be predicted, which acts as an indicator of bioavailability, a crucial aspect of ENM reactivity. 
BET measures the adsorption of gas (Nitrogen) onto the surface of a material which includes porous 
structures thus typically providing a larger value than other conventional techniques such as air 
permeability. The volume of Nitrogen gas adsorbed to the surface of the material is often measured 
accordingly with the boiling point of Nitrogen (-196°C), the calculation then utilises BET theory and 
the BET adsorption isotherm equation (Equation 3.4).  
 
Equation 3.4 
1 / [Va.(P0/P-1)] = C-1/VmC.P/P0 + 1/VmC 
Where; P is the partial vapour pressure of adsorbate gas, P0 is the saturated pressure of gas, Va 
represents the volume of gas adsorbed at standard pressure and temperature (273.15K and 1.013x105 
Pa), Vm is the volume of gas adsorbed at standard temperature and pressure resulting in a surface 
monolayer (ml) and C, is an enthalpy of adsorption constant.  
 
The results from the BET analysis of Neutral-, Amine-, and Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles revealed a 
range of surface areas between all ENMs (Table 3.13). Upon inspection of the FLG samples which 
undergo the same manufacture process of plasma exfoliation, there appears to be a slight difference 
in their BET surface areas, namely the Neutral-FLG which displays an approximate 20m2/g increase 
over the Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG materials. This change in surface area however is not sustained 
where pore characteristics are concerned. The incorporation of nano-sized pores into the FLG 
materials was an addition included by the manufacturers, (PCT) to aid in one of their targeted 
applications in hydrogen storage. This data here however suggests the minor 1.7-fold change is not 
enough to warrant a change in pore size characteristics. Moreover, the analyses on FLG pore size has 
revealed, not specific pore sizes, but rather surface structure defects of the order of single carbon 
atoms. The requirement of both techniques (HK and SF) in this analysis was essential to cover the 
nano-pore features which can manifest as micropores (<2nm) or mesopores (2-50nm). However, both 
techniques when applied to the FLG materials provided identical values for each material. In the work 
published by Kostoglou and colleagues (2015) the FLG materials like the ones used in this study were 
manufactured with nanopores ranging from 0.7-0.8nm. In stark contrast to this study however, both 
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the HK ad SF methods, routinely employed to evaluate microporous structures revealed 0.1838 nm 
and 0.1754nm pore radii respectively. These values are likely not indicators of nanoporous structures 
in the FLG but more likely attributed to the Stone-Wales defects in the graphene planes. CB particles 
can exist in a multitude of surface areas due to the fractions of carbon which exist in CB products, 
these changes can include amorphous and crystalline carbon allotropes, however the manufacturers 
provide a range of existing surface areas for Lampblack particles (20-95m2/g), which appears to agree 
with the data exhibited in Table 3.13.  
 
Table 3.13 Multipoint BET surface area and micropore features. Two techniques were selected to 
analyse pore parameters; Horvoth Kawazoe (HK) and Saito and Foley (SF).    
Material  Surface Area (m2/g) Pore Volume (cc/g) Pore Size (Å) 
Neutral-FLG 55.2 • HK – 1.091 
• SF – 1.140 
• HK – 1.838 
• SF – 1.754 
Amine-FLG 31.2 • HK – 1.091 
• SF – 1.140 
• HK – 1.091 
• SF – 1.140 
Carboxyl-FLG 33.7 • HK – 1.091 
• SF – 1.140 
• HK – 1.091 
• SF – 1.140 
CB 33.2 N/A N/A 
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3.3.10 Confirmation of Endotoxin Absence via LAL Gel Clot Test 
The production of ENMs can often introduce unwanted contaminations that, can manifest commonly 
as heavy metals or components of bacterial cell membranes known as endotoxins (Smulders et al., 
2012). This can then be exacerbated with careless handling leading to unpredictable biological testing. 
To assess the endotoxin levels in the PCT-supplied FLG samples and the Evonik Industries-
manufactured CB particles the E-Toxate kit (Sigma, UK) was employed. All ENMs were incubated with 
E-Toxate working solution in a water bath at 37°C for 1 hour before inversion where a positive result 
was determined only if a solid clot had formed. All ENMs under investigation in this study provided a 
negative result for endotoxin presence and were therefore applicable for toxicological testing. To 
ensure the samples did not interfere with the assay, each ENM was incubated with LPS (Sigma, UK) 
and E-Toxate solution and upon inversion these samples did clot, confirming the LPS was responsible.  
 
3.3.11 Identifying Hard Corona Proteins 
ENMs were incubated in 10% FBS MEM media for 1 hour to permit the formation of a protein corona. 
Following the initial incubation, each ENM suspension was centrifuged and washed three times with 
PBS to remove weakly-associated proteins constituting the soft corona. The final suspension 
consisting of ENM-hard protein corona were chemically treated, heat-shocked and analysed with SDS-
PAGE and silver stained alongside a Protein Kaleidoscope to estimate protein size. The gels processed 
(Figure 3.18) after silver staining demonstrated the difference in protein corona formation between 
the graphene-based samples and the CB particles. The hard corona of Neutral-, Amine- and Carboxyl-
FLG (Figure 3.18A) stained 9 identical proteins with extremely minor differences in silver stain 
intensity. Arguably, the Carboxyl-FLG exhibited a weaker band intensity of proteins >75kDa when 
compared to Neutral- and Amine-FLG. CB particles shown in duplicate in Figure 3.17B exhibited only 
one protein band, evident between 50 and 75kDa. This same size protein is stained in the FLG samples 
albeit to a higher degree, which was assumed to be Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA), commonly 
associated with supplemented media and is a major component of FBS. Upon closer inspection of each 
gel, the FLG samples were deemed to possess a hard corona consisting of 9 serum proteins as opposed 
to the 1 protein of CB particles (Figure 3.18B). A gel of BSA (Sigma, UK) only was also run to identify 
the location of the protein on the protein kaleidoscope, this can be found in the Appendix Section 7.3. 
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Figure 3.18 SDS-PAGE, silver stained hard protein corona. FLG samples (A) and CB particles (B) 
suspended in 10% serum containing media, N=2. Key: Lane (i) of each gel occupied the Protein (MW 
kDa) Kaleidoscope (Bio-Rad, UK), (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Figure (A) represents the corona of Neutral-, 
Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG respectively, lastly in Figure (B), the duplicates of lane B are CB particle 
corona proteins.   
 
3.3.11.1 Peptide Mass Fingerprinting (Identification) of Hard Corona Proteins 
Proteins constituting the hard corona of each ENM were determined by LC MS/MS by Dr Ed Dudley, 
Swansea University School of Medicine. Briefly, proteins were excised from the SDS-PAGE gels and 
chemically treated to remove silver stain before being digested with Trypsin. The resulting peptide 
supernatant was dehydrated and analysed via mass spectrometry. Resulting peptides were 
fragmented by MS/MS to determine the amino acid sequence of the peptides and use these 
sequences to identify the protein they originated from. Upon fragmentation, peptides lose amino 
acids to produce ions which can be either b or y with the net charge of the remaining peptide being 
retained by either the N (amine) terminus or the C (carboxyl) terminus respectively. Each b and y ion 
are then numbered depending on its position in the peptide. A representative LC MS/MS spectrum 
can be seen in Figure 3.19, with the peptide sequence of the protein (VGDTVLGMATQCVQMK) 
identified below under Sequence 3.1, highlighted in red. The peptide showed no identity, but near-
significant (p<0.059) homology to Protein Argonaute-2 which was assigned as the protein identified 
by SDS-PAGE. Each peptide has been highlighted in Table 3.14.  
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Table 3.14 Protein Identification by LC MS/MS 
Protein # identified in SDS-
PAGE 
Protein Name Monoisotropic mass of neutral 
peptide (Mr) 
1 Protein Argonaute-2 1695.8 
2 Arginine Biosynthesis 
Bifunctional Protein 
(mitochondrial) 
1125.6 
3 UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 1-
carboxyvinyltransferase 
612.4 
4 Apolipoprotein N-
acyltransferase 
1854.9 
5 Acetylcholinesterase 1726.9 
6 Queine tRNA 
ribosyltransferase 
711.4 
7 3-phosphoshikimate 1-
carboxyvinyltransferase 
825.5 
8 Pyrrolidine-carboxylate 
peptidase 
611.3 
9 O-acetyl-ADP-ribose 
deacetylase 2 
1854.9 
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Figure 3.19 Representative LC MS/MS ion spectra of Protein Argonaute-2. The process of LC MS/MS 
fragmented the peptides and assigned ions based on an m/z ratio (mass / charge). The peptide was 
later generated using www.pepdraw.com and the b and y ions identified and added to the peptide to 
indicate trypsin digest sites.  
 
Sequence 3.1 Peptide Sequence with Oligopeptide highlighted in red which showed (p<0.059) 
homology with Protein Argonaute-2.  
 
3.3.12 Summary of Physico-Chemical Features 
A summary of each ENMs physico-chemical features can be seen in Table 3.15.  
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Table 3.15 Summary of the ENMs physico-chemical features. By assuming Neutral-FLG as the control 
/ bare ENM, any feature of the functionalised FLGs which appears in green indicates an increase and 
conversely red indicates a decrease in that specific physico-chemical feature. Thus, highlighting the 
effects of surface functionalisation upon graphene ENMs.  
Properties Technique Unit Neutral-FLG Amine-FLG Carboxyl-FLG CB 
Primary Diameter SEM µm 1.03 +/- 0.8 0.98 +/- 0.7 1.14 +/- 1.1 0.129 +/- 0.3 
Composition EDX % C (97.4) 
O (1.93) 
S (0.31) 
C (88) 
O (9.66) 
N (1.74) 
C (92.16) 
O (7.32) 
N (0.52) 
C (98.94) 
O (1.06) 
Surface Charge 
(H2O) 
Zetasizer Nano ZS 
 
mV -31.72 +/- 1.95 -41.96 +/- 0.86 -34.36 +/- 3.06 -43.7 +/- 5.4 
Surface Charge 
(10% FBS MEM) 
mV -9.801 +/- 0.66 -9.971 +/- 0.71 -9.76 +/- 0.72 -12.4 +/- 0.83 
Hydrodynamic 
Diameter H2O 
DLS nm 290.8 +/- 302.6 170.1 +/- 97.92 169.6 +/- 76.88 513.3 +/- 421.2 
Hydrodynamic 
Diameter 10% FBS 
MEM 
nm 504.7 +/- 364.7 426.4 +/- 310.8 348.2 +/- 183.9 347.7 +/- 195.1 
Presence of 
Endotoxin 
LAL Gel Clot Assay N/A Negative Negative Negative Negative 
Thickness AFM nm 94.73 +/- 67.94 86.20 +/- 42.16 55.16 +/- 42.22 N/A 
Layer Number AFM nm 50 12 4 N/A 
Surface Area MultiPoint BET m2/g 55.2 31.72 33.7 33.2 
Aerodynamic 
Diameter 
Calculated nm 19.2-33.9 18.9-33.5 14.9-26.3 N/A 
Number of Corona 
Proteins 
SDS-PAGE N/A 9 9 9 1 
Particle Size H2O Plunge Freeze SEM 
 
nm 
 
153.2 +/- 19.2 163.8 +/- 21.7 158.5 +/- 19.6 N/A 
Particle Size Media 101.3 +/- 16.8 124.4 +/- 13.9 99.5 +/- 15.3 N/A 
Agglomerate Size 
H2O 
729.4 +/- 317 557.4 +/- 119.9 543.1 +/- 202.3 N/A 
Agglomerate Size 
Media 
583.7 +/- 212 988.3 +/- 285.3 1083 +/- 626.6 N/A 
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3.4 Discussion 
Chapter 3 has highlighted the necessity of characterising the physico-chemical features of 
carbonaceous ENMs utilised in the present study; Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-modified FLG and CB 
particles. The physico-chemical characteristics determined for each of these ENMs has been 
summarised (Table 3.15). The physico-chemical features of ENMs are central to better understanding 
their hazard potential; for this reason, it is imperative that a robust and multi-modal approach is taken 
to fully characterise the ENMs under study prior to in vitro or in vivo exposures. Due to the complex 
3D structure of the FLG samples, far more emphasis was placed on characterising these ENMs as 
opposed to CB the particles, which have been extensively evaluated in the published literature.  This 
chapter has therefore implemented a host of characterisation techniques to provide a useful 
screening approach to holistically analyse all the features of graphene-based ENMs. This chapter has 
focused on graphene characterisation for primary features including the use of BET, AFM and Raman 
Spectroscopy. Secondary features were then assessed with techniques such as DLS, Zeta Potential and 
plunge freezing in liquid ethane to evaluate the hydrodynamic diameter, surface charge and 
agglomerate diameter. Endotoxin tests were performed on all ENMs as well as isolating and identifying 
the proteins that constitute the hard corona when suspended in serum containing cell culture media. 
 
3.4.1 Physico-chemical Features of Neutral-FLG 
The first of the carbonaceous ENMs to be investigated, Neutral-FLG immediately post-manufacture 
showed no presence of endotoxin contamination which was confirmed with the LAL gel clot assay. All 
other materials tested in this study were, negative for endotoxin. Utilising plunge freeze SEM, 
individual particles were sized and found to be 153.9nm in water and 101.3nm when suspended in 
cell culture media, indicative of potentially some material degradation or enhanced dispersion. This 
was somewhat reflected in a marginal decrease in aspect ratio which in water was 1.34 and dropped 
to 1.31 in media. Whilst these measurements do not depict the true airborne hazard of Neutral-FLG 
as they are liquid suspensions, even the raw material (dry powder) possesses a diameter of 1.03µm 
which is small enough to achieve deep deposition in the respiratory tract. Plunge freeze SEM images 
of Neutral-FLG reveal a stacked structure forming small agglomerates. These appear to be 
hydrostatically linked to other smaller agglomerates culminating in larger disjointed structures. This 
pattern appears to be repeated amongst all FLG samples. The stacking of Neutral-FLG was confirmed 
with Raman Spectroscopy and AFM respectively. Raman spectroscopy revealed a minimum of tri-layer 
graphene within the Raman spectra ratio of 2D/G peaks, and graphitic stacking of FLG clusters, 
however when analysed with AFM an average thickness of 94.7nm was observed. By combining these 
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techniques, it could be assumed that Neutral-FLG when dried and under analysis forms tri-layer 
graphene (from Raman 2D peak) which then hydrostatically interacts with other tri-layer fibres to form 
nano-graphite clusters. Where Neutral-FLG greatly differs from the other FLG samples and CB particles 
was the BET surface area value of 55.2m2/g. The adjoining analysis of pore size and volume was 
identical for all materials where they exhibited an average pore volume of 1.115cc/g and average pore 
size of 1.796Å. This may indicate the presence of sub-nm engineered pores in the planar structure or 
far more likely the presence of structural defects (evidenced by Raman), known as Stone-Wales 
defects. These defects are purposely delivered during the manufacture process to exfoliate sheets of 
graphene which augments the C-C bonds by rotating them 90° thus evolving the hexagonal lattice into 
pentagons, heptagons and octagonal structures, described in Figure 1.2.  
 
Although the BET surface area calculated with BET appears relatively low, as demonstrated by 
Nikolaos Kostoglou in 2015, the surface area of these FLG materials after sheer mixing and liquid 
suspension can dramatically increase to ~700m2/g (Kostoglou Nikolaos, 2015). As stated in the 
literature, surface area is highly regarded as the preferred dose metric where in vitro and in vivo 
exposures are concerned in nanotoxicology (Herzog et al., 2013). This is particularly important with 
graphene-based ENMs, where due to the low density of the material far more particles are required 
to amount to an equivalent mass concentration as compared to other more conventional ENMs such 
as iron oxide or titanium NPs. Another primary feature of Neutral-FLG physico-chemical feature is the 
elemental composition which was explored with EDX spectroscopy to highlight the presence of 
possible heavy metal contaminants and degree of oxygen/nitrogen saturation which could be a source 
of free radical generation once suspended in media and under sonication. Whilst EDX analysis revealed 
carbon, oxygen, aluminium, silicon and sulphur, the latter three elements represent the components 
of the SEM shuttle. EDX could not reveal how the oxygen and carbon were bonded nor the 
concentration of any additional dopants on the surface of the material, this data however could be 
retrieved by XPS as demonstrated by other studies in the literature (Susi et al., 2015). XPS which 
focuses on the binding energy of atoms within molecules could provide useful additional information 
regarding the degree of C-O bonds within Neutral-FLG as it is currently hypothesised that any excess 
oxygen on the structure exists at the edge asperity as dangling bonds (Liu et al., 2009). These dangling 
bonds are ideal locations for subsequent graphene layers to bond with ambient oxygen amongst other 
elements (Ridene et al., 2016). Neutral-FLG exhibited the greatest thickness as evaluated by AFM 
which when compared to Raman Spectroscopy may show how the Neutral-FLG forms graphitic 
structures, through stacking of several tri-layer lattices. The tri-layer graphene then through 
hydrostatic agglomeration forms large stacks which, at their maximum height were ~490nm.  
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3.4.2 Effects of Additional Surface Chemistry (Amine & Carboxyl Groups) Upon FLG 
This section will highlight key differences in the physico-chemical features introduced during the 
manufacturing process by surface functionalisation with amine or carboxyl groups. Immediate 
measurements of the lateral diameter by SEM indicates a slight difference between Neutral-FLG 
(1.03µm) and the Amine-FLG (0.98µm) and Carboxyl-FLG (1.14µm) sizes however this appeared to be 
negligible and due to standard deviation within the sample size. Elemental differences, which were 
determined with EDX spectroscopy revealed that the addition of amine groups reduced the carbon 
content from 97.4% in Neutral-FLG samples to just 88%. Oxygen content in the Amine-FLG increased 
to 9.66% whilst the nitrogen forming the basis of the amine grouping was 1.74%. Conversely, the 
Carboxyl-FLG sample showed slightly weaker oxygen and nitrogen signals at 7.32 and 0.52% 
respectively, both of which were markedly increased over the Neutral-FLG sample. The addition of 
amine groups to the surface of FLG increased the zeta potential from -31.72 to -41.96mV, substantially 
increasing the stability of the material in water, whilst in 10% serum-containing culture media, the 
increase in stability was marginal with only a 0.17mV increase to -9.971mV. Crucially these 
measurements reveal that the surface amine groups when dispersed in water adorning the surface of 
FLG in water or supplemented culture media does not confer a cationic surface charge, consequently 
the net negative charge must originate from another set of chemical groups. Given this net negative 
charge is significantly lowered in culture media it should be assumed the corona of proteins confer a 
net positive charge to the FLG material enabling a decrease in overall zeta potential.  
 
Carboxyl groups offered little stability to FLG, only increasing stability in water by 2.64mV and 
decreasing colloidal stability in culture media by lowering the zeta potential from -9.801 to -9.76mV 
when moving from Neutral-FLG to Carboxyl-FLG respectively. The similarity between the zeta 
potential of all three variants of FLG appears to be a result of the protein corona cancelling out the 
effects of the surface charge, an effect which has been documented (Huhn et al., 2013). Given the 
overall symmetry in the corona of each FLG material it could be assumed that the net charge in serum-
media would be similar. Upon suspension in 10% supplemented culture media, both FLG ENMs and 
CB particles underwent a significant change in surface charge (Table 3.15), with an average 28mV drop 
in surface charge from water suspended samples. This effect of serum protein upon ENM surface 
charge has been reported heavily in the literature (Huhn et al., 2013), (Kokkinopoulou et al., 2017) 
(Monopoli et al., 2013). Many studies indicate the effect of serum proteins tends to bring the surface 
charge towards a neutral net charge. This effect has been highlighted within the data of Table 3.15, 
whereby the two highest negatively charged ENMs; Amine-FLG and CB at -41.96 and -43.7mV were 
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reduced to -9.971 and -12.4mV respectively. Thus, the protein corona they have adopted must 
therefore largely be positively charged. This data agrees with the theories put forward by Monopoli 
and colleagues 2012, and Nel and colleagues (2009). Therefore, the significant reduction in surface 
charge of each FLG ENMs has been caused by a multitude of proteins, likely taking advantage of the 
large surface area of FLG when dispersed in media whilst the CB particles have acquired only one 
strongly associated protein. One protein is the same on both the FLG and CB ENMs and is most likely 
BSA, the most abundant serum protein contained within FBS and often associates with ENM protein 
coronas (Sengupta et al., 2015). The presence of BSA on both ENMs is likely to have a large impact 
upon ENM-cell interactions in vitro. Multiple cell lines have been identified as possessing albumin 
receptors; gp60 at the endothelium, gp30 on macrophages, and gp18 on fibroblasts (Merlot et al., 
2014). The presence of BSA (among other proteins in the case of FLG) has the potential to offer 
biological recognition at the cell surface with cell uptake a likely possibility. Huhn and colleagues made 
a similar observation whereby the serum corona can mask the sign charge on ENMs. Proteins within 
serum-containing media contain biologically-relevant molecules and ions such as Ca2+, Na+, and K+ 
commonly which will be electrostatically attracted to anionic ENMs (Zhang et al., 2011). This effect 
was then replicated in separate studies by Riedinger and colleagues in 2010 and by Zhang and 
colleagues a year earlier in 2009 (Zhang et al., 2010, Riedinger et al., 2010). Conversely, if the net 
charge on the FLG had been cationic, negatively charged biomolecules would be attracted and 
adsorbed to the surface which could include; Cl-. Other biomolecules that could adsorb to a cationic 
dipole of FLG may include nucleic acids such as mRNA (Xia et al., 2009, Su et al., 2011). However, 
measurements of the hydrodynamic diameter utilising DLS highlights subtle differences between the 
materials with each material exhibiting greater hydrodynamic diameters when dispersed in serum-
containing media as opposed to water, increasing across each material by ~216nm. Clearly the 
additional amine and carboxyl groupings do not confer surfactant chemistry but rather enhance 
agglomeration when measured with DLS, albeit not an ideal technique for evaluating FLG 
hydrodynamic diameters. The reason graphitic ENMs do not suit DLS is based upon DLS calculating 
autocorrelation functions of scattered light signals in a solution. This process assumes the free 
diffusion of spherical particles, not sheet-like materials (Nazarenus et al., 2014). Whilst 
functionalisation appears to have minimal effects when evaluated by DLS, AFM analysis on depth (3D) 
demonstrated that both amine and carboxyl groups lower the layer number by factors of 4 and 12.5 
respectively. From this, it could be hypothesised that steric hinderance plays a role at the plane of 
graphene sheets both above and below which could account for the decrease in layer number when 
amine and carboxyl groups are added, essentially the additional surface groups act as intercalating 
agents to increase dispersion. Theoretically in a solution of water (Equation 3.5) details the chemical 
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effects of electrostatic repulsion between Amine-FLG layers and Equation 3.6 Carboxyl-FLG layers (Sun 
et al., 2018).  
 
Equation 3.5 R-NH2 + H2O ↔ R-NH3 + OH- 
Equation 3.6 R-COOH ↔ R-COO- + H+ 
 
One issue remains however; the degree of electrostatic repulsion in Carboxyl-FLG in this hypothesis 
was three times greater than in Amine-FLG. It therefore follows that either Amine-FLG contains other 
functional groups which contribute to an attractive force and thus explains the higher layer number, 
or the concentration of the chemical functionalisation’s are not equal. Size and surface area play a 
crucial role in the interactions of ENMs and biological systems with the consensus being that as size 
decreases relative to volume the surface area increases and with it the surface reactivity of the ENM 
(Gatoo et al., 2014). The surface area of Neutral-FLG being 55.2m2/g appeared changed when the 
material was functionalised, where Amine-, and Carboxyl-FLG exhibited noticeably lower surface areas 
of 31.72 and 33.7m2/g respectively. Surface area has been extensively reported to be a leading factor 
in lung genotoxicity mediated through inflammatory mechanisms in rodents and being a highly 
relevant dose metric where ENMs are concerned (Holgate, 2010, Herzog et al., 2013). It appears the 
effect of additional functionalisation, in this instance the addition of amine and carboxyl groups to the 
FLG, may have increased the material size thus, explaining the inverse relationship with surface area. 
Following this, it may be expected that Neutral-FLG with the higher surface area could prove more 
toxic under in vitro experiments even when an identical mass dose metric is used for Amine- and 
Carboxyl-FLG, this effect has been detailed extensively by Donaldson and Stone who investigated the 
effects of surface area toxicity regarding particulate matter (Donaldson and Stone, 2003). Similarly, 
Risom and colleagues reported on the decrease in size relative to surface area increases, leading to a 
dose dependent elevation in oxidative and DNA damaging potential (Risom et al., 2005). The surface 
area of graphene ENMs plays a pivotal role in their suspension state and has been assessed in this 
chapter (Figure 3.14). Given that FLG can have a range of densities, the rate at which these materials 
disperse, suspend and crucially sediment at is important when considering their toxicity. As modelled 
in Figure 3.14 over a 24-hour period, FLG with an extremely low density of 0.03g/cm3 as hypothesised 
by Park and colleagues (2017) sediments to a far lesser extent than the same material with a density 
of 0.1g/cm3. This effect was so strong in the dosimetry script used in this investigation that 
presumably, not all the administered concentration of FLG would reach an adherent cell line. The 
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additional amine groups appeared to show the most dissimilar trend to that of the Neutral-FLG 
material which displayed similar models to that of Carboxyl-FLG. Given that the surface area of 
Neutral-FLG is 55.2m2/g in comparison to 31.72 and 33.7m2/g for Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG 
respectively the agglomeration state will be different. Agglomeration state of ENMs also plays an 
important role on effective density and size in suspension (DeLoid et al., 2015). As stated in the work 
by DeLoid and colleagues, the relationship between sedimentation rate of a particle and size is based 
upon the following assumptions, whereby; particle sedimentation rate is equivalent to the square of 
its diameter, which means a 10-fold difference in size = a 100 fold difference in sedimentation rate 
(DeLoid et al., 2015). This also applies for in vitro doses, however in the present study the size 
evaluation of each material proved to be of the same order concluding with broadly similar dosimetry 
models.  
 
FLG and CB particle purity showed no signs of heavy metal contamination which can prove a common 
source of mis-leading positives where toxicity testing is concerned. Whilst the EDX spectroscopy does 
provide a measure of elemental composition, the bonding states of those elements is not deciphered. 
This analysis would be highly useful in discriminating between the three FLG materials in the present 
study given the large number of bonding possibilities of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen. A technique 
such as XPS could prove useful in ascertaining if those materials are bonded as C=O, C-OH, C-NH2 and 
thus highlight at what percentage are those groupings present at. This has been performed recently 
on GO ENMs by Muzyka and colleagues (2018), whereby XPS identified with precision the presence of 
alcohol bonds (C-OH), R-groupings (C-O-C), carbonyl bonds (C=O) and ester linkages (O=C-OH) 
(Muzyka et al., 2018). These chemical groups have drastically different reactivities in solution, it is 
therefore highly important to identify if these are present on the FLG materials used in the present 
study to better understand their toxicity. As detailed in the work by Chua and colleagues (2012), the 
production method used to manufacture graphene, specifically the oxidation/ reduction, can greatly 
impact the type of functional group on the final product. Typically, sulfuric acid is used in conjunction 
with i) nitric acid fumigation oxidation with potassium chlorate ii) concentrated nitric acid followed by 
potassium chlorate, iii) sodium nitrate in the presence of potassium permanganate and iv) 
concentrated phosphoric acid with potassium permanganate (Chua et al., 2012). The characterisation 
of graphene materials in future could therefore be based upon the production method used during 
manufacture. One of the most prominent techniques used to analyse graphene structure post 
manufacture is Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy, both non-destructive and rapid, allows the 
surface of the material to be probed for structural defects and impurities. From the D band exhibited 
by both Neutral- and Carboxyl-FLG at ~1350cm-1, there appears to be large number of structural 
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defects, these can manifest as either dislocations between carbon bonds or as surface vacancies 
(Kumar et al., 2014). Strikingly, the Amine-FLG D band was extremely low in intensity indicating good 
structural integrity. Exploiting these defects, which include Stone-Wales defects, single vacancy and 
divacancies (all of which have been studied with high resolution TEM by Vicarelli and colleagues, 2015) 
could be a possible avenue of research where nanomedicine is concerned. The spacing of a divacancy 
within a graphene structure is the perfect placement for atoms such as platinum (Vicarelli et al., 2015). 
Differences between the three materials was again evident by the shape of the G band at ~1580cm-1 
whereby the G peak of both Neutral- and Carboxyl-FLG are less distinct than that of Amine-FLG. This 
relates to the in-plane vibration of sp2 carbon atoms and could suggest it is more prominent with 
Amine-FLG which displayed a far more distinct peak. The final prominent band is the 2D peak which 
offers information on the number of layers in samples. Whilst this is similar across each FLG sample, 
the information which alludes to the presence of tri-layer graphene is not in agreement with the layer 
number calculated via AFM following depth analysis. The latter analysis, which accounts for the 
interlayer spacing, indicates that Neutral-, Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG have 50, 12 and 4 layers of atomic 
graphene respectively. While the two techniques vary extremely in their experimental approach, 
similar trends in the data should be observed and are not in this instance. This discrepancy between 
Raman and AFM could be attributed to the physics of each technique, whilst Raman spectroscopy is 
collecting data related to the vibration and stretching of sp2 C-C bonds, AFM is directly probing the 
surface of the ENMs, and is most likely giving the true three-dimensional analysis which could be 
further elucidated with 3D rendering of plunge freeze SEM. This third dimension to analysing the 
agglomerate size via plunge freezing would likely reveal depth diameters of the order seen by two-
dimensional analysis performed in this chapter.  
 
3.5 Conclusions 
This chapter has demonstrated the importance of using a multi-modal approach to comprehensively 
evaluate the physico-chemical characterisation of graphene ENMs. From Table 3.15 it was apparent 
that the primary features of the graphene were largely similar irrespective of surface chemistry 
modifications. Deeper investigation into the secondary physico-chemical features highlighted several 
crucial differences however, including a higher carbon: oxygen ratio in Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG, 
providing greater surface charges and stability in water as well as larger hydrodynamic diameters 
when compared to Neutral-FLG. Modified FLG materials also showed a lower stacking number 
calculated from measurements performed utilising AFM which neatly correlated to minor decreases 
in the aerodynamic diameters of Amine-FLG and Carboxyl-FLG. When utilising plunge-freeze SEM, a 
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superior technique for investigating graphene agglomerate size in water and cell culture medium, the 
presence of amine and carboxyl groups decreased agglomerate size in water. Interestingly, this effect 
was reversed in serum-containing culture media whereby the additional surface groups of both 
Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG increased agglomerate size to approximately twice that of the Neutral-FLG 
agglomerates. This increase in agglomeration may be the result of increase in surface charge (lower 
mV) thus a more negative dispersion when intercalated with positive ions (the effect of proteins in 
10% serum) would produce greater agglomerate diameters. Overall, DLS revealed an all-round 
decrease in hydrodynamic diameter size when surface modifications are introduced. Conversely, 
plunge freeze SEM (arguably a more robust approach) demonstrated the ability of amine and carboxyl 
groups to lower agglomerate size in a water suspension. However, in cell culture media the amine and 
carboxyl groups were able to increase agglomerate size. Peptide mass fingerprinting highlighted the 
difference between the highly ordered and crystalline graphene ENMs and the amorphous CB particles 
with clear differences in the number of serum proteins bound to the surface of each material. A total 
of nine proteins were observed in the hard corona of each FLG material whereas only one protein 
(likely BSA) was observed at the surface of CB particles. Clearly, this research has implied the use of 
multi-modal graphene characterisation to be a necessity not just a recommendation. Gathering as 
much useful information pertaining to FLG physico-chemical features would greatly enhance the 
knowledge surrounding its behaviour under in vitro exposure conditions.  
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Chapter 4 – Investigating the Mechanisms Contributing to In Vitro Primary Genotoxicity in Bronchial 
Epithelial Cells 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Understanding the genotoxic impact of carbonaceous ENMs is of vital importance given their highly 
dynamic and varied applications (Burgum et al., 2018). However, determining the genotoxic impact 
provides just one endpoint and in an ideal world a more holistic approach should be taken whereby 
mechanisms contributing to a genotoxic response are elucidated. The most rapid and reproducible 
way of completing this is by first selecting a representative cell line; in this Chapter they were a 
monoculture of 16HBE14o- cells, a bronchial epithelial cell line which provided a strong barrier model 
which also represented a key deposition site for ENMs with the physico-chemical features present in 
FLG and CB particles. Following exposures to ENMs, the 16HBE14o- cells were screened for 
chromosomal damage using the in vitro CBMN assay adapted for ENMs as detailed by Doak and 
colleagues (Doak et al., 2012b). Following this a deeper investigation into the underlying causes 
associated with ENM genotoxicity including an extensive oxidative stress paradigm exploring ROS, 
depletion of intracellular GSH and mitochondrial stress was conducted.  
 
4.1.2 In Vitro Techniques to Assess Cytotoxicity, Genotoxicity, (Pro)-Inflammatory Response, 
Oxidative Stress and Mitochondrial Stress 
This section of Chapter 4 provides an overview of the techniques routinely employed in 
nanotoxicology and in this study to investigate the toxicity endpoints measured following ENM 
exposure.  
 
4.1.3 Cytotoxicity & Genotoxicity Utilising the In Vitro CBMN Assay 
The in vitro CBMN assay provided a robust and quantitative method of detecting DNA (chromosomal) 
damage. Chromosomal aberrations detected utilising the CBMN assay are a result of unrepaired 
double strand breaks whereby regions of chromosome are excluded into a mini nuclear body in the 
cytoplasm, hence the term micronucleus (Iliakis et al., 2004). Whilst the CBMN assay is adept for 
quantifying clastogenic damage as it does in this regard, it will also detect aneuploidy. The CBMN 
version of the assay utilises cytochalasin B and a test agent to determine genotoxic impact. 
Cytochalasin B reactivity is noted for its inhibition of actin polymerisation which blocks the formation 
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of actin filaments in dividing cells hence it’s use in this assay (MacLean-Fletcher and Pollard, 1980). 
The ability to hold a cell mid-mitotic division maintains cells in a state of anaphase inhibiting further 
cell division (telophase) and culminates in bi-nucleated (BN) cells. This is extremely important in this 
study as it will focus solely on the cells which have undergone cell division. Given that the frequency 
of micronuclei in BN cells can be used as a measure of genotoxicity, further classification of the 
chromosomal damage can be performed with pan-centromeric staining to ascertain whether the 
imparted DNA damage is clastogenic or aneugenic. The exclusion of a micronucleus from the parent 
nuclear body may also provide further genetic information with pan-centromeric staining with 
fluorescent markers, providing useful information on clastogenic (chromosome double strand breaks) 
or aneugenic (abnormal chromosome number) damage (Fenech, 2007). Commonly a ratio of 
clastogenic: aneugenic damage can be extrapolated from data sets to elucidate which mechanism 
predominates as micronucleus frequency increases with test agent dose. The use of cyto B in the 
CBMN assay provides an issue however as it inhibits endocytosis and interferes with cellular exocytosis 
which presents a problem when investigating ENMs (Davies and Allison, 1978). To overcome this issue, 
ENM exposures can be performed prior to cyto B addition allowing for sufficient ENM uptake and 
subsequent formation of BN cells without interference from cyto B (Doak et al., 2009). Running parallel 
with genotoxicity testing is cytotoxicity evaluation which can be performed in several ways; relative 
population doubling (RPD), relative increase in cell count (RICC) and cytokinesis block proliferation 
index (CBPI) being the most common. RPD measurements work particularly well with the CBMN assay 
which are quick to perform and include a measure of proliferation. RPD measurements have been 
validated useful for use with the CBMN assay through OECD guidelines where it is characterised as; 
RPD = number of population doubling (treated cells) / number of population doubling (control cells) 
And; Population doubling = log (Post treatment cell count / initial cell count) x log [2] (Doherty, 2012).  
 
4.1.4 Sandwich ELISA (Pro)-Inflammatory Mediator Quantification  
The sandwich ELISA focuses on a colour change detection of (pro)-inflammatory cyto/chemokines 
produced by certain cell types, in this chapter, epithelial cells. This unique sandwich ELISA utilises a 
capture antibody which first binds to the 96-well plate surface to bind the target protein molecule 
secreted into the extracellular content of initial treated flask media. Upon capture antibody and 
antigen binding a secondary, detection antibody is added conjugated to an enzyme, finally substrate 
is added to detect the colour change catalysed by the bound enzyme. The use of ENMs with ELISAs 
can be an issue due to the interference of some ENMs with colorimetric assays (Ong et al., 2014). 
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Where possible centrifugation of the supernatant-containing ENM should be employed to remove as 
much debris as possible before committing to the ELISA in addition to the use of appropriate positive 
and negative controls and subtraction of background readings.   
 
4.1.5 Oxidative Stress 
Oxidative stress in this study was characterised through two independent mechanisms; Intracellular 
GSH depletion, an indirect measure of oxidative stress and secondly, quantification of ROS production 
with the DCFH-DA assay. Firstly the measure of intracellular GSH, utilises a thiol probe 
(monochlorobimane) which can freely diffuse across the plasma membrane and fluoresces once 
bound to reduced glutathione (GSH), a reaction catalysed by glutathione S transferase (GST) 
(Kamencic et al., 2000). Similarly, the measurement of ROS was performed with a fluorescence plate 
reader, this time utilising the conversion of 2’7’-dichlorofluorescein (DCF) a non-fluorescent molecule 
to a fluorescent dye in the presence of ROS. Esterase enzymes convert the DCF once internalisation 
has taken place, typically after 30 minutes of incubation. The DCFH-DA assay detects a wide number 
of oxidative species such as RO2·, and RO· which in some cases the user can specify and target one 
species however issues are raided in this assay pertaining to ENM interference with fluorescence. DCF 
has an extremely unstable chemical structure allowing oxidation slowly over time and can be prone 
to photo-oxidation by laser frequencies thus potentially leading to false positives (Doak et al., 2009). 
Doak and colleagues also demonstrated the ability of dextran-coated iron oxide NPs to interfere and 
decrease probe fluorescence which was observed in a dose-dependent manner over concentrations 
of 0.1µg/ml. Cell-free versions of the assay can be performed and are typically adapted by the user 
thereby the di-acetate section of the probe is cleaved manually with esterase enzymes or strong bases 
(Sodium Hydroxide) prior to plating.  
 
4.1.6 Mitochondrial Stress 
To assess mitochondrial stress the Seahorse XFe24 Bioanalyser was employed to monitor cellular 
oxygen consumption rate (OCR) (Figure 4.1) and extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) over a period 
of approximately 96 minutes in the cells real-time. From this initial data the bioenergetics and 
respiratory parameters could be calculated, and further analysis performed. Firstly, a series of 
injections are required which will directly impact upon cellular respiration during the assay. These 
injections of; Oligomycin, FCCP and a 1:1 mix of Rotenone and Antimycin A will impact respiration at 
set times during the assay displayed in Figure 4.1. Briefly, Oligomycin will act to inhibit complex V 
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decreasing the conversion of ADP to ATP acting to lower basal respiration. FCCP inhibits complex III, a 
proton pump which moves protons to the intermembrane space giving the respiratory effect of an 
overload causing respiratory stress. Lastly, the Rotenone/Antimycin A compound injection which acts 
as an extremely potent poison effectively shutting down complex I of the electron transport chain. 
The injections themselves play a key role in the bioenergetics measurements, detailed in Figure 4.2, 
which highlight the bioenergetic inhibitory / stimulatory effects of the injected compounds.  
 
Figure 4.1 Seahorse XFe cellular mitochondrial stress test profile indicating key respiratory 
parameters. Sequential injections are administered into each test well to measure basal respiration, 
non-mitochondrial respiration, proton leak, ATP production, maximal respiration and respiratory 
reserve capacity. Image adapted from Seahorse Bioscience.  
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Figure 4.2 Seahorse XFe mitochondrial stress test modulators of the electron transport chain (ETC). 
This figure illustrates the effect each injection compound has on the complexes of the ETC. Initially at 
~16 minutes of the assay Oligomycin is injected to deplete basal respiration levels through the 
inhibition of complex V. Following this at ~45 minutes of the assay FCCP is injected which inhibits the 
proton pumping of protons into the intermembrane space which has the effect of causing energetic 
demand on the cells evident by the increase in oxygen consumption. Lastly, Rotenone/Antimycin A 
completely shut down electron transport at stage one through inhibition of complex I. 
 
4.1.7 Chapter 4 Aims 
This chapter aimed to evaluate, quantify and understand the in vitro genotoxicity of 16HBE14o- cells 
elicited by Neutral-FLG, Amine-FLG, Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles. Cytotoxicity and genotoxicity were 
assessed with RPD and the CBMN assay coupled to pan-centromeric staining respectively. The 
promotion of a (pro)-inflammatory response was quantified with IL-6 and IL-8 ELISAs. As oxidative 
stress was believed to be a prime protagonist of the observed genotoxic responses, ROS production 
was evaluated with the DCFH-DA assay. Glutathione depletion was also measured as an indicator of 
antioxidant levels in the cells, while mitochondrial stress and bioenergetics were evaluated with the 
Seahorse XFe24 Bioanalyser. Following the characterisation of each ENM in Chapter 3, Neutral-FLG 
was presumed to be the most potent promoter of genotoxicity due to the larger agglomerates (in 
media) and higher layer number contributing to more sedimentation and therefore interaction. The 
additional surface groups of Amine-FLG and Carboxyl-FLG providing enhanced dispersion were 
presumed to interact with the cells less contributing to a lower genotoxic response. Uptake of each 
ENM was also theorised to be size-dependent leading to the conclusion that endocytosis would be 
observed with smaller agglomerates of each FLG material.  
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4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 16HBE14o- Cell Culture  
The 16HBE14o- cell line was cultured as detailed in Chapter 2 section 2.2.1.  
 
4.2.2 In vitro Cytotoxicity & Genotoxicity Assessment 
In accordance with the CBMN assay, satellite flasks were seeded in parallel to allow a cytotoxicity 
assessment by RPD analysis detailed in Chapter 2 section 2.3. The CBMN assay was performed as 
detailed in Chapter 2 section 2.4 with all four ENMs at concentrations of 0, 2, 4, 8, 10, 20, 50 and 
100µg/ml. To quantify clastogenic and/or aneugenic mechanisms of genotoxicity, pan-centromeric 
paints were used as detailed in Chapter 2 section 2.4.2. Imaging of the micronuclei-containing / absent 
centromeres was done on the Metafer microscope detailed specifically in Chapter 2 section 2.4.1. All 
biological replicates were N=3.   
 
4.2.3 (Pro)-Inflammatory Response 
An in vitro (pro)-inflammatory response was quantified with sandwich-based ELISAs on the 
supernatant harvested from treated cells outlined in Chapter 2 section 2.5. IL-6 ELISA used a reagent 
diluent of 0.1% BSA, 0.05% Tween20 in Tris-Buffered-Saline (TBS) solution (2.4g Tris, 8.7g NaCl, 1L 
distilled water). IL-6 standards were prepared initially at the top standard concentration of 600pg/ml 
and then using serial dilutions in reagent diluent the following standards (pg/ml) were prepared for 
standard curve analysis; 300, 150, 75, 37.5, 18.75, 9.375, and a blank of reagent diluent. IL-8 standards 
were prepared initially at the top standard concentration of 2000 pg/ml and then using serial dilutions 
in reagent diluent the following standards (pg/ml) were prepared for standard curve analysis; 1000, 
500, 250, 125, 62.5, 31.25 and a blank of reagent diluent. All biological replicates were N=3.  
 
4.2.4 Intracellular Reduced GSH  
To quantify the intracellular reduced GSH, treatments with all four ENMs were performed as detailed 
in Chapter 2 section 2.6 utilising the Sigma monochlorobimane kit. Prior to loading cell lysates into 
the 96-well plate a series of reduced GSH standards were prepared to calculate a standard curve for 
analysis. Top standard was prepared followed by serial dilutions to reach a final nmoles concentration 
of; 10, 5, 2.5, 1.3 and a blank of assay buffer. All biological replicates were N=3.    
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4.2.5 Reactive Oxygen Species Detection 
To assess the production of ROS both in an acellular and cellular environment, the DCFH-DA assay was 
performed as described in Chapter 2 section 2.7. All biological replicates were N=3.   
 
4.2.8 Mitochondrial Stress 
OCR and ECAR bioenergetics were first calculated with the Seahorse XFe24 Bioanalyser, cells were 
then treated with RIPA buffer and prepared for the detergent compatible (DC) Assay employed to 
normalise cells against protein content per well. Following normalisation, OCR data was re-organised 
in Microsoft Excel for calculation of respiratory parameters – proton leak, basal respiration, non-
mitochondrial respiration, ATP production, maximal respiration and reserve respiratory capacity 
detailed in Chapter 2 section 2.8. Respiratory parameters were calculated utilising the calculations in 
Table 4.1, and the compound injections listed in Table 4.2. All biological replicates were N=3. 
 
Table 4.1 Respiratory parameters of 16HBE14o- mitochondrion calculated from original OCR profiles 
of each ENM.  
Respiratory Parameter Calculation 
Proton leak Subtract Rotenone/Antimycin A injection from the 
Oligomycin injection 
Non-mitochondrial respiration The three data-points following 
Rotenone/Antimycin A injection 
Basal respiration Initial three OCR data-points 
ATP-linked respiration Basal respiration data-points subtracted from 
proton leak data-points 
Maximal respiration Subtract the three data-points following Oligomycin 
injection from the three data-points following FCCP 
injection 
Reserve respiratory capacity Subtract the three basal respiration data-points 
from the three data-points following FCCP injection 
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Table 4.2 Seahorse XFe24 injection compounds and corresponding effect on OCR. 
Injection Compound(s) Electron Transport Chain (ETC) 
Target 
Effect on OCR 
Oligomycin (1µM) Complex V Decrease 
FCCP (1µM) Complex III Increase 
Rotenone/Antimycin A (0.5µM) Complex I & III respectively Decrease 
 
4.2.9 Cellular Protein Quantification 
Where needed (GSH and OCR, ECAR) data sets required normalising, this was done through 
quantification of cellular protein utilising the DC Assay and a series of BSA standards beginning with 2 
mg/ml and using serial dilutions the following concentrations were made for standard curve 
interpretation of cellular protein concentration; 1.5, 1, 0.5, and a RIPA buffer blank, detailed in full in 
Chapter 2 section 2.9). All biological replicates were N=3.   
 
4.2.10 Statistical Analysis 
All data is shown as the mean +/- standard deviation. Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS 
statistics software (v.20 IBM, UK) where a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed with 
post hoc Dunnett’s multiple comparisons applied to evaluate pairwise statistical significance between 
control and exposure concentration data sets, the alpha value was set to 0.05. All data sets were 
analysed beforehand for normality (Shapiro-Wilk test, p≤0.05) and for equal variance p≤0.05) all 
biological replicates were N=3, unless otherwise stated.  
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4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Cytotoxicity & Genotoxicity of 16HBE14o- Following 24-hour Exposure to ENMs 
The cytotoxic & genotoxic potential of these four carbonaceous ENMs to promote cell death and 
chromosomal damage in 16HBE14o- was assessed with RPD and the in vitro CBMN assay respectively. 
This cyto-/genotoxic evaluation was performed in triplicate over a concentration range of 0, 2, 4, 8, 
10, 20, 50, and 100µg/ml, a positive control was also run for the genotoxic assessment where 
Mitomycin C (MMC), a chemotherapeutic compound capable of promoting high clastogenicity was 
employed at a concentration of 0.01µg/ml. No statistically relevant data was recorded for RPD of any 
of the carbonaceous ENMs, with the data plateauing consistently in Neutral-FLG and Amine-FLG. 
Genotoxic assessment of Neutral-FLG upon 16HBE14o- (Figure 4.3A) demonstrated a concentration-
dependent increase in chromosomal damage with all concentrations above the LOGEL of 10µg/ml. A 
NOEL was therefore witnessed at concentrations of 2-8µg/ml. At the LOGEL concentration there was 
a 2-fold increase over control with the top three %Mn/BN frequencies reaching 0.43%, 0.6% and 0.7% 
at 20, 50 and 100µg/ml respectively; at the top concentration of 100µg/ml, this represented a 3-fold 
increase. Cells treated with Amine-FLG (Figure 4.3B) showed two significant responses to ENM 
exposure at high concentrations of 50 and 100µg/ml with respective %Mn/BN frequencies of 0.45% 
and 0.51% representing a 2-fold increase at the highest concentration. Thus, the LOGEL with Amine-
FLG treated cells was higher than with Neutral-FLG at 50µg/ml and a NOEL of 20µg/ml. Carboxyl-FLG 
exposures demonstrated little effect on the 16HBE14o- cell line promoting no significant cytotoxic or 
genotoxic responses at any of the tested concentrations (Figure 4.3C). Lastly, CB particles (Figure 4.3D) 
promoted a strong genotoxic response with a LOGEL value of 20µg/ml and a NOEL of 10µg/ml. The 
top three concentrations of CB particles demonstrated respective %Mn/BN frequencies of 1.4%, 1.4%, 
1.63%, representing a 3-fold increase over control at 100µg/ml. The ability of Neutral-FLG, Amine-FLG 
and CB particles to promote significant chromosomal damage in the CBMN assay allows these 
materials to be ranked in order of their mass-dose metric genotoxic inhalation hazard; CB = Neutral-
FLG >Amine-FLG >Carboxyl-FLG. Although Neutral-FLG demonstrated a lower LOGEL than CB particles, 
the greater frequency of micronuclei induced by the latter ENM seems to offer greater genotoxic 
damage especially considering it has a lower surface area compared to the FLG materials.  
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Figure 4.3 Cytotoxic and genotoxic assessment of ENM exposure to 16HBE14o- cells. Cytotoxicity, evaluated through RPD and chromosomal damage 
assessment of 16HBE14o- cells utilising the in vitro CBMN assay following exposures to carbonaceous ENMs A) Neutral-FLG, B) Amine-FLG, C) Carboxyl-FLG 
and D) CB particles. Results were considered significant (*) when p<0.05. MMC positive control demonstrated a 2.7-fold increase over control (N=3).    
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4.3.1.2 Pan-Centromeric Staining of Chromosomes to Highlight Clastogenicity / Aneugenicity 
Of the ENM doses which promoted a significant genotoxic response in 16HBE14o- cells, pan 
centromeric paints were employed to highlight the presence / absence of centromeric regions within 
the micronucleus of a BN cell. This method of detection relies on FITC fluorescence (green) overlapped 
against the DAPI (blue). Carboxyl-FLG which promoted no significant genotoxic responses was omitted 
from this analysis and only significant concentrations of other ENMs were selected: Neutral-FLG (10, 
20, 50 and 100µg/ml), Amine-FLG (50 and 100µg/ml) lastly CB (20, 50 and 100µg/ml). Control cells 
(0µg/ml) exhibited a balanced 0.1% and 0.09% ratio of clastogenic and aneugenic response; with no 
treatment this result is as expected where genetic mutation is a spontaneous and random process 
during cell division. Hence, unless a genetic predisposition exists the split of clastogenic and aneugenic 
responses would be roughly 50-50 (Figure 4.4A). Following the control however with sequentially 
incremental doses of Neutral-FLG the clastogenic potential marginally overcomes the aneugenic 
response suggesting a greater induction of double strand DNA lesions as the predominant cause of 
genotoxicity within cells treated with Neutral-FLG. At 100µg/ml the clastogenic levels were 4-fold over 
control levels whereas the aneugenic levels at 100µg/ml are 3-fold over control levels. The trend 
shown by cells treated with Amine-FLG (Figure 4.4B) shows a slight switch between the dose responses 
of 50 and 100µg/ml. At the 50µg/ml concentration a ratio of 50:50 aneugenicity to clastogenicity 
exists. However, at the top concentration, an approximate 4-fold increase in clastogenic damage was 
observed with the %C-Mn elevated from 0.1 to 0.38%. This was the only significant elevation of 
clastogenicity over anuegenicity recorded for any concentration of all tested ENMs. Finally, 16HBE14o- 
cells treated with CB particles (Figure 4.4C) showed an incremental increase in the clastogenicity with 
baseline levels being elevated from 0.3 to 0.84% however there was no mechanism, either clastogenic 
or aneugenic, which stood out as the predominant process contributing to the observed genotoxic 
responses. 
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Figure 4.4 Stacked bar plots indicating clastogenic/aneugenic responses of 16HBE14o- cells. Centromeric data is plotted as a function of original genotoxicity 
data; Neutral-FLG (A), Amine-FLG (B), CB particles (C), a representative centromere-negative and positive Mn/BN cell (D). Carbendizam was employed as the 
positive control at 1.6µg/ml which promoted aneugenicity to 80% of total Mn/BN cells scored. Results were considered statistically significant (*) when 
p<0.05. Biological replicates (N=3).    
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4.3.2 Confirmation of uptake in monocultured 16HBE14o- cells 
Uptake of each ENM used in this study was confirmed with TEM (Figures 4.5-4.8), the concentration 
of ENMs used for confirming TEM was 20µg/ml, thus representing the LOGEL concentration. The 
observed quantity of internalised ENMs within endosomal vesicles was extremely high for each 
graphene variant material, whilst CB particles showed less uptake with much smaller vesicle 
diameters. Vesicle diameters for internalised graphene ENMs in some instances was more than 2µm 
whereas CB particle exposures generally appeared smaller with vesicles measuring approximately 
1µm. Furthermore, none of the ENMs appeared free in the cell cytoplasm, thus indicating passive 
diffusion was not taking place and thus the uptake process could therefore have been phagocytosis 
and/or macropinocytosis, both of which will result in sizeable endosomes within the cell.  
 
The size and morphology of the ENMs, particularly the graphene materials appeared drastically 
different during the uptake process as the agglomerates appeared during the Chapter 3 evaluation of 
agglomerate size using plunge-freezing SEM. Whereas before (in plunge-freeze SEM images) large 
agglomerates would appear as chain-like structures, here when observed using TEM, the 
agglomerates became severely compacted into large concentrations. This process of compaction, 
likely due to the internalisation process of vesicle pinching and subsequent formation appeared to be 
enough to encase the ENMs without the FLG or CB particles puncturing the membrane-bound vesicles. 
Sample crystallinity was confirmed with high magnification images of each ENM, whereby the lattice 
planes could provide a unique sample identification, in the case of the FLG samples, the interlayer 
spacing.  
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Figure 4.5 TEM micrographs of 16HBE14o- cells exposed to 20µg/ml of Neutral-FLG. Where A-C represents three individual full cell images and D-F 
represents higher magnification images of the ENM.  
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Figure 4.6 TEM micrographs of 16HBE14o- cells exposed to 20µg/ml of Amine-FLG. Where A-C represents three individual full cell images and D-F 
represents higher magnification images of the ENM.  
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Figure 4.7 TEM micrographs of 16HBE14o- cells exposed to 20µg/ml of Carboxyl-FLG. Where A-C represents three individual full cell images and D-F 
represents higher magnification images of the ENM.  
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Figure 4.8 STEM/TEM micrographs of 16HBE14o- cells exposed to 20µg/ml of CB particles. Where A-C represents three individual full cell images and D-F 
represents higher magnification images of the ENM.  
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4.3.3 Quantification of IL-6 Release Following ENM Exposures  
Following the 24-hour ENM exposures, the cellular media was harvested and investigated to quantify 
the (pro)-inflammatory response of the 16HBE14o- cells focusing on cytokine IL-6. The 16HBE14o- cells 
were exposed to Neutral-FLG, Amine-FLG, Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles at 0, 2, 4, 8, 10, 20, 50 and 
100µg/ml for 6 and 24 hours. Following exposures, supernatants were aspirated, and the IL-6 levels 
quantified by IL-6-specific ELISA as a measure of the acute-phase (pro)-inflammatory response 
activation. Initially, supernatant harvested after 6 hours (Figure 4.9A) of exposure showed no 
indication of an acute phase response with any of the ENMs. Control levels of IL-6 after 6 hours were 
98.95 pg/ml and peaked after carboxyl-FLG exposures at 100µg/ml reaching 123.67 pg/ml. Within the 
concentration range the ENM treatment showed a slight decline in IL-6 levels highlighting a partial but 
beneficial anti-(pro)-inflammatory effect which was interrupted by an overall increase in IL-6 protein 
levels at higher concentrations of 50 and 100µg/ml. IL-6 protein levels quantified after 24 hours 
(Figure 4.9B) of exposure revealed no change in IL-6 protein levels, similarly the baseline levels of IL-6 
had increased by approximately 50pg/ml. Control levels of IL-6 increased from 98.95 to 162.6 pg/ml 
as over the 18 hour time frame between ELISA measurements which may indicate cellular stress. 
However, at the highest concentration of ENMs i.e. 100µg/ml the IL-6 levels at 6 hours for Neutral-
FLG, Amine-FLG, Carboxyl-FLG and CB were; 112.9, 83.56, 123.7 and 118.4pg/ml respectively, 
measured again at 24 hours the values had increased to 160.9, 163.02, 161.2 and 164.3pg/ml. The 
three FLG materials therefore, over an 18-hour timeframe, elevated the IL-6 protein levels in the cells 
which could suggest a delayed acute-phase response.  
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4.3.3.1 Activation of an IL-8 (Pro)-Inflammatory Response Following ENM Exposure 
Following the 24-hour ENM exposures, the cellular media was harvested and investigated to quantify 
the (pro)-inflammatory response of the 16HBE14o- cells, this time focusing on the chemokine IL-8. 
Initially 16HBE14o- cells were treated with carbonaceous ENMs at concentrations of 0, 2, 4, 8, 10, 20, 
50 and 100µg/ml before supernatant was aspirated. IL-8 protein levels were subsequently quantified 
with an ELISA to measure the chronic phase (pro)-inflammatory response within 16HBE14o- cells at 16 
and 24 hours of exposure, which would investigate both the peak protein levels post-activation, and 
the protein levels correlating to the genotoxicity data sets at 24 hours. Firstly, ENM treatment of 
16HBE14o- cells for 16 hours (Figure 4.10A) promoted a concentration-dependent incremental 
response becoming significant for all materials at 50µg/ml and elevating the IL-8 activation further at 
100µg/ml. Control levels of IL-8 (899pg/ml) were elevated to 2365 (Neutral-FLG), 1767 (Amine-FLG), 
1994 (Carboxyl-FLG) and 1784pg/ml (CB particles) at 100µg/ml showing an approximate 2-fold 
increase in IL-8 activation at 16 hours. At the extended 24-hour exposure time point (Figure 4.10B) the 
IL-8 response indicated a slight elevation in control levels to 1259pg/ml meanwhile the top 
concentration of ENMs maintained their 2-fold activation over baseline levels with Neutral-FLG, 
Amine-FLG, Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles promoting IL-8 baseline levels to 2161, 2064, 2134 and 
2615pg/ml respectively. This suggests an average trend of increasing the IL-8 activation over time for 
all ENMs apart from Neutral-FLG which showed a marginal decrease in protein levels. At 100µg/ml the 
Amine-FLG showed the smallest IL-8 protein expression of all tested ENMs whilst the Neutral-FLG at 
16 hours and CB at 24 hours showed the greatest IL-8 protein expression respectively.  
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Figure 4.9 IL-6 (pro)-inflammatory response of 16HBE14o- cells after exposure to ENMs. IL-6 protein levels after 6 hours (A) and 24 hours (B). LPS at 100ng/ml 
was used as the positive control throughout and negative control (media only). Results were considered statistically significant (*) when p<0.05 (N=3).  
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Figure 4.10 IL-8 (pro)-inflammatory response of 16HBE14o- cells after exposure to ENMs. IL-8 protein levels after 16 hours (A) and 24 hours (B). LPS at 
100ng/ml was used as the positive control throughout and negative control (media only). Results were considered statistically significant (*) when p<0.05 
(N=3).
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4.3.4 Intracellular Glutathione (GSH) Depletion Following ENM Exposures 
To assess the effect of the carbonaceous ENMs on intracellular antioxidant levels as an indirect 
measure of oxidative stress, the 16HBE14o- cell line was treated with 0, 2, 4, 8, 10, 20, 50 and 100µg/ml 
of ENMs. Following this and a series of washes with PBS the cell lysates were harvested after 6 and 
24-hour exposure periods to determine the initial effects on intracellular GSH and comparably long-
term effects respectively. To measure the antioxidant depletion a thiol probe (monochlorobimane) 
which fluoresces once bound to GSH was employed, the basis of this assay relies on hypothesis that 
ENMs will deplete the GSH levels, in the process converting more to oxidised glutathione (GSSG) 
reducing the fluorescence. Initially, the GSH levels in the 16HBE14o- cells were quantified after a 6-
hour (Figure 4.11A) exposure period revealed a significant depletion in the antioxidant at the higher 
concentrations of 50 and 100µg/ml with all test ENMs. However, the initial doses of 2 and 4µg/ml 
revealed a slightly beneficial role, promoting the GSH levels in the cells to an average of 6-7 nmoles/mg 
protein from the control level of approximately 5nmoles/mg protein. In contrast, concentrations of 8-
100µg/ml initiated a concentration-dependent decrease in GSH levels which at 50 and 100µg/ml 
represented a 2 and 4-fold depletion from control levels at ~2.8 and ~1.6nmoles/mg protein 
respectively across all ENMs. Following a 24 hour exposure period to ENMs (Figure 4.11B), the GSH 
levels in the 16HBE14o- cells showed no sign of recovery after the initial depletion from control levels 
with CB acting to lower GSH levels even further with a 5-fold depletion at 1 nmoles/mg protein at 
100µg/ml. Differences at 100µg/ml can be noted between ENMs with Neutral-FLG and CB 
administering a greater oxidising potential by lowering the GSH levels from 1.6 and 1.02nmoles/mg 
protein to 1.3 and 1.01nmoles/mg protein whilst the carboxyl-FLG appeared the least oxidising with 
GSH levels rising from 1.98 to 2.3nmoles/mg protein at 100µg/ml, this could suggest the oxidising 
potential of Carboxyl-FLG is exerted early in the exposure period and is rendered chemically less 
reactive as time increases towards the 24-hour mark. Finally, at the 24-hour mark, CB has lowered 
GSH levels beyond the positive control Staurosporine with respective reduced GSH levels of 1.01 and 
1.1nmoles/mg protein highlighting a strong oxidative potential over the course of a 24-hour exposure 
period. 
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Figure 4.11 Intracellular reduced glutathione levels measured with monochlorobimane-GSH binding fluorescence after ENM exposures of 6 hours (A) and 
24 hours (B). Staurosporine (SP) was used as a positive control at 1µg/ml inducing apoptosis in the cells as rapidly as 4 hours post-treatment. Results were 
considered statistically significant (*) when p<0.05, **p<0.01 N=3. 
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4.3.5 Quantification of Reactive Oxygen Species Generated by ENMs in 16HBE14o- Cells 
To quantify ROS production in a cellular environment a full concentration range (0-100µg/ml) was 
performed and the significant concentrations have been plotted to stream-line the larger data set. 
Neutral-FLG demonstrated a potent ability to promote ROS in 16HBE14o- in a concentration-
dependent manner from 10µg/ml in accordance with the LOEL observed during the CBMN genotoxic 
evaluation. At this relatively low concentration the peak fluorescence was witnessed at 24 hours of 
exposure where fluorescence was significantly elevated by 17%, following this a dose-dependent 
increase in ROS was observed (Figures 4.12A & 4.13A) where concentrations of 20, 50 and 100µg/ml 
induce the greatest fluorescence at 8 hours with 19, 25 and 25% percent increases over control levels. 
16HBE14o- cells treated with Amine-FLG (Figures 4.12B & 4.13B) demonstrated significant ROS 
production at concentrations of 50 and 100µg/ml with respective 15 and 20% increases in DCFH 
fluorescence over the 24-hour period. Unlike the Neutral-FLG-induced fluorescence which clearly 
spiked at the 8-hour time-point, Amine-FLG-treated cells demonstrated a less prominent time-
dependent response, with ROS production at a similar level across the 24-hour time-period, possibly 
indicative of a slightly less reactive material in the cellular environment. DCFH fluorescence obtained 
from cells exposed to Carboxyl-FLG (Figures 4.12C & 4.13C) showed an initial significant elevation 
(16%) over control levels at 20µg/ml at 1 hour of exposure. The 1-hour time point marked the highest 
fluorescence recorded for Carboxyl-FLG treated cells at 100µg/ml with a 26% increase over control 
levels. Interestingly, Carboxyl-FLG demonstrated strong potential to promote oxidative stress through 
ROS production in the absence of a genotoxic response in 16HBE14o- cells which suggests other 
mechanisms (non-oxidative stress) could be attributed to the overall genotoxicity of carbonaceous 
ENMs. Lastly, CB-treated cells (Figures 4.12D & 4.13D) which promoted a LOGEL in the CBMN assay of 
20µg/ml behaved similarly with regards to ROS production as Neutral-FLG. CB induced a significant 
response at 20µg/ml at 24 hours (20% over control) followed by strong responses at higher 
concentrations of 50 and 100µg/ml with an approximate 17% rise in fluorescence over control for 
both concentrations. In summary, the strongest fluorescence intensity was generated by Neutral-FLG 
and Carboxyl-FLG after 8 hours and 1-hour exposures respectively further highlighting the difference 
which surface chemistry appears to play during in vitro ENM cellular exposures. 
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Figure 4.12 ROS production quantified with DCFH-DA fluorescence in 16HBE14o- cells following A) Neutral-, B) Amine, C) Carboxyl-FLG and D) CB exposures 
over 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 hours. Fluorescence was normalised against control (0µg/ml). Results were considered statistically significant (*) where p<0.05 N=3. 
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Figure 4.13 ROS production quantified with DCFH-DA fluorescence in 16HBE14o- cells following A) Neutral-, B) Amine, C) Carboxyl-FLG and D) CB exposures 
over 4, 8 & 24 hours. Fluorescence was normalised against control (0µg/ml). Results were considered statistically significant (*) when p<0.05 N=3.
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4.3.5.1 Cell-free Reactive Oxygen Species Quantification 
The acellular version of the DCFH-DA assay was performed to investigate the potential of the tested 
ENMs to promote ROS production in the absence of cells, thus replicating the extracellular ROS 
production which would have been present during routine cell exposures. The adapted SOP required 
chemical cleavage of the di-acetate group via Sodium Hydroxide prior to plating and ENM addition. 
Once again, this data set has been stream-lined from the original concentration range of 0-100µg/ml. 
Neutral-FLG promoted significant ROS fluorescence initially at 10µg/ml (Figures 4.14A & 4.15A) which 
was sustained from 1 hour of exposure to 24 hours at doses of 10, 20, 50 and 100µg/ml. This result 
indicated a shift in reactivity from the cell-based assay where fluorescence spiked at 8 hours, whereas 
here the average there appeared to be a time-dependent increase up to 8 hours and a reduction at 
24 hours as expected due to the short-lived nature of oxidising radicals. The ROS production from 
Amine-FLG (Figures 4.14 & 4.15B) showed an initial significant 7% rise at concentrations of 20µg/ml 
and 50µg/ml with a sharp increase in fluorescence at 100 µg/ml with ROS production rising to 
approximately 20%. This cell-free reactivity becomes significant prior to the LOGEL concentration of 
50µg/ml in the CBMN assay which may signify the 16HBE14o- ability to tolerate mild oxidative stress 
from this ENM. Carboxyl-FLG in a cell-free environment (Figures 4.14C & 4.15C) behaves similarly with 
regards to ROS production as in the cell-based DCFH assay whereby concentrations of 20, 50 and 
100µg/ml showed a significant elevation of ROS. The cell-free assay revealed peak fluorescence at 20-
100µg/ml as was observed at 4 hours with 12, 14 and 17% increases respectively. In the absence of 
cells, CB particles showed the lowest degree of ROS production (Figures 4.14D & 4.15D) peaking again 
at 8 hours with only an 11% elevation above control levels.  
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Figure 4.14 Acellular ROS DCFH-DA assay promoted by A) Neutral-FLG, B) Amine-FLG, C) Carboxyl-FLG and D) CB particles over 0.5, 1, 1.5 & 2 hours. 
Fluorescence was normalised against control (0µg/ml). Results were considered statistically significant (*) when p<0.05 N=3. 
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Figure 4.15 Acellular ROS DCFH-DA assay promoted by A) Neutral-FLG, B) Amine-FLG, C) Carboxyl-FLG and D) CB particles over 4, 8 & 24 hours. Fluorescence 
was normalised against control (0µg/ml). Results were considered statistically significant (*) when p<0.05 N=3.
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4.3.6 Oxygen Consumption and Extracellular Acidification Rates in 16HBE14o- Cells Following ENM 
exposure 
To assess the effect of Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles upon 16HBE14o- mitochondrial 
function, the epithelial cells were seeded into XFe24 plates and treated with concentrations of 0, 2, 4, 
8, 10, 20, 50 and 100µg/ml for 24 hours. Optimal seeding concentration was determined to be 120,000 
cells per well and the injection concentrations optimised at 1µM for Oligomycin and FCCP and a 
Rotenone/Antimycin A concentration of 0.5µM. Following this, the plate was loaded into a Seahorse 
XFe24 Bioanalyser and the mitochondrial stress was monitored for ~96 minutes. OCR and ECAR data 
for each ENM can be found in the Appendix Section 7.2 which displayed a similar to trend to the 
Neutral-FLG displayed below, whereby all doses with the exception of 4µg/ml induced a depletion of 
oxygen consumption (Figure 4.16A) and also decreased the extracellular acid production (Figure 
4.16B) in 16HBE14o- cells following 24 hours exposure. Firstly, dealing with the OCR in 16HBE14o-, the 
Neutral-FLG showed no specific trend in which concentrations depleted the OCR to the greatest extent 
however the concentration of 50µg/ml in all tested ENMs proved to be the most potent in depleting 
the OCR. This effect was supported with the ECAR data whereby 50µg/ml depleted extracellular 
proton production without however this result did not become significant. Interestingly, 4µg/ml 
showed the opposite effect on OCR and ECAR by elevating both above control levels with ECAR 
becoming significant 27, 35 and 44 minutes into the analysis. The effect was not sustained, 
extracellular acidification dropped below significant levels until 87 and 96 minutes into the analysis. 
ECAR profiles of both the control cells and cells exposed to ENMs generally increased over the course 
of the experiment however differences arose between ENM concentrations. At 4µg/ml there was a 
1.3-fold increase from 108 to 147pmoles/min/mg protein. This trend then underwent a steady decline 
before rising 1.3-fold above control once more becoming significant until the end of the assay. 
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Figure 4.16 Oxygen consumption (A) and extracellular acidification rate (B) in 16HBE14o- cells following 24-hour exposure to Neutral-FLG (representative 
material). OCR and ECAR values were normalised against protein content per well (DC Assay). Results were considered statistically significant (*) when p<0.05. 
N=3 
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4.3.6.1 16HBE14o- Respiratory Parameters as an Indicator of Mitochondrial Stress Following ENM 
exposure 
Following the evaluation of OCR and ECAR, further analysis was performed on the OCR profile of each 
ENM following 24-hour exposures with 16HBE14o- cells. The trend observed for the proton leak in 
cells exposed to Neutral-FLG (Figure 4.17A) initially underwent a significant increase at 4µg/ml before 
then succumbing to the concentration-dependent decrease which reached significant levels at 8, 20 
and 50µg/ml. Non-mitochondrial respiration showed an increase at low concentrations of 2, 4, 8 and 
20µg/ml with significant elevation over control levels of 27pmoles/min/mg protein to respective 
values of 40, 50, 38.5 and 40pmoles/min/mg protein. This effect was not sustained into the higher 
concentrations however. Basal levels of respiration in 16HBE14o- cells showed a concentration-
dependent decrease which reached a significant depletion at 8, 10 and 50µg/ml. Basal levels of 
respiration (379pmoles/min/mg protein) spiked at 4µg/ml following Neutral-FLG exposure (Figure 
4.18A) with a ‘beneficial’ effect on the 16HBE14o- cells where basal levels peaked at 
499pmoles/min/mg protein. The concentrations of 8, 10 and 50µg/ml saw approximate drops in basal 
levels by 100, 80 and 140pmoles/min/mg protein respectively. Some recovery of the basal levels was 
observed at the highest concentration of 100µg/ml at 343pmoles/min/mg protein. ATP production 
following Neutral-FLG exposure for 24 hours at 4µg/ml underwent significant depletions at 8, 10 and 
50µg/ml with a recovery of ATP production at 100µg/ml. Control (0µg/ml) levels of ATP production 
(309pmoles/min/mg protein) was depleted at a low concentration of 2µg/ml by ~40pmoles/min/mg 
protein whereas at significant levels the drop was ~82, 70 and, 124pmoles/mg protein for 
concentrations of 8, 10 and 50µg/ml respectively. Maximal respiration in 16HBE14o- cells displayed 
similar trends with a concentration-dependent depletion becoming significant at 8, 20 and 50µg/ml, 
a spike at 4µg/ml and a recovery response induced at the highest concentration of 100µg/ml. Control 
levels of 711pmoles/min/mg protein initially underwent a depletion at 2µg/ml which became 
significant at 528, 516 and 404pmoles/min/mg protein representing respective 0.3, 0.4 and 0.75-fold 
decreases from control levels at 8, 20 and 50µg/ml. Maximal respiration showed a recovery towards 
control levels at 100µg/ml with a concentration of 629pmoles/min/mg protein. Reserve respiratory 
only underwent a significant drop from control levels at 20 and 50µg/ml with marginal fold-decreases 
respective fold-decreases (<1-fold).  
 
Amine-FLG promoted a significant depletion in proton leak (Figure 4.17B) from control levels 
(42pmoles/min/mg protein) at concentrations of 20, 50 and 100µg/ml with respective concentrations 
of 31, 26 and 27pmoles/min/mg protein. Non-mitochondrial respiration showed a significant increase 
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as concentration of Amine-FLG increased initially at 2µg/ml (0.7-fold increase) also at 20µg/ml (0.8-
fold increase) over control levels. Other concentrations showed similar increases albeit not to 
significant levels, except for 10µg/ml which declined from 27 to 23 pmoles/min/mg protein. Basal 
respiration levels in 16HBE14o- cells post treatment with Amine-FLG (Figure 4.18B) showed an initial 
increase in concentration between 2-8µg/ml which at 4µg/ml was (significant) 0.9-fold over control 
levels of 379pmoles/min/mg protein. Subsequent doses of 10, 20, 50 and 100µg/ml marked a 
depletion in basal respiration levels with 0.3, 0.1, 0.4 and 0.35-fold decreases from control levels 
respectively. ATP production post Amine-FLG treatment showed an initial increase at concentrations 
of 2, 4 and 8µg/ml which was significant at 4µg/ml. The maximal respiration of 16HBE14o- cells post 
treatment with Amine-FLG displayed an increase from control levels (711pmoles/min/mg protein) to 
749 and 872pmoles/min/mg protein at respective doses of 2 and (significant) 4µg/ml. From 8 to 
100µg/ml a decreasing trend can be seen with significant values at 10, 50 and 100 where the fall from 
control was 0.2, 0.3 and 0.22-fold respectively. Finally, the reserve respiratory capacity, the only 
significant concentration proved to be 50µg/ml where the fall from control levels of 
358pmoles/min/mg protein was 0.14-fold with an overall trend showing a depletion as concentration 
increased from 8-100µg/ml with a small elevation in reserve capacity between the concentrations of 
2-8µg/ml.  
 
Carboxyl-FLG appeared to promote greater stress on the 16HBE14o- mitochondrion when compared 
to the two ENMs discussed previously. Relatively small impacts were observed for proton leak (Figure 
4.17C), initially a significant depletion (0.5-fold) was observed before rising above control levels at 
4µg/ml to 45pmoles/min/mg protein followed by a significant decrease in proton leak at 
concentrations of 8, 20 and 100µg/ml with 0.57, 0.4 and 0.42-fold depletions observed. Non-
mitochondrial respiration was significantly depleted at 4µg/ml, the only significant effect on this 
respiratory parameter showing a 0.5-fold decrease this effect was not sustained and the remaining 
concentrations plateaued in accordance with control levels of ~25pmoles/min/mg protein. Basal 
respiration was significantly depleted by Carboxyl-FLG treatment (Figure 4.18C) at concentrations of 
2, 8, 10, 20 and 100µg/ml with 0.5, 0.48, 0.45, 0.42 and 0.42-fold decreases from control 
concentrations. ATP production also fell in accordance with increasing concentration of Carboxyl-FLG 
with significant levels first seen at 2µg/ml and sustained at concentrations of 8, 10 and 100µg/ml with 
respective fold decreases of 0.5, 0.5 and 0.47. Maximal respiration was considerably depleted in 
16HBE14o- cells treated with Carboxyl-FLG initially observed as early as 2µg/ml with a 2.9-fold 
decrease. The 2.98-fold decrease at 2µg/ml proved to be the lowest fall in maximal respiration with 
concentrations of 8, 10, 20 showing respective 2.95, 2.76 and 2.5-fold decreases from 711 
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pmoles/min/mg protein (control), concentrations of 50 and 100µg/ml were marginally recovering to 
non-significant concentrations. Finally, the reserve respiratory capacity, from control levels of 
358pmoles/min/mg protein declined sharply at 2µg/ml to 60.9pmoles/min/mg protein showing a 5.9-
fold significant decrease which sustained across the 8, 10, and 20µg/ml concentration range before 
recovering some respiratory capacity at 50 and 100µg/ml (105.7 and 115pmoles/min/mg protein) 
respectively.  
 
CB treated 16HBE14o- cells showed a concentration-dependent trend in proton leak only becoming 
significant at 10µg/ml (Figure 4.17D) and was sustained at subsequent concentrations up to and 
including 100µg/ml. A 2.7-fold decrease was observed at 10µg/ml which at 100µg/ml decreased to a 
2.1-fold indicating marginal recovery of proton leak and correlated to a small decline in the ECAR of 
CB treated cells. Non-mitochondrial respiration showed a general dose-dependent increase rising 
from control levels at 27pmoles/min/mg protein to a peak at 50µg/ml of 41.8pmoles/min/mg protein 
before declining at 100µg/ml. Crucially, and unlike the graphene ENMs CB did not induce a significant 
non-mitochondrial response in 16HBE14o- cells which may offer insight into the mechanisms 
promoting the mitochondrial stress. CB particles promoted a concentration-dependent depletion in 
basal respiration levels in 16HBE14o- cells (Figure 4.18D), initial significant responses were recorded 
at 8µg/ml which was exacerbated at 10, 50 and 100µg/ml but not at 20µg/ml where basal levels 
increased marginally to just a 1.7-fold depletion from control levels whereas at 10µg/ml, the 
concentration which promoted the strongest effect on basal respiration, a 2.7-fold decrease was 
observed. The effect of CB particles upon ATP production promoted an initial significant depletion at 
8µg/ml which was repeated at 10 and 100µg/ml with respective fold decreases of 1.9, 3.2 and 2.4 
respectively. CB particle treatment of 16HBE14o- cells promoted a similar dose-dependent depletion 
of maximal respiration levels. The fall at significant concentrations of 8 10, 50 and 100µg/ml by 438, 
517, 457 and 469pmoles/min/mg protein were indicative of a 1.3-fold depletion when maximal 
respiration was most heavily influenced (10µg/ml). The effect of CB particles upon reserve respiratory 
capacity indicated a concentration-dependent depletion initiated at 8µg/ml and sustained at 10, 50 
and 100µg/ml. A concentration of 8µg/ml proved to be the most influential whereby the respiratory 
reserve fell from 358 to 81pmoles/min/mg protein indicating a ~4-fold depletion. Respiratory reserve 
capacity was however restored from this initial 4-fold reduction with levels rising to 97 and 94 
pmoles/min/mg protein at 50 and 100µg/ml respectively.   
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Figure 4.17 16HBE14o- Proton Leak & Non-Mitochondrial Respiration following a 24-hour exposure to Neutral-FLG (A), Amine-FLG (B), Carboxyl-FLG (C) 
and CB particles (D). Results were considered statistically significant (*) when p<0.05. N=3 
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Figure 4.18 16HBE14o- respiratory parameters following a 24-hour exposure to Neutral-FLG (A), Amine-FLG (B), Carboxyl-FLG (C) and CB particles (D). 
Results were considered statistically significant (*) when p<0.05. N=3
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4.4 Discussion 
This chapter aimed to characterise the genotoxic impact of Neutral-FLG, Amine-FLG, Carboxyl-FLG and 
CB particles upon a monoculture of 16HBE14o- cells. Additionally, mechanisms contributing to the 
observed genotoxic response were explored by investigating (pro)-inflammatory cyto/chemokines, 
oxidative stress and mitochondrial stress responses. The in vivo inhalation of ENMs represents a 
potential source of lung inflammation, following inhalation ENMs will interact with the epithelial 
barrier cells and immune cells such as macrophages. If the macrophages strongly interact with and 
phagocytose these ENMs, an inflammatory response is initiated (Mukherjee et al., 2017). This issue 
can be exacerbated if the inhaled ENMs is contaminated with sources of endotoxin, typically 
promoting the release of inflammatory mediators such as TNFα (Mukherjee et al., 2016). 
Internalisation can also be induced in epithelial cells which has been conclusively demonstrated in 
vitro to replicate in vivo conditions (Ruenraroengsak and Tetley, 2015). Given that most ENMs 
including the graphene family of ENMs will be capable of promoting a chronic immune response in 
vivo (Bianco, 2013). Investigating these effects outside the use of animal models is therefore of 
paramount importance. ENMs are engineered to fulfil applications in biomedical or electromechanical 
devices; this is particularly true for graphene-based nanomaterials as well as CB products, however 
their toxicity in a number of cell lines cultured in vitro has not been consistently demonstrated due to 
the wide distribution in physico-chemical features and coatings in each of the studies, which has 
resulted in lacking correlations in the literature (Mittal et al., 2016). Following the comprehensive 
characterisation of all ENMs evaluated in this thesis (Chapter 3), the first biological endpoints to be 
assessed were cytotoxicity and genotoxicity, measured in parallel with RPDs and the CBMN assay 
respectively. The data revealed no significant cytotoxicity at any concentration of ENM up to and 
including 100µg/ml, which was consistent with numerous studies on graphene and graphene-family 
of nanomaterials (GFNs) (Bengtson et al., 2016, Chang et al., 2011) where no obvious cytotoxicity 
(assessed with the Alamar Blue Assay) has been observed in A549 cells with doses as high as 200µg/ml. 
The same result is true of CB particles where no significant cytotoxicity has been reported at low 
concentrations of 16µg/ml in A549, alveolar cells and in THP-1 immune cells (Don Porto Carero et al., 
2001). The lack of a cytotoxic response could be attributed to the serum-containing media, which in 
other studies reportedly decreased the cytotoxic effects of nano and micon-sized materials through 
the formation of a protein corona (Duan et al., 2015). One example of the serum effect on A549 cells 
was performed by Hsiao and Huang using zinc oxide nano- (50-70 nm) and sub-micron particles to 
treat the alveolar cells in media containing 5 or 10% FBS (Hsiao and Huang, 2013). The authors noted 
the highest degree of cytotoxicity in serum-free media in contrast to 5 and 10% FBS-media. The ZnO 
particles in serum-free media would therefore have a higher dose-to-cell ratio resulting from larger 
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particles agglomerates, greater rate of sedimentation, absence of protein corona which can enhance 
biocompatibility, and lower cell-growth rate (Hsiao and Huang, 2013). In the recent work by Wills and 
colleagues (2017) it was demonstrated with high precision and definition, utilising TEM and DLS as 
prime characterisation techniques, that the number of nanoparticles per agglomerate will affect the 
mass-dose delivered to in vitro cell cultures. This study was performed using 20 and 40nm 
carboxylated polystyrene-latex and 16 and 85nm silicon dioxide NPs. Wills and colleagues used 3D 
reconstruction of agglomerates from TEM micrographs to calculate particle number per agglomerate 
and conclude that tipping points can form during mass-dose deliveries subsequently effecting cellular 
interactions and increasing toxicity. Moreover, the authors noted this resulted in a direct shift in the 
nano-safety dose-response and demonstrated that 90% of a delivered dose of NPs corresponds with 
2% of the largest NP agglomerates (Wills et al., 2017). The lack of a cytotoxic response in the present 
study could also be attributed to the serum effect and the large protein corona the FLG materials 
acquire when suspended in full culture media. Culture media however is not the only effective coating 
which can mitigate toxicity of carbon-based ENMs. In the work by Tabet and colleagues in 2011, 
MWCNTs were delivered to RAW 264.7 macrophages in vitro and via intratracheal administration in 
Balb/c mice to investigate the effect of 50/50 acid-base coated-MWCNTs, polystyrene-coated-
MWCNTs and uncoated MWCNTs upon toxicity. Raw 264.7 macrophages underwent MWCNT 
exposures between 6 and 24 hours to 0.1-100µg/ml (0.02-20µg/cm2) in serum-free media. 
Macrophages showed considerable uptake of ENMs bound in vesicles with a dose-dependent 
decrease in mitochondrial metabolism. The authors noted that functionalization with an acidic 
polymer, whilst reducing specific surface area five-fold, enhanced dispersion and aided macrophage 
uptake both in vitro and in vivo (Tabet et al., 2011). The polystyrene polymer acted by supressing 
cytotoxicity and oxidative stress and inflammation in contrast to the acidic-polymer functionalization. 
MWCNTs have also been shown to be cytotoxic in A549 cells by the MTT assay by Tabet and colleagues 
in 2009. In this study, MTT values underwent a significant depletion from 10-100µg/ml of MWCNTs 
reaching 60% viability of the control levels at 100µg/ml following 48 hours of exposure. This was 
achieved with no uptake of the ENMs which was confirmed by TEM, indicating these MWCNTs strongly 
interact with the alveolar cell surface to impart toxicity. Interestingly, when investigating toxicity using 
the Neutral-Red Assay, no significant A549 cytotoxicity was noted at any time-point from 6-72 hours 
following MWCNT incubation (Tabet et al., 2011). Issues surrounding the industrial production of CNTs 
and their disputed toxicity has since moved onto graphene ENMs (Bussy et al., 2013).  
 
In the present study it has been demonstrated that both Neutral-FLG and CB particles can promote a 
strong genotoxic effect in 16HBE14o- cells and that the addition of amine groups to the surface of FLG 
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can diminish this effect. Additionally, the presence of anionic carboxyl groups lowered the micronuclei 
frequency to non-significant levels across the entire concentration range. The genotoxicity of 
carbonaceous ENMs however is greatly varied in the literature which can be attributed to numerous 
factors including the cell line used, the material physico-chemical features, the assay used to 
investigate the response and the exposure time. While CB is quite well established as a genotoxic 
carcinogen in lung cells the GFNs show slightly more variability in promoting a genotoxic response 
(Don Porto Carero et al., 2001, Hussain et al., 2010, Jacobsen et al., 2008). The FLG ENMs investigated 
in this study demonstrated the potentially detrimental effects of FLG engineered with and without 
surface chemistry. Neutral-FLG promoted a strong genotoxic effect with a LOGEL of 10µg/ml while 
Amine-FLG elicited a LOGEL of 50µg/ml. Finally, 16HBE14o- cells treated with CB particles promoted a 
LOGEL response at 20µg/ml.  
 
Neutral-FLG was the most genotoxic of the FLG ENMs and possesses distinguishing physico-chemical 
characteristics which may be related to the genotoxic response observed. This material had not 
undergone surface functionalization and appeared to pose the greater genotoxic risk, this is supported 
by studies reporting oxidative stress (imparted by additional oxygen functionalisation) as a large 
contributory factor (Wang et al., 2013, Duch et al., 2011). Neutral-FLG has the largest agglomerate 
size as measured via plunge freeze SEM (the most reliable form of characterisation in this study); 
possesses the greatest number of layers according to AFM; appears to be the least stable (assumed 
from the zeta potential); and is the least oxidised FLG structures evaluated (highlighted in Chapter 3 
by EDX). The effect of oxidising hydrophilic graphene oxide nanosheets (>300nm) to increase culture 
media stability was performed by Hong and colleagues in 2011, where they concluded that through 
stabilization greater cellular uptake would be achieved (Hong et al., 2012). These physico-chemical 
features could facilitate the sedimentation of Neutral-FLG in cell exposures, being the least stable and 
most dense the degree of sedimentation is greater thus increasing the exposure time directly at the 
cell surface. Materials such as Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG with their more hydrophilic chemistry 
theoretically sediment less rapidly and would not be exposed to the cell surface for the same amount 
of time as Neutral-FLG. Correlating the genotoxicity of CB particles to their physico-chemical features 
is perhaps more difficult. However, the clear difference between the FLG and CB ENMs would be their 
serum corona of tightly bound proteins (hard corona). CB simply acquires far less proteins (just BSA) 
at its surface, which has been theorised to offer biological protection during in vitro exposures of cells 
to ENMs (Wu et al., 2018). The greater number of corona proteins adorning the FLG samples may be 
providing biological recognition to the cells contributing to a lowered genotoxic response. The FLG 
samples appear therefore to interact with the 16HBE14o- cells in a unique way based on their physico-
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chemical features. Given that primary indirect genotoxicity and oxidative stress are a key feature of 
each material, the physico-chemical features of Neutral-FLG may be facilitating a more direct 
interaction with the cells.  
 
Carbonaceous ENMs have been proven to promote both clastogenic and aneugenic DNA damage 
(Muller et al., 2008). Muller and colleagues for instance, demonstrated the potential of MWCNTs to 
induce both clastogenic and aneugenic events during both an in vivo MN assay in rats and utilising the 
in vitro CBMN assay. In the study, they administered doses of 0.5 and 2mg in vivo and a concentration 
range of 10, 25 and 50µg/ml in the in vitro element of the investigation. The authors targeted type II 
pneumocytes and rat lung epithelial cells where they reported at 50µg/ml a 2-fold increase in 
micronuclei, involving both clastogenic and aneugenic mechanisms. In the present study, 
clastogenicity was the stronger contributor to the observed genotoxicity, however only Amine-FLG 
promoted a significant level of clastogenicity which was three-fold over control levels. The only other 
study by focusing on the clastogenic/aneugenic effects of carbonaceous ENMs was an in vivo study on 
Swiss-Webster mice and a comparative study of functionalised (COOH groups) vs non-functionalised 
MWCNTs (Patlolla et al., 2010). The authors investigated the mitotic index, chromosomal aberrations 
and micronuclei formation in leukocytes. Intraperitoneal administered doses of 0.25, 0.5 and 
0.75mg/kg were delivered to the mice with a positive control of CB. Genotoxicity was evaluated by 
the comet assay where the authors declared that functionalised MWCNTs were significantly 
clastogenic, more so than non-functionalised MWCNTs. These results conflict with the genotoxicity 
observed in the present study which generally indicated that additional surface coatings act to lower 
the genotoxic response with Carboxyl-FLG promoting no significant responses at any tested 
concentration. In accordance with the data in this study the authors also monitored the ROS 
production and found that with the DCFH-DA assay there was significant fluorescence at the highest 
doses which is mimicked in the present study whereby all ENMs promoted significant oxidative stress 
through ROS production. Numerous publications have highlighted the potential of graphene ENMs to 
promote oxidative stress, which can be achieved through antioxidant depletion, increase in ROS, lipid 
peroxidation or mitochondrial stress. One such reason for the highly significant effect of ENMs on the 
mitochondria of 16HBE14o- cells is the ability of i) these ENMs to gain access to the cells and ii) once 
within the cytosol can potentially interfere with electron transfer through the ETC (Figure 4.19) thus 
lowering the energy output of the cell. The mechanisms of graphene toxicity within mammalian cells 
have been suggested to be driven by an overproduction of ROS linked to mitochondrial depolarisation, 
which is exacerbated with pristine isotypes of graphene ENMs as opposed to functionalised variants 
(Jarosz et al., 2016). The region of the ETC where electrons can be most susceptible to interference is 
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within complex III where iron-sulphur clusters work with the recycling system of the q-pool (Figure 
4.20) to move electrons towards complex IV where ATP can be synthesised (Zhang et al., 2016).  
 
 
Figure 4.19 Hypothetical mechanism of ENM interference with the ETC. The electron source of the 
ETC are two carriers, NADH and FADH2 which funnel electrons into complexes I and II respectively. 
From there electrons move through the Q-pool, where the redox states of the ENMs may interfere 
through a conduction of electrons out of this system. Except for cellular uptake via non-passive 
mechanisms, ENM interference at this juncture in the ETC could be one possible cause of ATP 
depletion.  
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Figure 4.20 A representation of the electron recycling in complex III between iron-sulphur clusters 
which graphene ENMs have been reported to interfere with. The disruption of electron transfer 
ultimately leads to a mitochondrial membrane potential drop and reduced ATP synthesis.  
 
Theoretical calculations on graphene sheet diameters demonstrated that a diameter greater than 
6.7nm of graphene would conduct electrons better than electron acceptor sites (Zhou et al., 2014). 
The 4Fe4S iron-sulphur clusters (Figure 4.21) for example which require reduction may be impaired 
by graphene conduction of electrons. This would explain the impairment of ATP production specifically 
where Carboxyl-FLG exposure is concerned, given it is the more oxidised structure compared to 
Neutral-FLG. The underlying mechanisms contributing to ATP production impairment and 
mitochondrial membrane potential decrease have been explored by Zhang and colleagues (2016) who 
hypothesise that graphene ENMs can act as electron donors, ramping up the supply of electrons 
through complexes I and II of the ETC thus accelerating the supply of ROS to the cell (Zhang et al., 
2016). This does not appear to be the case in the present study where FLG and CB treatment of 
16HBE14o- cells depleted oxygen consumption indicating a different mechanism may be leading to 
oxidative stress. Furthermore, a study by Zhang and colleagues in 2012 utilised the nematode as an 
ideal model to test the hypothesis that graphene oxide with low oxidation states (highly reduced) 
proved more damaging via oxidative stress than highly oxidised graphene. This appeared to be true, 
with COOH groups demonstrating a critical effect on the decomposition of H2O2 into hydroxyl radicals 
contributing largely to indirect oxidative stress, determined by electron spin resonance spectrometry. 
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These findings correlate with the respiratory parameter data in the present study whereby carboxyl-
FLG proved more effective in depleting mitochondrial functions than Neutral- or Amine-FLG ENMs. 
From the EDX spectra (illustrated in Chapter 3), the oxidation state of each material from high to low 
appears as; Amine-FLG >Carboxyl-FLG >CB >Neutral-FLG. This suggests Neutral-FLG being the most 
reduced ENM under investigation. Subsequently, as the most reduced material it is the least ready to 
accept electrons out of the ETC, conversely as Carboxyl-FLG shows the greatest oxidative potential, it 
can be postulated that Amine-FLG possesses additional hydrogen groups which would lower its 
oxidation state and produce the observed mitochondrial profiles seen in the present study. Further 
characterisation would be necessary to confirm this theory with XPS the most prominent technique 
appearing in the literature (Susi et al., 2015). This has been supported in the present study by EPR data 
(Chapter 3) which highlighted that the more reduced Neutral-FLG demonstrated a higher superoxide 
radical-producing potential while the oxidised Carboxyl-FLG indicated a lower radical-producing 
potential experimentally. The ability of these lung epithelial cells to deal with an enhanced state of 
oxidising radicals therefore plays a crucial role, many pathways of which rely on the antioxidant 
enzymes of glutathione redox chemistry. The lung employs crucial antioxidant mechanisms for 
neutralising potentially deleterious ROS, both enzymatic and non-enzymatic (Figure 4.21) (Thorley and 
Tetley, 2007). In the present study, the focus has been on the non-enzymatic intracellular glutathione 
levels to provide an indicator of oxidative stress, however future studies would benefit from 
investigating the enzymatic activity of superoxide dismutase, catalase and glutathione peroxidase. 
 
Figure 4.21 Potential ROS clearance pathways linking GSH and mitochondrial stress. This pathway of 
highly reactive radical clearance via enzymatic degradation and dismutation could potentially be the 
link in the present study between the observed depletion of glutathione and mitochondrial stress. 
Here the hydrogen peroxide is degraded by catalase and glutathione peroxidase (GPx). Finally, GSH is 
regenerated from its oxidised state (GSSG) by NADPH, catalysed by glutathione reductase. Image 
adapted from (Thorley and Tetley, 2007).  
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Graphene ENMs have been linked to the depletion of intracellular glutathione, which correlated with 
a significant increase in intracellular ROS and mitochondrial membrane destabilisation (Mittal et al., 
2016). This effect was however stronger in alveolar A549 cells as opposed to BEAS-2B cells indicating 
i) the levels of intracellular GSH differs between lung cell types, and/or ii) alveolar cells are more 
readily affected by the oxidative capabilities of graphene ENMs. The present study investigated the 
concentration-dependent effect of carbonaceous ENMs on intracellular glutathione to discover a 
depletion of the antioxidant as early as 6 hours from which there is very little recovery 18 hours later. 
The significant depletion of GSH at 50 and 100µg/ml demonstrated the potential of the ENMs to 
interfere with the reactions displayed in Figure 4.21. However, since there appears to be no recovery 
of GSH at 24 hours from the initial loss at 6 hours of exposure a likely possibility would be the final 
reaction whereby GSH is replenished by NADPH and glutathione reductase. The prevailing theory in 
relation to the present study (GSH depletion, ROS generation, EPR production and ATP depletion (at 
the higher concentrations)) and the enzymatic reactions discussed above seems to suggest that H2O2 
is abundant in the cells (a result of superoxide over-production by the ENMs themselves driving the 
dismutation reaction) indicative of glutathione peroxidase functioning normally. This also means the 
dismutation reaction which produces H2O2 is also occurring normally; oxidative stress may therefore 
be oversaturating catalase with H2O2 in the cell. In accordance to the depletion of GSH this cell 
saturation with H2O2 may be the prevailing factor in GSH consumption and peroxidation via 
glutathione peroxidase. Finally, due to the inefficiency of the 16HBE14o- cells to restore the GSH levels 
at 24 hours (after the initial 6-hour depletion) the activity of glutathione reductase may be impacted 
whereby the restoration of GSH from GSSG is reduced. This would be exacerbated in cells exposed to 
Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles (the ENMs with the theoretically greater reducing potential (not 
confirmed in this study)) as they would deplete NADPH electron carriers the most.  
 
With regards to the promotion of (pro)-inflammatory mediators in 16HBE14o- cells, there does appear 
to be a correlation with significant IL-8 release and glutathione depletion. Determining which event 
precedes the other could be investigated further with a simply designed experiment whereby 
16HBE14o- cells are seeded at the same density but follow a pre-incubation with glutathione prior to 
ENM exposures. This would allow the mechanisms to be elucidated by identifying if additional 
glutathione can pre-emptively block or diminish the (pro)-inflammatory response and lower oxidative 
stress. In the study by Schinwald and colleagues in 2012, the administered dose of platelet-like 
graphene initiated a signalling pathway which the authors categorised as; (pro)-inflammatory 
response >oxidative stress >cytotoxicity and genotoxicity. This concept has been explored, in an un-
related study, where the additional supplementation of glutathione decreased the serum levels of 
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TNF-α, IL-6, IL-8 and TGF-β in patients with chronic hepatitis B after 1200g of glutathione had been 
intravenously administered indicating a favourable effect of increased serum levels of glutathione 
(Qian et al., 2017). This minor effect of increased glutathione can be briefly witnessed in the present 
study when comparing the oxidative potential of the ENMs under investigation. 16HBE14o- cells 
treated with ENMs after 6 hours (Fig.4.12) at 4µg/ml indicates a slight increase in intracellular GSH/mg 
protein which later correlates to a favourable effect in Figure 4.17 representing the OCR and ECAR 
levels in the cells. At the same concentration of 4µg/ml an increase in the metabolic parameters is 
shown while every other concentration tested promoted a decline in respiratory parameters in the 
cells. This small elevation in metabolic activity could be indicative of cellular defence mechanism 
activation in response to low concentrations of ENM whereas the higher concentration range could 
prove detrimental to the metabolic function.  
 
4.5 Chapter 4 Conclusions 
The findings of this chapter have demonstrated the significance of FLG ENMs surface chemistry and 
the importance of morphology with regards to CB particles, in governing biological interactions and 
responses. Neutral-FLG (non-functionalised) possessed the greatest genotoxic hazard on air-way cells 
by promoting significant DNA damage quantified with the in vitro CBMN assay. Furthermore, the 
additional surface carboxyl groups appear to offer bio-compatibility, given that Carboxyl-FLG did not 
induce a genotoxic effect. However, all tested ENMs were able to promote a significant (pro)-
inflammatory response increasing IL-8 generation, produce ROS, deplete antioxidant (GSH) levels and 
demonstrate a potent ability to interfere with mitochondrial function in 16HBE14o- cells. The oxidative 
stress however was not always a contributing factor to the genotoxicity of the ENMs. Carboxyl-FLG, 
whilst able to deplete mitochondrial function and promote ROS production, induced no significant 
DNA damage. CB particle exposure, seemingly acting via separate mechanisms to the FLG samples 
(substantially less uptake demonstrated whilst promoting the greatest genotoxic response) 
demonstrated similar effects on mitochondrial stress but simultaneously promoted a strong genotoxic 
effect. Pan-centromeric labelling of micronuclei induced in 16HBE14o- following exposures to Neutral-
, Amine-FLG and CB particles demonstrated both clastogenic and aneugenic mechanisms, indicative 
of oxidative stress. This was supported by an increase in ROS during the exposure period along with a 
depletion of intracellular GSH and subsequent mitochondrial stress. Therefore, in the 16HBE14o- 
monoculture system, primary indirect genotoxicity was promoted by CB particles, >Neutral- and 
>Amine-FLG ENMs.  
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Chapter 5 – Evaluating Primary & Secondary Mechanisms of In Vitro Genotoxicity in Alveolar 
Epithelial Models 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The field of in vitro toxicology produces a vast number of publications each year with the focus of 
improving our current understanding of cellular interactions with accidental or ENMs. The problem 
however, is that the bulk of these publications centre on the use of in vitro monocultures, cultured in 
2D format, which does not accurately reflect in vivo tissue structure. 2D monocultures provide useful 
models for large dose-response assays, understanding mechanisms and high-throughput analysis. 
However, there is recognition that the sensitivity and specificity of such simple in vitro test systems 
suffer limitations when trying to understand the impact of exposure to an exogenous agent in humans 
(Clift et al., 2011). Consequently, the current push in the hazard assessment field has been to move 
towards more complex culturing techniques (3D models) that can more closely replicate in vivo tissue, 
to produce data with enhanced physiological relevance.  
 
Cytotoxicity is one major endpoint for hazard assessment and numerous mechanistic routes (oxidative 
stress, antioxidant depletion, and mitochondrial stress) can be further explored to identify which 
pathways, organelles, or characteristics are leading to the toxic response. The use of 2D monoculture 
systems allows multiple endpoints including cytotoxicity, (genotoxicity, oxidative stress and (pro)-
inflammatory responses) to be characterised and quantified relatively quickly providing empirical 
datasets which may then inform future in vivo testing (Edmondson et al., 2014). Utilising a single cell 
line however, eliminates a key concept of genetic toxicology, the importance of secondary 
mechanisms of genotoxicity (Schins, 2002). As outlined in Chapter 1 Section 1.5.1 of this thesis and in 
the recent publication by Evans and colleagues (2019), 2D monocultures can be limited in their 
predictive capability of in vivo genotoxic outcomes relating to chronic inflammation, owing to their 
capacity to only detect primary genotoxic mechanisms (Evans et al., 2019). Several cellular interactions 
can be missed when only considering a single cell line as opposed to the responses observed in in vivo 
tissues including; the expression of cellular receptors and the differences which arise between gene 
and protein expression (Baharvand et al., 2006). The net result of these key cellular processes would 
almost certainly equate to a differing toxic response in a complex tissue environment than when 
compared to a single cell-line. Where in vitro ENM toxicity testing is concerned, the impact and 
reliability of the study will depend firstly on the cell-type selection and secondly the suitability of the 
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screening tools, more specifically the endpoints under investigation and their association with the 
chosen cell line. An ENM designed to penetrate the skin as a novel therapeutic would therefore be 
partnered with a suitable skin model with stable genetic background. ENMs such as FLG and CB 
particles manufactured as fine powders and available in nanocomposites and printer toner 
respectively and are best suited to a lung model utilising a suitable nasal, bronchial or alveolar cell line 
(Jones and Grainger, 2009).  
 
The respiratory tract (nasal, tracheal, and pharyngeal tissues) in humans, consists of highly specific cell 
types (illustrated in Figure 5.1) which offer immunity to the inhalation of foreign bodies such as 
pathogens, dust and ENMs (Parker and Prince, 2011). Goblet and clara cells in vivo can secrete (cell-
type dependent) mucus to coat the lining of the bronchi and bronchioles enabling easier clearance of 
inhaled particles. This mucus lining, generated by pseudostratified epithelia and swept by cilia from 
distal to proximal airways, is essentially an extracellular fluid up to 50µm thick composed of water and 
highly glycosylated protein. This mucus acts as a trap for inhaled toxins with the intent to aid their 
translocation back up the respiratory tract to be swallowed or spat out (Fahy and Dickey, 2010). 
Further down this branching network is the 140m2 alveolar region (Hermanns et al., 2004), (Gehr et 
al., 1978). These beds contain surfactant-secreting alveolar type-2 (AT-II) cells which provide the first 
form of protection from inhaled particulate matter. The alveolar epithelium consists of two specialised 
cells namely alveolar type-1 (ATI) and ATII. The terminally differentiated squamous ATI cells cover 93% 
of the alveolar region by surface area; however, they do not secrete pulmonary surfactant. The 
cuboidal ATII cells while only covering 7% of the alveolar region by surface area actually makes up 67% 
of the total cell number within the alveoli (Crapo et al., 1982). ATII also offer the lung innate immunity 
through secretion of pulmonary surfactant proteins A, B, C and D which can bind numerous pathogens, 
particulates, pollen and other allergens (Crouch, 1998). 
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Figure 5.1 Innate immunity against particle/fibre deposition in the respiratory tract. The cells of the 
human airway are highly specific in each region of respiratory system, the cells of the bronchus for 
example is where most of foreign materials will deposit. The two cell types occupying the lining of the 
bronchus are epithelial cells and mucus-secreting goblet cells, which through the adaptation of cilia, 
the epithelial cells will disperse across the lining of the bronchus as a means of immunity against 
inhaled foreign bodies. The bronchioles, consisting of epithelial cells and mucus-secreting Clara cells 
again utilise cilia to disperse mucus as a protective barrier. Lastly, the cells of the alveolar region form 
a tight network of immune cells, dendritic cells and pulmonary surfactant-secreting type II alveolar 
cells providing the final defensive barrier against inhaled materials. Key; Bronchial epithelial cell (BE), 
Goblet cell (GC), Clara cell (CC), Basement membrane (BM), Macrophage (M), Endothelial cell (EC), 
Alveolar epithelial cell type I (AT-I), Alveolar epithelial cell type II (AT-II). Image adapted from (Frohlich 
and Salar-Behzadi, 2014).  
 
The respiratory epithelium maintain a vast arsenal of innate immune receptors, toll-like receptors 
(TLR9) and nucleotide oligomerisation domain-like receptors which are crucial to immune function 
and the secretion of (pro)-inflammatory mediators (Parker and Prince, 2011). Aside from specialised 
mucous-secreting (Goblet, Clara) cells, the last line of immunity are barrier-forming epithelial cells, 
some of which possess the ability to secrete pulmonary surfactants to aid in the overall immunity to 
inhaled particulate matter. The majority of ENM clearance in the lung is governed by mucociliary 
escalation and the epithelial barrier layer (Patton and Byron, 2007, Geiser and Kreyling, 2010). 
Therefore, the study of the pulmonary surfactants expressed by alveolar epithelial cells is crucial to 
understanding ENM uptake and translocation across this barrier. The alveolar-lining fluid, a thin 
hypophase and surface-active lipid-protein complex is known colloquially as pulmonary surfactant 
which covers the alveolar epithelial layer (Ruge et al., 2012). This pulmonary surfactant is spread via 
epithelial cilia from the distal to the proximal lungs and is positioned at the air-interface which means 
it lies on the outer side of the air-blood barrier (Bastacky et al., 1995, Goerke, 1998). Pulmonary 
surfactant is a composite of approximately 90% lipid and 10% protein and they can exist as four 
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isotypes SP-A, -B, -C and –D where each isotype performs a specific function (Goerke, 1998). SP-B and 
SP-C group together as small peptides which interact with surfactant lipids allowing them to contribute 
to biophysical surfactant functionality (Serrano and Perez-Gil, 2006). SP-A (630kD) and SP-D (520kD) 
sometimes referred to as collectins (collagen-containing, calcium-dependent lectins) group, act as 
opsonins and scavenger molecules (Kishore et al., 2006). The existence of these collectins at the air-
liquid interface of the alveoli has been postulated to allow the binding of inhaled particulate matter 
(Seaton et al., 2010). Furthermore, the binding of SP-A or -D to inhaled particulate matter also trigger’s 
the activation of alveolar macrophages causing them to internalise inhaled particles as another 
defence mechanism to attempt clearance of the foreign material (Wright, 2005). SP-A and SP-D are 
both calcium-dependent glycoproteins; and have been shown to offer some form of innate immunity 
through phospholipid binding (Mason et al., 1998). While SP-B and SP-C, components of the cell 
membrane appear to play roles in cellular signalling relating to the recycling of surfactant protein 
packaging and secretion from lamellar bodies (Whitsett et al., 1995). Although currently unproven, 
these lines of defence against intrusion from ENMs may play a crucial role upon internalisation 
through endocytic mechanisms.  
 
Standard 2D culturing techniques are largely based upon high throughput-handling of cells grown as 
a flat monolayer (in the case of adherent cells) or as suspension cells. In this manner, data can be 
gathered relatively quickly while also providing an opportunity to delve into the underpinning 
mechanisms giving rise to a response whether that be cytotoxicity, chromosomal damage or oxidative 
stress, as three common hazard endpoints. Monocultures pertaining to the lung, often an epithelial 
cell line, provide reproducible cytotoxic and genotoxic data which is required for screening potentially 
toxic chemicals and novel ENMs and lastly, monocultured cells exposed to a concentration range can 
often be used to model in vivo doses (Clift et al., 2014). The limitations however begin with, but are 
not limited to, the tendency of genotoxicity to be associated with chronic inflammation (Savolainen 
et al., 2010). This tendency to link inflammatory processes with genotoxicity warrants the use of 
animal models or at the very least a dual-cell co-culture as these can provide more robust data 
pertaining to the mechanisms and mediators present between two or more cell types. Finally, basic in 
vitro conditions (not incorporating air flow or fluid movement, etc) provide little information on the 
direct human exposure scenario, an endpoint which can be met with more rigour when utilising in 
vivo approaches (Clift et al., 2011).  
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5.1.1 Minimising Animal Model Use 
Following a positive in vitro test, animal models have been used as the gold standard for assessing the 
mutagenic or genotoxic potential of novel therapeutics, cancer treatments and more recently ENMs 
(Speit, 2009). However, in vivo testing has moral issues associated with it and it is also not possible for 
all industries to use. For example, the stance taken by the Seventh Amendment to the European 
Cosmetics Directive bans the use of marketed cosmetics which have undergone animal trials within 
Europe to back the development of more rigorous in vitro techniques. In vivo animal models persist 
however within all other industrial sectors due to the number of false and or misleading positive 
results obtained with in vitro models, an issue which can be overcome with use of more relevant cell 
lines (Pfuhler et al., 2014). The Cosmetics Europe Genotoxicity Task Force therefore funded three 
projects aimed at addressing these false positive results obtained from optimised mammalian cell 
assays and concluded that the predicative capacity of the in vitro micronucleus assay was enhanced 
dramatically just by incorporating more relevant cell lines (Pfuhler et al., 2014). Undertaking animal 
testing introduces several socio-cultural, ethical and economically-viable issues such as animal 
cruelty/suffering, reproducibility and budget constraints. Firstly, the ethical issue at hand – is the 
animal’s limited lifespan and suffering worthy of the knowledge which may be gained by the end of 
the study? Secondly, can the experiments be reproduced in other laboratories attempting to duplicate 
the data or partake in a transferability study? If the answer is no to the latter, how can the ethics be 
justified from the initial testing? Test animals can also vary greatly within the same species and so 
acquiring a useable and reliable data set may be challenging. Lastly, can these experiments be 
performed within a certain budget, and often within a tight timeframe? In vivo animal testing 
introduces a raft of financial considerations from the culturing and maintenance of the test animal, 
feeding requirements, maintaining optimal living conditions as well as the cost of the scientific 
endeavour. One last concern could be how does the test subject; rat, monkey, mouse, rabbit, etc relate 
to human exposures i.e. how relevant is the animal model to the human condition? If the animal model 
bares no common physiology with humans, the model should be substituted with specific human-
derived cell lines cultured to replicate target tissues.  
 
Since it has been established that in vitro monocultures have their limitations and in vivo animal 
models can prove problematic for the reasons discussed, development of relevant advanced in vitro 
models has gained substantial momentum over the last 10 years. These models are typically 3D 
microtissues, co-cultured cell lines from at least two differing but architecturally and anatomically 
relevant primary cells or cell lines, spheroids and the most recent advances in lab-on-a-chip 
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technology. These independent advanced cell models each have their ‘pros’ and ‘cons’ which have 
been highlighted in great depth by Evans and colleagues (Evans et al., 2017). Briefly, these models 
attempt to replicate specific tissues, or organs of the body. Within nanotoxicology this can often mean 
target organs most susceptible to exposure i.e. the lungs via inhalation, the skin via dermal contact or 
the liver which models ENM translocation from exposure sites. Microtissues, for example spheroids, 
are considered highly representative of in vivo tissue as they can imitate anatomical architecture. 
However can sometimes lack multicellular components as most spheroids are comprised of a single 
cell line only,  and spheroids can also be time-consuming and costly to generate (Shah et al., 2018). 
Crucially, the development and use of more advanced co-culture models are a necessity to the close 
the gap between in vitro and in vivo science, this would contribute greatly towards minimising animal 
testing.   
 
5.1.2 Lung Co-Cultures 
Since the lung represents the primary source of human exposure, lung co-culture models are of 
significant interest. Perhaps one of the most well-known co-culture models is that developed by 
Rothen-Rutishauser and colleagues where monocyte-derived macrophages (MDM) and monocyte-
derived dendritic cells (MDDC) were differentiated from human blood and cultured with alveolar 
epithelial (A549) cells (Rothen-Rutishauser et al., 2005). The triple-cell culture, which was grown on 
PET membranes was developed by growing A549 cells on the apical side of a transmembrane insert 
for 7 days, after which dendritic cells were added to the basal underside of the PET membrane before 
the macrophages were applied to the apical layer to replicate the air-liquid interface during exposures. 
Similar co-culture models have been employed to study the deposition of particulate matter in the 
respiratory tract. In the case of Diabate and colleagues (2008), the authors investigated the effects of 
ultrafine incinerator fly ash administered using the CULTEX system at 100ml/min for 1-6 hours on a 
co-culture of BEAS-2B and differentiated macrophages seeded on transwell inserts. Under 
investigation was the effect on IL-8, glutathione, and haem oxygenase-1 expression. IL-8 release was 
considered a dose-dependent response with the authors noting the deposited mass of particles 
positively correlated with time of exposure, whilst no effect was witnessed on glutathione or viability 
with the test aerosol (Diabate et al., 2008). Performing exposures in this manner correctly models 
particulate deposition in the lung as opposed to submerged liquid cultures negating the issue of 
sedimentation due to agglomeration (Diabate et al., 2008).  
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Further development of lung co-cultures is also attempting to mimic blood flow to strengthen the co-
culture concept. In the work by Luyts and colleagues a co-culture was established using 16HBE14o- 
cells, differentiated THP-1 cells and human lung microvascular endothelial cells (HLMVEC) whereby 
the epithelial and endothelial cells were grown on opposite sides of a transwell insert membrane prior 
to differentiated THP-1 macrophage addition (Luyts et al., 2015). The authors used confocal and 
electron microscopy to confirm the integrity of the co-culture, noting tight junction formation 
between 16HBE14o- cells (TEER values); however the authors noted a 73% TEER reduction following 
the addition of the PMA-differentiated monocytes (Luyts et al., 2015). The application of lung co-
cultures in nano(geno)toxicology is currently lacking in the literature with limited resources available 
which have conclusively demonstrated their advantageous potential to screen secondary mechanisms 
of genotoxicity. Diesel Exhaust Particles (DEP) have been associated with inducing genotoxicity in lung 
cell DNA primarily via oxidative stress (Moller et al., 2008). Upon investigation the genetic lesion 
resulting from sustained oxidative stress was the pre-mutagenic 8-oxo 7, 8-dihydro-2-deoxyguanosine 
(8-oxodG) (Moller et al., 2003). This is hypothesised to be a direct result of ROS elevation, quinone 
compounds, or through activated (pro)-inflammatory mediators such as neutrophils (Donaldson and 
Tran, 2002). Li and colleagues added further support on the detrimental effect of DEP with the 
identification of DEP within the inner mitochondrial membrane of cultured macrophages (Li et al., 
2003). Macrophages within co-cultures appear to provide rudimentary protection over the epithelial 
monolayer, this was confirmed in the study by Jantzen and colleagues whereby the genotoxic effects 
induced by DEP witnessed in monocultured type II pneumocytes (A549 cells) was mitigated when co-
cultured with differentiated macrophages (Jantzen et al., 2012). The cell densities of A549: THP-1 were 
either 1:1 or 9:1 respectively, derived from the average cell volume of macrophages (2492µm3) and 
pneumocytes (2653µm3) for a 1:1 whilst the 9:1 ratio corresponded to the comparative number of 
macrophages (22x109) to the total cell number of the alveolar region (230x109) (Jantzen et al., 2012). 
Seemingly, the only limitation of co-cultures focusing upon the human respiratory tract in modern 
genotoxicity assays is determining which cell line (Table 5.1) has provided the observed response to 
either (pro)-inflammatory mediators, observed cytotoxicity and genotoxicity and other such 
endpoints. Hence, many studies have attempted to include monoculture data of the respective cell 
lines prior to co-culture assays. Additionally, tagging cells with fluorescent markers for identification 
during adapted hazard assessment assays provides a clear and concise method for evaluating co-
cultures in vitro. 
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Table 5.1 Representative and commonly selected cell lines for ENM lung exposures.  
Cell Line Pros Cons 
A549 • Can be sub-cultured routinely without loss in phenotype or 
morphology 
• Can model ATII cuboidal structure and use for in vitro toxicology 
testing without ethical issues or primary cell line extraction 
• Express surfactant proteins at the ALI  
• Do not form tight junctions in vitro which makes modelling uptake 
and ENM interactions less viable 
• Can offer contradictory and inconsistent cytotoxicity data based 
upon cancer cell line derivative 
• Limited hepatic cytochrome P450 (CYP) activity / expression 
16HBE14o- • Can form tight junctions when cultured in vitro and are 
represent a suitable barrier model 
• Can be sub-cultured routinely without losing phenotypic traits 
• Can become activated when exposed to an air-liquid interface (ALI) 
resulting in an unwanted (pro)-inflammatory response 
ATI • Represent primary alveolar cells and retain their in vivo 
morphological and phenotypic traits 
• Ethically demanding to harvest 
• Primary cell lines are difficult to maintain for long periods of usage 
ATII • Can be used to model ENM interactions with primary cell 
characteristics  
• Ethically demanding to harvest 
• Hard to maintain, primary ATII will differentiate into ATI over time 
and as a primary cell line, regular passaging will likely result in loss 
of morphological and phenotypic traits 
TT1 • Immortalised ATII cells with an ATI-like morphology 
• Can be sub-cultured for a much longer period than primary 
alveolar epithelial cells  
• Relatively novel cell line and require further optimised cell growth 
• Lacking some of the protein expression native to ATI cells 
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5.1.3 Chapter 5 Aims 
The aim of this chapter was to determine if the ENMs characterised in Chapter 3 could induce 
secondary genotoxic mechanisms. To achieve this aim, an alveolar lung model of TT1 and d.THP-1 cells 
were selected for co-culture (in favour over the 16HBE14o- bronchial co-culture, which was also 
evaluated). Prior to the construction of the co-culture model, both monocultured TT1 and d.THP-1 
cell-lines were exposed to the test ENMs individually to evaluate their ability to induce (pro)-
inflammatory mediator release, cytotoxicity and genotoxicity using the techniques detailed in Chapter 
4. Mitochondrial stress was also evaluated in monocultured TT1 cells prior to co-culturing. To 
understand the importance of secondary genotoxic mechanisms, the alveolar co-culture was 
subsequently exposed to the test ENMs both with and without NAC pre-incubation to investigate the 
possible role of oxidative stress in driving DNA damage induction. Given that in Chapter 4 oxidative 
stress was clearly demonstrated with each test ENM, the Chapter 5 hypothesis was that primary-
indirect genotoxicity would occur in TT1 monocultures and that secondary genotoxic mechanisms 
could be detected in a co-culture model. 
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5.2 Materials & Methods 
5.2.1. Basic Cell Culture 
Cell culture of TT1 cells and d.THP-1 cells including the differentiation into macrophages protocol was 
performed as described in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.2. 
  
5.2.2 Construction of Bronchial & Alveolar Co-Culture Model 
The alveolar lung epithelial co-culture model was comprised of TT1 alveolar cells and d.THP-1 
macrophages. These co-cultures were constructed upon the apical side of PET track-etched 4.2cm2 
transwell inserts (3µm pores) supported by a 6-well companion plate (Corning, Germany). Transwell 
inserts were handled during media changes with ethanol sterilised forceps and a second companion 
plate to hold inserts during the media change. The initial stage of co-culture construction focused on 
the growth of a monolayer of epithelial cells, in this study – TT1 cells. TT1 cells were cultured from 
Greiner flasks until required and transferred to inserts at an initial seeding density of 5x105cells/ml 
(final concentration per well, 1x106). The TT1 monolayer was given 7 days to form a stable monolayer 
during which time, 3 complete media changes were performed. Cells were cultured with 2ml of 
complete DCCM-1 media in the apical side of the inserts and 3ml in the basolateral companion plate. 
To prevent cell migration across the PET track-etched membrane a cell scraper was used gently on the 
underside of the insert at day 7 as performed by Clift and colleagues (2017). At day 5 of the co-culture 
growth week, THP-1 monocytes were differentiated with 50nM of PMA, day 6 the PMA-containing 
d.THP-1 media was aspirated and replaced with fresh d.THP-1 media and incubated for a 24-hour 
recovery period. On day 7 the newly differentiated THP-1 macrophages were resuspended at a 
concentration of 1x105cells/ml in DCCM-1 media, following this all the media (2ml) was removed from 
the apical inserts and 500µl of THP-1 cell stock was placed onto each insert. Macrophages were 
subsequently incubated at 37°C for 2 hours to adhere to the epithelial monolayer. Following the 
incubation period, any unbound macrophages were removed as the 500µl was aspirated and replaced 
with complete DCCM-1 media and the entire co-culture model incubated at 37°C for 24 hours prior to 
ENM exposures.  
  
5.2.3 Pre-treatment of Co-Culture with N-acetyl-L-Cysteine (NAC) 
To assess the role of oxidative stress in the co-culture model, on the day of ENM exposure the lung 
model was pre-treated for 2 hours with NAC prepared in complete DCCM-1 media at a final 
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concentration of 1.5mM. Following the NAC incubation period, a complete media change was 
performed prior to ENM exposures.  
 
5.2.4 Fixation, Permeabilization and Fluorescent Labelling of Co-Culture 
To investigate the structural integrity of the co-culture model developed as described in section 5.2.2, 
CLSM was performed. After the successful growth of the co-culture model to day 8, the PET track-
etched membranes were excised (using a freshly opened scalpel) from their plastic insert chambers 
whilst inverted on a sterilised surface. Using forceps, the inserts were placed into ordinary (non-
companion) 6-well plates for all subsequent steps. The cells were washed 3 times in ice cold PBS. Cells 
were then fixed in 3% PFA for 24 hours and incubated at 4°C sealed in parafilm. Following fixation cells 
were washed three times with ice cold PBS prior to permeabilization with 0.2% TRITON X100 in PBS 
for 15 minutes. Following permeabilisation cells were washed three times in ice cold PBS then stained 
with 1µg/ml Alexa Fluor Phalloidin 633 (BioLegend, San Diego CA) and incubated at room temperature 
in the dark for 45 minutes. Cells were washed three times with ice cold PBS before 3µg/ml CD11b-
FITC (BioLegend, San Diego CA) was incubated with the cells for 45 minutes in the dark at room 
temperature. Cells were washed three times with ice cold PBS one last time prior to mounting to clean 
glass slides and dried in the dark overnight. On the day of analysis, 20µl of DAPI/Vectashield (Vector 
Laboratories, USA) was placed (10µl below and 10µl on top) on the cell insert and coverslips mounted 
and fixed in place with nail varnish to dry overnight in the dark at 4°C. 
  
5.2.5 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (LSM) 
Confocal microscopy was performed using an LSM-710 microscope coupled with ZEN black software 
(v2.3) using either 40x or 63x apochromatic oil immersion DIC objectives possessing apertures of 1.3 
and 1.4 (Carl Zeiss, UK). Fluorophores (conjugated to distinct antibodies) were specifically selected 
(Table 5.2) based on their excitation and emission wavelengths and listed in Table 5.2. Image analysis 
and Z-stacking image acquisition was performed on ZEN Lite Black (v2.3) (Carl Zeiss, UK). 
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Table 5.2 LSM fluorophores used in the visualisation of the co-culture model.  
Wavelength  Fluorophore Excitation Wavelength 
(nm) 
Emission Wavelength 
(nm) 
488 Cd11b-FITC 488 520 
633 Alexa Fluor Phalloidin-
633 
632 647 
405 DAPI 350 470 
 
5.2.6 ENM Exposure Concentrations 
ENM handling, suspension and sonication was performed as detailed in Chapter 2 section 2.1. ENM 
stock at 10mg/ml was diluted to an appropriate concentration using complete DCCM-1 media prior to 
exposures highlighted in Table 5.3.  
 
Table 5.3 ENM dilutions to expose at the required concentration in co-cultures.  
ENM Dose (µg/ml) Required volume of 
10mg/ml stock (µl) 
Required volume of 
media (µl) 
Volume added to 2ml 
cells (µl) 
0 0 200 200 
4 0.8 199.2 200 
10 2.0 198 200 
20 4.0 196 200 
50 10 190 200 
 
5.2.7 Uptake Analysis with TEM 
To assess the internalisation of the carbonaceous ENMs in both the monocultured TT1 and co-culture 
cells were exposed to 20µg/ml of ENMs, following exposures the cells were washed three times in 
PBS, fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde and transferred to TEM maintenance buffer to be embedded and 
sectioned as detailed in Chapter 2 Section 2.11.  
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5.2.8 Co-Culture In Vitro CBMN Assay 
The CBMN assay was performed as a measure of chromosomal damage in both monocultured and co-
cultured TT1 cells. The monoculture version of the assay was performed identically to the CBMN assay 
detailed in Chapter 2 Section 2.4 for monocultured cells. This section focuses on the changes required 
to adapt this assay for co-cultured cells.  
 
Co-culture exposures were performed as detailed in Section 5.2.6 for 24 hours after which the cells 
were washed three times with PBS, complete media change and then incubated with 3µg/ml 
cytochalasin B for 24 hours (1.5 TT1 cell cycles) placed in both the apical insert and basolateral 
companion plate. Following the cytochalasin B exposure, cells were washed three times with PBS 
before 5ml of Acutase was added to each well (2ml apical, 3ml basal) whilst incubated at 37°C for 10 
minutes to gently lift the cells. Acutase-cell suspension was then pipetted up and down to ensure the 
maximal cell harvest per insert. Acutase was then deactivated with the addition of complete DCCM-1 
media and aspirated into 15ml Falcon tubes. Cells were washed three times with PBS and pelleted 
once more at 340g for 10 minutes (same speed throughout). Cell pellets were re-suspended in 1ml of 
3% PFA in PBS for 15 minutes followed by centrifugation and permeabilization with 1ml 0.2% TRITON 
X100 in PBS for 15 minutes at room temperature. Following centrifugation, cells were washed three 
times with PBS, pelleted then resuspended in 100µl of CD324 (E-Cadherin)-FITC (BioLegend, San Diego 
CA) at a concentration of 1µg/ml (diluted with PBS). The cells were then incubated at room 
temperature in the dark for 45 minutes. Following the staining incubation, cells were washed with PBS 
three times and re-suspended in 1ml of PBS for 100µl to be drop cast via pipette onto ethanol-cleaned, 
air-dried glass microscope slides. Slides were air-dried horizontally prior to 30µl of DAPI 
counterstaining and coverslip mounting, these were then left to incubate at room temperature in the 
dark for 20 minutes.  
 
5.2.9 Scoring of Co-Culture Micronuclei 
Scoring of micronuclei frequency in binucleated TT1 cells was performed using an Axioimager Z2 
fluorescent microscope coupled to an 8-slide mounting stage (Carl Zeiss, UK). Scoring of TT1 Mn/BN 
cells was performed by identifying 500BN per replicate per concentration (1500 per concentration). 
TT1 cells were identified based on their FITC fluorescence (attributed to E-Cadherin expression) which 
would not be present with THP-1 macrophages (only displaying DAPI fluorescence).  
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5.2.10 Cytokinesis Block Proliferation Index (CBPI) 
The assessment of cytostasis was employed in this adaptation to the in vitro CBMN assay due to the 
inclusion of cytochalasin B. In this instance where cell proliferation and cytochalasin B are concerned 
the CBPI can be used to quantify cytostasis whereby a CBPI of 1 = 100% cytostasis. Cytostasis was 
calculated from the following formula; 
 
%Cytostasis = 100-100 ((CBPIT - 1) / (CBPIC - 1)) 
Where CBPIT is the test chemical and CBPIC is the control and; 
 
CBPI = (Number of mononucleate Cells + (2xNumber of binucleate cells) + (3xNumber of multinucleate cells)) / Total number of cells 
 
Cell viability was calculated based on %cytostasis i.e. 20% cytostasis = 20% cytotoxicity thus cell 
viability = 80%. 
 
5.2.11 (Pro)-Inflammatory Response 
The investigation into (pro)-inflammatory markers was performed on monocultured TT1 
monocultures (IL-6 & IL-8), monocytes (IL-8 & IL-1β) and co-cultured cells (IL-6 & IL-8) as detailed in 
Chapter 2 section 2.5. Following 24-hour exposures, cell supernatant was harvested, and the 
supernatant stored at -20°C until required.  
 
5.2.12 Bioenergetics & Mitochondrial Stress 
Quantifying the mitochondrial impact of each ENM on monocultured TT1 cells was carried out 
identically as described in Chapter 2 section 2.8. As discussed in Chapter 4, data gathered via the 
Seahorse Bio Analyzer required normalising to cellular protein content per well. This was performed 
with the DC Protein Assay (Bio-Rad) using the methodology detailed in Chapter 2 section 2.9.  
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5.2.13 Statistical Analysis 
All data is shown as the mean +/- standard deviation. Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS 
statistics software (v.20 IBM, UK) where a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed with 
post hoc Dunnett’s multiple comparisons applied to evaluate pairwise statistical significance between 
control and exposure concentration data sets, the alpha value was set to 0.05. All data sets were 
analysed beforehand for normality (Shapiro-Wilk test, p≤0.05) and for equal variance p≤0.05) all 
biological replicates were N=3, unless otherwise stated.  
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5.3 Results 
5.3.1 16HBE14o- Bronchial Co-Culture Model 
To detect the potential secondary mechanisms of genotoxicity a bronchial co-culture model was 
constructed using 16HBE14o- and d.THP-1 cells. This co-culture was exposed to the highest 
concentration of ENMs (100µg/ml) for 24 hours, the supernatant was harvested, and an IL-8 response 
was recorded (Figure 5.2). Each ENM proved capable of eliciting a strong (pro)-inflammatory response 
in this co-culture with respective readings at 100µg/ml for Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG & CB 
particles of; 1894.79, 1812.94, 2096.67 & 1949.6pg/ml. This data however was matched with an 
exceptionally large negative control (0µg/ml) of 2356.12pg/ml demonstrating the capacity of the 
16HBE14o- to become activated when co-cultured. Given the capability of the 16HBE14o- cell line to 
become activated with a two-fold negative control increase over monocultured; 16HBE14o- 
(1259pg/ml) and a 35-fold increase over monocultured THP-1 cells (72.4pg/ml), it was decided not to 
continue with this co-culture model, instead moving onto a more relevant alveolar model comprised 
of TT1/d.THP-1.   
 
Figure 5.2 (Pro)-inflammatory response of co-cultured 16HBE14o- cells following a 24-hour exposure 
to ENMs. IL-8 protein of the negative control (0µg/ml) exceeded the highest concentration of ENMs, 
highlighting the potential issues of undertaking cytotoxicity and genotoxicity evaluations in future 
work. LPS (the positive control) provided an IL-8 response of 2605.86pg/ml at an exposure 
concentration of 100ng/ml (N=3). 
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5.3.2 Quantifying the TT1/d.THP-1 (Pro)-Inflammatory Response 
Given the bronchial co-culture model showed a considerable (pro)-inflammatory response minus the 
addition of ENMs, a comparable alveolar model was designed whereby TT1 and d.THP-1 cells were co-
cultured together.  The cells were exposed to ENMs at a concentration of 100µg/ml for 24 hours, the 
supernatant was then harvested, and the (pro)-inflammatory response quantified with IL-6 (Figure 
5.3A) and IL-8 (Figure 5.3B) ELISAs. Negative control protein levels of IL-6 and IL-8 were 163.4 and 
69.73pg/ml, and LPS (at an exposure concentration of 100ng/ml) provided responses of 492.6 and 
1245.3pg/ml respectively. The ENMs (at 100µg/ml) proved capable of eliciting a highly significant 
(pro)-inflammatory response with both mediators. Firstly, IL-6 was elevated by 3.5-, 3.3-, 2.5-, and 3.5-
fold over control levels following a 24-hour exposure to Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG and CB 
particles respectively. Comparatively, IL8 underwent a greater elevation with Neutral-, Amine-, 
Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles promoting a 16-, 12-, 17-, and 11-fold increase over control protein 
levels. Peak IL-6 levels were obtained following exposure to Neutral-FLG with a final measurement of 
581.5pg/ml whereas IL-8 levels reached a maximum average of 1227.9pg/ml.  
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Figure 5.3 (Pro)-inflammatory response of co-cultured TT1/d.THP-1 cells following a 24-hour exposure to ENMs at a concentration of 100µg/ml. IL-6 (A) 
and IL-8 protein levels (B) after 24 hours ENM exposure. LPS at 100ng/ml was used as the positive control and negative control (media only), results were 
considered statistically significant (*) when p<0.05 (N=3). 
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5.3.3 Cell Viability of d.THP-1 Following 24-hour ENM Exposure 
Prior to undertaking cytotoxicity and genotoxicity testing of the alveolar co-culture, it was important 
to verify any toxic effects of the ENMs on monocultured d.THP-1 cells. Briefly, d.THP-1 cells were 
seeded at 1x105cells/ml in T25 flasks, exposed to ENMs for 24 hours and the cell viability evaluated 
with Trypan Blue exclusion. Neutral-FLG exposure to d.THP-1 (Figure 5.4A) cells revealed a non-
significant concentration-dependent decrease in viability up to 10µg/ml, however concentrations of 
20, 50 and 100µg/ml promoted a 1.4, 1.4 and 1.6-fold decrease from control levels with cell viability 
falling to 72, 70 and 62%. This effect was also observed with exposures to Amine-FLG (Figure 5.4B) 
however the final % viability here was 73, 71 and 64% at concentrations of 20, 50 and 100µg/ml 
respectively. THP-1 cells exposed to Carboxyl-FLG for 24-hours (Figure 5.4C) showed greater sensitivity 
with the initial significant decrease in viability at 10µg/ml whereby the cell viability was at 77%. A 
concentration-dependent trend was observed with viability recorded at 59 and 51% at 50 and 
100µg/ml, thus demonstrating the most potent effect on d.THP-1 viability with a 2-fold decrease at 
the highest exposure concentration. Lastly, d.THP-1 cells exposed to CB particles (Figure 5.4D) 
revealed little-to-no cytotoxicity which may indicate a slower, more complex mechanism underlying 
the mode of action of CB as alluded to in the literature. 
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Figure 5.4 d.THP-1 cell viability following 24-hour exposure to Neutral-FLG (A), Amine-FLG (B), Carboxyl-FLG (C) & CB particles (D). Cytotoxicity was 
evaluated through Trypan Blue Exclusion; results were considered significant (*) when p<0.05 (N=3).
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 5.3.4 d.THP-1 (Pro)-Inflammatory Response Following ENM Exposure 
Following the 24-hour exposure to ENMs, d.THP-1 cell supernatant was aspirated and stored for the 
purposes of quantifying IL-8. IL-8 protein levels (Figure 5.5) revealed a concentration-dependent 
response however only at the highest exposure concentration for the FLG materials and CB particles. 
The CB particles and the Carboxyl-FLG however also engaged a significant IL-8 response at 50µg/ml 
where the respective fold changes over control IL-8 levels of 72.4pg/ml were 11.8 and 3.7-fold. The 
exposure concentration of 100µg/ml however promoted a significant IL-8 response, rivalling the 
positive LPS control (1055.9pg/ml). At this top concentration, Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG & CB 
particles elicited IL-8 responses of 932.8, 768.8, 953.6 and 993.8pg/ml respectively and demonstrated 
13, 11, 13 and 13.8 respective fold changes over control levels. Supernatant was tested for IL-1β but 
OD values fell below standard curve (raw data can be viewed in Appendix Section 7.4) and thus the 
data could not be considered reliable.  
 
Figure 5.5 d.THP-1 IL-8 (pro)-inflammatory response following a 24-hour exposure to ENMs. IL-8 
levels were significantly engaged at 100µg/ml, with only two ENMs (Carboxyl-FLG & CB) inducing 
significant responses at 50µg/ml. LPS at 100ng/ml was used as the positive control and negative 
control was media only; results were considered significant (*) when p<0.05 (N=3). 
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5.3.5 TT1 Cytotoxicity and Genotoxicity Following 24-hour ENM Exposure 
TT1 cells were monocultured and underwent 24-hour ENM exposures to provide a comparison to the 
16HBE14o- cell line utilised in Chapter 4, this would demonstrate the suitability of the TT1 cells as an 
optimal cell line for co-culturing.  To assess the cytotoxic and genotoxic potential of the ENMs 
following a 24-hour exposure to TT1 cells, RPD and the in vitro CBMN assay were employed 
respectively. This was performed in triplicate over the concentration range 0-100µg/ml, with MMC 
acting as a positive clastogenic control at 0.01µg/ml. TT1 cells exposed to Neutral-FLG (Figure 5.6A) 
displayed significant cytotoxicity at concentrations of 20, 50 and 100µg/ml, with only an average 7% 
decrease in cell viability at these concentrations. The CBMN assay revealed significant micronuclei 
frequencies over control levels (1.2% Mn/BN) at the same concentration range of 20, 50 and 100 
µg/ml with %Mn/BN frequencies of 1.8, 2.2 & 3% resulting in an overall 1.5-fold, 1.8-fold, and 3-fold 
increase respectively. TT1 cells exposed to Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG (Figures 5.6B & 5.6C respectively) 
displayed significant responses at 8µg/ml and increased to 100µg/ml. Secondly, the %Mn/BN 
frequencies showed initial significant frequencies at 8µg/ml for both ENMs. Thus, and unlike Neutral-
FLG, Amine-, and Carboxyl-FLG displayed LOGEL’s of 8µg/ml which at the highest exposure 
concentration reached 3.15% and 2.7% Mn/BN, resulting in a 2.6- and 2.3-fold increase over control 
levels respectively. Therefore, the surface functionalisation has lowered the LOGEL (effectively halved 
the necessary concentration required to promote significant %Mn/BN) and the NOEL which was 
10µg/ml (Neutral-FLG) became 4µg/ml with the addition of amine and carboxyl chemical groups. CB 
particles also promoted a significant cytotoxic response within the concentration range 10-100µg/ml 
with viability decreasing by 9.1% at the highest concentration (Figure 5.6D). This cytotoxic response 
showed a positive correlation with the %Mn/BN frequencies whereby the earliest significant genotoxic 
response was observed at 10µg/ml and increased at 50 & 100µg/ml. The %Mn/BN frequencies 
observed in TT1 cells following 24-hour CB particle exposure were 2.1, 1.9, 2.3 and 2.5%, the highest 
concentration demonstrating a 2-fold increase over control levels, making the CB exposure at 
100µg/ml the lowest response of all tested ENMs. 
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Figure 5.6 Cytotoxic and genotoxic evaluation of monocultured TT1 cells following a 24-hour exposure to ENMs. Cytotoxicity, evaluated through RPD and 
chromosomal damage assessment of TT1 cells utilising the in vitro CBMN assay following exposures to ENMs A) Neutral-, B) Amine-, C) Carboxyl-FLG and D) 
CB particles. Results were considered significant (*) when p<0.05. MMC positive control demonstrated a 6.2% Mn/BN frequency at 0.01µg/ml (N=3).
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5.3.6 Confirmation of Uptake in Monocultured TT1 Cells Following 24-hour ENM Exposure 
To evaluate the cellular uptake of each ENM at 20µg/ml within TT1 monocultures, TEM & STEM were 
employed to provide high resolution images. Exposures of TT1 cells to ENMs resulted in substantial 
uptake with all tested materials (Figure 5.7 & Figure 5.8). Since both the FLG materials and CB particles 
were comprised of over 90% Carbon, EDX spectroscopy would not provide intricate detail of the 
internalised ENMs, instead EDX was employed to rule out the presence of potentially toxic heavy 
metal contamination within the ENM suspensions. This approach was utilised when imaging CB 
particles, the FLG materials, once located within membrane-bound vesicles were analysed with Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT). The resulting image (Figure 5.9E) displays the electron densities of the FLG 
sheets which is strongest at the atomic positions whereby using the cursor and ImageJ the atomic 
spacing between the sheets can be calculated. When performing uptake analysis of CB particles, it was 
crucial to employ EDX (Figure 5.9D) as FFT analysis was not possible since the CB particles were 
amorphous and lacked a crystal structure. Instead of FFT to confirm the identity of CB within the TT1 
cells, EDX mapping was employed (Figure 5.9C) whereby elemental Carbon featured in red and trace 
amounts of other contaminant materials would be highlighted in contrasting colours. This however 
did not occur with CB EDX mapping and only a strong Carbon signal was obtained. An EDX spectra has 
been included which highlights only elements present in the TEM fixation and embedding steps of the 
SOP (Os, Cu, O, C) and other elements present within the TEM sample chamber (Cu, Si). Trace amounts 
of Sulphur were witnessed in the EDX spectra (Figure 5.10); however, this is present in extremely small 
trace quantities and did not feature in the EDX elemental map.
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Figure 5.7 TEM confirmation of uptake of ENMs in monocultured TT1 cells at 20µg/ml following a 24-hour exposure period. TEM micrographs of Neutral-
FLG (A), Amine-FLG (B), Carboxyl-FLG (C) & CB (D)-exposed TT1 cells. Approximately 20 cells were evaluated per copper grid (3-5 grids per sample). Each FLG 
ENM showed significant agglomeration (>2µm) into tightly packed vesicles within the TT1 cells comparatively, CB particles displayed less agglomeration 
however it should be noted CB particles were also contained within vesicles where present in the TT1 cells, no ENM was observed freely in the cell cytoplasm. 
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Figure 5.8 STEM confirmation of uptake of ENMs in monocultured TT1 cells at 20µg/ml following a 24-hour exposure period. Dark-field STEM images were 
captured whereby Neutral-FLG (A), Amine-FLG (B), Carboxyl-FLG (C)& CB (D)-exposed TT1 cells. Each FLG ENM showed considerable agglomeration (>2µm) 
into tightly packed vesicles within the TT1 cells comparatively.
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Figure 5.9 Flow diagram illustrating the process of confirming the presence of graphitic material within TT1 cell vesicles. Firstly, a cell containing FLG 
(example material) was located (A), the vesicle was magnified and focused upon (B), a FLG stack / crystal which was tilted on its Z-axis (C) was focused on (D), 
FFT analysis was then performed using the ImageJ software (E). The FFT output produces a crystallographic image based upon the electron density which 
relates the atomic spacing between graphene sheets. As highlighted in a red circle in image E of the flow diagram, the atomic spacing of the FLG was 0.37nm 
(3.7Å).
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Figure 5.10 Flow diagram illustrating the process of confirmation for CB particle uptake within TT1 cells. The process of confirming CB within the TT1 cell 
vesicles was firstly, find a cell containing CB particles (A), focus in on the particle-containing vesicle (B), finally map the content of the vesicle utilising EDX 
spectroscopy. Carbon-mapping highlighted in red (C), did reveal a strong Carbon signal corresponding to the geometry of the CB particles (Figure 5.10B). As 
with FLG materials, EDX on CB particles provided little information on the elemental composition (carbon-based) of the internalised particulate matter. 
However, EDX spectroscopy did demonstrate there were no contaminant heavy metals (D). 
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5.3.7 Quantification of TT1 (Pro)-Inflammatory Mediators Following 24-hour ENM Exposure 
Following the 24-hour exposure to ENMs over the concentration range 0-100µg/ml, TT1 cell 
supernatant was aspirated and stored for the purposes of quantifying IL-6 and IL-8 (pro)-inflammatory 
mediators. TT1 cell supernatant harvested and investigated for the release of IL-6 (Figure 5.11A) 
revealed a concentration-dependent increase in the (pro)-inflammatory mediator, revealing an initial 
significant response at 8µg/ml induced by Amine-FLG at 66.2pg/ml with a 12-fold increase over control 
levels (5.32pg/ml). The concentration of IL-6 protein then steadily increased over the concentration 
range of 10-100µg/ml with Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG the greatest release of the mediator at 100µg/ml 
with values of 458.3 and 458.7pg/ml respectively, a 90-fold change. Cells challenged with LPS at 
100ng/ml also produced significant IL-6 protein expression (432.2pg/ml).  
 
Supernatant evaluated for IL-8 content (Figure 5.11B) displayed a similar trend to IL-6 whereby a 
concentration-dependent increase in (pro)-inflammatory protein was observed over the course of the 
0-100µg/ml range. With IL-8 however, the initial significant response was attributed to exposure with 
Neutral-FLG at 10µg/ml before all ENMs elicited significant IL-8 release at 20-100µg/ml. Once again 
TT1 cells challenged with LPS produced a significant increase of IL-8 protein (1909.2pg/ml), equalling 
the highest IL-8 concentration used in the standard curve. At 20µg/ml Neutral-, Amine, Carboxyl-FLG 
and CB particles had elicited an IL-8 protein concentration within the supernatant of 822.9, 930, 
1038.5 & 1035.7pg/ml respectively, demonstrating a 7-, 8-, 9- and 9-fold increase over control IL-8 
levels (106.34pg/ml) respectively. A concentration-dependent increase subsequently continued 
whereby Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles had gained a 13-fold increase in IL-8 protein 
at 100µg/ml with Carboxyl-FLG producing the slightly greater response with an average 1396.7pg/ml 
of IL-8 protein. 
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Figure 5.11 TT1 (pro)-inflammatory response following a 24-hour exposure to ENMs. Both IL-6 (A) and IL-8 (B) showed concentration-dependent increases 
in protein expression with IL-6 showing significant increases from concentrations of 8 & 10µg/ml. IL-8 showed one initial significant response at 10µg/ml for 
Neutral-FLG before all ENMs induced significant IL-8 release at concentrations of 20-100µg/ml. LPS at 100ng/ml was used as the positive control and negative 
control was media only; results were considered significant (*) when p<0.05  (N=3).
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5.3.8 Bioenergetic Response of TT1 Cells Following 24-hour ENM Exposure 
To assess the effect of Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles upon TT1 mitochondrial 
function, the alveolar cells were seeded into XFe24 plates and treated with concentrations of 0, 2, 4, 
8, 10, 20, 50 and 100µg/ml for 24 hours. Optimal seeding concentration was determined to be 100,000 
cells per well and the injection concentrations optimised at 1µM for Oligomycin and FCCP and a 
Rotenone/Antimycin A concentration of 0.5µM (Appendix). Following this, the plate was loaded into 
a Seahorse XFe24 Bioanalyser and the OCR/ECAR monitored for ~96 minutes. Example OCR & ECAR 
data (N=1) seen in Figure 5.12A & B respectively, reveals the effect of Neutral-FLG (representative 
material) on the TT1 OCR, whereby exposure concentrations of 2-50µg/ml heightened the OCR and 
ECAR over the course of the experiment. Whilst not a significant elevation in both OCR and ECAR, the 
effect was evident with each ENM elevating both OCR and ECAR above control levels. The effect on 
OCR and ECAR appears to be concentration-dependent with the lower concentrations of 4 & 10µg/ml 
only showing minor deviations from control (0µg/ml) levels whereas the highest tested concentration 
of 50µg/ml demonstrated a potent effect by raising the OCR and ECAR of TT1 cells following a 24-hour 
exposure period. 
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Figure 5.12 OCR & ECAR assessment of monocultured TT1 cells following a 24-hour exposure to Neutral-FLG (representative ENM). OCR and ECAR values 
were normalised against protein content per well (DC Assay). (N=1 displayed here for clarity, however all experiments were performed at an N=3), full data 
sets can be viewed in the Appendix Section 7.2. 
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5.3.8.1 TT1 Mitochondrial Stress Following 24-hour ENM Exposure 
TT1 cells exposed to the ENMs showed a small (non-significant (*)) trend in their metabolic parameters 
whereby an increase was observed as the concentration of ENMs increased to 20µg/ml for each ENM. 
At the highest tested concentration of 50µg/ml Neutral-FLG (Figure 5.13A) and CB particles (Figure 
5.13D) elicited a decrease in OCR, conversely Amine- (Figure 5.13B) and Carboxyl-FLG (Figure 5.13C) 
depleted the OCR levels at 50µg/ml. The effect of the ENMs on proton leak was to increase in a 
concentration dependent manner for all ENMs up to 20µg/ml where the average fold increase over 
control (8.3pmoles/min/mg protein) across each tested material was 3-fold. However, at 50µg/ml this 
effect was depleted where the final proton leak averaged at 22.3pmoles/min/mg protein. This 
observation was repeated in non-mitochondrial respiration whereby a concentration of 20µg/ml 
produced the greatest fold change increase particularly with Neutral-FLG. TT1 cells exposed to 
Neutral-FLG underwent a 5-fold increase in non-mitochondrial respiration rising to 
50.1pmoles/min/mg protein from control levels (0µg/ml, of 11.6pmoles/min/mg protein). Amine-, 
Carboxyl and CB particles meanwhile raised the non-mitochondrial respiration levels to 26.7, 21.9 and 
17.3pmoles/min/mg protein respectively, an average 2-fold increase from control levels. 
 
Initial observations of basal respiration revealed a concentration-dependent increase from control 
(98.7pmoles/min/mg protein) to 20µg/ml. At 20µg/ml basal levels were raised to 198.7, 198.2, 219.9 
pmoles/min/mg protein when exposed to Neutral-, Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG, representing average 
2-fold increases. Exposures at 50µg/ml revealed a depletion in basal respiration levels with respect to 
20µg/ml which dropped to 181.7, 143.8 and 132.4pmoles/min/mg protein for Neutral-, Amine-, and 
Carboxyl-FLG respectively. CB particle exposures revealed basal respiration was raised at 20 and 
50µg/ml with respective basal levels of 150.3 and 169.5pmoles/min/mg protein. Control levels 
(79.3pmoles/min/mg protein) of ATP production was raised by all but one of the ENMs (Neutral-FLG) 
raised this function at 4µg/ml. At 10µg/ml a depletion in ATP production from control levels was 
observed for each ENMs with an average OCR decrease of 10pmoles/min/mg protein, most prominent 
with cells exposed to Neutral-FLG. ATP production spiked at 20µg/ml for all ENMs reaching 127.9, 
145.8, 171.8 and 111.4pmoles/min/mg protein in cells exposed to Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG and 
CB particles respectively indicating Carboxyl-FLG elicited the greatest response with a 2-fold increase. 
Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG exposures at 50µg/ml produced a decline in ATP production with average 
OCR values falling 38.6 and 71.9pmoles/min/mg protein respectively.  
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Maximal respiration (123.1 pmoles/min/mg protein) was increased by ENM exposure at 4µg/ml. 
Carboxyl-FLG and CB particle exposures produced the greatest increase in maximal respiration at this 
concentration with respective OCR values of 167.9 and 153.8pmoles/min/mg protein. ENM exposures 
at 10µg/ml produced a maximal respiration resembling control levels with an average of 
122.3pmoles/min/mg protein. This observation was not seen at 20µg/ml which yielded a 2-, 2.4-, 3- 
and 2-fold increase over control levels following respective exposures to Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-
FLG and CB particles. Neutral-FLG and CB particles at 50µg/ml elevated the TT1 maximal respiration 
by 53.1 and 49.2pmoles/min/mg protein whereas Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG depleted by 89.8 and 
200.4pmoles/min/mg protein respectively.  
 
The reserve respiratory capacity was raised initially at 4µg/ml from 36.1 to 40.7, 45.5, 67.5 and 
50.2pmoles/min/mg protein following respective exposures to Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG and CB 
particles. This effect was largely unchanged at 10µg/ml with only Amine-FLG increasing the reserve 
respiratory capacity by 2.6pmoles/min/mg protein. Neutral-, Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles elicited a 
depletion with averages of 40.4, 43.3 and 39.8pmoles/min/mg protein respectively. At 20µg/ml an 
elevation was observed in respiratory capacity for all ENMs with 2-, 3-, 4-, and 3-fold increases over 
control levels following Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG and CB particle exposure respectively. At 
50µg/ml, Neutral-FLG and CB particles demonstrated a concentration-dependent increase by raising 
the reserve respiratory capacity by 40.3 and 38.8pmoles/min/mg protein respectively. Conversely, 
Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG depleted the reserve respiratory capacity by 40.9 and 87pmoles/min/mg 
protein with respect to data recorded at 20µg/ml.  
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Figure 5.13 Metabolic parameters of monocultured TT1 cells following 24-hour exposure to ENMs where Neutral- (A), Amine- (B), Carboxyl-FLG (C) & CB 
particles (D). N=3
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5.3.9 Confocal (LSM) Imaging of the TT1/d.THP-1 Co-Culture 
When constructing the alveolar co-culture, it was necessary to permit direct cell to cell contact 
between the cell types, a monolayer of TT1 alveolar epithelial cells and differentiated THP-1 
macrophages (10:1 ratio). Direct cell to cell contact was important to establish in the co-culture, 
enabling the exchange of cellular mediators. Whilst the model was prepared to assess the genotoxic 
impact of the FLG and CB ENMs it was necessary to qualitatively inspect the model for authenticity, 
structure and integrity, this was achieved with Confocal microscopy. To provide an idea of cell-cell 
interplay, firstly representative images were captured of the TT1 monolayer before moving onto the 
co-cultured images. TT1 monolayer image (Figure 5.14A) capture was performed near the periphery 
of the PET transwell insert due to the fluorescence intensity being excessive near the centre, this may 
be evidence of TT1 cells beginning to establish a second layer of cells on the formed monolayer. 
Imaging with co-cultured cells however illustrated an interesting morphological occurrence whereby 
the THP-1 macrophages were not just present on the surface of the monolayer but showed potential 
to migrate between the TT1 monolayer (Figure 5.14D). The strong CD11b signal indicated no 
substantial loss in differentiated THP-1 macrophages, highlighting the co-culture construction was 
successful. Whilst some areas of the co-culture showed some non-specific fluorescence for CD11b 
(Figure 5.14B), much of the co-culture insert demonstrated intense singular regions of FITC 
fluorescence, a characteristic of CD11b successful binding and efficient wash steps when the co-
culture was constructed. 3D imaging of the co-culture as in Figure 5.14D, highlighted the presence of 
two cell types towards the periphery, a membrane of epithelial TT1 cells mounted by differentiated 
THP-1 macrophages displaying a strong FITC, CD11b signal. Excess FITC fluorescence could be 
considered an artefact due to the lack of strong association with cell morphology based upon the DAPI 
fluorescence representing the nuclei. However, non-specific binding of the CD11b antibody may also 
be attributed to non-specific binding. 
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Figure 5.14 LSM of co-cultured TT1/d.THP-1 macrophages grown on PET transwell inserts. The TT1 monolayer (A) is represented by a 2D image, 2D co-
cultured cells with individual fluorescent signals seperated (B), combined 2D co-culture image (C) and lastly a 3D Z-stack of TT1/d.THP-1 co-culture. For all 
images illustrated here, cell nuclei (Blue), actin filaments (Red), and Cd11b integrin protein (Green).
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5.3.10 Cytotoxicity & Genotoxicity Evaluation of Co-Cultured TT1/d.THP-1 Cells Following 24-hour 
ENM Exposure 
The cytotoxic and genotoxic potential of Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles to promote 
cell death and chromosomal damage in the dual-cell lung co-culture was assessed with CBPI and the 
in vitro CBMN assay adapted for co-cultures respectively. This evaluation was performed in triplicate 
over a concentration range of 0, 4, 10, 20, and 50µg/ml and a positive control of Mitomycin C (MMC) 
was employed at a concentration of 0.01µg/ml. Utilising the CBPI as a means of calculating cell viability 
it was observed that no significant cell death was induced by the FLG ENMs at any tested concentration 
from 4-50µg/ml. Carboxyl-FLG did appear to induce a small decrease in viability at concentrations of 
20 and 50µg/ml as seen in Figure 5.15, but this did not achieve statistical significance.  
 
With respect to chromosomal damage, the background frequency of Mn/BN was observed to be 
1.73%, and upon exposure to ENMs for 24-hours, each ENM elicited a significant increase in %Mn/BN. 
Neutral-, Amine-FLG and CB particles (Figures 5.15A, B and D respectively) produced initial significant 
increases over control levels at 10µg/ml (LOGEL) with 3.27, 3 and 2.6% Mn/BN respectively whereas 
Carboxyl-FLG produced a significant response (3.73%) initially at 20µg/ml (LOGEL). At concentrations 
of 20µg/ml, generally a 2-fold increase over control levels was observed for each ENM this response 
was enhanced at 50µg/ml for two ENMs, whereby Neutral-FLG and CB particles raised the %Mn/BN a 
further 0.17 and 0.33% respectively. This was not observed with co-cultures exposed to 50µg/ml of 
Amine-FLG which showed no average increase in %Mn/BN. Co-cultures exposed to 50µg/ml of 
Carboxyl-FLG showed a decline of 0.26% in %Mn/BN from cells exposed to 20µg/ml. However, it 
should be noted that even with no significant rise in %Mn/BN at 50 µg/ml when compared to 20µg/ml 
this still represented an average 2-fold increase in micronuclei induction compared to control level.  
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Figure 5.15 Cytotoxicity and chromosomal damage assessment induced by ENMs within TT1/d.THP-1 co-cultures. Viability, evaluated through CBPI and 
chromosomal damage assessment of TT1 cells utilising the in vitro CBMN assay adapted for co-cultures following exposures to Neutral-FLG (A), Amine-FLG 
(B), Carboxyl-FLG (C) and CB particles (D). Results were considered significant (*) when p<0.05). The MMC positive control induced a 7.2% in Mn/BN (N=3)
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5.3.10.1 Evaluating Oxidative Stress in Alveolar Co-Cultures Pre-Incubated with NAC 
To assess the role of oxidative stress as a potential mediator of secondary genotoxicity within the co-
culture, a 2-hour pre-incubation with NAC was performed. Following the NAC pre-incubation, a 
complete media change was performed prior to the exposure to ENMs for 24 hours. CBPI and cell 
viability calculations performed on the co-cultures following ENM exposures revealed no significant 
decrease in viability (Figure 5.16 A-D). Interestingly however, no significant data was obtained with 
regards to an increase in %Mn/BN from control levels (1.73%) was observed over the concentration 
range of 4-50µg/ml for any of the tested ENMs. Even though there appears to be a slight positive 
correlation between increasing concentration and the frequency of %Mn/BN, this did not reach 
statistical significance. 
 
NAC therefore appears to have limited the potentially harmful oxidative radicals present in the media 
or from causing DNA damage. It should also be noted that MMC (positive control agent) micronuclei 
frequencies were lower, however due to the nature of the MMC mode of action (alkylating agent of 
DNA helix) this could be due to random data sampling and not the action of NAC itself. Exposures of 
dual-cell lung co-cultures of TT1/d.THP-1 macrophages to Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG and CB 
particles over 0-50µg/ml revealed no genotoxicity suggesting the important role of free radicals in the 
observed genotoxic response observed in Figure 5.15.  
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Figure 5.16 Cytotoxicity and chromosomal damage assessment induced by ENMs within TT1/d.THP-1 co-cultures pre-treated with NAC. Viability, evaluated 
through CBPI and chromosomal damage assessment of TT1 cells utilising the in vitro CBMN assay was adapted for co-cultures following exposures to Neutral-
FLG (A), Amine-FLG (B), Carboxyl-FLG (C) and CB particles (D). Results were considered significant (*) when p<0.05). The MMC positive control induced a 6.2% 
Mn/BN (N=3).
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5.4 Discussion 
Hazard safety data is largely built upon monocultured cell lines, primarily due to their relatively simple 
design, high-throughput capacity, necessity for regulatory approvals and ease of handling. However 
due to severe limitations in modelling complex cell-cell signalling and architecture, more robust 
models are being developed to advance our current understanding of ENM toxicity (Evans et al., 2017). 
To determine whether the test ENMs could induce secondary genotoxicity, a bronchial co-culture was 
set up using the 16HBE14o- cell line with differentiated THP-1 macrophages. Upon investigation into 
the suitability of this model for detecting secondary genotoxicity, the (pro)-inflammatory response 
was briefly investigated. Whilst uncommon for epithelial cells to become activated and release (pro)-
inflammatory mediators during co-culture construction, this does appear to be the case for the 
16HBE14o- cell line in this investigation. The un-treated co-culture had a base-level IL-8 reading of 
2356pg/ml, exceeding the top standard used in the experiment. Thus, this preliminary experiment 
demonstrated potential issues which may be encountered with co-culturing the 16HBE14o- cell line 
and highlighted the need for a more robust and representative cell line. The bronchial co-culture 
showed considerable activation prior to ENM exposure and thus could not be used. Having established 
the genotoxic effects of Neutral-FLG, Amine-FLG and CB upon 16HBE14o- cells in Chapter 4 it was 
logical to explore the potentially detrimental effects these ENMs may have on the alveolar region. 
Therefore, TT1 cells were selected to explore the genotoxicity of each ENM upon an alveolar cell line 
before attempting a co-culture with d.THP-1 cells. Similarly, the (pro)-inflammatory response of the 
co-culture prior to ENM exposures was investigated and revealed no activation in comparison to the 
16HBE14o-/d.THP-1 model. 
 
The alveolar co-culture model was examined by confocal microscopy for integrity, cell to cell contact 
and architecture, allowing for multicellular communication to more closely replicate in vivo conditions. 
To demonstrate the role of oxidative stress in secondary mechanisms of genotoxicity the co-cultures 
were exposed to ENMs both with and without the pre-incubation with 1.5mM of NAC. The importance 
of ENM interactions with immune cells has been extensively highlighted by Evans and colleagues. 
Briefly, upon ENM-immune cell interaction a plethora of outcomes are possible, the most likely of 
which are oxidative stress through excess free radical production and the other being a sustained 
inflammatory response (Evans et al., 2017). NAC acts as a cysteine precursor in the production of 
glutathione and free radical neutralizer, balancing the unpaired electrons of oxygen and nitrogen. NAC 
has other hypothesised roles such as providing anti-inflammatory relief which may impact upon the 
co-culture model in a potentially beneficial way (Matera et al., 2016). Immune cells have a tendency 
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to promote highly reactive nitric oxide through the up-regulation of nitric oxide synthase, a process 
requiring common (pro)-inflammatory mediators such as IL-1β and TNFα (Tripathi, 2007). As a result, 
many studies such as the recent publication by Lategan and colleagues (2018) choose to evaluate the 
role of ENMs upon immune cells by investigating nitric oxide production as compared to a positive 
control (Lategan et al., 2018).  
 
Currently, the line between data on genotoxicity generated in vivo and in vitro with ENM do not always 
correlate. As reported by Downs and colleagues (2012), amorphous silica NPs (15 and 55nm) were 
tested for the capacity to induce DNA damage in liver, lung and blood cells. The authors reported no 
genotoxicity at low doses confirmed by the in vitro micronucleus assay. Downs and colleagues then 
hypothesised silica NPs would promote secondary genotoxicity through release of inflammatory cell-
derived oxidants. This was supported by neutrophilic infiltration, liver cell apoptosis and TNF-α and IL-
6 release into plasma, concluding that silica NPs promoted secondary genotoxicity through 
mechanisms driven by inflammation (Downs et al., 2012). Ultimately, this issue needs to be resolved 
using suitable cell lines but more importantly advanced in vitro culture models. The suitability of cell 
lines to model primary cells in vitro has been extensively questioned (Swain et al., 2010). The human 
lung consists of various cell lines, and dependent on their location within the branching network of 
the respiratory tract could be vulnerable to ENM interactions. The alveolar bed of the human lung 
consists of two types of primary alveolar cell types, type I and type II. The ATI and ATII cells offer some 
innate immunity to the alveolar region of the lung through secretion of pulmonary surfactant protein, 
the role of ATII cells whilst ATI act to enhance the dispersion of pulmonary surfactant through 
microvilli to coat the alveolar epithelium. In vitro cultures of primary cells can prove problematic 
however, for example culturing ATII cells in vitro over a period of 1-2 weeks can undergo spontaneous 
differentiation resulting in the expression of cellular features such as proteins and morphology 
resembling the characteristics of ATI cells (Fuchs et al., 2003). To overcome these issues the correct 
selection of cell line must be made to suit the individual requirement of the experiments. This can be 
achieved by performing Raman spectroscopy for example, which can be implemented to discriminate 
between the biochemistry of ATI and ATII cells cultured in vitro (Kemp et al., 2008). The TT1 cell line is 
derived from ATII cells but adopt an ATI cell morphology with similar protein receptor expression. 
These represent an important cell line to model ATI cells, which cover 95% of the alveolar epithelial 
surface area (Sweeney et al., 2015).  
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The human adenocarcinoma cell line (A549) has been used as a lung model of ATII cells, which as 
discussed previously are highly specialised cells with unique functions. They produce pulmonary 
surfactant, a multifunctional lubricant which reduces surface tension within the alveolar region and 
inhibits alveolar collapse during ventilation (Swain et al., 2010). A549 cells, derived from a type II 
pneumocyte lung tumour by Giard et al in 1972, express similar traits to ATII cells such as phospholipid 
synthesis cytoplasmic lamellar bodies and apical microvilli (Lieber et al., 1976). However there remains 
a significant issue with the A549 in vitro systems as a model for ATII cells in that they do not adopt ATII 
barrier or architectural properties (Godfrey, 1997). Furthermore, unlike primary ATII cells, cultured 
A549 cells do not undergo a transition to express the ATI-like phenotype. Lastly, A549 cells cultured in 
vitro are relatively inconsistent at expressing ATII-specific markers which has led to debate as to the 
suitability of A549 cells to model ATII cells (Mason and Williams, 1980). Cell lines are often derived 
from cancerous tissue or through immortalization of primary cells through retroviral transfection or 
transduction (O'Hare et al., 2001). The main disadvantages of cell lines however can be they show 
phenotypic expression irregularities deviating too far from the original primary cell (Clover and 
Gowen, 1994). TT1 cells were immortalized through the culturing of freshly isolated ATII cells using 
transduction with the catalytic subunit of telomerase (human telomerase reverse transcriptase; 
hTERT) and a temperature-sensitive mutant of simian virus 40 large-tumour antigen (Kemp et al., 
2008). TT1 epithelial cells are the first to be produced and represent an ideal choice for in vitro 
genotoxicity testing given their close resemblance to primary alveolar cells.   
 
TTI cells were tested for the expression of ATII-specific markers including alkaline phosphatase, pro-
surfactant protein C, and ATI-specific caveolin; and were negative for ATII-specific markers; pro-
surfactant protein C, alkaline phosphatase and thyroid transcription factor-1. Additionally, the TT1 cell 
line does not contain lamellar bodies and display a thin attenuated morphology containing caveolae 
vesicles (Sweeney et al., 2015). TT1 cells were previously characterised via Raman micro-spectroscopy 
to differentiate between ATII and ATI phenotypes, the latter morphology of which the TT1 cells adopt 
in cultured conditions (Kemp et al., 2008). Undifferentiated ATII cells were cuboidal, TT1 morphology 
was like that of ATI cells but less squamous and thin cytoplasmic attenuations were less prevalent. TT1 
cells did show caveolin-1 expression albeit to a lesser extent than ATI cells. This could prove to be vital 
when determining the route of uptake when compared to the 16HBE14o- cell line investigated in 
Chapter 4.  
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As in Chapter 4, the concentration of ENMs used in TT1 and d.THP-1 monocultures was 0-100µg/ml 
within which all three FLG samples induced a cytotoxic response, at the higher concentrations initially 
seen at 20µg/ml for Neutral- and Amine-FLG and 10µg/ml with cells treated with Carboxyl-FLG. CB 
particle exposures revealed no cytotoxic effects however. The cytotoxicity of GO NPs has recently 
been assessed in the works by Lategan and colleagues where the RAW 264.7 macrophage immune 
cell line was cultured in 48 well-plates and treated with ENMs at a concentration range between 15.6 
and 500µg/ml. Viability and (pro)-inflammatory mediators were investigated (Lategan et al., 2018). 
The authors noted a significant reduction in cell viability of RAW 264.7 cells initially at 62.5µg/ml which 
decreased further to 60% of the negative control at the maximum concentration. In the present study, 
given that the cell viability does not significantly alter between the lowest observed effect level and 
the final concentration it could be suggested that the d.THP-1 cells have reached their maximum 
capacity for uptake at this cytotoxicity plateau. The greater depletion in cell viability of d.THP-1 as 
compared to the 16HBE14o- or TT1 cells may be attributed to the greater capacity of immune cells to 
radically alter their actin cytoskeleton to facilitate uptake (Feito et al., 2014, Zhang et al., 2016).  
 
The genotoxic effects of CB particles upon THP-1 immune cells was investigated by Don Porto Carero 
and colleagues alongside DEPs and urban particulate matter (UPM). Whilst displaying particle 
characterisation based on CB particle diameter (~100nm) and when exposed to THP-1 immune cells 
between 16ng/ml and 16µg/ml, the authors reported significant genotoxicity using the comet assay. 
Through the Alamar Blue assay, the cells showed no significant cytotoxicity whereby the authors 
hypothesised that particle composition and size were the contributing factors (Don Porto Carero et 
al., 2001). More recently, in the work by Sahu and colleagues, the human monocytic cell line (THP-1) 
was exposed to fractions of CB. A nano-powder whereby particles primary diameter was <50nm, and 
a carbon powder where particle size was ~500nm were evaluated. In this study 1x106cells/ml were 
seeded into 24-well plates and exposed to either CB fraction for 24 hours over a range of 50 – 
800µg/ml in liquid interface cultures (Sahu et al., 2014). The MTT assay was employed to evaluate 
cytotoxicity. The authors noted only minor significant cytotoxicity initially at 100µg/ml with the <50nm 
particle fraction which over increasing doses, was concentration-dependent and reduced viability to 
sub-50% of the negative control at the highest concentration. The 500nm fraction of CB presented its 
first significant response at 400µg/ml before the viability depleted to ~60% at 800µg/ml revealing a 
striking difference between the nano and bulk fractions. The work by Sahu and colleagues have 
demonstrated that at very high concentrations of CB, far exceeding 100µg/ml (the highest used 
concentration in the present study) there is potential for CB particles to elicit cytotoxic and genotoxic 
effects, however this is also in conjunction with the primary particle size being sub-50nm in diameter. 
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In the present study, the primary particle size as determined in Chapter 3 averaged 129nm, three 
times as large as the particles used in the work by Sahu and colleagues 2014, which is indicative of size 
playing an intricate role on the cytotoxic effects of CB upon THP-1 cells. The d.THP-1 macrophages 
showed significant IL-8 activation (~1000pg/ml) across all tested ENMs at 100µg/ml however only 
Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles were able to promote significant IL-8 responses at 50µg/ml after 24 
hours of exposure (Figure 5.3). IL-1β was also investigated however no response was observed, this 
was unexpected as the literature strongly suggests a link between carbon-based ENMs and IL-1β 
release linked to caspase-1 and the Nlrp3 inflammasome complex of monocytes (Meunier et al., 2012). 
Since the work by Meunier and colleagues conclusively demonstrated the link between double-walled 
carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs) and IL-1β release through caspase-1 and the Nlrp3 inflammasome, it is 
possible the FLG and CB particles do not interact with the d.THP-1 inflammasome complex in the 
present study. This could be supported given the low d.THP-1 IL-8response between the 
concentrations of 2-20µg/ml.  
 
5.4.1 Monocultured TT1 Cytotoxicity and Genotoxicity 
Evaluating the TT1 cell line grown as a monoculture was necessary to provide an indicator of 
background micronuclei frequency. Consequently, the ability of the ENMs to promote a cytotoxic and 
genotoxic response was investigated with RPD and the CBMN assay respectively. Following this cell 
supernatants were harvested for (pro)-inflammatory mediators IL-6 and IL-8. Gaining an 
understanding of the metabolic function and mitochondrial stress of these cells was also paramount 
given the nature of the oxidising potential of these ENMs observed in the bronchial cell line used in 
Chapter 4. As the data suggests, each ENM can induce a weak, but statistically significant reduction in 
cell viability (Amine-FLG/Carboxyl-FLG >CB >Neutral-FLG). This demonstrated early on that surface 
functionalisation plays a major role in the interaction of FLG and alveolar epithelial cells. This has been 
conclusively highlighted in the study by Ruenraroengsak and Tetley (2015) whereby the bioreactivity 
of three types of polystyrene latex nanoparticles of 50 and 100nm bearing neutral, anionic and cationic 
charges, upon TT1 cells, primary human alveolar macrophages (MAC) and ATII cells was evaluated. 
The experimental hypothesis stated NP bioreactivity would be greatly dependent on surface 
chemistry, charge, size as well as functional interactions. The study evaluated several biological 
endpoints including ROS production, oxidised glutathione levels, mitochondrial membrane integrity, 
cell morphology and particle uptake over a 1-100µg/ml concentration range. Amine-NPs induced cell 
death in all three cell types inducing oxidative stress and mitochondrial disruption through 
cytochrome c release indicating apoptotic cell death. Unmodified and Carboxyl-modified NPs 
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exhibited little cytotoxicity or mitochondrial damage, however ROS was still induced in ATII and MACs 
(Ruenraroengsak and Tetley, 2015). TT1 cells also showed the most resistance to the effects of 
unmodified and carboxyl-modified NPs even whilst internalising all three particle types. Two particle 
sizes were compared in their cytotoxic inducing effects in TT1 cells with the 50nm particles bearing a 
cationic charge resulted in a 40% viability compared to negative control whilst the particles bearing 
neutral charge produced an 80% viability total at 100µg/ml. The 100nm particles however only 
produced a significant cell viability decrease at 100µg/ml with each particle type eliciting similar trends 
of concentration-dependent decrease (Ruenraroengsak and Tetley, 2015).  
 
The present study however contradicts this with TT1 cells showing greater genotoxic sensitivity to the 
Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG with earlier significant responses occurring at 8µg/ml, this was not observed 
in 16HBE14o- cells. Instead 16HBE14o- cells displayed significant genotoxicity to Amine-FLG at 50µg/ml 
and no significant response to Carboxyl-FLG. The response in general to the FLG ENMs specifically 
demonstrates the importance of shape, size and chemical properties. The FLG materials are highly 
dynamic and range in size and shape which could directly influence their uptake-dependent 
cytotoxicity through frustrated phagocytosis. Given lung epithelial cells possess immune function, 
ENM phagocytosis could be possible, and in turn damaged epithelial cells may also provide targets for 
phagocytosis by neighbouring cells (Monks et al., 2005). The possibility of secondary mediators being 
transmitted extracellularly is very high given these ENMs are capable of emitting superoxide radicals, 
Ruenraroengsak and Tetley utilised the DCFH-DA to detect peroxide and singlet oxygen 
(Ruenraroengsak and Tetley, 2015). They discovered the 50nm amine-modified NPs significantly 
elevated ROS levels within TT1 cells in a concentration-dependent manner initiated at 4 hours of 
exposure. The ROS fluorescence detected by the DCFH was maintained over the 24-hour period 
indicative of significant cell death at higher concentrations. NAC manged to prevent ROS formation in 
TT1 cells treated with unmodified NPs and carboxyl-modified NPs however only limited protection 
was offered to TT1 cells treated with amine-modified NPs. The flux of glutathione in healthy cells is 
vital for maintaining a redox balance, commonly however NP treatments can often offset this healthy 
balance in favour of oxidants over antioxidants (Ruenraroengsak and Tetley, 2015).  
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5.4.2 Uptake in TT1 
In the present study the mechanism of uptake has not been elucidated however it is believed to be 
phagocytosis or macropinocytosis. The size of the intracellular vesicles bearing the encapsulated ENMs 
suggest phagolysosomes (0.5µm) or macropinosomes (0.2-5µm) (Conner and Schmid, 2003). Future 
work should focus on, classifying and inhibiting these pathways independently with cytochalasin D or 
amiloride for phagocytosis and macropinocytosis respectively, to more fully understand the uptake 
mechanism. This future work would require a repeat of the Seahorse bioanalysis in the presence of 
the targeted uptake inhibitors to test the hypothesis that uptake was responsible for the extra oxygen 
demands on the cell. TT1 cellular uptake has been characterised in the extensive study carried out by 
Thorley and colleagues (2014). TT1 cellular uptake was investigated with TEM where previously the 
authors noted that uptake in TT1 cells was dependent upon passive and active transport at 4 hours of 
exposure (Thorley et al., 2014). The 50nm latex NPs entered primarily via passive transport in TT1 cells 
whilst the 100 nm NPs entered through clathrin and caveolin mediated endocytosis and that amine-
modified NPs were internalised more rapidly than unmodified and carboxyl-modified NPs. In the same 
study by Thorley and colleagues the authors noted that 3-8% of the unmodified and carboxyl-modified 
NPs translocated across the monolayer of TT1 cells without interfering with monolayer integrity 
(Thorley et al., 2014). The authors reported that 40-60% of TT1 cells internalised NPs at a 
concentration of 50µg/ml at which cell viability was respectively high at 90-92% but also the 
concentration in which a significant change in mitochondrial membrane potential was observed. This 
correlates with the ENMs investigated in the present study whereby at 20µg/ml uptake was confirmed 
by TEM whilst also displaying cell viability >90%. Secondly, Thorley and colleagues reported surface 
functionalization had little effect on the ability of TT1 cells to internalize NPs, again this result was 
observed in the present study where no difference in uptake was observed from FLG ENMs, all three 
of which differed in surface chemistry. Lastly, Thorley and colleagues reported were that NPs were 
located within TT1 vesicles indicating active uptake, another result observed in the present study. 
ENMs in the present study were internalised successfully by the TT1 cells likely via phagocytosis or 
macropinocytosis. Since this is (to the authors knowledge) the first attempt to understand TT1 uptake 
of FLG and CB particles, similar ENMs have been explored which may indicate the type of 
internalisation mechanism. In a recent study Ruenraroengsak and colleagues assessed the ability of 
short functionalised MWCNTs to translocate across the pulmonary respiratory epithelial barrier of TT1 
and ATII cells. The MWCNTs used in the study measured both 300 and 700nm in length, coated with 
poly(4-vinylpyridine). The uptake assessment was performed via spectroscopy and quantitative 
imaging (high resolution TEM). Whist the MWCNTs exhibited no toxicity to the epithelial barrier 
model, a significant depletion in barrier integrity was noted and uptake of MWCNTs was observed in 
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70% of TT1 cells scored (Ruenraroengsak et al., 2016). This is highly reflective of the present study 
which, although not quantitative in design or approach, did reveal a large population of cells which 
showed interaction or internalisation of FLG regardless of surface charge. The internalized ENMs were 
always contained within endosomes indicative of endocytic uptake and not passive diffusion into the 
cytoplasm. Ruenraroengsak and colleagues (2016) also reported 300nm MWCNTs showed 
significantly greater potential for translocation compared to the 700nm variant. Comparatively, only 
8% of ATII cells displayed successful internalization of MWCNTs, which accounted for only 17% of the 
total applied concentration (Ruenraroengsak et al., 2016).  
 
5.4.3 (Pro)-inflammatory Activation 
Under in vivo conditions, the structural alveolar region of the lung is maintained by predominantly AT-
I cells which form tight junctions (van den Bogaard et al., 2009, Crapo et al., 1982). Aside from 
providing structural integrity to the alveolar region, AT-I cells also play a role in ion and protein 
transport acting to regulate lung liquid homeostasis (Dodoo et al., 2000). A major problem with in 
vitro-modelled alveolar cell lines is their inadequacy in forming tight polarised junctions which closely 
mimic in vivo tissue (Blank et al., 2006, Koslowski et al., 2004, Luhrmann et al., 2007), (Steele et al., 
1992). For this reason, many research groups utilise primary AT-II cells and await their morphological 
and phenotypic change into AT-I cells, however this can be time-consuming, expensive and reliant on 
patient surgery and ethical commitments, hence the importance of the TT1 cell line. In the study by 
van den Bogaard and colleagues, TT1 cells were evaluated for their use in toxicity assays by challenging 
the cells seeded at i) varying densities, ii) with incremental LPS concentrations and iii) in liquid and air 
cultures (van den Bogaard et al., 2009). The IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α and antiproteinases (secretory 
leukoprotease inhibitor (SLP1) and elafin) were then quantified and these results compared against 
the performance of A549 cells. The barrier formation was monitored by TEER measurements. TT1 cells 
were stimulated with 0.1, 1, 10 and 100ng/ml of LPS and the formation of a tight monolayer was 
monitored by measuring TEER as a function of time 1 hour after equilibration after which the 
permeability properties of the cell layer were stable as detailed by (Grainger et al., 2006). TT1 cells 
released significantly more IL-8 upon LPS activation and responded similarly with A549 cells in serum 
rich media. Both cell lines showed a dose-dependent release of cytokine/chemokine and were 
sensitised by serum in the media and TT1 cells did not secrete SLP1 or elafin under any experimental 
condition whilst LPs stimulation of A549 cells did secrete these markers. This result concludes that TT1 
cells may be used to evaluate toxicology of inhaled particles under in vitro conditions, but further 
development is required on the cell line itself. Optimisation of better culture conditions and 
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maintaining a low passage number is paramount (van den Bogaard et al., 2009). Comparing data to 
the present study, the FLG and CB particles showed a similar level of IL-6 activation as Grainger and 
colleagues reported with protein levels reaching ~450pg/ml at the highest concentration of 100µg/ml 
(Grainger et al., 2006). Numerous ENMs have been linked with the activation of TLR receptors in 
monocytes and macrophages (Meunier et al., 2012, Qu et al., 2013) respectively. It has been proven 
that internalised PEGylated reduced graphene oxide (PrGO), one within A549 cells, triggered NF-kβ 
activation. In the same study, reduced graphene oxide (rGO) which did not enter the alveolar cells 
interacted with TLRs at the membrane surface again triggering NF-kβ activation. 
Immunohistochemistry of A549 cells exposed to PrGO at 25 and 50µg/ml, the intensity of NF-kβ in the 
cell nucleus was found to be enhanced suggesting ROS involvement, quite a probable link to the 
concentration-dependent immune activation seen in the present study (Reshma et al., 2016).  
 
It is likely that the activation of TLRs by FLG and CB particles activated myeloid differentiation factor 
(MyD88) contributing largely to the (pro)-inflammatory response observed in the following manner. 
At low concentrations 2-8µg/ml extracellular FLG and CB particles enter the cells via phagocytosis and 
macropinocytosis, this enhances the ROS production via the mitochondria and contributes to the 
activation of intracellular NF-kβ which diffuses into the nucleus to upregulate mRNA for (pro)-
inflammatory mediators IL-6 and IL-8. At higher concentrations where the cell may have exhausted 
ATP stores and uptake is no longer possible or at least diminished, the ENMs at the extracellular cell 
surface bind to TLR4 signalling the MyD88-TLR pathway again inducing NF-kβ activation and 
upregulated transcription of mRNA for IL-6 and IL-8. This signalling pathway was first demonstrated 
by Chen and colleagues using RAW 264.7 during which GO promoted TLR4/9 downstream signalling 
to MyD88 and TNF associated factor-6 (TRAF6) (Chen et al., 2012b). This was demonstrated secondly 
by Capasso and colleagues in 2014 (Capasso et al., 2014). Capasso and colleagues used BEAS-2B cells 
exposed to nickel NPs to investigate the activity and signalling of NF-kβ. The authors reported 
signalling was dependent upon mitogen activated protein kinases (MAPK). Furthermore, the effects 
were duplicated in A549 cells with the only exception in the results being that whilst A549 cells showed 
uptake and signalling, the BEAS-2B cells showed little-to-no uptake and were also immune activated 
(Capasso et al., 2014).  
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5.4.4 ENM effects upon Co-Cultured Cells 
To determine the action of secondary genotoxicity the alveolar co-culture was constructed using TT1 
and d.THP-1 macrophages in a 10:1 ratio adapted from the original Rothen-Rutishauser and colleagues 
(2005) model. To date, there has been substantial effort in the development of advanced cell models 
such as lung-on-a-chip, and multicellular cultures (Choi et al., 2016, Blom et al., 2016). These models 
however, often encompass low reproducibility are time-consuming and require expertise where tri- 
or quad cell-culture models are concerned. Whilst the aim in lung nanotoxicology would be to model 
the entire respiratory tract, this still pertains to over 40 cell types and realistically cannot be achieved 
with current technology and hazard endpoint applications with any measure of certainty or 
reproducibility. To assess the quality of the co-culture structural integrity in the present study, 
confocal microscopy was utilised to display fluorescent properties of the actin cytoskeleton stained 
with Phalloidin 633, identifying cell-cell boundaries. Confocal imaging in the present study revealed 
differentiated THP-1 cells (displaying FITC fluorescence) not just bound to the apical side of the 
epithelial monolayer but also growing between the alveolar cells indicating similarities to in vivo 
cellular architecture. Any areas of excess FITC fluorescence identified with confocal microscopy may 
also be evidence of a trans-epithelial network being established between the differentiated 
macrophages and the TT1 monolayer, this could have been aided by cytoplasmic mechanisms. One 
issue which was avoided through careful addition of the macrophages to the TT1 cells established on 
the transwell insert was the d.THP-1 cells forming small colonies, an issue highlighted in the work by 
Klein and colleagues where small clumps of differentiated THP-1 cells formed upon A549 cells (Klein 
et al., 2013). In comparison to monocultured TT1 cells, the addition of d.THP-1 macrophages appeared 
to have little effect on the background frequency of %Mn/BN, however upon addition of ENMs to the 
co-culture a noticeable elevation in %Mn/BN was observed. When co-cultured, each ENM displayed a 
similar DNA-damaging potential with all but Carboxyl-FLG inducing initial significant responses at 
10µg/ml elevating the %BN/Mn to approximately 3.5%. Crucially no ENM induced significant 
cytotoxicity however the overall increase in micronuclei frequency when compared to monocultured 
cell lines is clearly higher which could suggest secondary mechanisms of genotoxicity, as initially 
hypothesised.  Recently, Evans and colleagues investigated secondary mechanisms of genotoxicity 
with two types of superparamagnetic iron oxide (Fe2O3 and Fe3O4) NPs (SPIONs). In this study, primary-
indirect genotoxicity was observed only with the Fe2O3 exposed to 16HBE14o- cells, however when co-
cultured following the same SOP as used in the present study, both SPION types promoted 
genotoxicity, indicative of secondary mechanisms (Evans et al., 2019). In the present study, primary-
indirect genotoxicity was however noted in the 2D monoculture model, likely because of oxidative 
stress. The co-culture genotoxicity data exhibited an elevated %Mn/BN over monocultured TT1 
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%Mn/BN following ENM exposures, thereby indicating the role of both primary-indirect oxidative 
stress coupled to secondary mechanisms of genotoxicity. Further experiments evaluating the 
genotoxic impact of each ENM upon d.THP-1 cells could help provide more clarity on this conclusion. 
 
Secondary mechanisms are crucial to highlight due to the prevailing in vivo genotoxicity being caused 
through specific cell-to-cell interplay following immune cell recruitment (Evans et al., 2017, Downs et 
al., 2012). Whilst oxidative stress can be observed in both primary-indirect and secondary 
genotoxicity, in the latter it is a result of inflammatory mediators released by immune cells resulting 
in the oxidative response from surrounding epithelial cells. Numerous secondary mediators can be 
attributed to this response however given macrophages act through reactive nitrogen species in the 
removal of pathogenic infection, NADPH oxidase and RNS are likely to be responsible in the present 
study. The data from the NAC-treated cultures revealed no statistically significant micronuclei 
frequencies at any tested concentration for any ENM. While many modes of action have been 
proposed for NAC, it seems likely the prevailing factor in this study may have been its influence and 
inhibition of p38 MAP kinase and subsequent signalling to NF-kβ transcription factors (Zafarullah et 
al., 2003). This would in turn down-regulate the expression of key (pro)inflammatory mediators IL-6 
and IL-8. This overarching depletion in the (pro)-inflammatory response would therefore have a knock-
on effect limiting the chronic response, especially over a short 24-hour period whereas a longer 
incubation or exposure time could test this theory. Respiratory burst could be one of many oxidative 
stress mechanisms playing an integral role in the increased genotoxicity of co-cultured TT1 cells, one 
of the sources of this phenomena is reactive oxygen species, specifically NADPH oxidase (NOX2) 
however there have been strong indicators that other sources of oxygen radicals sourced from the 
mitochondria play a role in phagocytic respiratory burst in vitro (Vorobjeva et al., 2017). Whilst 
respiratory burst is typically isolated to neutrophils it is clear NOX2 could provide a useful target for 
future investigations into secondary genotoxicity (Abrikossova et al., 2012). This small cyclic process 
of oxidative stress and a (pro)-inflammatory response coupled with the bio-persistence of the test 
ENMs may lead to irreversible inflammation over a period greater than 24 hours. A second oxidative 
stress mediator influenced by (pro)-inflammatory mediators is nitric oxide synthase which can be 
stimulated and released in epithelial cells triggered by TNFα and IL-1β, however given that suspension 
THP-1 cells did not express IL-1β during the monoculture exposures it seems unlikely that IL-1β would 
play a large role in this scenario (Robbins et al., 1997).  
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5.5 Chapter 5 Conclusions 
The work presented in Chapter 5 has explored the potential of industrially-relevant ENMs to promote 
secondary genotoxic mechanisms in an alveolar co-culture of TT1/d.THP-1 cells. Each test ENM was 
able to induce primary-indirect genotoxicity within monocultured TT1 cells, upon investigating the co-
culture model the %Mn/BN frequency became elevated from monocultured TT1 cells demonstrating 
secondary genotoxic mechanisms. This response would therefore be attributed to an already-
established primary-indirect genotoxic response being heightened in the co-culture model by an 
immune response from the d.THP-1 macrophages. Oxidative stress was strongly linked to the ENM 
genotoxicity, demonstrated by the pre-incubation of the co-culture with 1.5mM of NAC which reduced 
the %Mn/BN to non-significant levels. Uptake was confirmed in monocultured TT1 cells with 
TEM/STEM and whilst uptake could not be confirmed within the alveolar co-culture (due to sectioning 
issues), it is believed to have occurred in d.THP-1 macrophages rather than in co-cultured TT1 cells. To 
elucidate the presence of secondary genotoxicity further, an extensive investigation into the (pro)-
inflammatory mediators would be required to better understand the expanse of activation within the 
co-culture which contributed to the observed genotoxic response. One such method to investigate 
the role of secreted (pro)-inflammatory mediators from d.THP-1 cells upon epithelial cell genotoxicity 
would be the conditioned medium approach, pending an appropriate methodology to remove the 
ENMs from the cell supernatant prior to transfer.  
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Chapter 6 General Discussion 
The ENMs investigated in the present study are intended to enhance consumer and industrial products 
(conductive inks, reinforced nanocomposites, flexible touchscreen technology) in the coming future. 
Consequently, due to the increasing demand and increased population occupational risk is therefore 
a priority. Recent findings have revealed that occupational exposure to ENMs including titanium NPs 
in a manufacturing plant in China resulted in cardiopulmonary effects within 83 exposed workers 
compared to 85 workers in the control group. Lung biomarkers such as lung surfactant protein-D (SP-
D) and malondialdehyde (MDA) as well as inflammatory markers were all significantly affected in a 
time- and dose-dependent pattern (Zhao et al., 2018). Zhao and colleagues concluded that 
occupational pulmonary assessments may provide useful health surveillance for workers exposed to 
ENMs.  
 
A common factor in nanotoxicology publications is the rigorous characterisation of ENM physico-
chemical features. These features of the ENMs divided into primary (e.g. size distribution, shape, 
surface area, and surface charge) and secondary characteristics (how the primary characteristics have 
changed upon suspension in a diluent (typically serum-containing media)) must undergo evaluation. 
The physico-chemical features of ENMs are highly dynamic and so noting the characteristics of both 
the primary and secondary features is crucial to understanding their behaviour in vitro and in vivo. The 
primary physico-chemical characteristics will likely change when suspended in water or cell culture 
media, ultimately warranting the characterisation of novel ENMs whilst suspended in cell culture 
media where possible. One issue faced with modern characterisation techniques of secondary 
features is the suitability of the technique, i.e. does the technique provide a means of accurately 
describing one specific physico-chemical feature of the ENM. For instance, graphene-based ENMs do 
not obey the mathematical laws of spherical particles which underpin DLS analysis; however DLS 
remains the go-to technique for rapid hydrodynamic diameter predictions in nanotoxicology 
(Bengtson et al., 2016, Muthoosamy et al., 2015). DLS of ENMs however, remains a powerful tool for 
screening hydrodynamic diameters of agglomerates. This has been highlighted by Wills and colleagues 
whereby the authors report that whilst the absolute quantification of agglomerate state is difficult to 
reach with DLS, the technique does identify ‘tipping points’ in agglomeration states which informs the 
dose-response. DLS data can often be misinterpreted due to high biomolecule concentrations masking 
the ENMs present at low concentrations (Wills et al., 2017). These limitations can be overcome with 
competing or complimentary techniques again highlighting the importance of a multi-modal approach 
to ENM characterisation. ENM characterisation ultimately aims to combine several synergistic 
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technologies to generate supportive data to provide a better understanding of the overall picture. 
Following comprehensive physico-chemical characterisation, toxicity testing may begin utilising a 
relevant cell line, often pertaining to the most likely exposure site of the human body. In vitro studies 
are preferred in the current climate of scientific endeavour to avoid the use of animal models. This 
can be achieved through the construction of more complex in vitro cell models whereby multiple cell 
lines are cultured to represent in vivo tissues. These cultures can either permit direct cell-cell contact 
or grown near to resemble in vivo tissue, architecture and cell-cell signalling (Evans et al., 2017). This 
work aimed to assess the in vitro cytotoxic and genotoxic potential of Neutral-, Amine-, Carboxyl-FLG 
and CB particles in relation to respiratory models focusing on the bronchial and alveolar region. The 
observed toxicity was then investigated further focusing upon oxidative stress, (pro)-inflammatory 
responses and mitochondrial stress. Furthermore, how the primary and secondary physico-chemical 
characteristics (evaluated with a multi-modal approach) may have contributed to the genotoxic 
effects. 
 
The initial focus of this thesis was to characterise the physico-chemical features of Neutral-, Amine-, 
Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles. This characterisation process was undertaken in Chapter 3 of this thesis 
and aimed to analyse both primary and secondary features of the ENMs utilising several key 
techniques such as; DLS, BET, AFM, Raman spectroscopy and plunge-freeze SEM. Within Chapter 3, 
there was also dosimetry data to provide an understanding the behaviour of the graphene-based 
ENMs in an exposure test system. This simple model offered an insight into the ENM sedimentation 
and reveal how much, if any, of the administered concentration of ENMs would reach the adherent 
cell lines. The rest of the methodologies then offer competing data as to the actual size of the ENM 
particle size and agglomerate sizes, which lead to the conclusion that when performing physico-
chemical characterisation on novel ENMs a panel of techniques is required which are relevant to the 
ENM under investigation. Following the comprehensive characterisation of ENM physico-chemical 
features, the potential of these ENMs to promote cytotoxicity and genotoxicity was evaluated with 
monocultured bronchial epithelial (16HBE14o-) cells in Chapter 4 of this thesis. Additionally, a deeper 
investigation into the role of oxidative stress was conducted, a key process in the promotion of toxicity 
of ENMs. Mitochondrial stress, (pro)-inflammatory mediators and glutathione were therefore 
measured following a 24-hour exposure period. Cellular uptake was evaluated using TEM to 
understand if these ENMs were capable to being internalised by the cells. Chapter 5 of this thesis 
assessed the cytotoxic and genotoxic impact of each test ENM upon an advanced co-culture model of 
TT1/d.THP-1 cells. The alveolar co-culture model with full cell-to-cell contact between TT1 and d.THP-
1 cells could therefore depict a more representative in vivo structure. Therefore, this model could 
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incorporate the detection of secondary genotoxic mechanisms, a process which is overlooked in 
monoculture models.  
 
Physico-chemical characterisation data obtained in Chapter 3 revealed differences between the ENMs 
agglomerate size. Neutral-FLG appeared approximately half the size of Amine-FLG and Carboxyl-FLG 
(lateral diameter) when suspended in cell culture media measured by plunge freeze SEM. Whilst each 
ENM was shown to be endotoxin-free, they all had a unique chemical constituency with fluctuating 
levels of oxygen and nitrogen saturation. Perhaps the most striking difference were the proteins found 
attached to the surface of the ENMs. For the FLG materials contained nine proteins whilst the CB 
particles contained just one corona protein, likely BSA. SEM images following plunge-freezing revealed 
FLG agglomerates to be similar in agglomerate structure regardless of surface charge. FLG particles 
dispersed in water appeared more jagged at the edge asperities whereas particle edge asperities; 
when suspended in 10% supplemented culture media each FLG material appeared smoother. Neutral-
FLG whilst having the smallest agglomerate diameter 583.7nm appeared to have the greatest depth 
of the FLG materials with an average of 94.73nm. Neutral-FLG was also revealed to possess the 
greatest surface area of 55.2m2/g; these features may have contributed to the observed genotoxicity 
in Chapter 4 with 16HBE14o- cells given that Neutral-FLG induced the highest level of micronuclei of 
each FLG material. Whilst uptake was not quantified for each ENM under investigation, it is reasonable 
to assume the smaller agglomerate size of Neutral-FLG would have facilitated uptake more so than 
the larger sized agglomerates of Amine- and Carboxyl-FLG, demonstrated in the work by Zhang and 
colleagues (Zhang et al., 2009). Amine-FLG whilst appearing genotoxic at high concentrations of 50 
and 100µg/ml may have promoted a genotoxic response through a different mode of action which 
can be hypothesised through the EPR data acquired in Chapter 3. As the theory put forward by Li and 
colleagues in 2018, a hydrated graphene oxide structure can contain carbon radicals (Figure 6.1) (Li et 
al., 2018b). Hence, the Amine-FLG used in the present study may promote superoxide radical 
formation, causing heightened oxidative stress through the chemical structure containing carbon 
radicals. The surface reactivity of the carbon radical could also play a crucial role in the mechanisms 
behind the observed genotoxic response elicited by Amine-FLG, introduced via hydration of graphene 
ENMs.   
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Figure 6.1 Hypothesised chemical structure of Amine-FLG. Image adapted from Li and colleagues (Li 
et al., 2018b).  
 
When suspended in media and introduced into a cellular environment, carbon radicals have the 
potential to facilitate superoxide production through the donation of an electron (Li et al., 2018b). The 
site at which this process would manifest strongly, as described by Li and colleagues, would be lipid 
peroxidation at the plasma membrane (Li et al., 2018b). This process of lipid peroxidation can 
ultimately contribute to oxidative stress. Whilst not investigated in the current study, lipid 
peroxidation is a common theme among particle toxicology publications (Ayala et al., 2014, Schins, 
2002, Alarifi et al., 2014). The production of MDA could provide an ideal future experiment for the 
Amine-FLG evaluated in the present study given how Li and colleagues reported a strong MDA 
production from hydrated graphene ENMs.  
 
Carboxyl-FLG interestingly did not promote significant (p<0.05) genotoxicity in 16HBE14o- cells 
however it was not chemically inert as it significantly elevated IL-8 levels, depleted GSH and had the 
strongest effect upon mitochondrial metabolic function. Carboxyl-FLG appeared to be the fastest 
acting of all tested ENMs with regards to ROS production in cells with peak levels appearing at 1 hour 
of exposure, as compared to Neutral-, Amine-FLG and CB particles which presented maximal ROS 
production near the 2-hour time point. The effects of oxidative stress induced by carboxyl-graphene 
ENMs have been published prior to this study, with some studies reporting oxidative stress and cellular 
damage with low-level toxicity (Lammel et al., 2013, Guo and Mei, 2014b). The carboxyl groups appear 
therefore to offer some form of antioxidant biocompatibility where in vitro exposures are concerned. 
In the present study, the ATP depletion by Carboxyl-FLG may also represent the 16HBE14o- cells 
favouring this material over the others for cellular uptake, with the greater degree of uptake then 
contributing to a greater depletion in ATP.  
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CB particles meanwhile, with only one serum protein at the corona interface, expectedly showed the 
smallest degree of uptake and yet elevated micronuclei to significant levels. However, as observed 
with EDX and ROS generation via the DCFH-DA assay, CB particles have a large oxygen saturation 
percentage which contributed largely to metabolic function depletion, measure using the Seahorse 
XFe24 bioanalyzer. How exactly the CB particles cause oxidative stress is currently unknown however 
isolating the Mn-SOD enzyme and investigating its activity may provide answers in a future 
investigation. Given the chain reaction displayed in Figure 6.2 there are numerous potential enzymes 
which could be affected by CB particle exposure. Chapter 4 indicated that from monitoring the GSH 
level depletion indicates the GPX enzyme functions adequately, therefore, an oversaturation or 
damaged Fe-catalase enzyme would result in H2O2 accumulation and subsequent oxidative stress. The 
other possibility being the oversaturation of Mn-SOD leading to an accumulation of superoxide 
radicals, which is likely the case here as each ENM has been shown to promote this radical by EPR. The 
ENMs in the present study may therefore be imparting oxidative stress and genotoxicity in specific 
mechanisms (Figure 6.2) based upon their physico-chemical features as originally hypothesised; 
however, to clearly elucidate each pathway some further experiments could be performed to confirm 
this theory. 
 
Figure 6.2 Mitochondrial enzymatic reactions. Carboxyl-FLG and CB particles are hypothesised to act 
within this series of enzymatic reactions linked to the oxidant: antioxidant balance within the cells.  
 
Cytotoxicity was evaluated with d.THP-1 cells as an indicator of how immune cells would respond to 
24-hour exposure to the ENMs. The graphene ENMs all promoted significant cytotoxicity to d.THP-1 
cells whilst CB particle exposures did not invoke a cytotoxic response over the concentration range 0-
100µg/ml. The cytotoxic effects of graphene oxide nanoparticles on murine macrophages coupled to 
IL-6 elevation have been observed in the literature by Lategan and colleagues (Lategan et al., 2018). 
In their investigation, IL-6 production was not concentration-dependent and only spiked significantly 
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at 15.6 and 31.25µg/ml whilst cytotoxicity reached significant levels at 62.5µg/ml. In the present study 
the (pro)-inflammatory response of THP-1 cells was quantified with ELISAs for IL-8 and IL-1β, which 
are commonly expressed mediators of inflammation. IL-8 revealed only significant activation at high 
concentrations of 50 and 100µg/ml; in contrast IL-1β production was not observed. This is in 
contradiction to a recent study by Armstead and Li in which the authors exposed macrophages and 
lung A549 cells to tungsten carbide-cobalt (WC-Co) NPs and discovered an elevation in IL-1β (Armstead 
and Li, 2016). The interaction of GO nanosheets with macrophages was also investigated by 
Mukherjee and colleagues in 2018 whereby IL-1β expression was reported to be related to caspase 
signalling, a trademark of inflammasome activation (Mukherjee et al., 2018). The lack of IL-1β 
expression in the present study may therefore hint at a different inflammatory activation pathway 
which is independent of the inflammasome complex. This has been investigated by Hoyle and 
colleagues recently in 2018 whereby the authors demonstrated the ability of small-thin GO dose-
dependently inhibited the release of IL-1β and IL-6 in macrophages (Hoyle et al., 2018). 
 
Upon investigating the cytotoxic and genotoxic impact of each ENM in TT1 cells, there was an 
immediate difference in the observed toxicity when compared to 16HBE14o- cells. TT1 cells 
demonstrated greater sensitivity to the ENMs with all materials promoting significant cytotoxicity and 
genotoxicity, initially appearing at relatively low concentrations of 8µg/ml. This suggests that a 
genotoxic response could be promoted regardless of physico-chemical characterisation, which differs 
to the response with 16HBE14o- cells, whereby the bronchial epithelial cell line showed greater 
sensitivity to CB and Neutral-FLG exposures. This effect was supported largely by the extracellular 
concentration of (pro)-inflammatory mediators of both cell lines. The 16HBE14o- cells showed low-
level IL-6 activation following both 6 and 24-hour exposures to ENMs and significant IL-8 levels were 
only observed at 16-hours of exposure to 50 and 100µg/ml concentrations. TT1 cells however, 
following a 24-hour exposure to ENMs displayed concentration-dependent increases in both IL-6 
(approximately 500pg/ml) and IL-8 (approximately 1500pg/ml) initially at 10 and 20µg/ml for each 
(pro)-inflammatory mediator respectively. The (pro)-inflammatory profiles for all test ENMs following 
TT1 exposure also follows the results observed by Ruenraroengsak and Tetley (2015) in which the 
authors exposed polystyrene NPs of different charge; neutral, anionic and cationic NPs to relevant 
lung cell types; AT2, TT1 and alveolar macrophages. The authors noted no difference in IL-6 and IL-8 
between the ENMs and that all tested NPs produced respective IL-6 and IL-8 levels of 2000 and 
3000pg/ml (Ruenraroengsak and Tetley, 2015). Thus, and as shown in the present study the TT1 cells 
appear to show equal sensitivity to the test particle and do not discriminate according to surface 
charge. This effect appears therefore to carry over from spherical polystyrene NPs to sheet-like 
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graphene ENMs. In conjunction with (pro)-inflammatory mediator release, Ruenraroengsak and Tetley 
also reported stronger cytotoxicity via cytochrome C release and apoptotic cell death with amine-
modified polystyrene NPs compared to unmodified and carboxyl-NPs. This corresponds to 
observations in the present study where Amine-FLG promoted the highest significant genotoxic 
response with a 3.15% Mn/BN. The ENMs in the present study were also evaluated for their capacity 
to induce oxidative stress upon TT1 mitochondria whereby each ENM displayed similar potency; 
Ruenraroengsak and Tetley however report little effect of unmodified and carboxyl-NPs upon 
mitochondria function whilst each test ENM induced ROS (Ruenraroengsak and Tetley, 2015). The only 
striking difference between the ENM exposures on both 16HBE14o- and TT1 monocultures were the 
mitochondrial and bioenergetic profiles. ENMs reduce OCR/ECAR and metabolic function in 
16HBE14o- cells whilst in TT1 cells the opposite effect was observed. TT1 cells also displayed a smaller 
energetic profile (OCR) compared to the 16HBE14o- cells however this may be attributable to the 
difference in seeding density or the number of mitochondria differing between cell lines. Given the 
difference, it could be assumed that the two cell lines have distinct mechanisms of coping with the 
ENM exposures. Testing this hypothesis could form an excellent future study by including endocytosis 
inhibitors (Cytochalasin D, Amiloride, Chlorpromazine, Filipin) which could selectively inhibit pathways 
of uptake in both cell lines. By pre-incubating the cells with an inhibitor of each endocytic pathway, 
the ATP depletion could then be monitored in the standard Seahorse XFe24 bioanalyzer thus proving 
if ENM uptake into the cells is the cause of the energetic demand on the cells. The confirmation of 
graphene ENM uptake has been recently investigated in the study by Xu and colleagues (2018), in 
which the authors exposed aminated graphene quantum dots (AG-QDs) at 50, 100 and 200µg/ml to 
rat alveolar macrophages (NR8383). To monitor the active routes of ENM internalisation, the authors 
utilised; NaN3 (3mM), genistein (200µM), chlorpromazine (10µg/ml), amiloride (50µg/ml) and 
cytochalasin D (10µM) to selectively inhibit; energy-dependent endocytosis, caveolae-dependent 
uptake, clathrin-dependent uptake, macropinocytosis and phagocytosis respectively. The authors 
reported a significant reduction in fluorescence within NR8383 cells following the inhibition of energy-
dependent endocytosis, phagocytosis and caveolae-dependent uptake indicative of those being the 
most prominent uptake routes (Xu et al., 2018). Other than ENM uptake, oxidative stress is the likely 
cause in the observed genotoxic response for which numerous enzymes can be investigated as alluded 
to previously such as Mn-SOD and Fe-catalase (Figure 6.3).  
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Figure 6.3 Potential mechanisms contributing to the genotoxicity observed in monocultured 
16HBE14o- and TT1 cells. A gradient will exist between the extracellular and intracellular space, thus 
promoting radical attack on the lipid membrane. Lipid radicals (L∙) together with O2 form Lipid Peroxy 
Radicals (LOO∙), combining with excess lipid radicals then generates Lipid Hydroperoxide (LOOH). From 
here GPX can catalyse the conversion of LOOH into a stable Lipid Alcohol (LOH), depleting GSH and 
reducing the electron carrier NADP+. The binding of ENMs to TLRs on the surface membrane 
meanwhile triggers a series of phosphorylation activating NF-kB resulting in the expression of key 
(pro)-inflammatory mediators such as IL8. Superoxide generated by the ENMs in excess (particularly 
Neutral- and Carboxyl-FLG), plays a key role in the perturbation of mitochondrial function and overall 
depletion in GSH with Mn-SOD likely becoming over saturated, producing OH∙. 
 
Given that monocultured cell lines do not permit the detection of secondary genotoxic mechanisms, 
it was crucial to investigate the potential of each test ENM in the present study to promote secondary 
genotoxicity. To investigate secondary mechanisms of genotoxicity a minimum of two cell lines were 
required; TT1 cells and the second, differentiated THP-1 macrophages. This setup would therefore 
permit secondary signalling of (pro)-inflammatory mediators and important cell-to-cell interplay. 
Since data also existed prior to co-culture exposures pertaining to both cell types exposed to ENMs as 
monocultures, comparisons could be drawn between the data sets. Given that oxidative stress has 
played such a large role in both epithelial cell lines biological responses thus far, it was essential to 
investigate oxidative stress within the co-culture system. As detailed by Evans and colleagues in 2017, 
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the construction of relevant lung co-cultures permits the transfer of (pro)-inflammatory mediators 
and highly reactive radicals between cell types (Evans et al., 2017). ENM exposure concentrations 
were reduced in the interest of time and as a result, significant genotoxicity was observed initially at 
10µg/ml for Neutral-, Amine-FLG and CB particles whilst the LOGEL for Carboxyl-FLG was 20µg/ml. 
The %Mn/BN in TT1 cells co-cultured with differentiated THP-1 macrophages was also slightly elevated 
when compared to monocultured TT1 cells, rising from a maximum value of 3.15% to 4% in the co-
culture following CB exposure. Interestingly, no significant cytotoxicity was observed in the co-culture 
over the concentration-range applied, whilst monocultured TT1 cells exhibited some degree of 
cytotoxicity which was consistent with the works by Ruenraroengsak and Tetley (2015). Whether or 
not the incorporation of differentiated THP-1 cells alleviated the TT1 cytotoxicity through 
macrophage-phagocytosis of the ENMs is unclear, however that remains the prevailing hypothesis in 
the co-culture model of this study.  
 
The role of oxidative stress in the co-culture model may however involve the transfer of secondary 
inflammatory mediators; NADPH and NO. As described in the publication by Tan and colleagues, 
macrophages once activated by pathogens trigger the bactericidal response which produces NO, 
reliant upon the Nox2 gene (Tan et al., 2016). This process of ROS and NO production by NADPH 
oxidase and NO synthase relies heavily upon the pentose phosphate pathway (Tan et al., 2016). This 
systemic signalling of ROS and NO may be the source of the elevated genotoxic response observed in 
the co-culture model as compared to monocultured TT1 cells which would be absent of immune-
activated ROS and NO signalling. NO has been shown to be mutagenic both in vitro and in vivo and 
heavily relies upon the activation and subsequent signalling through p53 and the mitochondria (Li et 
al., 2002). The latter of which has been heavily affected by the ENMs under investigation in the present 
study, through both an up- and down-regulation in OCR and ECAR. Whilst NO signalling has not been 
fully elucidated, p53 activation and subsequent cellular apoptosis has been hypothesised in the 
literature (Messmer and Brune, 1996). Mitochondrial function including the translocation of 
cytochrome C has also been referenced with caspase activation through protease activating factor-1 
(Apaf-1) (Li et al., 2002, Hortelano et al., 1997). NO does indeed possess immune function, at low 
levels in immune cells it has roles in immunoregulation such as moderating inflammation, immune-
suppression and tissue restoration. Overproduction of this radical however can contribute to chronic 
inflammation, a hallmark of secondary genotoxicity (Li et al., 2002). One final possibility of oxidative 
stress contributing to the elevation in micronucleus frequency (and thereby chromosomal damage) 
would be the complexing of NO with other biomolecules such as superoxide. NO and superoxide may 
react to form peroxynitrite (ONOO-) this newly formed molecule can be stabilised however by tyrosine 
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residues present in proteins resulting in nitrotyrosine. Testing this hypothesis may in fact be plausible 
in future experiments. NO can be converted into stable end products, those being nitrite and nitrate 
(NO2- and NO3-) which can be measured using fluorometric assays (Dekhuijzen and van Beurden, 2006). 
Lung co-cultures have become exceedingly common for screening ENM toxicity in vitro, in a recent 
publication by Fukai and colleagues (2018) the toxicity of MWCNTs were assessed in a co-culture of 
murine lung resident (GDL1) cells and RAW 264.7 macrophages. The authors reported the mutation 
frequency was greater in co-cultures than they were in monocultured GDL1 cells, with IL1-α and IL-1β 
produced by the RAW 264.7 cells in the co-culture. The frequency with which the DNA adduct 8-
oxodeoxyguanosine in GLD1 cells co-cultured with immune cells was greater than monocultured lung 
cells indicative of secondary mechanisms which was confirmed with a strong elevation in ROS (Fukai 
et al., 2018).  
 
Whilst the mechanisms of NAC redox are unclear, it is reasonable to assume superoxide radicals would 
provide an obvious choice given it is consistently produced via oxidative phosphorylation in healthy 
cells (Kerksick and Willoughby, 2005). Oxidative stress is a complex process, often cross-linked with 
numerous cellular processes however NAC, a biproduct of glutathione metabolism, is believed to be 
central to immune regulation, antioxidant defence, cellular proliferation and membrane transporters 
and receptors (Kerksick and Willoughby, 2005). NAC and glutathione in particular, could be playing a 
pivotal role in the observed genotoxic response of the co-culture model given that NF-kB may be up-
regulated in response to oxidative stress, and NF-kB is a well-established redox-sensitive transcription 
factor (Sen and Packer, 1996, Sen, 1998). Whilst uptake into the nucleus often depends on extremely 
small size (<5nm), it is doubtful the ENMs investigated in the present study would access the nucleus. 
Certainly, the TEM images acquired in the present study do not confirm the presence of ENMs within 
the cell nucleus. There is one study that has demonstrated AG-QDs were able to access the nucleus 
through imaging and analysis of the nuclear entry complexes pore genes Kapβ2 and Nup98 (Xu et al., 
2018). NAC may provide a source of antioxidant metabolism which catalyses the complexing of NO 
and superoxide into stable metabolites such as nitrites. This represents a testable theory whereby the 
cells could be incubated with nitrite reductase to form nitrite in the extracellular supernatant and the 
subsequent levels of which measured using a fluorometric assay. A summary of potential causes of 
the secondary mechanisms of genotoxicity can be seen in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4 Potential co-culture secondary mechanisms of genotoxicity. Initial uptake of ENMs by THP-1 macrophages mediated through membrane-anchored 
proteins such as CD14. Following phagocytosis, superoxide depletes mitochondrial function leading to oversaturation of Mn-SOD activating NADPH. 
Cytochrome C is released into the cell cytosol triggering apoptosis in some THP-1 macrophages. An increase in the expression of p53, NF-kB and NOX2 
consequently raises extracellular trafficking of (pro)-inflammatory mediators and NO. Superoxide and NO freely interact with TT1 epithelial cells via lipid 
peroxidation. Uptake of ENMs by TT1 cells would likely be reduced in this model however the depletion of glutathione through lipid peroxidation is suspected 
to play a large role given that the significant genotoxicity was mitigated with the inclusion of NAC, a powerful antioxidant. 
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6.1 Thesis conclusions 
This study has demonstrated the potential of Neutral-, Amine-FLG and CB particles to promote 
significant genotoxicity in monocultured 16HBE14o- cells through predominantly clastogenic 
mechanisms. Whilst in TT1 alveolar cells all tested ENMs promoted significant cytotoxicity and a 
greater genotoxic response. Given the awkward 3D dimensions of graphene-based ENMs, a strong 
emphasis was placed on characterising these materials, to which this study has concluded that 
multiple techniques should be applied to ascertain the particle and agglomerate sizes in situ. Plunge-
freeze SEM proved to be the most reliable source of agglomerate and particle size analysis providing 
both accurate means of particle sizing data and a snap-freeze image of how agglomerates appear in 
situ. Additionally, the images revealed how through electrostatic interactions, smaller agglomerates 
can form larger micron-sized aggregates. Cytotoxic and genotoxic evaluation of each ENM in 
monocultured 16HBE14o- cells revealed a potency ranking of; CB≥ Neutral-FLG> Amine-FLG. However, 
all tested ENMs promoted an IL-8 response at 16 hours of exposure during which all ENMs were 
internalised. Oxidative stress was observed with GSH depletion at 6 hours of exposure and a significant 
depletion in mitochondrial metabolic output.  
 
When assessing the mechanistic toxicity of these ENMs in an alveolar model of TT1 cells, cytotoxicity 
was observed at low concentrations of 8 µg/ml with significant genotoxicity occurring at the same 
concentrations (Amine-FLG ≥Carboxyl-FLG >CB >Neutral-FLG). Similarly, uptake was observed with all 
ENMs and a concentration-dependent increase in (pro)-inflammatory mediators observed. However, 
in contradiction to the OCR/ECAR and metabolic parameters measured in 16HBE14o- cells (which were 
depleted by ENMs), TT1 cell metabolic function was elevated. Thus, each ENM was capable of primary-
indirect genotoxicity in monocultured epithelial cells, the exception being Carboxyl-FLG in 16HBE14o- 
cells. Each ENM was able to promote significant genotoxicity in a co-culture model of TT1/d.THP-1 
macrophages (CB >Amine-FLG >Neutral-FLG >Carboxyl-FLG). This response indicates the capacity of 
each test ENM to promote secondary genotoxicity from an already-established primary-indirect 
mechanism which has then been increased by secondary mediators originating from the d.THP-1 
macrophages. A pre-incubation with 1.5mM of NAC however did reduce the %Mn/BN in co-cultured 
TT1 cells indicative of a strong oxidative stress response. This study concludes a final potency ranking 
for the FLG materials as; Amine-FLG >Neutral-FLG >Carboxyl-FLG based upon the consistency with 
which cytotoxic and genotoxic data was collected and interpreted. Thus, the alveolar co-culture 
constructed in this study represented an ideal model for highlighting secondary genotoxic 
mechanisms which would have otherwise gone undetected using standard 2D culturing techniques. 
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Chapter 7 – Appendix 
7.1 Total Protein Levels assessed by the DC Protein Assay (required for normalisation) 
 
Figure 7.1 16HBE total protein levels following 6-hour (A) and 24-hour (B) exposures to ENMs. 
Protein levels were converted from optical densities (OD) to protein concentration (mg/ml) for each 
material to normalise glutathione data sets. Results were considered statistically significant (*) when 
p<0.05. N=3 
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Figure 7.2 Total protein levels of 16HBE14o- cells (A) and TT1 cells (B) following 24-hour exposure to 
ENMs followed by bioenergetic analysis by the Seahorse Bioanalyzer XFe24. Protein levels were 
converted from optical densities (OD) to protein concentration (mg/ml) for each material to normalise 
Seahorse bioenergetic data sets. Results were considered statistically significant (*) when p<0.05. N=3
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7.2 OCR/ECAR Data Sets 
 
 
Figure 7.3 Cell line optimisation required prior to Seahorse XFe24 analysis. Cell titration to determine optimal seeding density for experiments using 
16HBE14o- cells (A), TT1 cells (B) and optimal compound injection concentrations demonstrating OCR profile (C) and ECAR profile (D).  N=1
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Table 7.1 16HBE14o- OCR Data 
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Table 7.2 16HBE14o- ECAR Data 
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Table 7.3 TT1 OCR Data 
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Table 7.4 TT1 ECAR Data 
 
7.3 SDS-PAGE of BSA 
 
Figure 7.4 SDS-PAGE of BSA only. BSA (Sigma, UK) was run on a separate gel to confirm the molecular 
weight of the bands observed between 50-75kDa. 
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7.4 Raw IL-1β ELISA Data 
 
Figure 7.5 Raw IL-1β ELISA Data. Supernatant tested for IL-1β proved unsuccessful and thus could not 
be converted to pg/ml as OD values fell below standard curve detection. 
